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INTRODUCTION

Research Initiatton Program - 1985

AFOSR has provided funding for follow-on research efforts for the
4 participants in the Sunmer Faculty Research Program. Initially this
,-, program was conducted by AFOSR and popularly known as the Mini-Grant

Program. Since 1983 the program has been conducted by the Summer Faculty
Research Program (SFRP) contractor and is now called the Research
Initiation Program (RIP). Funding is provided to establish RIP awards to
about half the number of participants in the SFRP.

Participants in the 1985 SFRP competed for funding under the 1985
RIP. Participants .submitted cost and technical proposals to the
contractor by 1 November 1985, following their participation in the 1985
SFRP.

Evaluation of these proposals was made by the contractor.
Evaluation criteria consisted of:

1. Technical Excellence of the proposal
2. Continuation of the SFRP effort
3. Cost sharing by the University

The list of proposals selected for awrd was forwarded to AFOSR for
approval of funding. Those approved by AFOSR wert funded for research
efforts to be completed by 31 December 1986.

The following summarizes the events for the evaluation of proposals
and award of funding under the RIP.

A. Rip proposals were submitted to the contractor by 1 November
1985. The proposals were limited to $20,000 plus cost
sharing by the universities. The universities were
encouraged to cost share since this is an effort to
establish a long term effort between the Air Force and the
university.

S. Proposals were evaluated on the criteria listed above and
the final award approval was given by AFOSR after
consultation with the Air Force Laboratories.

C. Subcontracts were negotiated with the universities. The
period of performance of the subcontract was between October
1985 and December 1986.

Copies of the Final Reports are presented in Volumes I through III

of the 1985 Research Initiation Program Report. There were a total of 82
RIP awards made under the 1985 program.
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INDOOR RADON POLLUTION

by

Ralph W. Sheets

ABSTRACT

Indoor air pollution from radon and its daughter decay products is a

significant health problem to those who live and work in buildings with

higher than average concentrations. Studies were carried out to

determine the range and distribution of radon and its daughters in

southwest Missouri, and to develop some understanding about how

distribution of radon and its daughters is affected by differential

pressures, temperatures, and humidities within a building. Difficulties

were encountered in using the Eberline working level monitoring system,

but measurements of radon daughters were supplemented by grab sampling of

radon in southwest Missouri buildings. A total of 143 measurements on 51

buildings in southwest Missouri showed indoor radon concentrations of

0.10 to 14.3 pCi/i . only 3 of the 51 buildings (6%) had concentrations

greater than 4 pCi/i in areas where people live or work. Multiple

regression analysis on data collected in the basement and first floor of

a two story house showed that changes in working levels in the basement

and on the first floor are weakly, but significantly, correlated: both

increase or decrease together. The working levels are also correlated

with ventilation conditions in the house. The working level in the

basement shows a direct correlation with temperature differentials

between the f irst fl1oor and basement: when the f irst flIoor i s warmer

than the basement, working level in the basement increases; when the

A., living room Is cooler, basement working level decreases.

5%~ 63-~1



I. INTRODUCTION

indoor air pollution from radon and its daughter decay products is a

significant health problem for the general population (1,2,3). Radon-2?2

is a radioactive gas formed by the decay of radium-226. The main source

of atmospheric radon is the decay of radium in rocks and soils, although

there are other sources such as groundwater, natural gas, volcanic gases,

and combustion of coal (3,4). Radon decays with a 3.82 day half-life to

form a series of short-lived (half-lives less than 30 minutes)

radioactive daughter elements: polonium-218, lead-214, bismuth-214, and

polonium-214. These daughters are potent lung carcinogens (5).

Radon is chemically unreactive, and inhaled radon is exhaled

essentially without effect (6). The daughters, however, are charged

species, many of which attach themselves to particulates in the air.

When inhaled, either in the unattached or attached forms, these may be

deposited in the lungs where they cause damage to living cells (6).

Unattached daughters are preferentially deposited in the upper passages

of the respiratory tract where lung cancers are known to develop among

uranium miners exposed to airborne radon (7). Thus the major health

effect associated with radon is thought to be production of lung cancers

by radon decay daughters, especially the unattached fraction.

The concentration of outdoor radon over the contiguous United States

is estimated to be about 0.25 pCi/1 (4). Diffusion of radon into

buildings from the soil underneath often results in indoor concentrations

much higher than the outdoor levels. Typical concentrations in the U.S.

average 0.2 to 4 pCi/l (3), but some indoor concentrations have been

found to exceed the OSHA standard for radon in uranium mines (about 66

pCi/i) (1). The [nvironmental Protection Agency estimates that from

63 -2



about 5,000 to 20,000 lung cancer deaths a year in the U.S. may be

attributed to radon and has established a maximum safe lifetime exposure

limit of 0.02 working level (WL), or about 4 picoCuries/liter of air

(pCi/ ) . (8). It is expected that the increase in numbers of tight,

energy-efficient houses in recent years will increase the exposure of

occupants to radon daughters.

The radon pollution problem is of particular importance to the

United States Air Force Occupational and Environmental Health

Laboratory. Not only are USAF personnel around the world exposed to

normal radon daughter concentrations In areas where they live and work,

*but there are a number of sites and installations where, it may be

speculated, there is special concern. These areas include airplane

graveyards, underground missile silos, and hardened USAF installations in

areas such as Colorado, where soil concentrations of radium are known to

v be high.

In order to asess the seriousness of indoor radon daughter pollution

with respect both to the general public and to USAF personnel, many more

studies need to be carried out. Even the extent of radon daughter

pollution is unknown. Although measurements have been made on thousands

* of houses in the U.S. , for example, there are still entire states for

which no values have been reported. Behavior of indoor radon is not well

characterized. Concentrations are known to vary not only with time of

day and story above ground, but with geographic and meterological

conditions (4). Outdoor radon has been shown to vary seasonally, but

apparently few measurements of seasonal variation of indoor background

levels have yet been reported (4). Finally, much remains to be

I.63-3



understood about how distribution of radon in multistory buildings is

affected by differences in pressure, humidity, and temperature.

It has been recommended (3) that studies of indoor radon and radon

daughter concentrations be carried out to determine the range and

distribution of radon and its daughters in buildings, and to understand

._ the behavior of radon and its daughters in buildings.

The project described in this paper was carried out to contribute to

this effort.

11. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

A. The original objectives of the research effort were:

a) to determine the range and distribution of radon and its decay

products in buildings in southwest Missouri; and

b) to develop some understanding about how the distribution of radon

and its daughters is affected by differential pressures, tempe,'atures,

and humidities within buildings.

In pursuit of these objectives, the following goals were selected:

1. A Survey of Indoor Radon Daughters in Southwest Missouri --it was

decided that twenty buildings, including both residences and office

buildings in the Springfield, Missouri area would be surveyed to

determine typical radon daughter levels. In buildings chosen to

lrepresent a variety of locations and types, radon daughter concentrations

were to be continuously monitored over a 24-hour period. In this way it

was hoped to identify buildings with elevated levels of radon.

2. Measurement of Diurnal and Seasonal Variations of Indoor L.evels -One

residence was to be selected for continued periodic measurement of radon

daughter working levels. It was planned that once a week during the

entire research period, working levels in the residence would be

63 4
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continuously monitored for a 24-hour period. The residence was to be one

in which normal living a Aivities were to be carried out under a variety

of ventilation conditions.

3. Investigation of the Influence of Pressure-, Humidity-, and

Temperature-Differentials Within a Building on Radon Daughter

Distribution --In a selected multistory residence, concentration of radon

daughters in the basement and a room on the main floor were to be

simultaneously monitored for continuous periods of several days. At the

same time, the air temperatures, barometric pressures, and relative

humidities of the two areas were to be continuously monitored. It was

hoped that compari~jn of data from these two areas would reveal whether

or not there is a symmetry in the growth and decline of daughter

concentrations as air is transferred between floors, and whether or not

periods of daughter growth and decline coincide with intrastructure

difference. in temperature, pressure, and humidity.

It was planned that all measurements of radon daughters would be

made using an Eberline radon working level monitoring system, Such a

system was acquired and tested. In use, unfortunately, the

microcomputerized Eberline system (consisting of one working level

S readout unit and two working level monitors) proved to be extremely

unreliable and erratic. During an entire 9-month period of attempted

%0 use, the system operated satisfactorily for fewer than 30 days. (See

I Vj Appendix.) As a result, the intended goals of this project had to be

considerably modified. Measurement,; of seasonal variation ot radon

'A daughters were deleted and studies of the effects o t prP,,,ure

16 temperature , and humidity-differentials were abbreviated On the

63.O .



other hand ,it was possible to greatly expand the radon survey in

southwest Missouri by making use of Lucas grab sampling for radon gas

(9) to supplement the relatively few measurements of radon daughters,

B. Revised Goals of Research Effort

The revised goals of this study were:

1. Evaluation of the Eberline Working Level Monitoring System Under

Field Conditions --This would include calibration of system,

* intercomparison of working level monitors, and comparison of working

level monitor measurements with measurements made using a modified

Tsivoglou method.

42. Investigation of Influence of Pressure-, Temperature-, and

Humidity-Differentials Within a Building on Radon Daughter Distribution

-This would require multiple regression analysis of data obtained

through simultaneous measurements of radon daughters, pressures,

temperatures, and humidities in two different locations within a

builiding.

3. A Survey Of Indoor Radon Levels in Southwest Missouri -- This would

include measurements of radon gas in approximately 50 buildings to

supplement the few measurements of radon daughters obtained in the

Springfield, Missouri area.

Ex~perimental procedures and results pertaining to each of these

three goals are discussed below in Sections 111, IV, and V.

respect ively.

b3 b
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Ill. EVALUATION OF EBERLINE WORKING LEVEL MONITORING SYSTEM UNDER

FIELD CONDITIONS

A. Apparatus

Continuous monitoring of radon decay daughters was carried

out with an Eberline radon working level monitoring system consisting

of two portable battery operated CMOS-microcomputer monitors (Model

WLM-1-A) and a programmable readout unit (Model WLR-1-A). The monitors

can operate unattended for up to one week, continuously drawing air

from the environment and collecting radon daughters on a filter. Alpha

emissions from the daughters are measured using a silicon diffused

Junction detector. The alpha counts are stored for preprogrammed

intervals of 1 to 60 minutes. The data points, along with parameters

used for taking data, are transferred to the readout unit.

Calculations and data printout are performed by the readout unit. The

system has a stated detection limit of 0.00002 WL (working level) and

an upper limit of 100 WL. Field testing of the system by Eberline

scientists showed that calibration with an electroplated alpha source

gave the same results (within - or - 16%) as calibration in a radon

chamber. The coefficient of variation between monitoring units was

within 10%. It was also shown that measurements made with the Eberline

system gave woking level values comparable to those obtained by a

modified Tsivoglou and a modified Kusnetz technique (10).

During the present investigation, simultaneous measurements from

two WIM-1's (#306 and #372) were compared with each other and with

measurements made using Thomas' three-interval count method. For the

latter measurements, the sampling system consisted of a I-udlum Model

?200 battery operated scaler; a .udlum Model 182 radon tlask counter; a
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Gast pump with a free air displacement of 113 I/min; a Lab Crest

Scientific Model 100 H Century flowmeter; Millipore 0.80 micron

cellulose ester filters; and alpha phosphor-on-Mylar discs (William B.

Johnson and Associates, Research Park, Montville, NJ).

B. Measurement Techniques

The Eberline system uses an integrated gross alpha counting

approach. In use, a WLM (monitor unit) is connected to the WLR

(readout unit) and the following parameters are entered: WLM number; a

location code; sampling interval (1 to 60 minutes); sample quantity (1

to 200 data points); tail interval (I to 60 minutes); tail quantity (0

to 200 points); and start time. The tail interval is the length of

time for each data point taken during decay of filter activity after

sampling is complete and the pump is turned off. From the decay

behavior during the tail interval, the program determines whether

thoron (Rn-220) is present along with radon (Rn-222).

The following description of the working level monitor is taken

from Eberline's Technical Manual (11):

The working level monitor provides the functions of sample

collection and data storage. It is microcomputer based and battery

powered. Extensive use of CMOS circuitry provides sampling periods of

up to one week. The data collection parameters are input via the

working level readout unit. These parameters are used by the WLM to

collect an operator selected number of data points over the sample

period. These data points are stored in memory until retrieved by the

WLR. Air is drawn through a membrane filter by a small punp. The flow

rate of the pump is controlled by the microcomputer. Radon daughters

are collected on this filter and their decay is detected by a silicon
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diffused junction alpha detector. The detector signal is amplified and

threshold discriminated. The output from the discriminator is counted

by the microcomputer. Start-up initiates a time interval clock in the

microcomputer which is used to sense a preset sample period starting

time. At a time of one time interval plus one second prior to the

start time,the WLM begins by taking a background measurement. After

measurement is complete the start time occurs, and the microcomputer

turns the pump on and the WLM counts the activity on the filter paper

for the total time period specified by the parameters input by the

operator. The time of each interval and number of intervals specified

* determine the total period. A total count value for each interval is

.1 stored. At the end of the sampling period, the pump is turned off and

activity on the filter paper is allowed to decay. This decay, or tail

period, is counted for four hours. The tail data and count value are

stored. In addition, if specified in the parameters, counts for

individual tail intervals may be stored. The readout unit then

includes the four hour tail counts in the working level calculation and

corrects for thoron contribution by half-life evaluation. The

background measurement aids in qualifying the data validity by proving

41m the counting system is not noisy. When the WLM has completed its

sample period and tail data collection, it turns off all power except

to the microcomputer. It then goes into a low-power operating mode to

" preserve data for long periods after data collecion.

The comparison method used was a technique developed by Thomas

(12) for determination of the radon daughters RaA(polonium-218),

RaB(lead-214), and RaC(bismuth-214). Air is drawn through a filter for

specified time and the total alpha disintegrations in three selected

63 9
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time intervals are counted. The equations relating air concentrations

" of the daughters to the interval counts are:

C2 = (0.1698G(2,5) - O.0820G(6,20) #- 0.0775G(21,30)

-0.0566R)/VE (1)

C3 = (0.0012G(2,5) - 0.0206G(6,20) 0.0491G(21,30)

-0.1575R)/VE (2)

C4 = (-0.0225G(2,5) + 0.0332G(6,20) - 0.0377G(21,30)

-0.0576R)/VE (3)

where C2 is RaA concentration, pCi/1; C3 is RaB concentration, pCi/1;

C4 is RaC concentration, pCi/1; V is sampling flow rate, 1/min; E is

the counter efficiency, cpm/dpm; G(x,y) is the gross number of alpha

*counts from x to y minutes after end of sampling; R is background

counting rate, cpm; and the sampling time is 5 minutes.

From these concentrations, the potential alpha energy

concentration (PAEC), in working level units, may be calculated:

PAEC - 0.0010256(C2) + 0.0050624(C3) + 0.0037247(C4) (4)

The experimental procedure for determination of radon daughter

concentrations and PAEC's is as follows: A 0.45 millimicrom filter is

placed face down on an alpha phosphor-on-Mylar disc. This is placed in

intimate contact with the photomultiplier tube in a Ludlum radon flask

counter and counted with a Ludlum scaler for 30 minutes. Typical

background rates are 0.02 to 0.03 cpm. The filter is connected to a

Gast pump metered with a calibrated rotameter. Air is drawn through

the filter at a constant rate for exactly 5 minutes. The filter is

removed and transferred face down to the counting chamber. After 2

minutes from the end of the sampling, gross alpha counts are recorded

until the end of the fifth minute. Counts are subsequently recorded
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for the 6-20 and the 21-30 minute intervals. Concentrations of radon

daughters and PAEC's are calculated using a Hewlett-Packard 15C

calculator, or an Apple II computer, and Equations (1) - (4).

C. Calibration of Instruments

The Eberline system was calibrated according to instructions in

the Working Level Monitor Technical Manual (11). Counting efficiencies

of both the Eberline monitor and the Ludlum radon counter were

determined by comparison with an electroplated Thorium-230 alpha source
,P,

;'. which is NBS traceable.

Air flow rates were measured with a rotameter which had been

• calibrated with a soap bubble flowmeter for standard conditions. The

rotameter was then calibrated with a filter in place by measuring the

pressure drop across the filter and calculating a flow rate corrected

to standard conditions.

D. Field Measurements: Results and Discussion

Two WLM's (Nos. 306 and 372) were calibrated, programmed to

count for 24 1 -hour periods, and placed side by side in the

laboratory. At the end of 24 hours, the printout showed an average

working level as measured by No. 372 of 0.00121 +/- 5.77%. Individual

hourly averages ranged from 0.000435 to 0.00167 WL. The 24-hour

'5
average as measured by No. 306 was 0.186 +/- 0.55%, with hourly

averages ranging from 0.000350 to 1.46 WL. Comparison of printouts

showed that ialues measured by No. 306 correlated well with those

'. measured by No. 372 (differences less than 20%) for the first 20

. hours. They then increased rapidly until, for the 24th hour, No. 306

reported 1.46 WL while No. 372 reported 0.00111 WL. Repeated tests of
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this kind showed that No. 306 behaved unpredictably, sometimes

reporting values as great as 4C00 times the corresponding values

reported by No. 372.

The performance of WLM No. 372 was checked by comparison with PAEC

measurements carried out by the Thomas method (12). The two methods

gave results which agreed reasonably well, with values measured by No.

372 being in the range of 0.88 to 1.36 times the corresponding values

measured by Thomas' method (at an ambient working level of about 0.001).

After WLM No. 306 had been repaired by Eberline, comparative tests

of the two WLM's showed better agreement over extended periods of

time. As an example, side-by-side measurements by the two instruments

for 168 consecutive 30-minute periods yielded an average of 0.00106 WL

for No. 372 and 0.00116 WL for No. 306. In general, hourly working

levels measured by the two monitors increased and decreased in the same

order, although occasionally one value increased while the other

decreased. Differences between two corresponding values were as small

as zero and as great as 100%. Figure 1 shows typical plots for WLM's

306 and 372 measuring 30-minute averages over a 24-hour period. When

counts were averaged over 60-minute periods, agreement between the two

curves was somewhat better.

During the three-week period succeeding the test shown in Figure

1, WLM No. 306 appeared to function properly. The experiments

described in Section IV below were carried out during this time.

After about three weeks, comparative tests indicated that No. 306

was again operating erratically. The monitor was returned to Eberline

and eventually replaced with WLM No. 325.

63-12
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In the meantime, WLM No. 372 began displaying apparent erratic

behavior and was returned to Eberline. Subsequent tests at the factory

failed to disclose any malfunctioning of No. 372, and it was suspected

that the problem concerned the readout unit, WLR No. 161.

By the end of the grant period, the Eberline Working Level

-$ Monitoring system was completely inoperable (see Appendix). The entire

system performed satisfactorily for a total period of less than one

month during the nine-month period of testing and evaluation.
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IV. INVESTIGATION OF THE INFLUENCE OF PRESSURE-. TEMPERATURE-. AND

HUMIDITY-DIFFERENTIALS WITHIN A BUILDING ON RADON DAUGHTER DISTRUBUTION

A. Introduction

in multistory houses, radon concentrations are usually

greatest at the lowest levels and decrease in upper stories (4). There

is some evidence which suggests that transport of air between floors

can account for radon concentration changes that are too rapid for air

exchange dilution (13). Thus measurements of radon concentrations in a

basement indicated that rapid growth or decline of radon often

coincided with variations in temperature differences between the main

floor and basement. In other studies, indoor radon concentrations have

been found to vary inversely with barometric pressure, with the rate of

change of pressure being more important than the actual value (2).

Additionally, since radon is soluble in water, it may be supposed that

humidity changes can affect indoor radon and radon daughter

concentrations. In order to investigate whether air movement between

floors due to pressue, humidity, or temperature differences has a

-J significant effect on radon distribution, the following experiment was

carried out.

In a residence which had previously been found to have radon in

the range of 0.26-3.58 pCi/i and PAEC in the range of 0.0005-0.020 WL,

concentrations of radon daughters in the basement and in the living

room above the basement were simultaneously monitored continuously for

several days. At the same time, the air temperatures, barometric

pressures, and relative humidities of the two areas were continuously

recorded. Measurements were made under a variety of ventilation of

conditions. Multiple regression analysis was then used to f ind
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correlations between changes in daughter concentrations, on the one

hand, and temperature-, pressure-, and humidity-differentials, on the

other.

B. Experimental Procedures

Radon daughter concentrations were measured by the Eberline

radon working level monitoring system described in Section III above.

Temperature and humidity measurements were made with Cole-Parmer

hygrothermographs. These instruments are spring-wound, chart-drive

.a recorders which operate over a temperature range of -10 to +50 deg. C

and a humidity range of 0 to 100% RH. Pressure measurements were made

with Cole-Parmer recording aneroid barographs. These instruments

measure and record pressures over a range of 940 to 1045 millibars with

a sensitivity of */- 0.2 MB.

Concentrations of indoor radon were measured for comparison with

WL values. These measurements were made by the Lucas grab sampling

technique (9) described in Section V below. Air samples were collected

in evacuated Lucas flasks and counted in a Ludlum Model 182 radon flask

counter connected to a Ludlum Model 2200 scaler.

Multiple regression analysis was carried out on an IBM 4341

mainframe computer using the base SAS (Statistical Analysis System)

software package.

The experiment was carried out in the following manner: The test

residence is a frame, two-story house with a half-basement which

connects with a half crawl space through open vents. The living room

is on the first floor directly above the basement. The only entrance

to the basement is a door opening into the kitchen, which is on the

first floor directly above the crawl space, and which does not directly
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open into the living room. When this basement door is closed, the most

likely route for radon from the basement to the living room is

diffusion through the forced-air duct system and through the living

room floor. Previous measurements of radon by the Lucas grab sample

method had shown radon levels ranging from 1.85 to 3.58 pCi/1 in the

basement, 0.26 to 1.20 pCi/1 in the first floor living room, and 0.93

to 1.43 pCi/1 in a second story bedroom (see Table 1). Measurement of

working level at 2100 hours on 4/6/86 showed PAEC = 0.0103 WL in the

basement and 0.00232 WL in the living room. Thus it appears that both

radon and radon daughter concentrations in the basement averaged about

* 4 times the concentrations in the living room throughout the month of

April, 1986, during which time the house was closed nd heated.

WLM's 306 and 372 were programmed to count from 0000 hours on

Wednesday, June 4, 1986 to 2400 hours on Monday, June 9, 1986 - a total

of 144 consecutive 60-minute periods. No. 306 was placed in the

basement of the test residence at a height of 2 feet above the cement

floor. No. 372 was placed in the living room directly above No. 306 at

a height of 2 ft above the carpeted hardwood floor. Recording

hygrothermographs and barographs were placed in the same two locations.

The test residence was occupied by a family of three, and normal

living activities were carried out during the 6-day period. Outdoor

temperatures ranged from 20 to 30 deg C during the period, and rain was

noted on two of the six days. No heating or cooling devices were in

operation in the house during this period, and temperature was

controlled by opening and closing windows and doors. A log was kept of

times when the house was opened and closed. When one of these events

occurred, the front and back doors (east and west sides, resppctively)
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Table 1. Measurements of Radon in Test Residence

Rn (pCi/l)

D ate Time Crawl Space Basement 1st Floor 2nd Floor

3/30/86 0620 - 2.94 - -

3/31/86 0604 -1 .97 -

4/1/86 0558 - 1.92 0.32 -

4/2/86 0600 - 231 0,62 -

4/5/86 2238 - 2.79 0.58 -

4/14/86 0700 - 2.55 0.26 -

4/14/86 2100 - 0.57 -

4/15/86 1718 - - 0.94

4/15/86 2330 - 2.41 1 .20 -

4/16/86 1620 - 3.58 0.52
i4

4/1 7/86 2130 -2 .12 -

4/18/86 1220 - 2.45

4/18/86 1850 2.61 2.99

4/19/86 2139 - 2 .34 -

4/20/86 235 - 1 .85 -

5/2/86 1655 - - 1.07

5/3/86 0855 - - 0.93

5/3/36 2335 - 0.48 1 .43

6
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together with Ist floor windows on the north and south sides were

opened or closed on the same schedule. Second story windows on the

east and west sides of the house were also opened and closed on this

schedule. The only door to the basement was kept closed at all times

except to enter or leave this space.

At the end of the 6-day sampling period, hourly averages for WL's

were printed out and placed in a computer file along with corresponding

pressures, temperatures, and relative humidities for the two sampling

areas. This file was then subjected to multiple regression analysis to

try to identify relationships and dependencies among the several

variables.

C. Results and Discussion

A Working Level (WL) is defined as the total alpha activity ot

short-lived radon daughters in secular equilibrium with 100 pCi/l of

radon. Radon gas entering a house necessarily leaves some ot its

daughters (which are solid particles) behind because of the filtering

action of soil and other materials through which it passes. This

filtered radon would require 3-4 hours for a new secular equilibrium to

be reached (14). Since the turnover time for air in a room of a

typical house is one air change per hour (ACH) or greater (15), it is

unlikely that equilibrium between radon and its daughters i% ever17 reached indoors. Therefore, instead of the radon/WL ratio being 100:),

it is higher, depending on the degree of equilibrium attained. Past

experience has led some investigators to assume a 50% equilibrium state

and to expect a Rn/WL ratio of about. ?00.

Sporadic grab sampling of radon in the test house durinq the

sampling period indicated that the Rn/WL ratio in the basement averaged
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about 400:1, and in the living room, about 330:1. This would

correspond to about 25% and 30% equilibrium in the respective areas.

In view of the fact that %equilibrium values decrease as ACH increases,

these values seem reasonable for an older (more than 35 years).

somewhat drafty house such as the test residence.

Figure 2 shows a plot of hourly WL's in the basement (WIB) versus

WL's in the living room (WLL) for the first three days. It is apparent

that there is a rough symmetry between the two curves, wuth the WI L

always being less than the WLB. Over the b-day period the WIB ranged

between 0.0042 and 0.0195 WL, with an average value of 0.0109 WI for

the 144 hours. Values for the WI.L ranged from 0.000b to 0.004/ Wi,

with an average of 0.00138 WL. The ratio of WLL/WIB ranged from 0.03 to

0.3? with an average value of 0.13. The ratio was smaller (0.12) when

the house was open and larger (0.16) when closed (Table ?).

It is not immediately clear what kind of correspondence should be

expected between working levels in the living room and basement ot the

test house. The largest source of indoor radon is thought to be

, infiltration of soil radon (15). Meteorological conditions (moisture,

temperature, wind, and atmospheric pressure) are said to atfect both

radon exhalation and air infiltration (15). Nero and associates (16)

tound that, contrary to their expectation, there is little correlation

between radon c.rncentrations and ventilation rates in houses they

Pxamined They concluded that radon is drawn Into a house by

mlrropressue differences inside and outside the house Ihese prp,,surp

lif frpnres are assumed to be caused by winds and by unequal indoor and

outdoor pr'essures due to a "chimney" or "stack" Pfte(t (16)
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Table 2. Values for Radon Daughters in Test Residence

Period Measured June 4-9 (144 hours)

Windows Open 57 hours total

Windows Closed 37 hours total

Avg WL in Basement 0.0109 WL

Avg WL in Living Room 0.00138 WL

* Ratio WLL/W1-B

Range 0.03 to 0.32

Average 0.13

Windows Closed 0.16

Windows Open 0.12
J

Equilibrium between

radon and daughters

In Basement 25% equilibrium

In Living Room 30% equilibrium

-3w?

r

h

a

,C
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in considering how radon is transferred from the basement to the

living room of the test house, the following parameters seem important:

a) Ventilation: Opening of windows and doors should cause a

decrease in living room radon; closing the house should result in a

buildup in the living room. Radon levels in the basement should

increase and decrease in the same manner.

b) Temperature Differentials: when the air temperature of the

living room is higher than that of the basement, one might expect a

"thermal inversion" effect. This would prevent cooler basement air

from carrying radon through the living room floor into the warmer air.

* As a result, radon should build up in the basement faster than in the

living room. Conversely, when th living room is cooler than the

basement, transfer of air from the warmer to the cooler area should

result in a decrease of radon in the basement and an Increase in the

living room.

On the other hand, when the living room is warmer than the

basement, the less dense living room air creates a micropressure

differential (chimney effect) which draws soil radon into the

*basement. Both lines of reasoning indicate that radon levels in the

basement should increase when temperature of the living room (11-R)

minus the temperature of the basement (TB) is a positive number.

c) Pressure and Pressure Differentials: Decreases in atmospheric

* pressure are expected to cause an increase in release of soilI radon and

a resulting increase in basement levels. When the pressure in the

living room is less than that in the basement, the chimney effect

should result in increased radon being drawn into the basement and,

presumably into the living room.
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*d) Humidity Differentials: Since humid air is less dense than dry

air, the same arguments made above concerning temperature differentials

should apply here (i.e., a buildup of basement radon is expected when

the relative humidity of the living room is greater than that of the

basement).

In summary, some plausible expectations concerning radon levels in

the test house are:

1. Radon concentrations in the basement and living room will

increase in periods when the house is closed, and decrease when it is

open.

2. Rad,'n levels in the basement will increase when the living

room is warmer than the basement, and decrease when the living room is

cooler. Radon levels in the living room will show the inverse behavior.

3. Radon concentrations in the basement will increase during

periods of decreasing atmospheric pressure, and decrease during periods

of increasing pressure.

4. Radon levels in the basement will increase when the relative

humidity of the living room is greater than that of the basement.

5. The major influence on radon levels in both the living room

and basement will be micropressure differences inside and outside the

house. Because of this, and in spite of the fact that the other

parameters affect basement and living room radon levels in different

ways, radon concentrations in the living room will be generally

proportional to concentrations in the basement.

Testing of these expectations in the present study was complicated

by several factors. First, no attempt was made to monitor winds and
le

inside-outside pressure differentials. (This was, in fact, not one of

63-24
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the goals of the research). Second, The test residence had a second

story which was not monitored. Some of the factors which influence

-~ transfer of radon between the basement and living room would affect

t rans f er between the I iIng room and second flIoor. Third, since this

study measured working level (radon daughters) and not radon gas,

allowance had to be made for the fact that some time is required for

secular equilibrium, or partial secular equilibrium, to be reached.

This means that maximum working level is not necessarily reached at the

same time that the maximum radon concentration is attained.

ON Correlation is complicated then by the fact that influences which have

* an immediate effect on the radon concentration will appear to have a

delayed effect on the working level.

The present study yielded results that are in agreement with some

of the above enumerated expectations. Examination of Figure 2 seems to

confirm that the WLL is roughly proportional to the WLB, generally

-rising and falling at about the same time. When vertical lines are

drawn on the plot to show periods in which the house was closed (X) or

open (0) (Figure 3), it is seen that working levels in both the

basement and living room did generally increase during closed periods

'p and decrease during open periods. The correlation is far from perfect,

however, indicating that other factors are Influencing the WL's.

Figure 4 shows the plot with vertical lines drawn to indicate
periods when the living room was warmer than the basement (*) or cooler

O' a.

L-0%.,:than the basement (-. This plot gives support to the suggestion that<1
W1-'s in the basement increase during (4)periods and decrease during

U)periods.
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Interpretations such as these drawn from observing time-series

* plots tend to be subjective and arbitrary. To remove some of the

subjectivity and arbitrariness, it was decided to subject the data to

multiple correlation analysis. It was hoped that statistical analysis

would reveal unambiguously significant relationships between WL's and

the other variables.

" The data set was broken into sets, with the June 4-6 data being

- subjected to computer analysis. The derived multiple correlation

equations were then applied to the June 7-9 data to see if they fit as

well as they fit the data from which they were generated. A number of

[* models were examined to determine correlations between the WLB, or W._,

and various combinations of temperatures, humidities, atmospheric

pressures, and ventilation conditions.

Oft Multiple correlation equations were obtained which had rather high

correlation coefficients (adjusted R-square vdlues of 0.8-0.9) and in

which all beta coefficients were significant at the 0.0001 level. Use

of the Durbin-Watson statistic showed, however, that errors in

measurements of WL's are strongly autocorrelated (d = 0.7-0.8).

Presence of autocorrelation in time-series data such as collected in

the present study is not surprising. It is clear that one of the main

factors determining the value of a working level measurement in a given

hour is the value it had in the previous hour. (Or, other things being

equal, if a WL is high in one hourly period, it will also be high in

the next hourly period.) When autocorrelation is present, the residual

error estimate is inflated and tests on the parameters are ess able to

reject the null hypothesis. This means that the values of the

correlation coefficients are questionable.
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It was decided to try to eliminate autocorrelation by using, not

the hourly working levels themselves, but changes in the working level

- from hour to hour. Models were tested to establish the dependence of

hourly changes in the basement working level (CWLB) on the following

variables: hourly change in living room working level (CWLL); ratio of

WLB/WLL (RWL); hourly change in atmospheric pressure (CP); change in

basement temperature (CTB); change in liing room temperature (CTL);

changes in relative humidity in basement and living room (CHB and CHL);

I 
ratio of basement temperature to living room temperature (RT); ratio of

basement humidity to living room humidity (RH); ventilation conditions

* (OC 0 I for closed house; OC z -1 for open); temperature differentials

(THC -- 1 if warmer in living room ; THC = -1 if cooler); and relative

h u m i d i t y d i f f e r e n t i a l s ( H W D -- l i f m o r e h u m i d i n l i v i n g r o o m ; H W D -1

if less humid). In addition, several of the independent variables were

lagged. For example, in some models CPl or CP2 (hourly changes inpressure one hour or two hours, respectively, 
before the measured

change in basement working level were used in place of CP. This was an

attempt to account for the fact that changes in WL are expected to lag

behind corresponding changes in parent radon concentrations.

* 0No significant relationship could be established between most of

. these variable and the CWLB. The best fit was obtained for the model
with CWLB a function of OCI (working level in the basement decreasing

one hour after house was opened, increasing one hour after house was

closed) and THC (working level in basement increasing during periods

when living room was warmer than basement, decreasing when living room

was cooler than basement). Although the multiple correlation

c o p f c o e f f i c i e n t I s n o t h i g h ( a d j u s t e d R -s q u a r e 0 .2 6 ) , b o t h O C1 a n d IH C
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are significantly correlated to CWLB (0.01 significance level).

Furthermore, analysis shows very little collinearity among the

variables, and the absence of autocorrelation (d = 1.702) (See Table 3).

Although the variables are not strongly correlated, they are

significantly correlated, and the multiple regression equation has some

predictive capability. Figure 5 shows a plot of measured CWLB's for

June 4-6 versus CWLB's predicted by Eqn (5). Figure 6 shows

corresponding plots for the control set of data, June 7-9.

The best fit obtained for hourly changes in the living room

working level (CWLL) was for a model with CWLL a function of CWIB

* (living room working level increasing or decreasing as basement working

level increases or decreases) and OC (living room working level

decreasing when house is opened, increasing when house is closed). For

this model adjusted R-square is 0.23. The variables CWLB and OC are

correlated to CWLL at the 0.05 and 0.01 levels, respectively (See lable
.,.'

5,5 4).

A plot of measured CWLL's versus CWLL's predicted by Eqn (6) is

shown for the June 4-6 data in Figure 7.

There appear to be two major reasons why the correlation

coefficients are not higher:

1. The most significant influence on both dependent variables

(i.e., micropressure differences outside and inside the house) is not

included; and

2. Random counting scatter for low numbers of alphai1

disintegrations affect the apparent direction of change in working

level from hour to hour. If counting error is large, one monitor can

report an increase in WL while the other reports a decrease in WI.
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Table 3. Change in Working Level in Basement as a Function of

Ventilation Conditions and Temperature Differentials

Multiple Regression Equation:

CWLB = -4.84 + 5.66(OCI) + 4.76(THC) (5)

Degrees of Freedom: 71

F Value: 13.788

* Prob. Greater Than F: 0.001

Adj. R-Square: 0.2648

Variable Prob. Greater T STZD Est. VIF

Intcpt 0.0067 0 0

OCl 0.0008 0.38 1.10

THC 0.0094 0.28 1.10

0 Durbin-Watson D 1.716

""7 Autocorrelation 0.142
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during a given hour, even though both WL's might actually remain

unchanged (See Figure 1).

This second reason can also explain why the individual beta

coefficients in Eqns (5) and (6) do not show greater significance.

An experiment similar to the one described above had been carried

out in the same house during May 28-31, 1986. In this case WLM's No.

306 and 372 weere programmed to count for 96 consecutive 60-minute

periods. No. 306 was placed in the crawl space of the test residence,

directly on the ground. No. 372 was placed on the floor of the dinig

room exactly above No. 306. Pressures, temperatures, and relative

* humidities of the two areas were monitored, and a log was kept of

times when the house was opened and closed.
4.

In this experiment the dining room temperature was greater than

the crawl space temperature throughout the 96-hour period, making it

impossible to test for a correlation between working levels and

temperature differentials. As Figure 8 shows, however, there is a

rough proportionality between WL's in the crawl space and in the

dining room. Working levels in both areas seem to increase during

periods when the house is closed, and decrease when it is opened.

Multiple regression analysis showed that changes in working level
rlv

In the crawl space (CWLC) are weakly, but significantly correlated
"p.L, with ventilation rates one hour previous (OCI) (R-square - 0.12).

Changes in dining room working level (CWLD) are weakly corelated with

CWLC and with OC (R-square 0.19).
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Table 4. Change in Working Level in Living Room as a Function of

Ventilation Conditions and Change in Working Level in

Basement

Multiple Regression Equation

CWLL - -0.752 + 0.0725(CWLB) + 1.97(OC) (6)

Degrees of Freedom: 71

F Value: 11.858

Prob. Greater Than F: 0.0001

* Adj. R-Square: 0 2342

Variable Prob. Greater T Stzd. Est. VIF

Intcpt 0.1543 0 0
,..

: - CW1 B O,.0478 0. 22 1. 10

(C 0.0005 0.40 1 10

Durbln-Watson D 2 231

Autocorrelat ion -0 118
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Over the 4-day period, working levels in the crawl space ranged

between 0.0114 and 0.0267 WL, with an average value of 0.0183 WL.
4.

Working levels in the dining room ranged from 0.0013 to 0.0079 WL, with

an average of 0.00352 WL. Ratios of WLD/WLC ranged between 0.07 and

0.38, with an average value of 0.19.

D. Conclusions

1. working levels on the first floor of the test house are

proportional to working levels in the basement and crawl space, with

first floor levels averaging 10-20% of the working level in the lower

areas.

2. Ventilation of the house by opening of doors and windows on

the upper levels causes an immediate decrease in working level on the

first floor. This is followed by a decrease about one hour later in

working level in the basement and crawl space.

3. When temperatures on the first floor are higher than

temperatures in the lower areas, there is a buildup of working level in

the basement and crawl space.

4. Neither ventilation to the outside nor temperature

differentials within the house have as much effect on indoor working
4",

levels as do micropressure differences inside and outside the house.

V- A SURVEY OF INDOOR RADON LEVELS IN SOUTHWEST MISSOURI

A. Introduction

In the past few years, measurements on thousands of U.S. homes

have found that a large number contain radon at hazardous

concentrations (3). It has been estimated that an average indoor radon

concentration is 1.2 pCi/l and that approximately 1 million homes have

concentrations exceeding 8 pCi/l (16).
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Few, if any, measurements of indoor radon in Missouri have yet

been reported. This part of the research effort was carried out to

determine the magnitude and range of Indoor radon concentrations in

southwest Missouri. During the 6-month period from March to September,

1986 radon screening measurements were made on 48 residences, schools,

and office buildings in Springfield, Missouri, and on 3 residences

outside Springfield in southwest Missouri. The findings of this survey

are reported below.

B. Experimental Procedures

1. Apparatus

The Lucas alpha-scintillation method (9) was chosen for the measurement

of airborne radon. A portable sampling kit was assembled from the

following components: Ludlum Model 2200 battery-operated scaler;

.. Ludlum Model 182 radon flask counter; four 100-ml Lucas-type

.. scintillation cells (Rocky Mountain Scientific Glass Blowing Company,

Aurora, Colorado). The assembled apparatus weighs approximately 20

p pounds and can be hand carried in a standard 8" X 18" X 24" metal

9 instrument case.

The Lucas cell is a cylindrical flask constructed from a Kovar

seal. The inner surface is coated with silver-activated zinc sulfide.

A quartz window with a transparent tin oxide coating on its inner

surface is sealed to one end of the cell. The other end has a stopcock

to permit evacuation of the air-tight cell. The cell is placed in a

.liqht-tIght chamber on the window of a photomultiplier tube, and alpha

scintillatIons produced by radon and its daughters (polonium-218 and

polonium-214) are counted. The counting efficiency of such flasks is

typically 0.6-0.1 cpm/dpm.
63-39
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2. Measurement Techniques
N

Airborne radon concentrations were calculated by the method of

Jonassen and Clements (17). This method does not require that secular

equilibrium be established between radon and its daughters before

counting begins. If the initial sample of radon is free of daughter

products at the time it is introduced into the ounting cell, the

counting period can start any time after sampling. (If the sample

initially consists of a mixture of radon and its daughters, 3-4 hours

must be allowed for attainment of equilibrium before ounting begins.)

The equation relating initial radon concentration to number of

4 alpha scintillations in a given time period is:

Rn(pCi/l) = C/(2.22)(E)(V)(G) (7)

whereG = 23904.80625(EXP((-O.0001259)(Tl))

EXP((-Q.0001259)(1l + T2)))

-4.50748(EXP((-0.2272)(Tl))

-EXP((-0.2272)(TI + T2)))

-165.5195(EXP((-Q/02586)(Tl))

-EXP((-O.02586)(Tl + T2)))

'*93.65601(EXP((-0.03518)(Tl))

-EXP((-0.03518)(TI + T2))) (7a)

ir and T1 is the time (minutes) between sample collection and beginning

of counting; T2 is the counting interval (minutes); C is the number

of net counts in T2 (total counts minus background counts); E is the

counter efficiency (cpm/dpm); and V is the volume of the Lucas cell

(liters).
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These equations were programmed into a Hewlett-Packard 15C

handheld calculator so that calculation of a radon concentration

requires less than one minute.

The experimental procedure for the determination of airborne

radon is as follows: A Lucas cell is flushed several times with

nitrogen, evacuated, and counted in a Ludlum radon flask counter.

Typical background levels of evacuated flasks are 0.1-0.3 counts per

minute. A 0.45 micron Millipore filter is attached to the ball joint

of the evacuated cell and the stopcock is opened to obtain a grab

sample of air. The stopcock is closed and the time recorded. The

* sample is stored for three hours to allow secular equilibrium to be

reached. The cell is then counted for a period of 2 to 12 hours and

the initial radon concentration is calculated using Eqns(7) and (7a).

The counting times were selected so that counting errors averaged /-

about 20% standard deviation or less.

.-.. 3. Testing and Verification of Instruments and Methods

The radon counting apparatus was calibrated by

Interlaboratory comparison using a standard test cell which had been

-IN calibrated at the Randam Corporation laboratory. Efficiency of the

% apparatus was found to be about 0.64 cpm/dpm.

Experiments were carried out to determine the sensitivity and

reproducibility of the apparatus. For environmentally significant

radon concentrations (down to about 1 pCi/1), the counting rate is

likely to be small. As an example, for a counter efficiency of 0.64

and a Lucas cell of 100 ml volume, the number of counts produced by 1

pCi/l of radon in equilibrium with its two alpha-emitting daughters

can be calculated as
o
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1 pCi/I X 0.100 L X 3(2.22 dpm/pCi) X 0.64 cpm/dpm 0.43 cpm.

Statistical fluctuations are large at such counting rates, although

precision can be improved by using longer counting intervals. The

minimum detectable activity is related to the background count.

Calculation of representative minimum detectable concentrations of

airborne radon showed that sensitivity is low for short counting times

and increases with longer counting intervals. Experiments showed that

for radon concentrations of about 0.02 to 4 pCi/l, counting intervals

of 2 to 12 hours give calculated percent errors of about 20% or less.

C. Survey Results and Discussion

* lMeasurements of indoor radon concentrations were carried out

using the apparatus described above. A total of 24 measurements taken

in 16 office buildings, churches, and schools in Springfield, Missouri

showed values r.anging from ().3() t;o 7.15 pCi/l, with only one

*. measurement being greater than 4 pCi/1 (Table 5).

Seventeen measurements on 8 multistory houses in Springfield

had radon levels ranging between 0.33 and 5.84 pCi/l, with three of

the house having more than 4 pCi/1 of radon (Table 6).

Table 7 shows results of 16 measurements on 8 Springfield

single-story houses which had basements. Values ranged from 0.28 to

3.87 pCi/i, and none was greater than 4 pCi/l. On the other hand, 24

measurements on 8 Springfield houses without basements (Table 8)

yielded values ranging from less than .2 up to 14.3 pCi/l (the highest

value measured in this study). Four houses had radon levels greater

than 4 pCi/l, but all were in crawl spaces.
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Only three houses outside Springfield were measured (Table 9). Radon

values ranged from 0.24 to 4.80 pCi/i in the three houses, and one had

radon in a living area at levels greater than 4 pci/i.

Table 10 summarizes indoor radon data obtained on all residences

in southwest Missouri. in general, radon concentrations were found to

'.2 be highest in basements and lowest on first floors, with second floors

having intermediate values.

A summary of all indoor radon measurements is shown in Table 11.

Only three houses had radon levels greater than 4 p~i/1 in areas which

were being used as living quarters. This represents about b% of the 51

* buildings measured.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS AND PLANS FOR FUTURE INVESTIGATIONS

The Eberline Instrument Corporation believes that it has now

modified the WLR-i -A so that the working level monitoring system wil

give reliable, accurate, reproducible results (private communication).

Once the modified system has been field-tested, it will be used to

continue investigating the influence of temperature differentials

within a building on radon daughter distribution. Measurements will1

also be made in the laboratory on a simulated multistory house in which

* temperatures and humidities in different parts of the "'house"t will be

controlled and varied. Also, a method needs to be developed for

dealing with autocorrelation in working level measurements without

'~introducing noise from random counting errors. This line of

investigation will be pursued further.
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The present investigator also intends to work on development of a

method which will permit continuous determination of the unattached

fraction of daughters within a house. This will be done by replacing

the filter paper on a WLM-I-A monitor with a 60-mesh wire screen, so

that only charged, unattached daughters will be removed from the

ambient and counted. Simultaneous sampling with a modified and an

N, unmodified filter will allow determination of the unattached fraction

of daughters, as well as their total concentrations.

Finally, screening of buildings for radon and radon daughters will

continue in southwest Missouri. One of the objectives of this survey

• will be to determine whether houses built on the Northview shale

outcroppings which occur in parts of southwest Missouri have higher

radon levels than do houses built on the more prevalent limestone soil.
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Reliability of Systems with Random Transfer of Control

Summary and Conclusions

The research described in this report was conducted under the

Research Initiation Program sponsored by the Air Force Office of

Scientific Research and conducted by Universal Energy Systems,

Inc. (Contract No. F49620-85-C-0013, Subcontract No S-760OMG-

013). The research was a continuation of work begun at the

Systems Reliability and Engineering Branch of the Rome Air

o' Developnment Center, Griffiss, AFB, NY during the Summer of

1985 under the USAF/UES Summer Faculty Research Program.

The research concerns the reliability of systems (software,

hardware, or combined systems) which can be decomposed into a

finite number of modules with control of the system randomly

transferred among the modules. Thus, the model treated here

differs from classical network reliability models which assume that

.' all modules or states are active at all times. The report is divided
into three parts.

In the first part, it is assumed that control of the system is

transferred among the modules according to a Markov process.

Each module has an associated reliability which gives the

probability that the module will operate correctly when called and

-4 will transfer control successfully when finished. It is also assumed

that the system has a terminal module which corresponds to mission

suc'c-ess. The reliability of the system is defined to be the

probability that the system reaches the terminal module without

64-1
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andit stuLdied ;d,., i, te-ms of the module reliabilities and the
transition probabilities. Improved methods of predicting system

reliability, allocating module reliability, and determining module

sensitivity are developed which take advantage of the network
structure of the system. A measure of inherent sensitivity is

:developed which is based on the transition probabilities alone and

which can be used to estimate the sensitivity of the modules before

their reliabilities are known. Special branching and sequential

systems are studied in detail. The first part is an improvement of

-he report issued at the end of the USAF/UES Summer Vacuiti

Research Program.

In the second part, it is again assumed that control of the s sem

is transferred among the modules according to a Markov pr'ocess,

Ind that each module has an associated reliability. However, it is

assumed that the system does not have a terminal module; rather

the system operates continuously until it fails. The mean number of

transitions until failure is used as a measure of system reliabilitv

and is studied in terms of the module reliabilities and the transition

probabilities. As in the first part, methods of predicting syst'm

reliability, allocating module reliability, and determining module

sensitivity are developed. Special branching and sequential systems

are studied in detail. The techniques and results in the second part

prJ ]Id those in the first part.

In the third part, general systems with random transfer J

-ontrol are studied. It is assumed that the trar'isfor of control

iinonV the modules is caused by exterri irut arand is ,ndom crili

Lru the input-, are unknown. ?pesiti :O lv. i ; ;ured hat
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the input sequence is a stochastic process and that, when an input is

received, the system goes to a new state which is a deterministic

function of the old state and the input. Thus, the state sequence is a

stochastic process which is driven by the input sequence. A

reliability framework is imposed on the model by assuming that for

each state of the system there is a set of inputs which would cause

the system to fail if it is in that state. It is shown that if the

inputs are statistically independent, then the state sequence is a

:'Markov chain and hence either the model of the first part or the

second part applies (depending on whether there are terminal

states). However, the assumption of statistically independent inputs

is unrealistic. It is shown that if the inputs are correlated then the

.state sequence may not satisfy the Markov property and hence the

application of the models in the first two parts is questionable. It

is also shown that if the input sequence is a Markov process (a

more realistic assumption) then the 'joint state input sequence is

also a Markov processs. In theory, system reliability could c

studied in terms of the joint process, but this would involve

knowning the transition probabilities of the input sequence and this

information is unlikely to be available in practice.

In conclusion, the Markov chain models studied in the first two

parts are mathematically well developed and can yield quite explicit

r'esuLts. H owever, there are mathematically compelling reas {ons to

question the assumption of Markov transfer of control for system:;

Whose transitions are driven by correlated inputs. 1n.-nce th

Markov models should be used with care. In addition, mcr, ;tudv

is needed to understand the stochastic behavior of such systm;

64-3
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Part I

Reliability of Systems with Markov Transfer of Control

and with Terminal States

Introduction

This part considers a model, originally proposed by Cheung [1],
for software systems which can be decomposed into a finite number

of functionally independent modules. There are two main

assumptions. First, it assumed that control of the system is

transferred among the modules according to a Markov chain. The

Markov property means that given knowledge of the module in

control at any given time, the future behavior of the system is

conditionally independent of the past behavior. Second, it is

assumed that the system has a terminal module corresponding to

mission success. That. is, ideally the system will eventually

complete its task successfully and enter the terminal state.

The terminal module will be denoted by T and the remaining

(transient) modules by the integers 1, 2, ... , n. Thus, the

dynamics of the ideal system are described by a Markov chain with
& state space (1 , 2, ... , n, T) and transition matrix P. That is, P..- is

the probability that control will next be passed to module J, given

that module i has control. Since T is absorbing, PT 1. All

other states eventually lead to T. Usually the system will have a

designated initial module.

* Next it is assumed that each of the transient modules 1, 2,., n

o is failure prone. Specifically, module i has an as!;ociatcd

reliability 1. which is the probability that the module will operate

* 64-4
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correctly when called and will transfer control successfully when
II,...finished. Equivalently, the system has probability I-R i oaln

- each time it enters state i. Mathematically, the imperfect system

is modeled by adding an absorbing state F (failure) and by modifying

the transition probabilities appropriately. Specifically, the

imperfect system is described by a Markov chain with state space

{I, 2, ..., n, T, F} and transition probability matrix P given as

-" follows

"". i -R -P. fori- I, n and j -I n. T;

PF I I-R. for i -- 1, ... , n;

FTT , PFF

. Thus, the dynamics of the imperfect system are completely

described by the module reliability function R and the ideal

transition matrix P, since this description is equivalent to

specifying the transition matrix P of the imperfect system. Note

that T and F are absorbing states and that the transient states 1, 2,

n ... ,nlead to T and F.

System reliability is defined to be the probability that the

system eventually completes its task successfully without failing.

Mathematically, this is simply the probability that the Markov

chain for the imperfect system is eventually absorbed into T rather

than F. The purpose of the model is the study of system reliability

in terms of the module reliabilities and the ideal transition

probabilities.

-heung [I] developed a method of computing system reliability

64-S
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and a method of computing the sensitivity of system reliability with

respect to a given module reliability. These methods are

satisfactory for numerical results, but are not well suited for

obtaining explicit analytical results. In this paper, alternative

methods will be developed which can lead to such explicit results.

In addition, a measure of "inherent" sensitivity will be developed

which depends only on the ideal transition probabilities. A simple

, •method of allocating module reliability to meet a given system

2 reliability demand will be given. Finally, these methods will be

applied to general branching and sequential systems.

As noted above, one of the main assumptions of the model is the

existence of a terminal state corresponding to mission success.

- However, there are systems which have no such natural terminal

state, systems which run more or less continuously (until failure).

For such systems, a better model is the semi-Markov model of

Littlewood [51 with mean time to failure as the measure of

reliability. Another, simpler approach is to consider a discrete

Markov chain as described here, except without an absorbing

terminal state and with the mean number" of transitions until

4 failure as the measure of reliability. This model will be treated in

Part II.

System Reliability
For each transient state i 1, 2, ... , n let p, denote the

probabiltiy that the Markov chain for the imperfect system, starting

in state i, is eventually absorbed into T (i.e., the probability that

the system eventually completes its task successfully). Thus p is
I6.4
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the system reliability function.

The method of computing p given in [1] will be reviewed briefly.

It is based on a standard method of computing absorption

probabilities for a Markov chain; a derivation may be found in [2T.

Let Q denote the restriction of the transition matrix P of the

imperfect system to the transient states 1, 2, ... , n. Note that Q.
- RiQij where Q is the restriction of the transition matrix P of the

ideal system to the transient states. The matrix

k -c.-.- ( -" (1)

is called the potential matrix of the imperfect system; its ij value

gives the expected number of visits to j by the imperfect system

starting in state i. Of course, similar remarks apply to the

potential matrix of the ideal system, obtained by replacing Q with

Q in (1).

For each transient state i, let Gi = PiT = R iPiT denote the

probability of going to the terminal state T from state i in one step
for the imperfect system Using the notation of matrix
multiplication,

.::: p -(I- Q)'iG

In particular, if state i is the initial state, then the ystem

reliability is

.v .Pi (G) b ..

Another method of computing system reliability will now be

64-704



given. Suppose that the initial state is i. Let j be any specified

. transient state (j may be i). Then a simple application of the

Markov property shows that

Pi - A ij + Bii p(2)

where A.. is the probability, starting in state i, of eventually

I* reaching the terminal state T without reaching state j first and

where B.. is the probability, starting in state i, of eventually

reaching state j. If i - j, "reaching state j" should be interpreted

as "returning to state j" in which case we obtain from (2)

p -- Aj/(I--B)
jJ. ji i

Substituting this result back into (2) gives the desired result:

P- Aij + BijA../(I-Bjj) (3)

Each of these quantities is defined in terms of the imperfect

system. Schematically, Equation 3 is represented in Figure 1

* below where the wavy lines indicate that these are not necessarily

one step transitions. Indeed many transitions may be involved.

:: A..
rij

pA

,iUM 1 . S.nrnntiC kpr eSCrtation of Lq 10t ,)n 3.
6
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From the Markov property, the matrices A and B are related to

the basic data R and P according to the following systems of

equations:

A..zR.P. + . RPA()ij iT + j i ik kj;

B j =j R IPij + -4 tj RipikBkj" (5)
^ - I

Moraover, Bij/(-Bi) is the same as (I-Q)ij namely the

expected number of visits to state j for the imperfect system

starting in state i.

.* The method of using Equation 3 for computing system reliability

is important for two reasons. First, it may turn out that for some

state j (such as a state which acts as a central control), the

quantities A. B., A B.1 can be computed explicitly in termsquantties ij, Bj j

of the ideal transition probabilities and the state reliabilities.
Second, of the four quantities in (3) only two, A. and .. depend

.. ad
on Ri, the reliability of state j. Specifically note from (4) and (5)

that if i t j, then A.. and B. do not depend on R. If i j, (11)

and (5) give

jk kj ,
jJ JJK J

Lyettin A -. 1 PkA. and B.. P - P.B
i 4/-~j Pjkkj j /i 1 k kj'

.- ieQ: tohat (3) can be rewritten in the form

" A.. B.R A../(1 R.; ()
' . 1,lj .1 Ii .J ij

64-904
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where A.j, B1j, and (if i t j), Aij, Bij are independent of R...J J
Thus, Equation 6 allows us to isolate the effect of the reliability of

state j on total system reliability and will be important in the

sensitivity and allocation problems to be considered next.

Sensitivity

Suppose that state i is the initial state. The sensitivity of any

transient state j is defined to be ap1/aR the partial derivative of

system reliability with respect to the reliability of state j. This

quantity is a measure of how sensitive system reliability piwill be

to small changes in the reliability R. of state j.

In [I1] various determinant expansions were used to obtain a

formula for the sensitivity of a state. Another method of computing

sensitivity, which is better for analytic purposes, can be obtained

from (6). If i ' j, then

)23p./3R. - BijA./(I-R.B - B .jA..(i-B. .) (7)

and if i j

aP./akR A../(1 RB i)"-A..i(1 B-.. 'i (8)

r-.
V..

The quantity B. /(1 B .) is the expected number of' visits to

,itate j .s tarting in state i for the imperfect system while 1/(1 B

the e'per-ted number of visits to i starting in i. [herefore if a

-,tale is visited a large number of times on average, then system

r'eiability will be very s3ensitive to inaccuracies in the reliability

64-10
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The terms Aij and B ij will in general be complicated functions

of the state reliabilities and the ideal transition probabilities. It
'.would be helpful to have an inherent measure of the sensitivity of a

state which could be obtained from the ideal transition probabilities

alone and which could be used before the state reliabilities are

measured. Since, hopefully, we anticipate that the state

reliabilities will be near I, a natural measure of the inherent

sensitivity of state j is api/'cR evaluated with Rk I for all k

1, 2, ... , n. Note that when all state reliabilities are set equal to

1, A.. becomes a.. and B.. becomes b.. where a. . and b.. have the
i 1j j Uj I Ij Ij

same meanings as A.. and Bi1 respectively, except relative to the
1jjideal (failure free) system rather than the imperfect system. Also,

of course, A.. A.. a.. and B.. B.. b... Finally, note that-cr, ii Ji JJ ii ii
a. I - b.. since if the ideal system does not return to j, then it

.'J J
must be absorbed into T without reaching j. Therefore,

substituting into (7) and (8), we obtain the following expressions

for the inherent sensitivity of state j, starting in state i, denoted

D.. If i /j, then

* S - b. /(-b). (9)

h "..h"n-Kz ci .jd (IM ep-enh
-,' :,;r'1stilor.i; (n and (1 0) rcpr'ris nt tihe 'I -" 1,

".:ron>r ,[ ,,i't, to -; t:] ., :Iartiri, in t'he i it ial o~t aIt: i t

'-.4.
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, Sij i

- where Q is the restriction of the ideal transition matrix P to the

transient states.

In summary, the expected number of visits to state j by the ideal

system is a measure of the inherent sensitivity of state j. It will

- be near the true sensitivity of state j for an imperfect system in
*which all of the state reliabilities are near 1. Moreover, note that

A.. - a.. and B. -< b... Therefore a comparison of (7) and (8)

with (9) arnd (10) shows that the inherent sensitivity gives an upper
- bound on the true sensitivity. Finally, note that a ranking of the

* states according to inherent sensitivity will be the same as a

ranking of the states according to true sensitivity if the state

reliabilities are sufficiently close to f. Examples can be

-mcnstructed which show that this will not necessarily be true if the

*" state reliabilities are not near 1.

Allocation

*' In this section we will consider the problem of determining the

reliability required by a given state in order to meet a given

system reliability demand.

Suppose that state i is the initial state. Consider a fixed

4 transient --;tate J. Solving for R. in (6) gives

R. (p,-A.. )/(B .j Aj + B.J Jp- B A..) (11)

64-12
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If the system reliability pi is specified, if the ideal transition

probabilities are known, and if the state reliabilities for the states

other than j are known, then (I i) can be used to determine the

reliability of state i.

If the ideal transition probabilities are known, but none of the

state reliabilities are known (the usual case), then the reliabilities

of the states other than j can be set equal to I in (11) to give a

rough estimate of the reliability needed for state j. But then Aij

would become a.. and B.. would become b.. where we recall thati - j ij ij
and b.. have the same meanings as A.. and B.. respectively,

except for the ideal system rather than the imperfect system.

However, for the ideal system, b. I --a... Therefore,

substituting into (1I) gives

R. (pi-ai )/(pi - aij + ajj jj). ()

Ile.

Equation 12 can be used to determine the reliability needed for

a given state j in order to achieve a given system reliability p.

assuming that the other states are perfect (i.e. have reliability i).

* Since, of course, the other states will in general not be perfect,

. (12) should be viewed as a rough estimate only, which can be used

to obtain an order-of-magnitude estimate of R..

. Branching Systems

In this and the following section, two special types of systems

"will be considered. These systems not only provide examples of the

7 r:rjthods of the previous sections, but also are of sufficient

64-13
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generality and richness of structure to be interesting in their own

* right.

First a general branching system will be studied which has the

ideal transition graph given below:

Figure 2. Branching System.

* State I acts as a central control which may pass control to any of

the states 2, .. ,n or back to itself or to the terminal state. Each

of the branch states 2, ... , n can pass control back to itself, back to

the control state I1, or to the terminal state. We assume that the

ideal transition matrix P and the state reliability function R are

given. State 1 is designated as the initial state.

eEquation 3 with i -- I and j =I will be used to compute the

-ystem rliability Pt explicitly. Thus

64-14



P -A 1 /(I-B 1 1 ) (13)

Note that in order to reach T from state I without returning to

state 1, the system must either go directly to T or to some branch

state j, stay at the branch state for some k transitions, and then go

to T. It therefore follows that

A1 R1 PtT + Rn2 R ITP+I _h 0 (RJPJj) R PjT

"R P1T + -R P R P T/(i-R . (14)I-.IT:-2 t ij j jT j i

On the other hand, in order to return to state t, starting at state 1,

the system must either return in one step to state I or go to some

branch state j, stay at the branch state for some k transitions, and

then return to state I. Thus by a similar argument

Bii - R P V InR P R P / (I -R P.j). (15)

Therefore from (3) the system reliability is given by (13) where
where A11 and B are given in (14) and (15) respectively. It

would be difficult to obtain this explicit result from the matrix

inversion technique of equation of Cheung [i].

The sensitivity of system reliability p1 with respect to the

various state reliabilities could now be computed using (13) (15)

and standard calculus. However, (9) and (10) will be used to

compute the inherent sensitivities. Recall that the advantage of the

inherent sensitivity is that it can be computed before the state

reliabilities are estimated. Using arguments similar to those for
finding p , the results are

, .. 64-15
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S11 11S n
I; Pi 2 =Pi1j Pj I/(I -Pj

'S 
Pi,

Si1  (l-Pii)[I - Pll - jsiP jPjl/(I-Pjj )] - Pil__ _

for i - 2, ... , n.

Sequential Systems

In this section a sequential system will be considered which has

the ideal transition graph given below:

A.- 
n

A-.

Figure 3. Sequential System.

State i is designated as the initial state and we assume that the

* ideal transition matrix P and the state reliability function R are

64-16
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. known. Note that control tends to pass sequentially from state I to

state 2, ..., to state n except that, in each state, control can return

to that state, go to the initial state 1, or go to the terminal state T.

Equation 3 with i - i and j I will be used to compute the

system reliability p1 explicitly. From (3),

fp1 = A 1 1 /( i -B I 1 ). (16)

Note that in order to go from state I to state T without returning

* ,to state 1, the system must visit states 1, 2, ... , k, T for some

m.ate k (with any number of returns to the intermediate states 2,

k). It follows with a little work that

A-" 1 1 R t T+

n k-R(17; 7" .:._ k= 2 R1 P12 [lj= jj + iI-R j]k kT( --k kk). (

Similarly, in order to return to state 1, starting at state 1, the

system must visit state 1, 2, ... , k, I for some state k (with any

number of returns to the intermediate states 2, ... , k). Therefore

I•Bl - R1IP t +

';<' ':k:.-2 R 1P2 [j - 1 R j Pjj /(- R .P j)IRkP /(1 --R Pk (181)
. < j2Fi:- j 1 k

[o: -herefore from (3), the system reliability is given by (16) where

.e-:,' ' "A 1 and B 1 are given in ( 17) and (18) respectively.

To conclude this section, a numerical example will be

considered which was motivated by a radar software system

discussed in [7]. The ideal transition graph is given in Figure I

A%, 64-17
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e0.

and the ideal transition probabilities are P1 1 - 0.8, P12  -0.2,

P 2 0.4 P -22  0.4 P 23  0.2, P31 =0.4, P33  0.4, P 3T
0.2.

Figure 4. A Sequential System with n 3.
4

Note that the system is a special case of the general sequential

system. Using (16)-(i8) and some algebra, the system reliability

(with state 1 as the initial state) is

Pl (19)

.008R R2R3

(I -. 8R )( I -. 4R 2 )( I -. 4R3 ) --.08R I R2 (1 -. 4R3)-.016R I R2 R3

where R 1 , R2 and R3 are the state reliabilities. For example, if

R R R 0.99 then p, 1 - 0.597.

The inherent sensitivities for this example can be computed form

(9) and (10) and the type of arguments that have been used before.

The results are S 1 i = 45, S 12 = 15, S13 - 5. Thus, system

reliability will be enormously sensitive to changes in the state

reliabilities, particularly state 1. For example, if R 0.999,
0.99, Q3  .n c then p1  0.7 9 a, ,compOr ed with p1  0.97

64-18
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when R 1 - R 2 - R 3  0.99.

Finally, the allocation scheme of described earlier will be

applied to this example. Suppose that we want a system reliability

of p -0.9. Note first that aj = 0 for j = 2 and 3. Moreover,

a1 1 - 1/45, a2 2 - 1/15, a33 1/5. Substituting into (12) gives

R I = 0.9975, R2  0.9926, R 3 - 0.9783. Recall that, for each

i, the value of R, given by the allocation scheme is the reliability

needed by state i to achieve p1 = 0.9 assuming that the other states
are perfect. Thus we need to increase the state reliabilities

somewhat for simultaneous allocation. Let R1  0.9999, R'
0.999, R 3 -0.99. Substituting into (19) gives p, -0.9343.

.41

-OA
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Part I I

Relilability of Systems with Markov Transfer of Control

and without Terminal States

Introduction

This part concerns soft ware/hardware systems which can be

decomposed into a finite number of functionally independent

* modules. The main assumption is that the transfer of control among

the modules satisfies the Markov property which implies that the

future behavior of the system is conditionally independent of the past
behavior, given knowledge of the module in control at the present.

Each module is failure prone and has an associated reliability which

measures the probability that the module functions correctly when

* called and transfers control successfully when finished.

In Part I, this model was studied under the additional

* assumption that the system has a terminal module corresponding to

mission success. System reliability was defined to be the probabil-

* ity that the system eventually reaches the terroiinal module without

failing. Methods were developed for predicting system reliability

and computing the sensitivity of system reliability with repsect to

module reliability. Also, explicit results were obtained for certain

types of branching and sequential systems.

There are many systems, however, which have no natural

terminal state corresponding to success. Some systems are

designed to run for fixed periods of time while others run more or

less continuously (until failure). For example, consider a radar

system which has software modules corresponding to search,

6 4-20



acquire and track states. Such a system will run continuously until

it fails or is shut down for maintenance. It will not do to add a

terminal state to such a system artificially, to make it fit the

model of Part I, for this can result in misleading or even

- ridiculous conclusions, as will be shown later.

In this paper, a discrete Markov chain model like the one in

Part I will be developed except without the assumption of a

terminal state. The mean number of transitions until failure will

be the measure of reliability considered. This approach is

reminiscient of the continuous time, semi-Markov model for

. modular software systems which was studied by Littlewood [5] and

Laprie [4] with mean time to failure as the measure of reliability.

The main difference is that the continuous time model allows a

random time spent in each state (but forbids transitions from a

state to itself), while the discrete model measures time in discrete

units and allows transitions from a state to itself. The continuous

time model is more realistic in some ways, but is also harder to

work with. Indeed, in [4] and [5], only asymptotic results are

tractable. The main advantage of the discrete model is that it is

simple to work with and can lead to quite explicit results.

Moreover, the discrete model is particularly appropriate for

systems in which the transitions corresponds to inputs received at

regular time units, for then the mean number of transitions until
failure can be converted to the mean time until failure. IF-or

systems in which the transitions are driven by inputs received at

irregular time units, the mean number of transitions until failure

can be multiplied by the mean time between inputs to obtain an

64-21
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approximation to the mean time until failure.

This part is a sequel to Part I. Methods will be developed for

computing the system reliability, the sensitivity of system

reliability relative to module reliability, and the module reliability

needed to obtain a given system reliability. The results will be

applied to general branching and sequential systems.

The Markov Chain Model

The modules (or states) of the system will be denoted 1, 2,

n. Usually the system has a designated initial state. The ideal

0 (failure free) system is described by a Markov chain with state

space {1, 2, .. ,. n} and transition matrix P. That is, P.. is the
IJconditional probability that the next state will be j given that the

current state is i.
The reliability of state i, denoted R, is the probability that state

i will function correctly when called and will transfer control

successfully when finished. Equivalently, the system will fail with

probability 1-R. each time state i is entered.

The imperfect system is modeled by adding an absorbing state F

6 (failure) and modifying the transition probabilities appropriately.

Specifically, the imperfect system is described by a Markov chain

with state space {I, 2, ...I n, F} and transition matrix P given by

P.-R.P.. for i,j l,.,n;
1J 1 1j

PiF I R. for i I, ... ,n;

1P I

S.,
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We assume that R. < t for each and hence each of the states 1,

-" n eventually leads to F. State F is absorbing. Note that the

dynamics of the imperfect. system are completely described by the

state reliabilit'i function R and the ideal transition matrix P since

this description is equivalent to specifying the transition matrix F

of the imperfect system.

Expected Number of Transitions Until Failure
For i - , 2, ... , n, let M. denote the mean number of

-- transitions until failure for the imperfect system, starting in state

1. If the transitions of the system correspond to inputs received at

regular time intervals, then M. is proportional to the expected time

until failure, starting in state i. Two methods of computing the

function M '*,vil be given.

Let Q denote the restriction of the transition matrix P of' the

imperfect system to the (transient) states 1, 2, ... , n. Note that

Q. - R.P. .. Fhe matrix
S i

k.--. - (I--Q)

is the potential matrix of the imperfect system. Its ij value gives

the expected number of visits to j by the imperfect system s.tart ini,

in state i (for a derivation see [2]). It follows that

M. - i (I 1 w
I ',* "

In the not"aion of matrix multiplication, (1) can be wrIn in the

form M (I Q) 1 where I denotes the constant function I def"rid

64---
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on 1, 2, ... , n.

Equation I is the basic method of computing M. It is

satisfactory for numerical work, but may not always be best for

analytical purposes. Another method will now be developed which

can take advantage of the structural properties of the system.

Let i and j be any of the states 1, 2, ... , n. A simple

application of the (strong) Markov property shows that

•* M. - N (2)

.vhere N.. is the expected number of transitions until the imperfect

[ s/stem either fails or reaches state j, starting in state i and B.. is
Ii

,- the probability that the imperfect system eventually reaches state j,

starting in state i. If i j, "reaches" should be interpreted as

"returns to" in which case we obtain from (2)

'[:M ~ - AIj/ --BJ.

Substituting this result back into (2) gives the desired result:

i i j ' J ii / I

From the Markov property, the matrices N and B are related to

the basic data R and P according to the following sysftems of

equations:

1 Ni;j - 1 j;

Bij - Rj.. + k R.pikf'kl.

Morover B..i(1 .) is the same as (I Q) namely the expected
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numY~r visits to jfor the imperfect syvstem starti i taei

HQV:&VF, he ric tousing (3) is finding a state jfor-wih L

'Llantities N., -n B 1 ae easy to compute dirEctl' C12

I, the initial state, is usually determined from the phyia

No-te that if R. R for all j then

M. I 1(1 R)

for ail i Sinice each transition can be viewed as a Bernoulli trial

~vith constant probability R of success and therefore the number of

4tr-ansitionis until failure has a geometric distribution. Note also

tK2hI Ejuatio~n 6 is completely independent of the ideal transt jon

~.robbiitesand the number of states.

Anthr' advantage of (3) is that it allows us to isolate the effect

oLik reliability R -of state j on the system reliability M. Vr-rri

'-'ard noethat if i then N ij arid B ij do not depend on R.
Tf C' : _ : () arid (5) give

N I-1R~ P
Ji ,kzj Pjk kj

B -R[P.
.11 j JJ ~kj PjkBkII.

L-etting N 1  A P .~k and H. P. 7_k P4/ PjBk we SCI

ii ) an be rewritten in the form

M. N..i B. (1 iR.N..)/ R B.)()

0ir N. and (i .)N 1 ar-c inidepenidenit of'R



broblems o be considered next.

Sensitivity

Suppose that state i is the initial state so that Mi, the expected
rumber of transitions until failure, starting in state i, is the

. measure cf system r'eliability. The sensitivity of M. with respect
to R is defined to Mi /aR the partial derivative of M. with

respect to the reliability of state j. This sensitivity is a measure

of how small changes in the reliability of a state effect the

expected number of transitions until failure. Sensitivity can be used

to determine which states are most critical and can be used to judge

the quality of estimates of M. based on estimates of the R I I,

, ..,n.

From (7), if i J j,

28M1/ORj B (N 4B.)/(I--R.B..)
I J iii J JJ

B. (N. .B. )/(I L3. )~ 3
ijN ii jii

am. /a. (N. B. )/(i-R iBi ) -  (N. i B i B (1

As all state reliabilities approach 1, either B.. . I or N.* j Ii!.

wX. In any event, aM/aR - o unless i/ 9 and B. 0 (0 .

urnless it is impossible to reach state j from, the initial stale i)

Therefore, 'when all state reliabilities are near 1, M. ilI
T I

extremely sensitive to changes in the state reliabilit les.

rrieans thail statistical est irnates of M "sed on
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1, 2, ... , n must be used very cautiously.

Allocation

In this section, we will consider the problem of determining the

reliability needed for a given state in order to meet a given system

reliability demand.

Suppose that state i is the initial state. Let j be any other

state. Solving for R in (7) gives

R. = (M. - N.- B. )/[N .B. + B -(M -N.j)]. (10)
-4 j l jj jj

If M. is given, if the ideal transition probabilities are known and

if the reliabilities of the states other than j are known, then (10)

can be used to determine the reliability needed for state j. Note,

however, that there is no guarantee that Rj given by (10) is in the

interval (0,1). That is, it may not be possible to find a meaningful
value of R to achieve a given value of M..

If none of the state reliabilities are known (the usual case) then

(6) can be used to obtain a uniform value R. R of the state

reliabilities needed to achieve a specified value of M:
.R - 1 - 1 /M. (11)

As noted earlier, this value is independent of the number of states

and the ideal transition probabilities.

Branching Systems

In this and the following section, two special types of systems

64-27
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will be considered. These systems not only serve as examples for

the methods of the previous sections, but also are of sufficient

generality to be interesting in their own right.

First a general branching system will be studied which has the

ideal transition graph given in Figure 1. State i acts as a central.

control which may pass control to any of the states 2, ... , n or back

to itself. Each of the branch states 2, ... , n can pass control back

to itself or back to the control state 1. We assume that the ideal

transition matrix P and the state reliability function R are given.

State I is designated as the initial state.

V

2 3 n

Figure 1. Branching System.

6Equation 3 (with i j = 1) will be used to compute M1 the

expected number of transitions until failure, starting in state I.

Note first that the imperfect system, starting in state I will make

at least one transition before failure or return to state I occurs.

Furthermore, if the system moves to branch state j on the first
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transition, then on average, the system will make 1/(1-Rj .P)

transitions until failure or return to state 1 occurs. It follows that

NII = I + 21 =2 R iP I/(I--RjP). (12)

On the other hand, the probability that the imperfect system,

starting in state I, will eventually return to state I is

B - .R P + 2P ) (13)II RI it j=2 RIP1IR jP il/M -R j"

Therefore from (3),
*1

.'* M1 -N/(i-Bi)

where N11 and B, 1  are given in (12) and (13) respectively.

The sensitivity MI/aRj can be computed using (12) -(14) and

standard calculus or using (8) and (9).

Sequential Systems

In this section, a system will be considered which has the ideal

transition graph given in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Sequential System.
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Note that control tends to pass sequentially from state I to

state 2, ... , to state n except that in each state, control can return

to that state or to state 1. State I is the initial state. We assume
that ideal transition matrix P and the state reliability function R

are known.

Equation 3 with i j = I will be used to compute M1 , the

expected number of transitions until failure for the imperfect
system starting in state I. First note that when the system is in

a given state i, the expected number of transitions until the system

leaves i is l/(l -RiPi). It follows with a little work that

N1I I :-'+

12 RP2 RkPkk/(1-RkPk ] 1/(1-R Pi) (15)

(By convention, products over vacuous index sets are 1.) By a

similar argument, the probability of eventual return to state 1,

starting in state I for the imperfect system is

B11 -R1Pll 4

2n R1P12 IIH RkPkk /(I RkPk)IR Pil/(I R P11  (16)

From (3), the expected number of transitions until failure for the

imperfect system starting in state 1 is
I-

M1 -Nti/(I B1 1 ) (17)

where N 1 and B I are given by (15) and (16) respectively.

Finally, a numerical example in the special case n 3 will be
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considered. The ideal transition graph is given in Figure 3 (without

the dotted lines).

I
I

02

Figure 3. A Sequential System with n - 3.

The ideal transition probabilities are

P1 1 = 0.8, P 12 - 0.2, P2 1 = 0.4, P2 2 -0.4

P23 - 0.2, P3 1 = 0.5, P3 3 -0.5 (18)

Using (15)-(17) and some algebra we find that

M 1 - (19)

_____(1- OAR 2 ) (1-0.5R 3 ) +0.2R 1 (1-0. 5R 3 )+0.04R 1R2

(1-0.8R 1M)(L0R (1-0.5R 3 )-0.08R 1R 2 (1-0.5R3-0.02R 1 R2 R3 )

For example, if R 1  0.999, R2  0.99, and R3 - 0.99 then M

- 260.

The sensitivity of M with respect to the various state

reliabilities can be computed from (19) and standard calculus or

from (8) and (9). With the values of R 1, R2, and R3 given
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above, aM1,/3R1 - 46,051, 3M1/3R 2  15,309, and 8M 1/8R 3

5968. Clearly the system reliability is enormously sensitive to

changes in the module reliabilities. For example, if RIis decreased

form 0.999 to 0.99 (all other values the same), M1 decreases to

100.

*If the state reliabilities are unknown, the allocation scheme of

Equation 11 can be used to find the reliabilities needed to achieve a

given value of M. For example, if M is to be 500 then we need R.

-1 -1/500 = 0.998 for each i.

Finally, we will show in the context of this numerical example,

that misleading results can occur if a terminal state is added to a

system artifically to make it fit the model of Part I. Suppose

first that terminal state TI is added to the system as shown in

Figure 3. The transition probabilities in (18) are modified by

letting P1 1  0.795, P 12  0.195, and P1T 0.01 (all other

values are the same). Suppose that R1 - R2  R3 - 0.99. Then

from Part I, the system reliability (defined to be the probability

that the system reaches terminal state T1 before failing) is

approximately 0.41. Next suppose that T2 (instead of T1) is added

to the system as a terminal state. The transition probabilities in

(18) are modified by letting P3 1  - 0.495, P3 3 = 0.495, P3 T21

0.01 (all other values in (18) are the same). As before, let R -

R2  R3 - 0.99. Then the system reliability (probability of

absorption into T2 ) is approximately 0.08.

Thus, although the two systems superficially seem quite similar

(in terms of the numerical values of the transition probabilities),
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their reliabilities, as measured by the model in Part I, are

drastically different. The reason of course, is the difference in the

location of the terminal state relative to the initial state.
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Part III

General Systems with Random Transfer of Control

Introduction

In this part, we will consider a software system which can be

decomposed into a finite number of modules or states as in the first

two parts. We will assume that external inputs enter the system

and cause it to change states. The change of state for a known input

is assumed to be deterministic, however the input stream is

generally unknown and hence will be modeled by a stochastic

process. Thus, the successive states of the system also form a

stochastic process which is driven by the random input stream.

Unlike the first two parts, however, the state process is not

assumed to be Markov. Rather, we are interested in what

properties must be true of the input process in order for the state

process to be Markov. Also we will consider the joint state--input

process.

Mathematical Model

Let S deonote the state space of the system. We assume that S

is a finite set which can be identified with (1, 2, ... , n} for some n.

Let I denote the input space. We will allow I to be a general

(measurable) space. Let Hl: S x I -+ S denote the state transition

function. That is, H is a function from the set of state input pairs

into the set of states; if the system is in state x E S and receives

input u E I then the system move to state [1(x,u). Therefore, given

the input stream u0, u1, ... the system moves successively through
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the states x0 (the initial state), x I H(x 0 ,u0 ), x2 = 11(x 1 ,u1 )

H(H(x 0 ,u0 ),u 1 )j ...

Now suppose that the input stream is random. That is, the

successive inputs U0 , U 1, U2 , ... form a stochastic process on a

probability space (0,F,P). Then the sequence of states X0 , X 1,

X2, ... forms a stochastic process induced by the input process:

X 0 is the initial state and

Xn+1 = H(XnUn) for n = 0, 1, 2,

It is clear that the probability distribution of the state process is

completely determined by X0 1 H and the probability distribution of

the input process .

Mathematical models similar to the one described here, only in

the context of learning theory, have been studied by Norman [6].

The Markov Property

In general, the state process is not a Markov chain, in spite of

the fact that the next state of the system is a deterministic function

of the current state and input. The reason for this is possibility

that the input process may be correlated in such a way that the

Markov property does not hold for the state process. Recall that the

Markov property means that the future behavior is independent of the

past behavior, given the present state.

A simple example may help to illustrate the problem. Suppose

that the state space S consists of two states, denoted x and y.

Suppose the the input space consists of two inputs, 0 and 1. The

state transition function [1 is given as follows:
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1I(x,0) x, H(y,0) y,

H(x,1) y, H(y,l) x.

Thus, if input 0 is received, the system remains in its same state

while if input i is received, the system changes to the other state.

Suppose that U0 = 0 with probability 1/2 and U0 =1 with

probability 1/2 and that Un = U0 for n 1- , 2, ... Finally, suppose

a_ that X0 = x. If the history X0 - x, Xt = x, X2 = x is observed

then U0 must have been 0 and therefore X3 will be x with

probability 1. On the other hand, if only X2 - x is observed, then

no information is gained about U0 (if U0 - , the sequence would be

S 0 = x, X 5 x, X2 - X; if U0 - 1, the sequence would be X0 --- x,

X I =y, X2  x). Hence in this case, X3 will be x with probability

1/2 and will be y with probability 1/2. Therefore, knowledge of

XO, X1, X2 is not equivalent to knowledge of X2 in terms of

predicting X3 and hence the Markov property is not satisfied.

We will now show that if the input sequence is independent, then

the state sequence is a Markov chain. To prove this, suppose that

UO, U 1 , ... are independent and that Un has probability measure n

on I. Then

P[Xn4 1 - y X0 - xO, X 1 -x, .. Xn - xn]

-p[[t(X n,)Un) -y [X 0 -- Xo, MtXoU O  x I I ...
... , ) 1(X n- Un X) - n]

- P[EI(xnUn) - y x0 , H(x0 ,U0) x 1 , (x .  Un~i) -x n]

P[ l(Xr WUn) y]
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since Un is independent of UO, ... , Un_1 . By a similar argument,

zP[Xyn+1 = y I Xn- Xn] P[H(Xn'Un) = y]

Therefore the state sequence X0 , X1 , ... is a Markov chain with

one step transition probabilities at time n given by

P[X n+1 = Y I Xn  x] -Pn{u E : H(xu) = y}.

Note that this chain is not time homogeneous (stationary) in

general. However, if the inputs are independent and identically

distributed with common probability measure p on I then the state

sequence is a time homogeneous Markov chain with one step

transition probabilities given by

' 'P[X n4I = y I X n x- =PfuEh 1: (x'u) - y}.

Also, of course, if the transition function H is actually

independent the inputs (H(x,u) = H(x) for all u E I) then the state

sequence is a time homogeneous Markov chain with one step

transition probabilities given by

P(X n-+ I = y I Xn - x) - I [I (x),y]

where I [H(x),y] - I if H (x) = y and 0 otherwise.

There do not seem to be any other simple, natural conditions on

the input sequence U0 , U1, ... or on the transition function H which

will insure that the state sequence X0 , X1, ... is a Markov chain.

Moreover, the conditions that the input sequence be statistically

independent or that the transition function be indepndent of input
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are not likely to be satisfied in reality. Thus it seems unlikely that

the state sequence of a real system with random transfer of control

will be a Markov chain. However, the methods of Parts I and II may

still give useful results. Indeed the central modeling problem is

how to decompose the system into states in such a way that the

decomposition is useful and the Markov property is at least

approximately satisfied by the state sequence. More study and tests

on real systems are needed to resolve this question.

Thi Joint State-Inpupt Process

We will first show that if the input sequence U0 , U1 , ... is a

Markov chain then then the 'joint state-input sequence (X0 ,U0 ),

'X IlU1 ), ... is also a Markov chain. Specifically, suppose that the

input sequence is a time homogeneous Markov chain on the input

space I with transition probability kernel Q. Then

P[Un+1 E A U 0 - uu0 , UI -u ,...,U n - un]

= -PUn-f I C A I U n - uri

for u0 , u I.C I and A a (measurable) subset of I, and

C A- u] Q(u,A).

Therefore,

P[Xni 1 y, U EA IX 0 - x 0 ,U 0 - u 0 , .. ,X n  x,U - u}

.- P[H(XU) - Y, Uni C A I X 0 X, U0  Uo,
-- Xn, U -unn "" n n Un]
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=P[H(x WUn) Y, U n+ I E A I X0 = xO, U0 - U0 , U1  u 1, ...

... , Un- un]

- P[Un+ t E A I Un = un] I [H(x nU n) ,y ]

Therefore (X0 ,U0 ), (X 1,U 1), ... is a Markov chain with one-step

transition probabilities given by

P(Xn+i - Y, Uni 1 E A I Xn = x, Un = u) :- I[H(x,u),y]Q(u,A).

Although the state process X0 , X 1, ... is not a Markov chain in

* the usual sense, it is a Markov chain in a random environment in

the sense of Cogburn (1980). The input process U0 , U1, ... is the

environmental process.

Next we will show that if the input sequence U0 , U1, ... is a

Markov chain, then the joint input-state sequence (U0 ,X 1 ), (U IX 2 ),

... is a Markov chain. As before, suppose that the input sequence

U0 , U1 , ... is a time homogeneous Markov chain with transition

probability kernel Q. Then

[n C A, Xn 1  U uo, X"

U n-I - un-i )Xn xn]

PUn E A , H (XnU n ) -y X x0 , U0  U0 , X1 .".

,P(UU ,7 u X <n
" n- I n-1' n

-P[U EA, 11(x- -y U 'Unx n0 0 1 ' "'

-- ~~~ U~ A - Iu -- 1Un-I L- n 11

P n C lI(xnWU n) Y U n u "
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Therefore, (U0 ,X1 ), (U1 ,X2 , ... is a Markov chain with transition

probabilities given by

P[Un EA,X n4n 1  y I Un- i -UXn x]

Q(u, A n {v E I" H(x,v) - y}).

Reliability Framework
Suppose now that the system is unreliable because the next state

function H is partially incorrect. Specifically suppose that for each

state x E S, there exists a (measurable) subset Fx of the input space
xxI such that H(x,u) is incorrect for u E F ~x Thus we are assuming

that, depending on the state of the system, there are certain inputs

which cause the system to malfunction.

Let F - ((x,u): u E F x}. That is, F is the set in state input

phase space with cross-sections Fx, x E S. We will assume in this

section that the input stream U0 , U1 , ... is a Markov chain and

therefore so is the joint state-input sequence (Xo,Uo), (X1,U1 ), ...

9/ The reliability of the system is determined by the random

variable

r -Min{n: (Xn,U n) E F},

the number of transitions until the system fails. That is, i is the

first time that an input is received which causes the system to fail.

There are two natural measures of reliability based on T:

P(r - oo) and E().

The first, P(r -o), is the probability that the systern never
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fails. This measure of reliability would be useful, for example, if

the system eventually reaches one of a number of terminal states

which represent terminal answers or decisions. This is the point

of view of Part I, assuming that the state process is Markov.

The second, E(r), is the expected time until failure. This

measure of reliability would be appropriate for systems which run

continuously and eventually fail with probability one. This is the

point of view of Part II, assuming that the state process is Markov.

There are standard methods for computing P(r = w) and E(-) in

terms of the transition probabilities of the joint state-input process

* (X 0 ,U0 ), (X1 ,U 1 ), ... (see, for example, [2]). Unfortunately, the

transition probabilities of the joint state-input process depend of

the transition probabilities of the input process, and these are

unlikely to be available in practice.

Suppose that the inputs U0 , U1 , ... are independent and

identically distributed with common probability measure . on I.

Then, as shown earlier, the state sequence X0 , X1 , ... is a Markov

chain with transition probabilities given by

P(x,y) = /p{u E I: FH(x,u) -y}.

In this setting, the system fits the models of Parts I and II, with the

reliability of state x C S given by

R = P(F)-
X x
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* ADVANCED PROPELLANT FORMULATIONS: APPLICATION OF NEW

SYNTHETIC STRATEGIES TO USEFUL AND ENERGETIC INTERMEDIATES

by

Dr. Ricardo A Silva

ABSTRACT

This report describes work undertaken to apply new synthetic

methodologies for the synthesis of reactive intermediates capable

of transformation to components curently in use in solid

propellant formulations.

The report describes efforts made to consolidate and establish

optimum reaction conditions for a number of key intermediates in

the synthetic scheme as well as investigations of alternate

approaches which show considerable promise. Much of the work

originally envisaged is not complete and our preliminary results

have uncovered a whole new arena for fruitful study.

Recommendations regarding further studies in thisarea are

described as well as the possible extension to other molecular

targets of potentially greater importance for the formulation of

new energetic propellants.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This report focusses on efforts originally initiated during the

tenure of an AFOSR Summer Faculty Fellowship at the Rocket

Propulsion Laboratory at Edwards AFB. That work was the subject

of a Final Report submitted to the AFOSR via Universal Energy

Systems, Inc.,dated 30 September, 1985 and frequent reference will

be made to this document.

In the earlier report1 , the rationale for selecting certain

molecular entities was provided and in this work we decided to

A focus our attention primarily on the particular system represented

by 1 since the material was readily available, reasonably

inexpensive and was a system in which we had some practical

experience. Substrate 1 was also attractive because it was easily

amenable to analysis by our detection techniques (infrared and

nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy)

CH 2-x a. X = OH b. X = Br

CH 3-C-CH 2-X c. X = NH2  d. X = OSO CF3

- CH 2 -X e. X = NCO f. X = OSO2C6 H5

7"1 g. X = OSO2 CH3  h. X = N

.
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II. OBJECTIVES

At the outset it was decided to explore the synthesis of the

various derivatives of 1 so as to delineate the most favorable

experimental parameters for each. This would then allow us to

approach the target le from converging pathways and to decide

which of these schemes would be the most efficient and practical.

Earlier wehad synthesized ld from the alcohol and in this work we

would investigate methods of improving the yield by varying

reaction conditions and the kind of base employed. The conversion

of ld to le would then be attempted.

In a parallel effort we would seek to optimize the synthesis of lb

and lc and then to uncover the best methodology to proceed to le

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the case of the tri-triflate id, the thermal sensitivity of

this compound made it difficult to isolate and to handle.

Consequently our studies had to include its preparation at low

temperature immediately prior to attempted conversion to the

target. We obtained the maximum yields by the procedure described

1earlier for the triflateI . In spite of continued efforts we could

not improve on this procedure. In the course of our

investigation, we varied the reaction temperature, reagent

concentrations and the nature of added base. Lietrature reports 2

indicated that 2,6-dialkylpyridines might be better than pyridine
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itself but this did not prove to be the case in our hands.

The conversion of ld to le was attempted with tetra-alkyl ammonium

isocyanates but as before we could not find any trace of alklyl

isocyanates (by IR analysis). A limited attempt to perform this

reaction with sodium azide was also unsuccessful. We had hoped

that the use of macrocyclic ethers as complexing agents would

prove successful but time constraints prevented us from exploring

this further.

We reproduce here the relevant spectroscopic details for compound

ld.

Infrared Spectrum: Significant bands near 1425, 1235-1200, 1141

and 957 cm

NMR Spectrum(d): H: 1.26 (s, 1H); 4.47 (s, 2H)
1 3C: 15.5, 40.5, 74.4, 118.5
1 9F: 74.5, 78.5

In our parallel experiments we needed to have fairly substantial

amounts of starting materials at hand since this strategy promised

to be more amenable to large scale production. In addition, there

were a larger number of variations possible between these various

intermediates and to investigate each of these would require a

good supply of materials. Accordingly we have prepared

". substantial quantities of lb, Lc and lh for further studies.

Efficient routes to compounds if and _g have also been developed

and we are now poised to extend studies on these intermediates.

Our initial attempts to effect one step conversions of lf and i
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to lh in high yield were not too promising. Reaction of both of

these with sodium azide in a variety of solvents including diglyme

and diethylene glycol did not yield useful quantities of the

azide. However, we were able to obtain lh in acceptable yields

from if by choosing the solvent, reaction conditions and work-up

procedure very carefully.

In addition we were able to synthesize quantities of lc which

could be used to generate the target molecule by reaction with

phosgene. Though we did not attempt this process, it has been

3carried out by our collaborators in modest yield

Of greater significance are our preliminary results on attempts to

convert lh to the target le by use of the Staudinger Reaction and

variants thereof4 . This reaction is illustrated below.

R-N3  - R-N=P(C6H5 )3 - R-NCO + (C6H5 )3 PO

2

This route shows great promise in that it allows for a one pot

conversion of lh to our target and eliminates a number of

intermediates. There are two undesirable side reactions

associated with this reaction and they are the intramolecular

cyclization of product and the intermolecular reaction of product

isocyanate with intermediate 2 to form carbodiimides. The

geometry of our intermediate material precludes the intramolecular

process and we hope to prevent intermolecular reaction by

employing high dilution techniques.

We have begun the study of this route and the reaction of

substrate lh with triphenylphosphine and subsequently with carbon
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dioxide is complete in a matter of minutes at ambient

temperatures. The identifiable products include the expected

triphenylphosphine oxide and a mixture containing bands in the

infrared absorption spectrum which correspond to isocyanate and

carbodiimide. There is no sign of any residual azide absorption.

We think that these results show promise and there is every

indication that we will be able to suppress the unwanted

intermolecular formation of carbodiimide. We wish to continue

this study to ascertain the best conditions for conversion to our

target molecule.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This work has explored a variety of reagents and reaction

conditions for effecting the synthesis of the target molecule, le,

from materials which we have made readily available. Though we

have not yet developed a simple high yield process to the target,

our results indicate that there is a high probability that this

can be done.

Our recommendations include continuing the two parallel schemes in

order to optimize the conditions necessary for the synthesis of le

and thence to other more energetic materials exemplified by 2,

and 5.
-v

.
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CH2CH 2NCO CH 2NCO CH 2NCO
I2 I2 I

2)2-C-NCO2NC (NO 2) 3---;2C

2H CHn NCO CH2 NCH 2NCO.

3. 4. 5.

our preliminary literature survey indicates that all of these are

attainable synthetic goals.
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ABSTRACT

The report introduces studies on steady combustion of polydispersed

sprays of liquid fuels in the stagnation-point flows. The burner assembly is

designed to produce polydispersed sprays of the fuels within the background of

gaseous combustible or oxidizing mixtures. Thus, steady combustion of these

fuels within a planar flame adjacent to the boundary layer near a quartz plate

can be studied. Using the laser sheet lighting for photography, the flow

" field as well as droplet size and distribution throughout the pre- and post-

flame regions maybe investigated. The general characteristics of the spray

* burner system are first examined using water droplets in air. It is found

that sprays of water in methane/air mixture result in a homogeneous soot

formation region downstream of the lean methane flames. In addition,

photographs of burning kerosene droplets as they pass through planar lean

*methane/air flames are presented. Also, preliminary observations concerning.1

combustion of ethyl-alcohol, methyl-alcohol, heptane and octane sprays in lean

methane/air mixtures are discussed. The potential application of the

M experimental model to future studies of the structure, extinction and

stability of poly and monodispersed spray combustion is emphasized.
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Introduction

Combustion processes in sprays of liquid hydrocarbon fuels are of central

significance to the understanding of gas turbine engines and liquid rockets.

In addition, spray combustion has diverse application in industrial boilers,

furnaces, diesel engines, and fuel-injected spark ignition engines. Although

problems of solid propellant rockets have been extensively studied, liquid

rockets and the associated stability problems remain to be resolved. Here,

the simultaneous presence of the two phases further complicate the homogeneous

chemically reacting flow and the resulting interactions between

flow/flame/droplet greatly enrich the physical phenomena.

* |Most studies of spray phenomena have been concerned with combustion of

*free or suspended single droplets. Even though such studies are significant

for fundamental understanding of droplet burning they are only partly helpful

in description of spray combustion. Because of the complex interaction

between droplets, the results of tests on single droplet or those considering

• ,an array of droplets cannot be readily extended to the turbulent spray

combustion which often involve dense sprays. In spite of their wide

applications, relatively few studies on spray combustion have been reported.

Early theoretical study of sprays was initiated by Williams [1,21 who

introduced statistical formulation of the spray problem. More recently, the

application of large activation energy matched asymptotic technique to spray

combustion has been initiated [3].

Early experimental works on sprays were primarily of qualitative nature

providing some rudimentary understanding [4]. More recently, combustion of

monodispersed sprays was investigated in Wilson-cloud chamber type apparatus

[5,6]. Here, by sudden expansion of the saturated vapor of the fuel, a cloud

of small droplets were generated. The spherical propagation of flame through
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such drops were thus studied. Also, propagation of flames in bunsen type

inverted cone flames have been reported [7,8]. Here, by measuring the cone

angle the flame propagation speed could be approximately deduced. The

propagation of planar flames in sprays passing through tubes have also been

studied [91. More recent works concerning application of laser diagnostic

S...-techniques to spray combustion studies have been reviewed by Chigier [10].

These works on spray have greatly contributed to our knowledge of spray

combustion. Among other observations, the thicker reaction zones with either

smooth or corrugated flame surfaces have been observed. Also, the

propagation speed of the flame front through such poly or mono dispersed

sprays have been determined [5-91.

Although the above mentioned studies have provided much needed insight

into spray combustion, the complete modeling of actual spray has not been

fully possible in these models. This is primarily caused by either the

absence of flow nonuniformity or the unsteady nature of such studies. For

example, spherical propagation of flamne in the cloud chamber [5,6] is

basically unsteady such that accurate investigations of flame structure

becomes difficult. Also, the inverted cone studies [8] involve complex fluid

% mechanics of entrainment and the associated lack of control of the mixing

shear layers. Finally, the planar flame propagation is one dimensional.

However, it is well established that in actual turbulent spray combustion

fields, flames always encounter velocity gradients and therefore are under

stretching or compression as discussed by Karlovitz [111.

In view of the fact that the spray combustion in most applications

including liquid rockets is fully turbulent, inclusion of flame stretch is
quite significant. Therefore, in a recent investigation [12], studies of the

spray of liquid hydrocarbon fuels were considered within the stagnation flow
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configuration, where the rate of stretch can be systematically controlled.

Application of stagnation flow configuration to the study of flame extinction

has a relatively long history [131. More recent works, among others, have

considered the application of stagnation point flow [141 and counterflow

[15,161 configurations to the study of combustion of gaseous fuels.

In this experimental work, the feasibility of the proposed model and its

limitations are first explored. This will be followed by the discussion of

sprays in non-reactive cold flows. Next, the characteristics of sprays of

* liquid fuels are discussed and for this preliminary study, we will consider

kerosene, ethyl- and methyl-alcohol, heptane and octane as representative

* hydrocarbon fuels. The choice is motivated by the relevance to liquid rocket

fuels as well as the ease for future comparisons of flame speeds with existing

data obtained by previous studies mentioned earlier.

Experimental

The burner system is composed of a quartz contoured nozzle with 38 mm

exit diameter and 7 to I area ratio, a flat quartz plate and a liquid fuel

atomizer. In Fig. 1 the schematic of the stagnation flow spray burner

assembly is shown. Air and gaseous fuel are metered by conventional rotameter

and premixed in the lower chamber of the burner as shown in Fig. 1. The

combustible mixture enters the 102 mm diameter extension tube containing glass

beads producing uniform velocity profile within the tube. A liquid fuel

* atomizer is situated in the center of the extension tube as shown in Fig. 1.

Two different types of atomizers with fundamentally different working

miechanisms are considered. The first type is a high-pressure liquid fuel

atomizer such as used in conventional oil spray burners. Here, atomization is

accomplished by passage of high pressure liquid through a small orifice of
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special geometry. The liquid was introduced to atomizer from a I liter

storage tank pressurized by nitrogen using a pressure regulator. The nozzle

was designed to operate at 100 psig under a constant flow rate of 0.85 gallons

per hour (GPH). Thus, changing the liquid fuel flow rate was only possible

through reduction in liquid back pressure which would necessitate operation.1)

away from the optimum design pressure. Also, the rated capacity, 0.85 GPH, is

an order of magnitude in excess of the required flow rates of the fuels. Such

atomizer had to be used because of the limitations in the lowest possible flow

achievable in this type of atomizer. The divergent angle of the spray cone

was 80 degrees.

The second type of atomizer employs ultra-sonic vibration of a specially

designed nozzle using piezo-electric crystals for liquid atomization. This

atomizer produces droplets 20-50 4m in size with negligible axial momentum.

For this atomizer the liquid fuel was fed into the nozzle by gravity,

maintaining a desired level of liquid fuel at all times. The ultra-sonic

atomizer produced a narrower jet, about 40 degrees spray angle, with little

unatomized liquid flow.

'" The atomized droplets are in part entrained by the methane/air mixture.

In passing through the contoured nozzle, a uniform-velocity polydispersed

* spray is formed at the exit plane of the nozzle. This flow subsequently

impinges on a flat quartz plate located at a specified and fixed height above

-. the nozzle rim. As shown in Fig. 1, a ring of cooling water with small water

jets surrounds the nozzle for cooling the rim as well as the exhaust system.

A fuel drain pipe is provided for droplets which may accumulate within the

glass bead region. An exhaust system is surrounding the nozzle, Fig. 1, to

prevent the upward motion of the hot products of combustion and also for

removal of these gases from the laboratory. The quartz plate provides for the
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observation and photography of the spray from the top. Since some drops can

survive through reaction zone and will impinge on the hot quartz plate, the

thermal shock property of silica is essential. The observations through the

transparent window allow for better monitoring of droplet motion, evaporation

and combustion after the reaction zone. The system is capable of providing a

stable flat flame of any gaseous fuel with the simultaneous possibility of

introducing droplets of any other liquid fuel into the flow field.

A schematic drawing of the spray in stagnation flow is shown in Fig. 2

where z and r refer to the axial and radial directions. For observation and

evaluation of size of the droplets, a sheet of Argon-ion laser light, 1-2 mm

thick, is produced by passing the laser beam through a cylindrical lens. The

*light sheet can then be oriented either parallel or perpendicular to the axis

of the spray jet. This will allow for observation of droplet streamlines as

well as the droplet diameters, respectively, at any axial and radial location

within the flow field.

Sprays in Nonreactive Flows

To explore the general features of the sprays in stagnation flows, the

spray of water droplets in air are considered first. Figure 3 shows the

direct photograph of the streamlines which is obtained when water droplets are

illuminated by laser sheet light passing through the jet centerline parallel

to the axial direction. Unless otherwise specified, the ultra-sonic nozzle is

used in these tests. The faint opposing streamlines above the stagnation

plane are the reflections of the lower streamlines in the transparent quartz

plate. The bright intense line is the front edge of the thick, 15 mm, quartz

plate.

A most interesting feature of the flow field shown in Fig. 3 is the
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boundary layer adjacent to the quartz plate. As is to be expected for

stagnation-point flows, the thickness of the boundary layer is constant. The

streamlines are seen to primarily deflect and produce curves which are

asymptotic to the boundary layer. The uniform spacing between these

streamlines also reflects the uniformity of droplet distribution in the

spray. These water droplets are anticipated to be in 20-50 Vm range based on

suggestions of atomizer manufacturer. Some occasional, and relatively

brighter, streamlines are also identifiable, see Fig. 3, which do not diverge

* as much and cross the boundary layer and impinge on the plate. These are

believed to belong to the few larger droplets with too much inertia which do

* not follow the gas flow. We can also identify these larger droplets in the

presence of flames to be discussed later.

In Fig. 4, a series of photographs taken from the top view through the

quartz plate are shown. Here, the laser light is a horizontal, planar sheet

which is perpendicular to the axis of symmetry at different axial positions.

V The top view is therefore dependent on the thickness of the laser sheet light,

as well as the axial position and the exposure times used in photography. We

note that near the nozzle rim streamlines are vertical, Fig. 3, and the top

view will show the initial drop size, Fig. 4a. Near the boundary layer, on

* the other hand, the drops are diverging and will produce radial streamlines,

see Fig. 4b, which diverge from the jet axis of symmetry.

If the direct photographs from the top views are sufficiently magnified,

the size and distribution of the drops at various axial positions along the

spray can be investigated. An example of such a process is shown in Figs. 4c-

4d, which are preliminary results obtained by magnification of the central

portion of the spray shown in Fig. 4a. Thus, Fig. 4d is obtained by

magnifying Fig. 4c using a conventional microfiche system. in these
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preliminary examples the potential of the technique is clearly demonstrated.

This is quite useful, since the droplet characteristics, before reaching a

flame and after passage through the flame, can be examined.

Sprays in Reactive Flows

in the following, combustion of polydispersed droplets of methyl- and

ethyl-alcohol, kerosene, heptane and octane within the background of lean

methane/air mixture have been considered. The experiments involve the

establishment of a homogeneous lean methane/air flame first. Next, droplets

of the above fuels are introduced into the flow field and burn as they enter

the planar methane flame. Therefore, the methane flame acts as an ignition

source for the sprays. The fuel droplets are made visible by the laser light

scattering.

Before considering liquid fuels however, the characteristics of the lean

methane/air flames as droplets of water are introduced in the flow was

examined. Thus, the modifications of the otherwise homogeneous reaction zone

as a result of the effects of inhomogenities, drop vaporization in the absence

* of chemical reaction, could be examined. In Fig. 5a, the direct photograph of

* the initial lean methane/air flames is shown. In the presence of water

droplets, Fig. 5b, a homogeneous region of soot formation appears on the

downstream side of the flame. This is quite interesting, since the methane

flame is actually fuel lean and not easily susceptible to soot formation.

This phenomena is clearly related to the cooling effects caused by water

evaporation in these hot post-flame regions. Figures Sc and 5d are direct

photographs of methane/air flames with the water drops which are illuminated

respectively upstream and downstream of the reaction zone. The reduced number

of visible lines in Fig. 5d reflects the fact that many of the smaller water
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drops actually vaporized in passage through the flame. Finally, comparison of

Fig. 5a with Figs. 5b-5d show that the flame thickness increases as the water

droplets are added to the gaseous stream.

For sprays of combustible fuels, basically, two distinguishable burning

modes were observed depending on the volatility of the liquid fuels. For less

volatile fuels with large heat of vaporization, such as kerosene, methyl- or

ethyl-alcohol, droplets remained intact until they closely approached the

methane flame. Here, droplet evaporation and combustion occur primarily near

and downstream of the methane flame. For volatile fuels such as heptane and

octane, on the other hand, droplet evaporation occurs immediately after

* atomization. Thus, these fuels produce appreciable vapor which subsequently

burns within the methane flame.

In Fig. 6, direct photographs of methane/air flames in the presence of

droplets of methyl-alcohol are shown. The side view of this burning

configuration, Fig. 6a, shows that no soot is observed in the presence of

methanol sprays. However, the thickness of the original methane/air flame was

seen to increase when methanol droplets were added. The top view shown in

Fig. 6b corresponds to the horizontal laser light at axial position 5 mm below

W. the flam~e sheet. Therefore, the small droplets shown in Fig. 6b are pre-flame

~*9. droplets. The characteristics of ethyl-alcohol sprays were quite similar to

those observed for methyl-alcohol. This result clearly shows that droplet

W J" size can be studied without much interference from the flame radiation.

A series of photographs showing various stages as increasingly more

droplets of kerosene are added to the methane/air mixture are shown in Fig.

7. It Is noted that for these tests with kerosene, the high pressure atomizer

rather than the ultra-sonic atomizer is used. As a result, the droplets are

%expected to be larger for this situation. Frt h lnrmtaefaeo
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Fig. 7a changes and anchors on the nozzle rim as shown in Fig. 7b as a result

of the change in mixture composition which approach towards stoichiometric

condition as the kerosene is added. A trace of yellow color due to formation

of soot follows the individual kerosene drops as they burn downstream of the

methane flame. For large quantities of droplets, the soot formation is quite

large, see Fig. 7e, as expected for these exceedingly rich burning conditions.

Another observation in Fig. 7 is the gradual thickening of the reaction

zone as kerosene is added to methane/air mixture. This agrees with the

earlier observations [5,61 of the reaction zones in sprays as compared to

homogeneous gaseous mixtures. Also, variation of the flame position with

respect to the stagnation plane is detected which is an indication of the

change in the flame propagation speed. Indeed, the value of the axial

velocity at the upstream edge of the preheat zone is defined as the stretched

flame propagation speed. It is also noted that as more droplets of kerosene

are added, the methane flow rate can be substantially reduced while

maintaining steady burning.

For heptane and octane sprays when using the high pressure atomizer, the

flames were found to be highly corrugated and unstable [12]. This is caused

by the rapid evaporation of the droplets and the subsequent mixture

composition nonuniformities. Moreover, the flames of these sprays showed

highly cellular structures under chaotic motion. This is expected for rich

mixtures of these fuels and is the manifestation of the diffusional-thermal

instability discussed by Sivashinsky [17]. It is believed that the generation

of more uniform droplets by the new ultra-sonic atomizer will help in

obtaining flat, but not necessarily smooth, flames of these fuels.
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Concluding Remarks

The present report represents the first investigation of the combustion

0~ of liquid fuel sprays in the stagnation flow configuration. The complete

'-C- description of all of the implications of the present experimental model is

quite extensive and will encompass almost every aspect of the field of spray

combustion. In what follows certain general and immediate application of the

experimental system will be outlined and cheir relevance to the broad topic of

turbulent spray combustion will be emphasized. The objective of the studies

described herein is to help in closer modeling and improved understanding of

the combustion proceses within turbulent sprays such as in liquid rocket

* engines.

To begin with, the position of flames within the stagnation flow will

provide for immediate evaluation of the flame propagation speeds in poly or

mono dispersed sprays under varying rates of stretch. The extrapolation to

zero rate of stretch will then give the precise value of the laminar flame

.4% propagation speed in the spray. Here, the flame propagation speed is defined

as the value of the axial velocity at the upstream edge of the preheat zone.

It is noted that since flame surfaces within turbulent sprays always undergo

stretching, the provision for systematic variation of the stretch rate by the

* model is significant.

P' Another important feature of the present model is that it provides a

%p steady and planar flame within the spray, thus allowing for accurate

diagnostic evaluation of the flame structure. Therefore, both pre- and post-

flame processes can be investigated. Furthermore, the phenomena of flame

extinction due to variations in droplet size, droplet numiber density or rate

of stretch can be studied. The knowledge of flame extinction is important

Isince it determines whether or not a flame sheet will undergo local extinction
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within the turbulent spray. Also, determination of the temperature profile

across the planar flame will provide much needed information concerning the

structure of the reaction zone.

Since the fuel droplets scatter laser light, determination of the droplet

velocity with laser doppler velocimetry is readily accomplished without tne

need for seeding the flow field with particulates. Also, using the laser

sheet lighting, the trajectory, size and distribution of droplets can be

determined through photography and cinematography. Therefore, the actual

history of evaporation and combustion of the droplets can be studied. Since

velocities after the planar flame increase by many folds due to sudden

I expansion, the motion of droplets are expected to be accelerated. Knowledge

* of the droplet history and possible break-up through such severe velocity and

- temperature gradients is important to the understanding of spray combustion.

En addition, the experimental model can be used to evaluate the burning

characteristics of sprays under systematic variation in the phase of the

fuel. Using a liquid vaporizer, the fuel can be introduced either as droplet

or as vapor premixed with air. Since the reaction zone is governed by gas

phase combustion, depending on the overall fuel/air ratio, an optimum burning

regime can thus be identified. Also, combustion of any liquid fuel within the

& background of another gaseous fuel and oxidizer mixture can be analyzed.

* indeed, the results presented herein on combustion of kerosene droplets within

* lean methane/air mixture represent such situation. The potential implication

H of an optimization procedure when the characteristics of the liquid and

gaseous fuels are judiciously chosen could be far reaching and in need of

further exploration.

As was mentioned earlier, in rich sprays of heptane and octane, the Flame

surfaces were obser-ved to assume cellular structure. Thus, the present model
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is an excellent vehicle for the study of the well known flame instability

phenomena in turbulent spray combustion. The understanding of the methods for

suppression or judicious enhancement of such instabilities [181 is also

relevant to the understanding of liquid rocket combustion. Finally, the study

of counterflow diffusion flames of two sprays can be performed. Here, the

structure of a diffusion flame supported by counterflowing sprays of oxidizer

V" and fuel within the background gaseous nitrogen will be considered. Studies

on interactive combustion of premixed flames introduced earlier [19,201 can

also be extended to sprays in the counterflow configuration.

In view of the above considerations, the diverse applications of the

.- proposed model to the study of spray combustion is apparent. The present

report established the feasibility of the model. Although the above mentioned

topics are quite diverse in nature, they can all be viewed within a global

framework aimed at modeling turbulent spray combustion.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Schematic of stagnation flow spray burner.

Figure 2. Stagnation-point spray flowfield.

Figure 3. Direct photograph of streamlines in nonreactive spray of water
drops in air.

Figure 4. Direct photographs showing top views of water sprays illuminated, with laser sheet lighting.

Figure 5. Direct photographs of CH4 /air flames in presence of water droplets
(a) Pure CH4 /air flame (b) CH4 /air flame with water drops
(c) CH4 /air flames with water drops under pre-flame illumination.
(d) CH4 /air flame with water drops and post-flame illumination.

Figure 6. Direct photographs of CH4 /air flames with methyl-alcohol drops
(a) side view (b) top view with laser sheet lighting.

I Figure 7. Direct photographs of CH4 /air flames as increasingly more drops of
kerosene are introduced into the flow.
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Monitorinc Environmental Qualit%, b%" Metabolte Anac":s=

by

Richard G. Stebbins

ABSTRACT

The USAF has an interest in determining the extent of its

responsibility for environmental damage caused by its more

0 heavily used products such as JP-4 jet fuel, insecticides,

-. lane deicer and AFFF foam. The transient nature of the toxic

comDonents of these products in the environment makes specific

chemical monitoring of suspected spills problematic. Bluecills

were seperately exposed to Malathion and JP-4 jet fuel, while

golden shiners were seperately e'oosed to Malathion, JP-4,

... plane deicer and AFFF foam. The livers and guts of the bluegills

and the guts of the shiners were analyzed for the toxic components

of these formulations and the suspected metabolites of these

components. These analyses and the feasibility of using such

analyses to monitor environmental quality are discussed.

.o
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_s cI

gU

:residen-4al lawn and gardern care, and by corrpan~es srec~a;:zing

-.nocutoControl. r.is heavv use makes it a ratter ccirron

environmental Foliutant. roth the behavorial (2) and

rr.',siological 3,4) e!Tects of this compound to P-scine species

rave been note .

Analysis of this pesticide and assessment of its impact on the

aou~ataic envi ronment are compl icated by the fact that M& a' t.Kicn

s .~s d n.r vr c z:e s 4r water and is alIso r-eta:::_ zoec

gtO :arl: srt ', ,,.z ... . 9-.'a sh ,,wsE' the & u*:u: - r nU, ZE

,e no: m~ !:~et~~ c andl hvyorojytv r rdc, T Z C 7

a, ac -T r. e :enr icenti 4f ie d a s m e I:,L --- 7 rcuts r,

m a mma is ( t7 1w h ie MCA, DCA and Malaoxon have been ident i !ied a s

me t i ro cuc ts ojf m mmalsE and some species of saltwater fish

ris r-, e -erencE-s i dent i fy ng tre metabolicc

a r, io ws a r e r r aEr. water fihsh were runc. rc e ,

_ r Y m _vr .e a arv e toen eo nri,, t r e
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Froducts :r ES,t z, .. E , seemed reasor.tr e c re.::r .or

St erias: o r TrI luoride 14% in metnhrn z, r-

methyJ- N-ntro-> -nitrosoguanadine 7%.Ai dr in. M .

Malaoxon, the dicarcxy!ic acid of Malathion (LCA, tre

1-ethylmonocarboxy!ic acid ot Malthion (MCA), tne imet' vl ester

cf DCA and the methyl ester of the 1-ethyl MCA 'suFT;'eo .:

American Cyanamid c: Princeton, N.J.) were all used without

f -". further purification. All were refrigerated betweer uses. -,,e

solvents hexane, methanol, diethyl ether, ethyl acetate and

acetonitrile were all Baker resi-analyzed or the equivalent.

Instrumentation: Chromatograms were obtained using a Variar.

3700 gas chromatograph with a 3 Ni electron capture detector and a

2M x 1/8" glass column packed with a 4% OV-101 - 6% OV-210 on

SO/ 1100 mesh Gas Chrom Z.. The temperature of the iniecticr cort.

A column and detector were 2C00- 00 - and 300 ' resre 'e V. -re

c arr:er g L. was graae ' nitrogen Airco wirh A ra -

cc,nr.. A jaran "_770 integrator recorded and Ci - -'

,- rromatograrhic response. Gc mass spectograms were octairec or, &n

HP 5840A/HP5987-MS/HP 100-DS system with a 2E meter SE-54

cag i lary column. The car r ,er gas was hel ,um f I cuwrg &t c ,:r-.

:rz:n votage was 7'; ev in the electron im.r c* r. cce r I r,

c rource terrerature a 2,i F. Runs were temperature r:orarnIc

r:ro. 3 t- F-Z< F E, E F rer rtirte s o r, ar Z: a, S-

67-5w -
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: e e- -n when ret r i gera'ted and must ne e acec

a.r " -[ aivsis _'- : ;7 -,Of -

e.- :c. ca, .v.A. s.nca ro solut , ons were re iger ,ec e 2 e n

.- c,2 sampies cc. lect ed and stored in glassbttswtteon

cztinCscre e tors. ,,e sp es were retrigerated and rccescem

.n '.'ur r o cc r lection. All g lassware usec 4m tnE ana!vs

inciud, g the co!iection bottles, was cleaned in accordance with

EPA method 606 and rinsed three times with resi-analyzed hexane.

Each sample was acidified with 1 ml of HCI and extracted with 25,

!5, and !0 ml portions of 15% diethylether/hexane v,/,. The

ccrrtinec voiumes were dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate until

reacy tcr gC anaiysis.

-- ;F ca ar. . c. ?,a atr.::r. n . ..i:E e was r: C mre Cr

~re5~/ cr~t :oeo Atsacr:f.,ce. r rrrae*~se~

S ' .. ected withni 2C, minuteE , arc 'r r T j ! C

... nutes w:tr a mi portior of 15% diethvether/hexane :n an a17

.a tE;..e g :-oer .urex tr. Co. . The extract was nc red it-

a y a _ c: .ft::- tue nd a second ml por t :or

... C r:-urd ,r a c o n d cr , ! r r..

Dd
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' %"1

..................................--- - I n !"" .. . . ..

!Ie -2-,- .- :1 -_ F , Jl : l~e ,'' 2. r -e. - . ,.c - ar- ,. c .

,V" -r-a '~ n~ac --£ .er o -e . -h e- uate. c' -+. . .. .- :n

-E r E

o .cn' .c rc cr *:-rnr:

n c ' c: r ~ 7-.:r eeae V C.Z7

was air evap-rated to I ml and stored over scaiwn sc- .r ate

a l; lion with a urthe: ml porti C r c: oerrc

% vielced the :racti o containing Malaoo.. t - e

to 1 ml beore an alysic.

aeyto c r,- sra nar sol utin or I, n- s r,

accomplished by reaction with SF,, metharol ar t. . " .,.-

diazomethane. For the former method, ! mi ci :rest. c r ce sr :e e r.

/MeOH was added to about 50 mg of compouno cissc:vec r C7',

i. acetonitrile/dieth yl ether in a ciear dry glass .. asw .re

contents were heated to 60
° 

C for k0 minutes, an: a: cwed to ::C -

V'. Two, ml of water ano 2 sao cturatec soaiudm _s-c.ora-e'were ae:ez,

7ws rr asc, a rc 1 rr afs etracte tarrss .a u-, e -

! ~~~crr'c :C-e :, e'-'arcra '- C:"' -' uncafe a strear -. •::=e £_r_

. & r .c: s £cc:cm _ i e ,cnti I re. :r ara s: a "j

and temperatres were varied widely to attempt to i7rove te

.~~~~ t'l lrT .. . .. .. r. ,.' 
9 ''- -' r:7 - - - ?" ... . . . .

P" 67-7
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M C- -- "-- a : ' r - S ' S :7~ -.. E

. r -!l -n- e E C u:Dn E r-, & F

se o I u e t " or a , a F a-,r c- j .de m wg r a n" ci -' " ' r r.) -' c J Ztc

* :emr, erat, re, az "*;e exoee£ 7- ", r~t.J-: -'L-S ['rr >. 3 r-.; ""

c ry nit rogen thc'~ tre 5_C~u. >onl.tr r0 ir,_te5. - r~e res-z t:.

~solutionr was evaFc, t. to O. mi with nitroge. ar, s irnreciatevJ

c r, r o m a tog raphed .

Du, icate aays:s c! Maathion breakdown Froccrs : n w a!er a F

accom - :sse o -r m samFies. Ea c h samFe w'as e:ractec -- t

, and I F C Cns C 15% diethvIetrer ,e>are V c re

sam e of Malathion. The sample was then extractec '.;t IE. C and

10 ml portions of 5C/50 V/V acetonitri e/diethv'lether. These

latter extracts were combined, evaporated to cryness under N: gas

and derivatized with diazometnane as described above.

Trip, cate ana.vsis of Malathion metabo ites 'as per c.r-,ec on

d a

tre_ :.,sac-.:' '-=C . . . ... .ss " ue . At sacr : ce, i',._ &-F~ czi i
-
:a 

_

- . •e .s r : ae C.. ~ . . - . r -, ;.uer ,

.+ .i ut s '1' f r.-(rt ; ©r, . .. . . .... .....

r a 6 1 n - --* :-e'rv.e'e.....d. r a d.-g~ass ' s-u c-cr e ,:-e .g 1

Tre e s,.;1 t -,sg rr. ture was centr i fugeC anC the supernatert i ;uC

a E: erre' tof - - sW Tr e rerran ng SEjE w &T r C,
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-e r7 : e - Ce r a FIoic r I u *: M u r ar, e ej. C .:

i, ar-e dh -t i% me tha no i-he xahre r r a ct ion c ora inedc t e

c e: r vat izec MCA and [,CA.

*'.- ~s : Fc: x[,os re c Ma!atlhioc , both bluegill (L_ .
-ana goioen shiners (N. Crvataleucas) were used. Four

[.A, g cu £ t ie~E: were c. tained, the first from a commercial

".5a cnery n, "oteel, Texas and the iast three rom a commercial

,atc,ery n 'aVerna, Texas. The shiners wereotained r

cer~~vabtaiee MCAanomCA

'5 Carroil CJtting of Standish Maine. Three tish each comprised the

control and exposed group. The blueios were housed in 20 1

g rass aquaria containin 14 1 of dechlorinated, gently aerated

._

& Fat ery " t7-eF a, Texa . The shiners were housed in

.'

,- ,.t a a: a arc water - -Tar F The at cf *he wer r

e r..... u.rc 7, . c c

Lw F- : gr C.: , " .'c arced tc tte water rr:Cr "-

rtrOuct on cf the f sh such that the initial concentrat ior c!

7: e r:je .s arc- _- r :c') '.e

67-9
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'0 g'" ~ , D r r c r 2! : : s w e r e £ z ::c. . 5 - 7 * * . I -

n 2 -- E ut ons .E. c r, Ma acxcn ar tre met 
, e

Ier ivat veS c: ,cssI Ce mea D ites were chrmat, egrrrez ' ''- h

ccnciticns specitied in the experlmental secticr. Eeten ic, : -es,

sensitivities and the rmin4urr ce ection limits associa3 eo w:

cc*m ounc5 are given irt, Taz!e !a.

Because of the wide range ot values reported in the iter - ;re

associated with the rate of hydrolysis of Malathion, it was

necessary to make an indepenoent measurement of this value. A

solution of 1SO ppb Malathion in deionized water at pH equal 7.QC

and 25" was al iowed tc stand open to the atmosphere. An al iquzt

was taver every two days and analyzed for Maithion. A Flot o.f the

a .c, c' it rt e r;rcma*o c response as a *uncton or "ime

s [: en 7t, 1 g. 1a. -eirear eaS, sC.uares aI sis C f t e se c& -a

u:-.,e a '.a :- ire r . - b.c weevs rr *re T :rst Crcet rrea:ccwr,

Zt  aatr. no. T.r car reation coefticient tar the regressicn wa_

=-G.;9.4. Wrnen the experiment was repeated under the same

07c ;'C h-i' w:t~ r e~tthrng a~r spar gec thrrcu¢ the sv-oter at

cc. 'c ': . a, : , e -- -.19_ .' wears. Trt'- -=--<,; ' t'-gfert

"*.* . ; .cc-'' e- ar. '<-'.a "'-vor-I ; Ei £ ,r e :s C,__, e "c _ ,r
z: t E- a a' r: E : T- a r- gs ee o hrr c,2 u 17- h- S ,' , &t
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..

. r 'e w Fr. - 7- r rte t e we i-est&t' E r-

5,..

' t f i~'oe re rv>zrc!,\i, •_ rr-cucts oct Mala hlcr s're -- te+e. .

-a3z, c i c ' c c -r r El2 7 1 u c-. 1"" and since the nzt,ra l w s r i-

wr.ich the :ish were housed were basic, identitication c I ,>-rc i s E

*rN. products was accomplished at pH=8.00 and 11.46. Natural water was

adjusted to these pH values by addition of small am uns c: haCH.

After sitting open to the atmosphere at the pH of interest for a

w -s i were analysed for the hydrolvsis products.

order to accompi iEh this, extracted water samples were dervatizez

so that MCA and DCA were chromatographable.

Methylation of standard solutions of MCA and DCA with BF-/

methanol resulted in none of the methyl esters of these compounds,

but did yield the methyl ester of DMDTP (RT = 5.36 min. on the

packed glass column and confirmed by gc/ms on a separate

' coiumn. Methylation with diazomethane yielded the monomethvi

- e-er 2MZA and the dimethyl ester or DCA respective y. ut r,ever

o. n.v fie % & US- , was :nverted. S nce these atter r:u' zsIW are ot primary interest furtner samples were meth:yiatec wt .

d'azomet hane.

- w. :ae r-' e.L7 7

P*."

oil . ',. - ..
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- a

r cus ur, n:er te wa c : .a zo r Mfal noa: 2~ h- i nay EC

* metc . _r:ers w . r:s_ veu cAna were ec en g ._C s - "-

.tccrtze or -. . r c o t;he war TvS r t r :o "

C- sre r a tS Maft e eas c - - E

, oai Iv aCci t ir. or _Ema. i amounts or tne surs£tanoe. 'a. •s or_=c

]iv~;ker a.ter r- rs (00th tar tre shiners an: t'e t aegi . Is ort'

*previous sumcer was positive for Malathion. Analysis ct.:i vcr

C r metaV Eites was negative. Analysis of the g t tcue gave

positve ev.cence or MA. sig. T a shows a chromatogram or the

cer:;ao::c: gut evtraz. ot an e×oseo fj! rvs a Ccontro - e6-1

sn:z~s "' e '_so:_ zT 'e aa.vsis. The "o ree cce _ -.

, - ac. ea-o >YA"? , e or C . / :%- - . -- ' . - 2 - '

metabo. :c :r orgin and not simply ingested from the water.
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arid pH .0 was ouna to e t 1 i U 11 j t.

The rate o! hvdrc ,vss ,r a sed a- trs e e-rer "

"r.V-" rate arc tne c:ner tra: ie':r mE- & E

.. The Lv T v sE rrozuzts .aso , t'ra .ute: ruE, r -aC -F C

S;rd found to Carw ih n.

_alatn r,. but nct its metarc ites was icer:f :ec . .e ,c:,e. -.
', -'Dexp, osed t .

5-i M2JA was izent: :ed in the gut ot exposed ,sr an, :t :s :t

r etaro i, cr i g 1n.

S%

'.

4,.,

. S-
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Table ia

.... a to ra phi Characteristics of Organophosohoros Comouns.a

Compound PT (min) SEN (R/pg)b  MDL (pg)C

Malathion 12.90 112 38

MCA (4-ethyl--methyl) 10.86 228 18

.(dimeth ) 9.10 926 4.4

Maiaoxon 13.C2

* a) 2Otained on a 2. x 1/8" glass column packed with 4% OV-101 + 6%
OV-21C on 80/100 mesh Gas Chrome Q. Column T-200'. The detector
is an ECD.

Sintegrator response units per picogram

detector "its on picoarams

67-14



Table 2a

Analysis of N Crvstoleucas (Golden Shiners) Upon Exposure to Malathion

Tissue
Sample Mass (mg) Metabolites (Ng) a Nq/g tissue

Liver Controls

1 50.5 ND

2 111.8 ND

* Exposed Livers

- D1 96.7 ND

D2 111.9 ND

D3 108.0 ND

Gut Controls

Gi 176.4 ND

G2 38.3 ND

Exposed Gut

GD1 158.2 MCA (:16) -.33 x IC2

0, G2 150.8 MCA ( 96) 6.36 x 1C

G D3 174.2 MCA (733) ".(3 x 1"

a) means not detected

V %1
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CHi 2 COQETH

MALATHION (I)

C1'

4. r

.d.~d~dt.O.a)-; its TrEss spectrocgra-r.



(CH~O. C' -

S

(CH3O) 2 P- C CD

I.(CHC) 2 - P- S- C-COO 2 H 5

/ / CM2 - COOH

S-MCA

-- 4- H

(CH3 )2 - P-S-- C -COOH

DCA

Malathion
S
11

(CH 3 O) 2 - P -OH

DMTP

S

(CH 3 O) 2 - P--SH

A 0H

~- (CH3O) 2 -P - c COO^ 2 H5

~1 Cm 2 - COOC2 H5

Malaoxon

Fic. 2a. IMIetatol~c and hydrolytic products of Malathion.
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Fig. 3a. Ln of response vs. time for the breakdown of Malathion in
deionized water at 250C and PH - .0.
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1 C, 0 - C

-Ij I

20 C,

4 C,~

47 -14 1

-_ _ __ _ __ _ _ __,,_ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ L
" I
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S40 C, E; C I Ci0 1 20 1 4 C

IOC' '~40 l!-
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6E'
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Fig. 5a. Mass spectrograms of hydrolysis products of Malat, on
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r -7C "ZC--1 ,- 3, . ,- ; - k cn c C- -n sE :e 7E

'II

e s- e £ a c , ! munc was: t don L, vd e a T w zL r' e s rr rTT , r : " " 2

%~~j7 c-: st e,: a y ,h ct rhe t a i u i cr ee E-:1:'t ut z
s -. c- 'ar dvcn t2O" re,g Ow ta a Srer

S r z se: arcmati a has fn e e, aro t u e e a : . .th e " i

c % e :-fy gwegtabotte o fti ueiec r.c n as ws r-, ca :

c~' r: &wo r as nat n done su n as cente. to. uce o he yatc i'' c u

*> :ee_ reccu~zeZ 23,p he,. .5. hra on ci: rere: fe etu S

," rese c ,ouncs was cone by the athor :r te sumer

-"E : 'ro Z "na t  thtese aromati-s were au:-" .'. r r.a ,:.e/ -

,.' : ; - e':,os're .. ..tanvo upo n sparglrg wjh a'r Thur. exrcsur __i

i .~*s- to these arorratios was of short duration and the c.csrl..:tv

e a: tify ug metabc I i tes of these compoun s was sra

'. orte work has been done on iaent~ficatlor of metabot ic Free'uts

:~~tO'J, ;C ring aromatics (naphtha~enics_' in f'is . M!ost of tt~s

, :.t' : ;r "e t:- oz r ?or e- teec:'4 or ::s* :: 'arr&t-.F-lic-

a. r -a a r: li -c3-C
Prr ce Saw oruce ci In . f owsJn sea water hr.2 Further, ore

;: ,.::oe'":tf ed the- rr'ac. :o rropu'- r 7
"  

? ,.ar' ' _ e-e ' :r
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u nTeaa C e, o-Amano--napr, thol was con irmec as a netav,; e sr

%" " - . -t ---- r ' --" .f ti_ :r- -". • .

I. Tr ra:rpli I- E '- *'MIe-I

f a C~ toeF F 'I k-'W-' e -&

-.--r-E c--atc cirme nrmd this comp-un- 'T :Se T--s

same procedure was repeated on a 1CM-methyl i: core cou .m, wt h t

t•e same r esulIts, i t should be noted that aW ru u g I t h r e." o+

:ntere&st was distinct on the plot, its area was c ow the

c' cs Cr minastc r level set on the integrator and t rererore no

t at atv eeE1maI eo f co nc en tr a t ion was- a vai able . 7inc to- 'e

estimated sen siivity of the FIE) is greater tra t h at cr the HP

gc-ms by about a factor of 10 (even in the go-ms EljM mode) we were

una:e to reconfirm this compound by gc-ms.

No p-amrnc -2-naphthoi was observed in the s hour or 96 hour

,,tier. This implies that the uptake, storage and metabolism of

trs compound Ic ad to a maximum concert aret r of eo ahtho

-ctieenatre t rst and ort cay of exposre, :. eC Cv oIC
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e :e, i.. t e gu t 0! b Iuegi i.. t , ', traces were

found in the gut ot shiners.

e-Amino-2-naphthol was identified as a metacoiite in tne gut

or golden shiners.
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*i Table lb

Chromatocrachic Parameters of Aromatic C= :ounds a

•C3,o-,ond Retention Time (Min) Resnonse/Picocram

-- ene 3.87

1 P eXene 4. 32

M-Xylene 4.39

O-Xvlene 4 .65

Naphthalene 8.00 34.4

2-Methvlnaphthalene 8.54 37.4

". Z -Methylnanhthalene 8.74 37.2

-.,3-Dimethylnaphthalene 9.27 60.3

l-Aminonaohthalene 14.34 36.6

ao

aFID response at highest sensitivity

bObtained on a 30M x. 22mm ID DB wax column with a flowrate of

1.48cc/min N2 carrier gas.

67-34
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Table 2b

Some Individual Components of JP-4 Jet Fuel

4 Compcunds Weight % of compound in fuel

Toluene 3.62

p-Xy'ene .90

m-Xylene .56
I

o-Xylene .85

Naphthalene .22

2-Methylnaphthalene .32

1-Methylnaphthalene .17

1,3-Dimethylnaphthalene .17

67-35
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Table 3b

Chromatoqrapl-iic Param--ers of Possible ',aphtbhalenic M'etabolites 2

con,;dRetention Time Res-ponse/Iicoar--

ek->:ethanol-2-nachthalenemethanoI 10.87 18.1

I-Nao.:)thol 17 .54 20.7?

I ,5-Naphthalenediol 17.74 .6

2-NaLchthol 18.70 19.4

B-Anmino-2-naDchthol 36 .03 1.

a)CObtazned or. a 30O-x.22 mm 1D DB Wax column with a flowrate of 1.46
c c/r-,n IN2 carrier gas
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Table 4b

* Mass Spectral Peaks Associated With Naphthalenic Compounds

*Compounds Mass a

1-naphthol 144, 115, 116

2-naphthol 144, 115, 116

l,2-naphthalenediol, 1,2-dihydro 116,115, 149, 118, 162

1,2-naphthoquinone 130, 102, 50, 51

*1,4-naphthoquinone 158, 104, 102, 130

B-Ainino-2-naphthol 143, 115, 116

aIntensities of peaks decrease from first to last.

67-37
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Table2 5b

96 Hour- Uptake of Naphthalenic Compounds in B'lueqills (cut)"~'

compound R

Naphthalene 4 x 10 4

l-Methylnaphthalene 38.8

*2-Mtethyl naphtnalene 38.0

* I-Methyl naphthalene 19.6

1 ,2-DimethylnapIthalene 15.1

1 ,4-Dimethylnaphthalene 17.0

Response ratio of doped fish to undoped controls

b The response is in counts by a mass selective detector

of a mass spectrometer.

6 7-38
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H

OH

0 H
C - CH3

-c -Methyl-2-naphthylelemethalol (II)

Fig. lb. Structural formulae of some possible naphthalenic metabolites.
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LE I C E R

F-I~ne itiicer has severai difterent Tormulations. the ma ic-r

component always being ethylene glycol~see the Hazardous Materials

Information Sheets for those formulations used by the Air Force).

Identification of metabolities of ethylene glycol in mammals (1-Z4)

and in bacteria (5) has been previously accomplished. However, no

work on the metabolism of ethylene glycol in piscene species was

found. In 1961 Gessner established that unmetabolized ethylene

glycol, along with oxalic acid were found in the urine of rabbits

exposed to ethylene glycol, while glycoaldehyde and glycolic acid

were identified as metabolites in various tissues of the same

subjects (1). Bove observed the same metabolites plus glyoxylic

acid in rats(2). McChesney et.al. found ethylene glycol, glyoxylic

* acid and oxalic acid in the urine of rats and monkeys (.Arena

also reported these findings (4). Willets identified glyzolate as

*a metabolite of a Flavobacteria species'%) and De~ont iet+e

prcpr Jonate as a bacterial metaboli;te of 1.2-propanediol (6) .

Although the metabolism of ethylene glycol in fish may be

quite different than in mammals and bacteria, it was decided that

thrse metabolites identified in mammals would be good starting

point in thE search for piscene metabolites. Fig. Ic shows the

structures of ethylene glycol and its possible metabolites. Fig.

67-46



2c shows the structures of the derivatized (methvlated)

mcetzbol ites.

EXFERIMENTAL

Materials: Ethylene glycol (99 ),N-methyl-N-nitrc-

N'-nitrosoguanidine, glycoaldehyde dimer (95%', glycolic acid

(95%), glyoxylic acid k95%). oxalic acid (anhydrous 99 and

methylmethoxyacetate (99 ), all Aldrich. were used without further

purification. 1,2-Dimethoxyethane (98+), dimethyloxalate (98+

methoxyacetic acid (98+), all Chem Service, and methyl glyoxalate

(98+) from Fluka were also used without purification. The plane

deicer was obtained from Loring Air Force Base and had a

composition obtained from its Hazardous Material Information Sheet

of 66.3% ethylene glycol and 33.7% non-aqueous, unidentified

materials.

Instrumentation: All chromatograms were obtained using a Varian

3700 gas chromatograph with 4270 electronic integrator and a flame

ionization detector(FIDe. The column was a 3CMv.22mm DB-WAX FSOT

capillary column used in the splitless mode. The temperatures of

the iniect ion pcrt and the detector were 204C' C and 3C' C

reroectively. The oven was temperature programmed at CICo C,

i/min.-1O0 /min.-200 C, 15 minutes. The nitrogen flow rate was

0* 1.39 cc/min with a linear velocity of 26.7 cm/sec. Gc-mass

spectrograms were ottained on an HP-5690 gc with a 5970 mars

seiective detector. Tre chromatographic column was an HP

12.5Mx.2mm crosslinved dimethylsilicone capil arv column. The

Carrier gas was helium flowin~g at 1.5 cc~mrr.r. Tthe ini&c'..-r, port

67-47
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zS .i- 'and C- 7 t r I.n W.;S ? ;mPer a t re F r C,:r F;mme r

An,-t c a I MEt c zs: DtEZ I cu t ic, ns tr c.E~C r

were prepa.red by w-e:i ghirn the appropr iate rrsses C: -

mlI v c. Iume t r ic flIa s ks zn d d i Iu in g t o trhee markV w it r, m ethr

chIrrma tzg rarhic E tardar d ccntai ;n ing most --r t rte Szn~'~

prepared by pipeting I ml] portions of each stock scolutio:n into a

volumetric flask and diluting to the mark (the concentration of

each component in the resulting solution was about E.Cx1C-'~ M).

The chromatographic standard was refrigerated between uses nd

tre !a c ed p er ioDd ic alI l.

Florosil columns were prepared by placing a loose piug o! glass

wool in the tip of a chromaflex column (Kontes #421C 22-7mm).

The column was packed with 1.6 gm of Florosil previously activated

at 12000 F. Granular sodium sulfate 1.6 gm was then added to the

top of the column. The column was washed with 50 ml of nanograde

hexane followed by 50 ml of nanograde methanol and then dried

:vr~g t a 2~ in a- oven. The columns were ccoled Ic ---om

remerareand prc-o- r-,,' o1 heyane ro oe :-c

"-F.: a"s fe. r glyccl and its ~s:.

metabolites in tissue was performed on freshly sacrificed golden

A* . e . Ea-r a rrrrriate s ueS

cC~~ e-7 zi i,: -, c:- Fca r'- gcund u

n- r.~'r0: -'a~ an zili-glass 7 c

* ~ ~~ : :. -eaec : n c E: g~s c E.- ::
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tube and a second 5 ml portion of solvent added. This solution

was ground tor an additional 110 minutes and tr e I iqula ex*rct

combined with the tirst.

The sample was divided into two equal portions. The tirst was

evaporated to dryness under a gentle stream o nitrogen and

derivatized with diazomethane. The resulting solution was

evaporated to 0.5 ml placed on a Florosil column and eluted with

12 ml hexane (fraction 1) and 12 ml methanol (traction 2). The

second traction was evaporated to 1 ml and stored in Teflon-

stoppered glass vials until ready for analysis.

4The second half was evaporated to 0.5 ml, placed on a Florosil

column and eluted as above. The second fraction was collected and

evaporated with nitrogen to 1 ml and stored in Teflon-stoppered

glass vials until ready for analysis.

Fish: Golden shiners (N. Cr.Xstoleucas) were used in this study.

Four groups of golden shiners were supplied by Carroll Cutting

from a private lake in Standish, Maine, while two groups were

supplied by Mcgraw's bait ponds in Clinton, Maine. Each group was

acclimatized for at least a week in a 40 gallon tank with water

from the pond of origin before experiments were performed. Fish

(groups of three) were exposed to plane deicer by placing them in

*a 14 I aquarium with an ethylene glycol concentration of 5 ppm.

At 10 ppm a significant number ot fish exFlred du::rg the 9- hour

time-span cf the experiment. Simultaneously, cortrol groups cf

three were placed in similar aquaria without deicer. Groups of

exposed fish, both exposed ard controls were sacrificed at 24 and

67-49
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96 hours.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table lc gives the retention times and sensitivities to an FID

detector of ethylene glycol and its possible metabolites (both

derivatized and underivatized). Table 2c gives the mass spectral

data associated with these compounds. Upon exposure to plane

deicer at 5 ppm. uptake of ethylene glycol was observed in the gut

of sets of fish sacrificed at 24 hours and 96 hours. Fig.lc

compares the chromatograms of gut extract from fish exposed to

plane deicer for 96 hours with that of a control. The peak at

11.86 minutes is identified as ethylene glycol. The concentration

of ethylene glycol is greater in the 96 hour fish than in the 24

hour fish by a factor of two. Identification of the ethylene

glycol was confirmed by gc-ms.

Of the metabolites, no glycoaldehyde was observed either in the

gc or gc-ms. Glycolic acid and dimethyl oxalate (derivatized

oxal ic acid) were observed t gc at retention t imer ot C-.K &n j

Y.1 minutes respectivelY and recnfirmed by gcms. but thesEs

species were common to both the exposed fish and control groups

and thus could not be said to have originated from the ethylene

glycol ot the plane deicer.

67-50



SLIM MA k Y

1j Unmetabolized ethylene glycol was identified in tr~e gu: cr Ehaners
exposed to plane deicer.

2) The concentration of ethylene glycol was greater in - -7-h-ur fJsh
than in 24-hour fish.

3) Glycolic acid and oxalic acid were identified in the gut of shiners
exposed to plane deicer but were also found in the control fish.

4) No metabolites were identified that could unambiguously be said
to come from ethylene glycol.

67-5 1



Table lc

Chromatographic Paramreters of Ethylene Glycol-Related Compounds

Compound RT (MIN) Response/Picog

Non-methylated

Glycoaldehvde 8.39 5.35 x 102

Glycolic acid 9.10 1.45 x 10-1

Ethylene glycol 12.10 6.69 x 10-1

Methylated

1,2-Dimethoxvethane 6.32 4.28 x10-

Methyl Methoxyacetate 6.46 8.75 x 10-1

Dimethyloxalate 9.12 5.99 x 10-1

Methoxyacetic acid 15.12 4.44 x 10-

a) Obtained on a 30M x .22 rmm DB-Wax capillary column in the splitless
mode. Temperature programed at 40'-l minute, 100 /min, 2000-15 minutes.I The response is in integrator response units.

67-52
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Table 2c

Mass Spectral Data Associated With Ethylene Glycol-related Compounds

Compound Mass % of Parent Peak

Ethylene Glycol 31 1.00

33 .28

43 .11

42 .04

62 .03

Glycolic Acid 75 1.00

0131 .52
.1.45 .34

43 .25
47 .23

Glycoaldehyde 31 1.00

29 .68

32 .39

30 .08

42 .06

A60 .05
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HO-C C-O HO - C -% I I
ETHYLENE GLYCOL LY C ALDE HYDE

HO - C - C C -C

OH H OH

GLYCOLIC ACID GLYOXYLIC ACID

0 0

HO OH

OXALIC ACID

Fig. Ic. Ethylene glycol and possible metabolites.
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CH 3 O 0 C - C - OCH 3CH 3 O - C- C
I I 1 1%H

1,2 -DIMETHOXYETHANE METHOXYACETALDEHYDE

00

CH 0-C-C CH 0-C-C
3 1 3 1

OH OCH3

METHOXYACETIC ACID METHYL METHOXYACETATE

0 0

%I A

C-CCH 3 0 OCH 3
H OCH3

WI3

METHYL GLYOXALATE DIMETHYL OXALATE

Fig. 2c. Methylated metabolites of ethylene glycol
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i AFFF FLA
M '

AFFF is a commercial aqueous Tilm-rorming roam used cy the Air

Force to fight fires. The Hazardous Materials Information Sheet

on this product states that it is a 6% solution of the MMM product

Light Water (FC206) in water. The major non-aqueous component of

AFFF is diethylene glycol monobutylether (Butyl Carbitol or

2-(2-butoxyethoxy) ethanol) at about 1.6% by weight. Extensive

literature work including computer searches of various databases

yielded no information about identification of metabolites of this

compound in any biological system. However, the urine of rats was

found to contain n-butoxyacetic acid as a metabolite of the

analagous compound Butyl Cellusolve (1). Other work Identified

methoxyacetic acid and ethoxyacetic acid as metabolites of

ethylene glycol monomethyl ether and ethylene glycol monoethyl

ether respectively in primary testicular cell cultures (2 . Since
S

triese were the only data available, it was aecided to loo< !cr the

analogous 2-(2-butoxy ethoxy) acetic acid as well as a number of

other related or at least possible compounds. Fig. Id shows the

structures cf Butyl Carbitol and some possible metabolites. it

does not show the methylated metabolites.

EXPERIMENTAL

67-58
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1-butanol (91-- a End et hlIene glIycol 1 9 .

cine- I r crm Lc , ng Air Ficrce Ease z-n E Z' n F

t r crr ts H az ara : u s M at e r iai lnf cr m a t icr n~~- 'k: E j %

Carbitol, 0.1% tlucrocarbon and a hoET c~ t c c- , -j n *e5

li-trumentation: A I I c h r ma to g r am s w e r4re cta ie d u s irg a Var 1ar.

3700 gas chromatograph with 4270 electronic integrator and a f lamre

ionization detector (FID). The column was a 30Mx.20rnm DS-'WAX

FSOT capillary column used in the splitless mode. The

temperatures of the injection port and the detector were 2400 C

and :30001 C respectively. The oven was temperature ro grammed at

400 C, I min. -10, /min.- 200" C, 15 minutes. The flow rate was

1.39 cc/min with a linear velocity of 26.7 cm/sec.

Gc-mass spectrograms were obtained on an HP-5890 gc with a 5970

mass selective detector. The chromatographic column was J&W

3OMx.22mm DB-WAX FSOT capillary column used in the splitless mode.

The carrier gas was helium with a flow rate of 1.5 cc/mmn. The

ir~ector port and the detector were 240 C and 3OC-1 C respectively

anc the column was temrperature programmed at 4' ,1m.-0

'rrir. 001'~ C, 15 mir

Analytical Methods: Stock solutions of each of the compounds

S. were prepared by weighing the appropriate masses of each into 10
"-V

ml volumetric f lasks and diluting to the mark with solvent. A

crromatographic standard with most of the corpcunrds was preFpared

by pipetirg I ml portions of each stock solution into a volumetric

67-59
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11J t i t ~enml- r t he 0 7, zen t r t

component in the resulting solutions was about S.Cxl)-' M). Tth-

* ano_:rcJ was r-e-tf igera ted between uses znd replaced i er _ ii:

FITrosil columns were prepared by placing a loose piljg I'c

woo:! Jn the tip of a chromaf lex column (Kontes #4 10C .- mm

The coiumn was packed with 1.6 gm of Florosil which was pre'vicusiv

activated at 12000 F. Granular sodium sulfate (1.6 gm) was ,hen

% added to the top of the column. The column was washed with 50 ml

* of nanograd hexane followed by 50 ml of nanograde methanol and

I then dried overnight at 130') C in an oven. The columns were

* cooled to room temperature and pre-wet with 10 ml of hexane prior

to elution of the sample.

Each stock solution (0.3 ml) was separately placed on a

Florosil column and eluted with 12 ml of hexane (fraction 1), 12

ml of methanol (fraction 2) and a second 12 ml of methanol

(fraction 3). The resulting fractions were chromatographed and

those fractions containing the compounds identified.

Duplicate analysis of Butyl Carbitol and its possible

metabcl tes in tissue was performed on freshly sacrificed gc.lden

.ir-1r s A t sa cr it i ce, t he a ppr opr ia te t is sue, i i 'er o r gu.

:,D , Iecttfd wi thin 210 minutes rt death and ground for 1- ni nu'.or

with a E5 ml portion of methanol in an all-glass Pyrex 19 x 1l(_

tissue grinder. The extract was decanted Into a glass collection

tube and a second 5 ml portion of tissue/solvent ground tor an

add i t rna I1C m inutfes . This extract was combined with fhc tirrt.

6 7-60
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evaporated to dr>yness under a gentle stream ct ritrc, er a z

I , . a e ' & e TI t c- m e-. e E.: g - - . e', 5

m-; Ii. F ac e L - 7 - o r~ 2::i'. arnc e>A :

:_ r ,t- e ,tractaor, 1 ano . ml M et..-, .Inr' E.. -re

ad -s-e nod trac t ion, cc, ntaining the compounc c, in'terest, wa

Ser.ited to 1 nh nd stored in Tet cn-s ;prr eeQ gas vEi:

unti I ready tor analysis.

The second halt was evaporated to 0.5 ml. placed on a Florosil

column and eluted as above. The second traction was collected and

* 0 evaporated with nitrogen to 1 m) and stored in Te":on-stoppered

glass vials until ready for analysis.

Fi sh: Golden shiners N. Crvstoleucas) were used in this study'.

' , Four groups of golden shiners were supplied by Carroll Cutting

from a private lake in Standish, Maine, while two groups were

supplied by Mcgraw's bait ponds in Clinton, Maine. Each group was

acciimatized for at least a week in a 4C gallon tank with water

trom the pond of origin be*ore experimerts wefe eored. Fi e s.h

grcurs o-f three; were exposed to Butyl 1art"t:_- br riacing them

ir a -." 1 aquarium with a But.vl Cartitoi :crcerrat ion or 5 7Pm.

E:rr itaneously, control groups of three were praced in sini lar

aquaria without deicer. Groups of fish, both exposed and

s r.trc, lec, were sacrif iced at 96 hours.

£~~EIJLTS AND Fl ,.U£q I ON
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c pe ti n rE t i a ti -i a -

its FOssible metabolites. Samples of Butvl Cel lusclve. n-butancij

e ;\ene iz I cci were ccrnmerc i& I i u

~~ox~eticacid and _-i-butoxvethoxv' acetic acid were

UnK3~al.Tab le 2d gives mass spectralIdt - E.szciateJ w Wt r

the coDmpounds ot Table 1d. Upon exposure to S Ppmr Eutvl 'a~t

ureor this compound was obscerved in the gut ctr fish sacr iti-eo

at -7- and L64 hours. Fig. 2d compares the chromatogram of gut

extract from 96-hour exposure to Butyl Carbitol with that of a

control. The peak at 14.93 minutes has been identified as Butyl

'artbitol.

C omparison of the exposed and control fish chromatograms leads

to the conclusion that either there is no accumulation of

metabolites in the gut, or that they are present in such low

concentrations as to be undetectable. Analysis by go-ms gave

similar results.
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SUMMARY

1, Lnmetabolized Butyl carbitol was identified in the gut ct

t :inerE exposed to this compound.

- No metabolites ct Butyl Carbitol were identified in the

gut or exposed shiners.

0

.1

)

.

.1'
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Table id

Chromatographic Parameters of Butyl Carbitol-related Compoundsa

Compound Retention Time (min)

N-Butanol 6.00

Ethylene glycol 12.79

Butyl Cellusolve 9.82

Butyl Carbitol 14.93

aobtained on a 30M x .22mm DB-Wax capillary column in the

splitless mode. Temperature programmed 00- minute, 10*/minute,
200*-15 minutes.

.,
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Table 2d

Mass Spectral Data Associated Wi., Butyl Carbitol-related Compounds

Comoound Mass % Parent Pea'"

N-Butanol 27 .97

31 1.00

41 1.00

43 .97

56 1.00

Butvl Cellusolve 41 1.00

45 1 .00

57 1.00

31 .83

87 .47

75 .21

Butyl Carbitol 45 1.00

57 .99

41 .58

75 .24

-87 .15

Ethylene Glycol 31 1.00

33 .28

43 .11

42 .04

" 62 .03

67-65
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e'~c, is cr Ma I tr on arco .F --. ~e .j E- cr &~ rec C rn E
Sr c I ueg i s and g olen sniners resrect .ev. r2.e e!re. t

.s cc:lie to monitor environme rta r : ce ass :z. tec ki'r

.,ese -a'erials ty metabolite analysis.

' CA kwe could not distinguish between the two isomerswas tl-e mc.st
usetul metabolite of Malathion to monitor, wrile .-amino-2-naphthol

was tne most useful metabolite of J?-4 jet fuel to monitor.

V. 3 Metabolites of plane deicer and AFFF foam were nct identified in
the guts of shiners, although uptake of ethylene glvcol and But'!

2ar cil was ooserved.

4. A'thzugh it was possible to identify and even quantity results
associated witf metabolites of Malathion and JF-4, at this time
Eevera! factors mitigate against using these ana!vtical methc ds

c rmonitcr environmental incidents associated with these materials.

a Rapid deterioration of tissue following death
or freezing makes sampling problematic. Only
freshly sacrificed or recently killed fish are

.- useful.

b) The hydrolysis of Malathion, both path and rate,

are dependent on a number of variables including
temperature, pH and the concentration of different
metal ions. Since a possible hydrolysis product is
MCA, each natural water system would have to
be tested for this compound to insure that any MCA
found in the gut was of metavciic crig n.

4 n a Ivs:s cf NK reau res ae e t a ac ,-
metrane, a compcund wricrh is botr, er, cssave aric

r,- utager, Ic.

c A Jthough e-aminc-2-napthcI was identified as a

metabolite of I-amino-naphthalene (a trace
component of JP-4) the concentrations of both
were so small that it was difficult o see
them even wi tn the most sensit ve i nstrume rtatior,.II T he rat e c, metabc, ism of each ccmFour, c ha s rc"

teen troroughiy studied a* tr:.s t ime and is

pronabiy species aepencen,. Therefore, the t Ime
. f enosure necessary tc sr-P metabo:lies in
var ious tissues is rCt eta, r,. st beiieveu

67-69
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that the rate of metabolism of xenobiotics in fish
is almost 1/O4 that of mammals. This means th.!at
it is proba-b Iv easier to detect the -ns 1t. ~z&ej
parent than a metabol ite ot that parent.
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Section i. Summary of toe Project Coals

..-.. The insltu testing of geological material by blast loading is an

extremely complicated problem in which many unknowns are present.

.-. Ambiguities in the source and site characterizations as well as the normal

experimental uncertainties may make any empirical material model inferred

from the data highly questionable. As the goal of such testing is a mecha-

nical model of the medium valid throughout a large range of strains, and

strain rates, it is important to minimize the effect of these uncertainties.

One of several unanswered questions dealing with source charac-

terization is that of the source efficiency factor.(l) This factor relates

the effectiveness in producing ground motion of a discrete cylindrical

source array to that of a continuously distributed planar source with the

same areal charge density. It is not known what effect charge diameter and

charge spacing have upon this factor but currently a value between 65-70%

is used in calculations, irrespective of source microgeometry. It is not

known what type and magnitudes of errors this might introduce. In this

report we will examine: a) the dependence of the efficiency factor upon

both the source microgeometry, and b) the dependence of the efficiency fac-
S
*..J. tor upon the mechanical properties of the medium separating the charges.

Another largely unaddressed question is the effect of dispersion (2)(3)

* upon ground motion testing. The effects of dispersion and material atte-

nuation can look similar when analyzino ground motion data. If the effects

of dispersion are not properly accounted for, any material models obtained

empirically will have extremely limited applicability. Since one goal of

m'I..;
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tlast-inouced ground motion testing is the verification and improvement of

mechanical soil models, the treatment of dispersion is important. In aodi-

tion, this phenomenon may be even more important, in some instances, to the
i survivability of protective structures than material attenuation but

seemingly receives little attention.

The effects of dispersion in geotechnical testing will be examined in

this report. Understanding dispersion in earth materials is essential to

the proper interpretation of the data obtained from this testing and there-

* fore to the mechanical models derived from this data. A simple micromecha-

nical model which still incorporates the most fundamental properties of

actual soils will be used to derive a dispersion relation for stress waves

propagating therein. This dispersion relation will be used to predict the

evolution of the pulse shape.

Generally the effect of dispersion, even in the case that the soil

does not absorb energy from the pulse, is to flatten the pulse as it propa-

gates. This is because the longer wavelength components of the pulse tra-

vel faster than the shorter wavelength components. Thus the sharp initial

pulse of Figure la decays (still without loss of energy) into the pulse of
4

Figure ib after some period of time.

Even though the various energy loss mechanisms will be ignored in this

appioach, the applicability of the result can be readily seen. In regions

orere the pjse is very sharply defined (Figure 1) the response of the

menim is both nonlinear and strain rate dependent. In these regions

ait:jrate sol modlels (includina energy losses) must therefore model bot"

68-2
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of frequency dependent attenuation are founc in multiple scatterinc ef.e'z

from random occlusions in the medium, viscoelastic effects, certain fri -

tion models, etc. A variation of this use of moments in the analysis can

enable the researcher to determine the nature of certain types of simple

non-linearities in the medium by simply analyzing the data, i.e. without

the construction of an explicit soil model. This program could be an

important addition to the currently employed tools of analysis.

Section II. The Efficiency Factor

A. Outline of Approach

In the examination of the effect of the microgeometry upon the effi-

ciency factor, we will possibly use two different approaches. Both are

based upon the facts that the medium separating the charges gives rise to

the efficiency factor itself.

when an explosive source is detonated, there is an initial stage

lasting approximately 10 ms during which the rapid burning of the charge

causes elastic/plastic waves to propagate from the borehole into the

surrounding medium. The second staqe, lasting approximately 100 ms,

involves the expansion of the high pressure gas which was generated by tne_

de.onation of the charge. The explosive by-products then do work on the

JSrrounding medium through the expansion process and simultaneously ini-

Stiate elastic/plastic waves. The characteristics (intensity, temporal pTD-

file, etc.) of the waves generated in stage one are strongly dependent "

upon the letontion, process itself. Tne thermal characteristics of thQ

68-4
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s;urrounndq medijm are inimoortant .in tnis stage mairily, Ce to tne Z.

inerval involved. However, the same possiLly may not be said for stace

two as its duration is roughly ten times that of stage one. We will acccr-

dingly concentrate our attention on the processes involved in stage two.

Method A is a thermodynamic approach. In the continuous case, after

the detonation we have a "void' containing only hot gases, by-products of

the detonation itself. In the discrete source case, we would have soil

material as well present. Whatever portion of the total energy of the

explosion (assumed to be equal in both cases) that doesn't go into the

* internal energy of the matter in the "void" will be present as energy in a

stress wave. The presence of soil matter will increase the internal energy

and decrease the energy available to produce ground motions. The only

material parameters in the calculations would be the specific heat, thermal

li~fusivity, and mass density of the soil.

Method B is an attenuation based approach. The medium near to the

sources is in the hydrodynamic region. It is well known how stress waves

attenuate with distance in viscous fluids. 5 Discrete arrays have a larger
averace distance per unit charoe from a given observation point than o

continuous source arrays. One would therefore expect a greater attenuation

in discrete arrays. This effect can be calculated quantitatively with the

effective (hydrodynamic region) soil viscosity and the size of the hydroov-

q . vnamic zone as the only unknowns.
.%

.568-
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tYen:

Msoi1 = asoil 8smh (N-i)

where N is the number of sources. We assume that the total source yielcs,

Y, are the same in both the continuous and discrete array. The first law

of thermodynamics in the continuous case is then:

U1 - U2 + Y = 1W2  (2)

where U refers to the internal energy of the contents of the cylinder and

* , 1W2 is the work done by the expanding gases.

In the discrete case, heat from the by-products will be transferred to

the soil, lowering the temperature and pressure of the gas and resulting in

a oecrease in work done. An estimate of the decrease of the temperature of

the explosive by-products can be easily found.

we can see tha, the neglection of heat transfer between the by-

products and the surrounding soil is justified as follows.

The thermal diffusion depth is a measure of how far heat penetrates

*into a medium in a given time interval. It is defined to be:

d = 2 V' TLA

Where a is the thermal diffusivity of the medium and 6T is the time inter-

val. For soil this is an extremely small quantity:

,'. d-,1.4 x 10-7m
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Sr sjrou .X] iM w tr-t-,

,: t' dtn s so smal. -a curvat.ire effect are neglir!e w-j

apQrox 7,-1 the P:ooIem by a sem-nfinite pl3nar mecium w;th a suod, e') ,

peratjre ,11ference applied to the surface. We will use the mean tem-

perat'.,e or the ty-products in our temperature difference calculation ano

then treat *he by-product temperature as constant. This value is

Tm = .718 Tbp o

e ra use of the solution found by Schneider (See Ref. 7 for further

Oeta"'s. Employing

h = 200 w/mz -c

k = .52 w/m-'c
2

1.4 x 10- m2/s

T = .1 sec

we a7:ve at a temperature profile within the surrounding soil (where x is

rn asre, 'rom the soil/by-product interface in co-moving co-ordinates c"

x
T 11-T 0  = .06 expL - (2.3575) 2 -T

tstal energy ab-orbea is found by multiplying the above by (pAc ) ,::

,ner

. neat bo5 by the by-products
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nip Me

3,,.y A = 2.55 m2  then <i

--- 4 KJAg-'K

2,50 Kg/m 3

Oe have

QL .058 (.718 TbpoTo )

This reoresents less than .02% (not 2%) of the initial energy of the by-

products. Therefore, we can safely neglect the heat loss to the soil at

the i-terface. However, considerable mixing between the soil remaining

ins::Ze the cavity and the by-products. This mixing results in a much

greater heat loss to the soil due to the much larger effective exposure

area of the soll remaining in the cavity. (For example, it is well known

that the same mass of ice when crushed is much more effective at absorbino

heat than wh)e in large blocks),

Ou7 model is hased on the following set of assumptions:

lIJ we assume the volume of the soil between the sources in the

!iscrete array is made up (after "fraqmentation" by the

a of a gaussian distribution of sizes of spherical
par t i>.es:

N.N

~ro

. ,jnmption allows to determine the effective sdrrace

AIn nrle to ),or dit iion, we will assujmn

68-9



tnal tne moiie raiiis known (r 0 ,. oe further assume tla' the e"'ec~i.

spreac, ao , of the Gaussian distribution is also known. The numOer of par-

ticles with a given radius is then given by

22 N No, exp at-

where i= In L-]iroJ

In order to fIx No, we require that the total volume given by

Vtotal = f N(i)V(ia)dct; V(ci) 4 r3 =4 ro e3c
- 3 3

is equal to that of the "mixing" soil in the actual array. Then
3 3

Vtotal = No f exp [t 4 ro e c du_a- a0
2  3

Then
43 3/2 r8 9 ao2

Vtota I = No e 4
3

or No = 3 Vtotal e9/4 a0
2

43/2r:3473/ ro 
.

we will assume that Vtotal is constant during the expansion process.

*e can no* relate the effective mixing area to the total volume:

A --e" = N ( a(ci A( ( dcL
c-

2
(aJ=4r2 = 4rr e C

her-

z 3,total exp [ 5 - ac]

Cj 
68-10



The procedure leadino to eqn. (3) s still valic for estimation c'

.mixing" heat transfer as long as the typical size of the soil particle is

larger than the thermal penetration depth, D ilxlO-m. Let the gaussian

spread go to zero (all particles of the same size) and the average size be

equal to 1x10 m. This estimation is appropriate for granular media. (For

a medium with some degree of consolidation, ao can be 2-3 and heat

transfer will be unimportant).

Then

Aeff = (3xlO 3nv ) Vtotal

0 = 7.1585x1O 3m 2 for the Thomsen-Wu case.

This value can be substituted into equation (3) for an estimate of the

energy lost to the soil contained within the expanding cavity through

mixing:

QL= 146.5 (.718 Tbpo-To)

The efficiency of the array can be expressed as

.1 -L _= 1 146.5(.7 18Tbpo-To)

Y (R~v bp(Tbpo-To)

- - 162.77 [ .7 18Tbpo-To ]
l.746xi0 3  Tbpo-To

-.:. - I - .0932 [ .718 Tbpo-TO ]
Tbpo- TO

Then r > 93% for a mixing model with the assumed distribution of particle

..- r: the Thomsen-wu geometry.

Then focr th's case the by-products lose less than 7% of the internal

-A- 68-11
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ener.v to the Soil. Thomsen and ou (Ref. 1) arriLve at an effhiency fac-

tor, empirically, for this array of 62%. Obviously, the efficiency factor

is affected to some degree by this thermodynamic mechanism but, it isn't

the dominant effect. We refine this approach and present an alternative

model (valid when the "semi-infinite solid" assumption is not valid) in

Section 0. In the next section we examine another possible explanation.

L'a

68-121
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C. The Viscous Fluid Model

It has been determined previously (Ref. 8) that geometric (i.e.,

source arrangement, spacing, diameter, etc.) effects alone are insufficient

to completely explain the mechanism behind the factor which relates the

relative ability to produce ground motion for discrete and continuous

source arrays. In the last section it was determined that a simple ther-

modynamic model allowing heat transfer to the portion of soil which remains

in the expanding cavity is also inadequate to solely model the effect.

Here we present an additional mechanism, first touched on in (Ref. 8),

O wh-ch provides an effective means of efficiency factor prediction for a
-.5

wide range of spacings, as well as array aspect ratios.

The model advocated here is based on the observation that in the imme-

diate vicinity of the array, the stresses induced by the blast exceed the

shear strength of the soil. In this region, the "hydrodynamic zone," the

soil reacts to the propagating shock wave more as a viscous fluid than as a

solid. Then the approach here will be to model both the continuous and

discrete arrays as being embedded in a viscous fluid. The effect of the

Viscosity is to attenuate the shock wave as it propagates in the hydrodyna-

m ;c zone over and above the omnipresent geometric cttenuation. This atte-

nuation is strongly frequency dependent, another feature the model shares

with observation (Ref. 9). When the peak stress is attenuated to a point

below the shear strength of the soil, we assume the hydrodynamic zone ends.

"]]B, cor inq a certain potential function, constructed in each case, at
By, co :L nec csa the

e, of tne hydrodyaamic zone, we are in effect comparing the potential to

68-13



inhuce ground motion in each case. The attenuation experiencec Dy tne

stress wave in the two cases, discrete array and continuous source, is cif-

ferent, as the average distance each source element undergoes attenuation

is different in each case. This result gives rise to the efficiency fac-

tor.

In order to illustrate the difference in average distance in each of

the two source types, consider the figures below.

0 --10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4

z

SP

Figure 3
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xP

Figure 4

We calculate the average distance to the point P (assumed to be on the0

boundary of the hydrodynamic zone) in each case. For this purpose, we

assume our sources to be one dimensional, i.e. no height nor thickness.

The distance Z is assumed to be the same in each case. The volume of the

hydrodynamic zone should be equal in each case although edge effects should

make the contour near the edges a little different. At the midpoint any

differences should be very small.

In the discrete case:

- ? RD  = nir i

. ave ni

where ri  [ Z2+(iA)2] 2

The spacing, 6, is related to the array length and total number of sources,

N, by

~1" -21

(N-I)

68-15
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N

Z + 2 Z [Z2 + . 21)2] 2

Then R= (N-1)2

ave
N

N-1

2

Z + 2 [ + (2J) 2] 2

/N---N-1)-

or RC) / 1 i=i 12 (NI)ave
N

and in the continuous case

RC 2 f dx
ave 21 -i

which can be integrated to yield

RC  /1 = j in [ I + / I Z2/1 2 i + ZI + ] .] }
ave 12 Z/1 12

A companion is presented in Table I for various values of Z/1 and N.

(Recall Z is the midline distance to be end of the hydrodynamic zone.)

zA

.1 .5 .9
N 3 1.36 1.23 1.13

5 1.21 1.12 1.07
7 1.15 1.08 1.04
9 1.11 1.06 1.03

11 1.09 1.05 1.03

Table 1. R0  / RC
ave ave

RC  /1
ave

.1 .5174849

.5 .7394715

Z/ .9 1.060591

Table 2. RC
ave

68-16
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A cruCe method of cetermining the relative influence at t.>I5 av._-

distance upon the relative ability for producing grounc motion in e3:h .

can be found by approximating the exact (within the assumptions previous'.

listed) expression for the potentials:

c .exp {- L 2
'= f (x') 12 12

g'x 2 xy

+ ]X-- [ z+ljx--

12 12

N-1

where (x') 2 6 (X' 2 _ (2i) 2) + 6(X')

N i=. (N-I) 2  N

in the discrete case, and

Qo(x' -1_< x' <

0 o X' >1

in the continuous case.

Our approximation is (only for purposes of illustration!)

,1 ,C e-(" 1 ) RCave/l in the continuous case

* (RC /1)
ave

and

I ~ '-~1 (R0  1) in the discrete case.
ave

(RD /1)
ave

."6 1
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RCave exp _ 1-

R~ave RCJ

As a concrete example, suppose N = 3 and Z .5.-- 1

Then from Tables I and 2

tnen

1 exp - "1(.7394715) {.23}]
1.23

,, exp[-1 i (.17)] .81 exp - 1"(.17)]
1.23

rFjrtrqermore, suppose that P 1 2

tmen
., 58%

Tne model we present is one in which the source (either discrete or

continuous) is embedded in a finite, isotropic viscous fluid medium. The

viscous fluid is surrounded by an infinite elastic medium. The extent of

the viscous medium depends upon the yield of the source and the shear

strength of the soil. we use the viscous fluid medium in order to model
6

the pulse attenuation induced in the hydrodynamic zone. This approach has

been recently used (Ref. 9) with another objective in mind. Using this

model, we will compare the "attenuated potentials" of the two source types.

6

I.
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we form to follo~ing potential function .*)

1 iA x'fdy'fOz'iDx',y9,z') exp[(i-a- {')x' X) )2A f )

[(x'-x) Z+(y'-y)2+(Z'_Z) 2]!

where the region of integration includes all space. Here the observatior,

- ., point is given by (x,y,z) and the source point by (x',y',z'). K is the wave

number of the particular spectral component under consideration,

p(x',y',z') is the source charge density, and a is the (frequency depen-

dent) attenuation factor. Implicitly assumed in eqn. (4) is the concept

of superposition of both spectral components (in the Fourier analysis) and

.5. of the sources themselves.

*If the source is such that the thickness (measured in the z-direction)

is much smaller than the height (y-direction) or the length (x-direction),

then we can approximate the source by an infinitely thin plane. Then

P(x',y',z') = 6(z')p(x',y')

Substitution into (4) and integration over z' yields:

.= fdx'fdy'o(x',y') e(iK-a)[(x5-x)2+(y5-y)2+z2]

[(x'-x)2+(Y'-y)2+z2] 2

N."

'...o

(+) For background on eqn. (4), See Ref. 8).

68-19
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;urtnermore, we assume that (x' ,y'J = ({(y' +m -

- e(y'-m)} {6(x'+1) - e(x'-1)} a o ,

where ao = constant and is a measure of the areal charge density.

then
m 1 e(iK- [(X'x)+(y'y)2+zZ] 4

oafdy'fdx' __________________ 2_

S-m -1 1
[(x'_x)2+(y'_y)2Zz2]

Change of variables (Assume 1 > m)

Let c -  
.

=  aspect ratio; B'= B = x; = ; n = Y-; R = Z
m 1 1 m m 1

4 Then the argument of the exponent may be written as

*t; (iK-a) [ 12 (B'-B) 2 +m2 (n'-n) 2 +z2 ] =

(iK-) [(8'_B)2+ M 2 ('q)2 + Z2 ] 2

12 12

r [B'-B)2+c2(n'-n2+R2]

where 1'= (iK-t)l. we will assume an observation point at the midline

1 1 1
x==o. Then, also, B=n=o and: ( amfdni'fdB' e-' [B'2+C2n'2-R 2]2

o[8V 2+E 2fl 2 +R2] 2

Exploiting the symmetry about n',B' = 0

1 11

= 4omfdn'fdB' exp{-I" [B'2+E'l' 2+R2] 2 [5]
0 0 n

The expression above is not integrable in closed form. Our app:oach

wilI Le to integrate it numerically for specific choices of the aspect

68-20
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ratio, c, attenuation factor P, and mioline distance, R. We will then -o7-

pare the results obtained for the discrete array and the continuous sou-ce

cases. (The discrete array expression will consist of a sum of terms like

eqn. (5) with appropriately chosen limits and parameters). Tables 3 anG 4

indicate the results obtained.

Table 3

Efficiency factor for aspect ratio = 1, IT = .5 for various numbers of

source elements and hydrodynamic zones sizes.

Sz

Efficiency Factor Number of Sources M

93.2 5 .1
90.6 5 .5
93.6 5 1.0
93.4 7 .1
93.5 7 .5

95.7 7 1.0
95.1 11 .1
96.0 11 .5
97.4 11 1.0

Table 4

Efficiency factor for aspect ratio = 1, 17n I for various numbers of

source elements and hydrodynamic zones sizes.

Z
Efficiency Factor Number of Sources _

92.9 5 .1
88.4 5 .5
91.5 5 1.0

92.6 7 .1
92.0 7 .5
94.2 7 1.0
94.3 Ii .1
95.0 11 .5
96.5 11 1.0

A calculation was also performed for the Thomsen-Wu array (aspect

ra.i 2 1.43), nerlecting thermodynamic effects, for various value; of IP,

68-21
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Z 'Reca..1l the-e va:aes are related to the mec'un royoerties,.

Conservative choices were male and Taole 5 present; tne results.

Table 5

Efficiency Factor for the Thomsen-Wu array (aspect ratio = 1.43,

number of source elements 11) for various medium properties.

Efficiency Factor Z/m Pm

96.98% 1 1
93.2% .5 2
93% .25 2

94.58. 1 2
* 94.98% .5 1

The table presents higher values of Pm than does Tables 3 or 4. This is

because for Pm <l the efficiency factor is not strongly dependent upon

aspect ratio. Therefore Tables 3 and 4 are relatively accurate for the

Thomsen-Wu array if rm <1.

We curve-fit the results for an aspect ratio of one for a variety of

number sources and hydrodynamic zone sizes. The results are given in eqns.

(6) and (7). (we recommend linear interpolation for ltn between those

listed).

Eff = Ao + A, (z) + A2 (1)2

where m m

{Ao = 101.5236-2.057655N + .1323648N 2

rm .5 {A = -75.12608 + 16.27323N - .8429415N2  (6)
{A2 = 58.30522 - 11.91516N + .6063844N

2

.,
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4,- 1 3 9 9 9 - .4'MI75N 3 .2G67:9 2

. :- 2.9938N -. i 9516N'
A- ' .36503 - 16.66584N + .8541222N2

owe wil re'irn tc tn:s result in the latter portion of the next sectio.

As can be seen from the tables, the calculations done for a variety of

attenuation factors (as it is unknown what exact value shoulO be used) and

'or d va ety of hy-rodynamic zone sizes indicate that for constant array

iengtn, and or N > 7 the efficiency factor, predicted solely on this

-n mecnanis", is approximately 90%. Thus this approach alone is also

seemin !, insufficient to account for the calculateo value of Thomsen anc

a'..
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D.d

cficiency Y-actor Es1 -rtcn

.e have seen tat for arrays ccnsistinq of more toan seven (or sc

menbers te vsCOuS flui, model (alone) predicts an efficiency factor of

90%. me ,have also argued that the efficiency factors predictec by a ther-

molynamic model are on the oroer of 95%. What then is the basis of the

Tnomsen-mu result of 62%? The Thomsen-Wu result is empirically obtaineo,

a spec. array ty comparinc the results of Calculations 'wi'h

.ea.stic soil models) involving a 1-D continuous source and a 2-D discrete

-3ra.. Jncojcte,y we have Cimensional, thermodynamic, and "soil viscosi-

t ect- invoi~e. here. The comparison of 1-O to 2-0 arrays by itself

*. 2trDdce an efficiency factor of about 80% near to the source cue

J, to geometric effects (Ref. 8,. The net efficiency factor a Thomsen-Au

:.lat~or, *ulC (almost certainly) predict if they had compared 2-D sour-

ces 'crtinuous vs. discrete array) should be approximately 80%. This

Svalje is close to that predicted here for the Thomsen-Wu array using both

tCe iscCjs soil fluid and the thermodynamic mooel. (As they are indepen-

.e-< effecrts, the efficiency factor of a model which includes both effects

ic sims' the product of the separate efficiency factors). We therefore

ei ar, accurate prediction of the efficiency actor can be made from

' to test by a synthesis of the two models. In this section, we expand,

or our thermodynamic model in order to lay the grouncwork for efficiency

atctr ,redictionr, the case _hat the thermal 1'.ffjscon depth is on the

.. . 9.irticle J-.ze : dcafe t . or imp'en,-

68-24
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. a:..... ,e:-moc,qa-l mode: is baseo upon 'he f:l.'I.;nc se-

as 'ci:rns. This approach is valid whe r (the mean particle size, is is

t-e o7.re7 of the thermal penetration depth.

i / the volume-time relationship is a power law relationship. t i_

the same in both the continuous source and discrete array. we

will use the expansion exponent found in Ref. (10).

S the explosive by-products behave as an ideal gas with constant

specific heats.

0 iii. the lumped heat capacity approach to transient heat transfer

calculation is valid. The Biot number varies linearly with soi

particle size.

iv) the product formed by the convection coefficient and the exposed

surface area of the expanding volume is constant,

Operating under the assumptions above, we can see that the rate of

a. heat transfer in this case will be given by

'a.

* Q = hA (Tbp - TS )

r,:- s =- x the source spacing

d = discrete source radius

.o 1 = the array length

~-~'e we Continue with the development of the model let us cons. e:
:-p.

--3' 'i :tatiorI imposed by our assumptions. The by-products can be mcdelcd

'.- -%'- .

a- 68-25
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mre e isi tne J L equation of state bt( aga ?) S a

o-r .... ec_. Assumtion (iii) is reasonably accurate, however, tne

accJracy of assumption (iv) is in doubt. The convection coefficient s

function of ry-product velocity. There undoubtedly exists a relations":

as well between the exposed surface of the cavity and the by-product vel.;-

city. A rough calculation, using a convection coefficient dependence upon

v ' yity obtained from a specialist, Ref. (11), yields hA -" were

te expansion law parameter. From (10), n=.86. The product hA is th-fcr

"not a strong function of time but is is not a constant either. A mo:e

a jra_, 2.e. numerical, calculation could be done, at a later date, w.:'

-- incorporation of the JWL equation of state, a non-constant hA, etc. In

fact, if the expansion rate were known very accurately, a more complex

nJmer.ca! approach might yield soil material properties at high strain

rates).

An energy balance done on the explosive by-products yeilds the evolu-

tion e-uation

ray dTb° = hA (Ts - Tbp) - V ()
dT dT

,here: the subscript "bp" refers to the explosive by-pfoducts

the subscri.pt "s" refers to the soil contained in the source

cav i ty.

P is the by-product pressure

V is the cavity voluer.

-" _ -. l,:-e, an e2.eev, talanre or toe soli yields

.- __ - hA fT) - TSI

A 68-264 4
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Ohen the ideai gas law, used to replace P , and the assumec ex

law

V -I ()~ n To 0 .01sec.
Vo (TO)

are inser"ec into eqn. () we obtain

Tbp K1 ITs - Tbp) + K2
T

and

.Ts  K3 (Tbp -TS) (9

J

* where: d

'.'.-K,. hA

(mcv)bp

K2 = (I - Cp) n

Cv bp

K3 = ____

. (mc) s

These equations can be aecoupled to yield

T b + (K3+Kl - 2) Tbp + (K2 - K3K2 ) Tbp 0 (10
T T 2 T

Ts + (K3 + K - K2) TS - K 3K2 Ts  0 11.
T T

The most accurate approach (short of integrating the non-lumped capa-

tcity equations) would be to integrate (numerically) the above and use to

ca.culate the hea. lost, by calculating T 5() from eqn. (11) with the ihi-

tia c orl i Otr TTO) To. The heat lost by the by-products to tne

68-27
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soil is gained as internal energy (neglecting thermal expansion OF the

soil) by the soil.

Thus

Q = Crc)s [I Ts (x=Tf) -To

* The efficiency is then

Ubp(T=To) (mlcv)bp -Tbpo T

*We have used To as the reference temperature instead of T O K as this is

* the useful energy.

We will tak~e the Rrobenius approach to the solution of eqn. (iI). we

aorm a trial solution

TS =TR~ an Tn
n =0

then

TsL an (n+R) Tn+R-l
n=o

and

Ts an- (n+R)(R~n-l) .Tn+R.-2

S3uorjtit uting into eqn. (11) yields: __

2 an(n+Rjn'-)+-l) Tn-2 + (K3+Kl1Y2) an1~n+R.71)l - 3 2  Z aTI

Pej~-Xrinq the Sum of the coefficients of each power Of T to vanishyil

6 8-28
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7: , : . -. - T - --y- ,- ,y -: ;: , W ,

.:

for the indicial equation

R=O, R=K2+i

A'h

and for the recursion relation for the coefficients an:

, -an (K3+KI)(n+R) - K3K2

an+l = -an {R+n+ )(R+n)-K 2 (R+n+1))

Then the general solution is
A'0

s=0 + li-K2
" T5 = L (an Tn + a Tn+ 2 }

S" n=O

Subject to the conditions

TS (-=T0) = To

Ts (T: o) = K3 (Tbpo TO)

% where
-- 0 0 (K3 + KI)n-K 3K2

an+l =-a (n+l) (n-K2)

-'-.. 1+K2  lI+K2 +K )+K2KI
an+l = -an 2 L )tK3

S(n+l) (n+2+K2 )

In order to employ the Frobenius series, one needs only to determine

the coefficients an numerically to the accuracy desired. An alternative

approach is to numerically integrate equations (10), (11). Since the

alternative approach will be required only in very few circumstances, we

dii not proceed further.

68-29
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The efficiency of a discrete area containing only thermodynamic

effects can be found from

ntn i - ABCOE

where

A= Ratio of soil volume to source volume

Vsoil , where Vsoil is the volume of soil contained

Vsource

between sources in the array

B = (PC)soil Ratio of soil density times specific heat to the
(Pcv)bp

density of explosive times specific heat of the

by-products

C .718Tbpo - T o

Tbpo - To
ii .18067 x 10-4m

80xD, with r o measured in meters.

E =exp[ - ao2 ] where ao is the measure of the "spread" of
4

the Gaussian distribution of soil particle

sizes. For perfect uniformity, ao = 0.

UsIno reasonably uniform values for factors B,C,D,E

nth = I - .03 Vsoil (12)
Vsource

The above expression will be reasonably accurate for nonconsolidated granu-

lar media. Notice that the array microgeometry is what is important for a ZI

given explosive and soil medium. The above expression is also limited to

I
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case; where

Vsoil < 7.24 Vsource

This limitation arises from our basic assumption that the soil was

, dispersed by the blast and remained inside the expanding cavity afterwaro.

As the assumed power law expansion rate yields a final cavity volume to

initial source volume ratio of 7.24, the soil volume used in equation (12)

can have an upper bound of only 7.24 Vsource. Then

78% < nth < 100%

0 As previously mentioned in arriving at the 62% efficiency factor

(discrete array to continuous source), Thomsen and Wu compared the

(numerically calculated) ground motion predicted for a 2-D discrete array

to that predicted in a I-D continuous source of the same length. Using our

viscous fluid model we numerically integrated eqn. (5) and its 1-0 (ie, for

a line source) counterpart for a variety of hydrodynamic zone sizes and

attenuation factors. The results were then curve-fit to yield:

Relative efficiency = a (z)b
1

w here a = .903 - .09511

b = .233 + .058r1

1 = array or source half length

z = midline distance to end of hydrodynamic zone

P= attentuation factor

and

68-31
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possible source of error in relating source strength to resultant grounc

motion can be controlled. We will return to specific recommendations in a

latter section.

,* Section III. Recommendations
... '.

In this section we summarize the results of the previous section and

make specific recommendations concerning use of those results. We have

seen that all heat transfer between the explosive by-products and the soil

at the boundary of the cavity can be neglected but that if, the average

size of the soil particles that remain within the cavity is small enough,

heat transfer here can't be neglected. This should be considered espe-

cially for granular media. A more realistic set of size distribution para-

meters for the Gaussian function used here could be experimentally

determined if needed or a different distribution function itself could be

employed. Unless the medium has a larger thermal diffusivity than the

value used in our analysis, we don't believe that the additional effort

will be worthwhile for efficiency factor calculational purposes.

Experimental soil fragmentation studies however, may provide insight into

the microscopic mechanisms involved in explosive loading.

In this light we recommend that for almost all applications the rela-

tionships presented in Section II-D concerning thermodynamic losses be

used. Other values for the specific heat and density of the soil and the

density of the explosive could be used in the expressions previously deve-

loped to improve the accuracy if applicable.

The losses associated with attenuation in the hydrodynamic zone may

68-32
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Relative efficiency Efficiency of 2-D continuous source

Efficiency of I-D continuous source

Then, as an example, for a conservative set of values:

-_ : .5
-~ 1

*the relative efficiency is about 72%. If these values were to be valid in

the Thomsen-Wu case, then the relative efficiency of a 2-D discrete array

to a 2-D continuous source would be

62% True" 2-D efficiency factor

72%

= 86% (13)

Returning for the moment to the two sample calculations done in the

previous two sections. We estimated that the efficiency factor based on a

(solely) thermodynamic approach was approximately .93 (or higher). Using a

representative figure from Table 3,4, or 5 gives an efficiency factor

neglecting the thermodynamics of approximately .94. The efficiency factor

taking these two independent loss mechanisms into effect should be the pro-

duct of them or

* ntotal = .87 or 87%

This is strikingly close to the "true" efficiency factor (after accounting

for the dimensional effects) predicted by the Thomsen-Wu computer calcula-

tion. We can conclude that the methods introduced in the current and two

previous sections will be useful in predicting the efficiency factor from

case-to-case based on the array microgeometry. By their implementation, a

68-33
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____ : (Continued)

Given tne above medium properties and assuming a har-

monically time-dependent source (this causes no difficuly

as any time dependence can be formed by an appropriate

.. Fourier analysis) the governing wave equations are (6):

2(V2 + K1) = f(x') Cl)

(V2  + K2 ) P = g(x') (2)

* where: 0,0 are the dilatational and shear potentials,

respectively.

KI, K2 are the wave numbers for the dilatational

and shear waves. In this form dispersion

.effects can be incorporated.

f(x'), g(x' ) are the source geometry factors.

The shear and dilatational potentials are related to the

displacements Ur, Uz in cylindrical co-ordinates by

UZ - - (3)
az ar' r ar

Ur t(at @zar

-7%
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II. aPPRJ4_" : (Contin)ueS)

We are concerned with the radial displacement at the

midline (z=O) of the explosive source array. By symmetry:

Ur (z=O) z (5,
ar

Thus the quantity of interest will be L6

The solution to equation (1) is well-known to be (5) (See

Appendix B):

(6)

,a

Where refers to the source co-ordinate. Unprimed quan-

titles are observation point co-ordinates. Implicit in

the solution, eqn. (6), is the concept of superposition of

waveforms. Some previous work (1) seems to indicate that

in the absence of air blast, linear superposition is

reasonably accurate.

Our problem then is to integrate eqn. (6) either analyt.i-

cally or numerically for various explosive source

geometries, i.e., for various f( the

aeoetric attenuation of various types of source con-

figurations will then be made in order to determine the

reoon of equivalence. in this manner we will examinoe

te different scaling regions.
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we examined recently proposed scaling region criteria.

These criteria were obtained by trial and error. We

sought to either validate or modify the scaling regions as

needed. Calculations are contained in the appendices.

The interested reader is referred there for the details.

Our work indicated new scaling regions, not determined by

the work previously done probably due to the lack of data

in these regions.
0

The results of the research seem to indicate that there

may be two spherical scaling regions, each with possibly

different scaling laws. The field is quasi-static (i.e.,

-the wave number k has little effect) in the region kR<l.

For the "typical" array (recall large k components are

rapidly attenuated by the medium), this quasi-static

region includes the three regions proposed by Drake.

It is in the region kR>l (the "radiation zone") that the

S behavior (i.e., the distance dependence) of the field,

altnough still spherical in nature, changes from that in

the quasi-static region. Spherical behavior in the quasi-

i ,static region is indicated by a R- 2  dependence.
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In the radiation zone spherical hehavior is indicated t a

R-  dependence. The different geometric dependence of

the two spherical fields seems to suggest that one wou!c

have two different scaling laws. This was not investi-

oated further.

In acdition, we verified the scaling regions proposed by

Drake analytically. This is in effect a validation of our

approach, as well, since the data also closely fits our

results. It also would seem to strengthen support for use

of the Drake(2,3) regions over those advanced previously

by Higgins(4).
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:n summary, the major results of the research were :n:

validating empirically obtained scaling region criteria cy

a totally independent, analytical method; and b)

establishing the usefulness and appropriateness of the

*analytical approach when dealing with geometric questions

in this field of research.

Further research might center around investigating the

* possible existence of the second spherical region, men-

tioned previously, and the development of an appropriate

scaling law valid within it. If such a region does have a

different scaling law, one would expect data taken at the

- larger distances to deviate somewhat from the presently

used scaling rule.

.-1
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Appendix PA

A- i . Te Coverninq Equation - The Inhomooenous Helmholtz

E cu a t ion

The evolution of the pressure or shear wave radiatino from

an explosive source in an elastic media satisfies the sca-

lar wave equation:

2V2 a 2 -4 f(xt) (A-I.I)

c2

where f(x,t) is a known source distribution. The factor c

is the velocity of propaoation in the medium, assumed here
to be without dispersion (i.e., c/c(w)), where w is the

frequency of the wave). We consider the simple situation

of no boundary surfaces and proceed to remove the explicit

time dependence by introducing a Fourier transform with

respect to frequency. we suppose that i (r,t) and f(r,t)

have the Fourier integral representations.
l"D

M" r0 ,i t Ii-i t wA

-4 21TL''(r,t - 1 (r,we-iwtdw (A-1.2

2 7T

f~r,tj :- ffr,w)e-iwtdw (A-1.3i

When these representations (A-1.2), (A-1.3) are inserted

.rito the wave equation (A-1.1) it is founo that the

Fourier transform (r,w) satisfies the inhomogeneous

elimnoltz wave equation

7 + K2 (r,wj -4 Tfr,w

68-42
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I-I. The GoverninQ Equation - The Inhomocenous Helmholtz

Eauation

for each value of w. Here k(=w/c) is the wave number

associated with frequency w. In this form, the restric-

tion of dispersion-free propagation is unnecessary.

priori, any connection between k and w is allowed,

although causality imposes some restrictions.

In the case at hand the time dependence of the source will

be localized in time (i.e., the source vanishes except in

*]] some small interval 6t). However, it is well known that

by Fourier analysis w . can form such a localized time

dependence from a number of sinusoidally varying sources.

Thus we lose no generality in considering potentials an.

sources (localized in space) which vary sinosoidally in

time.

In this case:

4t f(r,t) = o(r)e -iwt

',<" 1(" w) ( e i w t

. 68-43
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A-TV. Toe Green's Function Method o Solution of the

Inhomc.enous Helmholtz EQuation

A solution of the equation

m,- (72 + K 2) 'r -4%ro(r) (A-2

can be constructed from a superposition of the solutions

for point sources of unit strength, o(r), if we cefine

~()by

.. ff 16( r-r')or')o 'x' (r-2.2

where SfS6(r-r )d = 1. (6 is the Dirac delta

function.)

Suppose that a solution G(r,r' ) can be found for the

equation

(72 + K 2) G (r ,r' -4r 6 (r -r' A (-2 .3

Then (r), the desired solution of equation (A-2.1, "s

reacily shown to be

fffG( r ,r' )r' )d'x' (4-2.4)
4

To verify trat equation (A-2.4) is a solution of ec,.at: of-.

(A-2.1), we utilize equations (A-2.2) and (A-2.3i as

44- oiiow5: (.72 + K2) fffG(r r' ]o(r')d x :

fff:SI(72 
+ K2 )G( rr )o( r )d~x

.

' , t - - ; ( r J,
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-::. Tne Green s Functi n M tCae of So tn o te

.J. Innomccenous Helmholtz EQuatiol - (Continuec)

Using the solution to Poisson's equation as an analocy, we

find the Green's function for equation (A-2.1) to be

G., eiK Ir-r'- , g(r,r' ) =

.e note that in the limit k -> 0, we have the Poisson

equation.

'.68-45
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PAopen!ix B

"-. Source Confinura:ons

The following source configuration were examined:

a) single spherical source

b) single cylindrical source

c) continuous planar source - both rectangular and

c ircu lar

d) planar source composed of an array of discrete

cylindrical sources. (We examined the case of even

number of sources as well as odd number of sources.)

B-TI. Solutions

The solutions to the wave equation appropriate to the

above source configurations are:

a) Spherical source - ,R e {iKR-1} (B-2.)

iKR'

o) Cylinarical source - i,R a No(KR)

for R> radius of cylinder where No is the Neumann

function of order o.

C rCortiunuos rectangular source -

(21 = length; 2m = width)

Near zone - , tan-1 I ml 

.'. R~m'+li+Ri)2

4I 68-46
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B.1I. Sol'tions - (Continued)

ii) Intermediate and Far Zones -
lm

_,R ffei K [X ' +Y 2+R ]2 (B-2.,)
00

i KR - R dx' dy'
{ x' 2+y' 2+R2] [X' 2+y' 2+R2] 3/2 }

continuous circular source - radius a

* "'R a - R eiKR[R2+a2] 2eiKR (8-2.5)

S-.." (R 2 +a 2 )1

d) Discrete rectangular source - (here we examinee only

the near zone as the intermediate and far zones are as

in cii) above.) Here 2s is the array member width an

26 is the array member spacing.

i) even source

sR- const. + Z 1 s cos n- (-2.6" Tr n l n I / S ,

ii) odd source

.'Ra const " + 2 S n(ni- exp -T 4 _.1t.

TT n- n LS
w hH- 8

S
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Appenoix C

C-i. Scaling Considerations

The comparison of the "exact" (numerical integration o
eqn. (6)) solution with the various analytical approxima-

tions (B-2.3), (B-2.4) indicates that for a certain range

of R the continuously distributed planar source is a gooc

approximation to the exact solution. On the other hand,

for another range of R the static periodically distributec

*planar model is relatively accurate. We shall call this

"transition" value of R, RT. With these two analytical

models in hand, we can examine scaling region aefinitions.

The approach will be to expand the two models in their

regions of accuracy and to compare the behavior of these

-models with that of the single spherical source, the infi-

nitely long cylindrical source, and the infinite planar

source (the "ideal" sources). The scaling regions will

then be chosen as those in which the dominant field beha-

vior is that of one of these ideal sources.

n order to indicate our procedure, we will use the ststic

ex " amole. The static solution is relatively accurate for

P RT - For all but those arrays with large (t >3) aspect
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C-I. Scalinc Considerations (Continueu)

ratios, this value is greater than R = 1. Then, one can

see that the static calculation is practically the only

- calculation necessary in order to determine scaling

regions (with the exception of the possible second spheri-

cal region).

In the static case the quantity of interest, ,R is given

by:

ORa tan- 1  ml

-4.' " R(m 2 +1 2 +R 2 )i

In order to examine the dominant field behavior, we expand

I the above using

tan-lX = X - +X<

- tan-IX =  + X + -
2 X 3X 3  X2 > I

Case #: R < m < I

Then WR R-- +2 ml

".
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C-i. Scalino Considerations - (Continued)

This is planar behavior as the leading term is a constant.

Case *2: m < R < 1

Then R - {l - 2_ -

R 2 2

This is cylindrical behavior as the leading term has a

single inverse power dependence.

Case *3: m < I < R

ml . 12 1 m 2

Here R - tl - 2 2+ ...

R2  2R R

This is spherical behavior as the leading term has a

inverse square dependence.

Since one would expect scaling laws to change as field

behavior changes in given regions, scaling laws shoulo be

based on the following break-down of regions:

Planar R < m <

Cylindrical m - R < 1

Spherical m < 1 < R

68-50
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Sca imnQConsilerations - (Cortinuec j

It then turns out, quite incependentiy from the metroc

Drake, that this break-down of regions coincides with that

of Drake.

In addition to the regions suggested by Drake, we disco-

vered "inner" scaling regions. "Inner" regions scaling

breakdown is of course based on the near field static

A" solutions (6-2.6) and (B-2.7). The examination of the

* dominant field behavior is a little more complex and the

resulting breakdown a little less clear cut.

In the case of both even ano odd arrays, the field can be

expanded as:

" ,R a 2(+ ) an(P)n=l _4rn8R + 1 {4T n}2 _

(,+'T6 2 -i+P6

where a. (P) is equal to one function of n in the odd

case and a different function of n in the even case. we

will have planar behavior if the constant (=I) in the

denominator of the terms Ji the summation cominates;

cylincrical behavior if the term proportional to R P om -

S. nates; etc. We evaluated the sum numerically for dif-

ferent valies of R and compared with expected behav.o3r.

The re ,U tant req cr breavkdOow for the odc array is:

68-51
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S-I. Scalio Considerations - (Contiue4

R,/6 < I
46 Planar Bernav'*.or

< R/5 < 1+2B Cylindrical Behavior
48 48

Assuming that m> - 6, there is no inner spherica"
:. 4B

region.

For the even arrays, we have determined that the "best"

inner breakdown is:

R6 <- Cylindrical Behavior
4," 4

*1

68-52
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C-M. Ottier Source Configurations

In the manner of Drake (1), we briefly examine the fi' -

behavior of both single spherical ano cylindrical sources

in addition to circular disc sources. The integranos of

the solution (B-2.1) and the solutions (B-2.2) and (B-2.5

can be expanded in the various regions to obtain the domi-

nant field behavior in those regions. The results are:

Spherical source (Radius=a)

R<a Planar behavior

a<R Spherical behavior

Cylindrical source (Radius=a)

R<a Planar behavior

a<R<M Cylindircal behavior
*%- .

M<R Spherical behavior" -.

Circular disc (Radius=a)

R <a Planar behavior

a<R Spherical behavior

Note that the region breakdown for the circular disc coulj

also have been obtained from that of the rectangular pla-

,. nar arrays by setting l=m, with the resulting

fU c"g ,apoearance" of the cylindrical region.
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APPEND:X -NOTATIjN

The following symbols are used' in this paper:

7' Th'e Laplacian operator

K - The wave number

- The dilatioral and shear potentials, respec,:ve .

A f(x'),g(x') - The source geometry factors

Ur, U z - The displacements (cylindrical co-oroinates,

R - The perpendicular distance between the ara, center

and the point of observation

C - The velocity of propagation for a particular moce

* of wave

e- - The wave frequency

-6) - The Dirac delta function

Sp(r - The source density

Sr: , r' The Green function

N - The Neumann function of zero order

: lenoth

I The array aspect ratio a:

2m - The width of an array

2" - Tre lengtn of an array

- Array member .width

~ Array member spacing

T - Tra'<;ition value of R

68-54
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TABLE I

Odd Arrays

- < R/6 < Planar scaling
6 46

1+2B< R/6 < 4 15 Cylindrical scaling
46

(i+2 ) 6 < R < m Planar scaling
46

m < R < 1 Cylindrical scaling

1 < R Spherical scaling

Even Arrays

c/6 < R/6 < - Cylindrical scaling
4

6/4 < R < m Planar scaling

m < R < 1 Cylindrical scaling

1 < R Spherical scaling

c is the cut-off distance. This is the distance beyond

wh]ich high frequency components are severely attenuated.

The above assume natural" ordering, i.e.:

C s < <m <1

.% %
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A b r a c t

p ,':iri c oxygen treatment was found to adversely affect

tie electroretinograms (ERGs) of rats fed a diet deficient

in both vitamin E and selenium (the basal or B diet) or a

diet deficient in vitamin E alone (B+Se diet). Both vitamin

E and selenium are micronutrients thought to play essential

. roles in preventing in vivo lipid peroxidation. After 4 wks

o r i c oxvien treatment (3 0 ATA of 100 ' oxygen 1 5

hr-s per ,jiv 5 day/wk) rats fed the B diet deficient in

vitamin E and selenium showed decreased (p < 0.05) a-wave

amplitudes (85+9 uV, N=11) compared with a-wave amplitudes

131 _0 u',', '1=21' for ra s fed an identical diet but not

treated with hyperbaric oxygen. Rats fed a basal diet

a upplemnted with both vitamin E and selenium (the B+E+Se

-vanMin E alone (the B+E diet) showed constant

amp tit:ds that did not decrease after 15

.if hyperb ric oxygen treatment. After 15 weeks of

r h '.r. ri, oxygen treatment rats fed the B+Se diet deficient

in vitamin E alone showed decreased (p < 0.01) a-wave (61+9

uV, N=4) and b-wave (253+23 uV, N=4) amplitudes compared

* ;with a-wave (115+7 uV, N=4 ) and b-wave amplitudes (450+35

uV, N=4) for rats fed the same diet but not treated with

hyperbaric oxygen. Vitamin E supplementation alone appear

to provide long term protection from hyperbaric oxygen

damage to the retina. Dietary deficiencies of both vitamin

69-1
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L h ) p t t ho I ( g y t u d e s s hto e that rats fed

the vitamin E and selenium deficient diet (the B diet) for 6

wks had necrosis of the retinal outer nuclear cell layer in

the temporal region compared with rats fed the same diet but

supplemented with vitamin E and selenium (B+E+Se diet).

This necrosis of the photoreceptor cells was not, however,

influenced by 4 wks of hyperbaric oxygen treatment. Rats

fed the vitamin E deficient diet for 17 wks and treated

with hyperbaric oxygen for 15 wks also showed a significant

( p < 0.05) photoreceptor cell necrosis compared with rats

fed an identical diet but not treated with hyperbaric

oxygen. The retinal pigment epithelium cells were found to

have a greater cell height in rats fed the vitamin E

deficient diet for 17 wks but this histopathology was not

influenced by hyperbaric oxygen treatment for 15 wks.

The livers ot rats fed the B diet for 6 wks had

significantly higher levels of malondialdehyde (MDA) than

rats fed the B+E+Se diet. Hyperbaric oxygen (4 wks) did

not, however, increase the levels of liver MDA. The

4. polyunsaturated fatty acid content (PUFA) of whole liver

homogenate from rats fed the B or B+E+Se was very similar

and unaffected by hyperbaric oxygen treatment (4 wks).

Similarly, the PUFA content of rat liver phospholipids was

unaffected by diet or hyperbaric oxygen treatment. The

plasma of rats fed the B diet for 6 wks and treated with

hyperbaric oxygen for 4 wks was significantly higher than

69-2
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90." Tov r. oL rg 3 tr M rtment is increasin ly being used to

i t v riety of clinical disorders and to enhance wound

healing. These clinical disorders include gas gangrene, gas

embolism, decompression sickness and carbon monoxide poisoning.

-' The therapeutic benefits of long term hyperbaric oxygen treatment

are potentially limited by the toxic effects of high oxygen

concentration upon the retina, lung and other organs (1-4).

Hyperbaric oyy-en toxicity is associated with increased lipid

* peroxidation and increased free radical generation. Vitamin E

effectively quenches free radicals generated by lipid

peroxidation and selenium (Se) is a cofactor for glutathione

peroxidase which detoxifies lipid hydroperoxides or hydrogen

. peroxide. Rats deficient in viLamin E and/or selenium have been

rhown to have increased in vivo lipid peroxidation. Humans

deficient in vitamin E and/or selenium might be particularly

Sto hyperbaric oxygen toxicity.

Tie retina if-, more sensitive to toxic and environmental

isorr ~r- hr-. mo.st other tissues. The retina is particularly

predisposed to the toxic effects of lipid peroxidation initiated

by oxy-radicals. This is because the retina has: a) a very high

content of polyunsaturated fatty acids (about 30% 2 2 :6n3) which

are very susceptible to lipid peroxidation (5); b) a very high

consumption of oxygen, about seven times more per g of tissue

than the brain and ; c) the presence of pigments (e.g. retinal)

capable of inducing photosensitized oxidation reactions (6).

69-4
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t % , baric oxv e fn stress.

- In a nia-nl models hyperbaric oxygen can cause severe retinal

pathology and, in humans, causes loss of visual fields and visual

definition (7). The ability of the retina to resist oxidative

damage is very dependent upon the functioning of both enzymatic

and chemical antioxidant mechanisms (8). Rat retinas normally

have very high levels of vitamin E and significant

glutathione-S-transferase and glutathione peroxidase activities

(S,9). Retinal vitamin E and glutathione peroxidase are

decreased to very low levels by nutritional deficiency of vitamin

E and selenium, respectively (6,10). Retinal

glutathione--S-transferase activity is induced in the absence of

dietary vitamin E and selenium (9).

Armstrong, et al. (11), have shown that intravitreal

injections of synthetic lipid hydroperoxides into rabbit eyes

causes a marked decrease in the a-, b-, and c-wave

ePlctroretinogram (ERG) amplitudes. Iti the absence of any

S hyperbaric stress, r-ts fed a basal diet deficient in both

vitamin E and selenium (the B diet) for 20 weeks or longer show a

decreased a- and b-wave ERG amplitudes (6). The retinal pigment

-.-' epithelium of rats fed the diet deficient in both vitamin E and

selenium also show a large accumulation of fluorescent lipofuscin

pigment (10) as well as major ultrastructural alterations (12).

Lipofuscin pigment is thought to be a by-product of in vivo lipid

peroxidation.
.p..
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d icient in dietary a ntioxi dant nutrie nts aid inhibite d in rat s

supplemented with antioxidant nutrients. The antioxidant

nutrients tested in this stud) were vitamin E and selenium.

Damage to the retina was determined noninvasively by measurement

of a- and b- wave ERG amplitudes. Further characterization of

retinal damage was made by quantitative histopathology studies.

METHODS

Male, 30 g, inbred Fischer-344 (CDF) rats were obtained from

Charles River Breeding Laboratory. The animals were housed in

.*' suspended stainless steel, wire-bottocued cages and maintained at

25+2 C and 50% relative humidity. Lighting was on a 6:00 AM to

6:00 PM light period and a 6:00 PM to 6:00 AM dark period (light

intensity). Upon arrival in the animal care facility, the rats

were fed a normal Purina laboratory chow (Rodent Laboratory Chow

*5001, Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis, MO) and water ad libitum for

I week. The experiment was divided into two phases.

Phase I

In phase one a factorial design was utilized in which rats

were randomly assigned to four dietary groups: 1) a basal diet

*. deficient in both vitamin E and selenium but adequate in all

.., other nutrients (the B diet with 24 rats) as proposed by the

National Research Council for the Laboratory Rat (13); 2) a basal

diet plus vitamin E (the B+E diet) with 8 rats); 3) a basal plus
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:;e tiU ;m dile (t'.e [S 2 diet w th 8 rats); 4) a basal plus

vitami n E plus selenium diet (the B+E+Se diet with 24 rats).

Vitamin E was provided at a level of 50 mg/kg of diet at 1.1 IU

per mg of all-rac-aipha-tocopherol and selenium at a level of 0.4

ppm as sodium selenite. The detailed composition of the basal

diet is provided in Table 1.

All dietary supplies were purchased from U.S. Biochemical

Co, Cleveland, OH. The Torula-based diets were prepared in 2 kg

a. batches by slowly mixing the constituents to avoid heating, and

stored at 4 C. The glass and stainless steel feeders, obtained

from Hazelton Systems, Aberdeen, MD, were filled every 2 days and

any uneaten food discarded to minimize rancidity. Rats in all

the dietary groups wcre provided with deionized water to which 3

,pm chromium (as CrCI3) was added. Both diet and drinking water

were provided ad libitum.

-' . Half the rats from each dietary group were treated with

hyperbaric oxygen (HBO) i.e., 3.0 ATA of pure oxygen, 1.5 hr per

.,y, 5 days/week. This trc2tment began 2 weeks after the start

of the dietary regimens. The remaining rats provided a nonHBO

* control groups to monitor retinal damage that might be due to

antioxidant deficiency alone.

At 2, 4, 6, 8, and 17 weeks after the start of the dietary

protocols, ERGs were recorded using an aluminized mylar plastic

positive electrode placed on the cornea of each rat. This

electrode effectively eliminates the possibility of corneal

(I a ,e. Th- ground electrode was attached to the rat ear lobe.
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a

. . - fild) tiash, Grass photoStimulator an 11.. a

1 : t s nix model 6512 recor iirg oscilloscope with a 5A22N

differential amplifier and a 5BION time base amplifier. The

animals were placed in a dark room for I hr before measuring

ERGs. About 10 min before recording an ERG, each rat was

anesthetized (IM injection) with 0.1 ml of ketamine (50 mg/ml).

At least six's a- and b-wave amplitude measurements were made for

each eye and the results (at least 12 measurements per rat)

averaged.

Phase II

During the phase I rats in the B+HBO group were being depleted

of vitamin E and selenium while continuously being treated with

P50. It was reasonable, therefore, to ask whether any retinal

damage observed in phase I B+HBO rats actually required long term

HBO treatment. Alternatively, there might be critical level of

viLamiri E and glutathione percxidase below which retinal damage

(- 'oud occur even with short term HO treatment. This alternative

h)potiesis was tested in phase il by treating five rats fed the B

diet for six weeks with a short term (3 days) exposure and then

recording the ERG amplitudes. In this experiment, the rats would

already be depleted of vitamin E and selenium at the time of

initial exposure to HBO.

Blood collection and nutritional assessment.

69-8
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.o 1 :.) ii1I ti Si-X ,:,i :v G tcId uta t hi o n e uei t- , s

a selenoenzv:me and its activity in rat plasma n,,a red blood cells

( RBCs) is a goud measure of selenium status. About 1.5 nil of

blood was obtained from each rat after cutting (under

methoxyfluorane anesthetization) off a small section from the end

of the tail. The blood was collected into a 5 ml tube containing

EDTA as an anticoagulant and spun at 600xg for 20 min and the

plasma and red blood cells (RBCs) separated.

Glutathione peroxidase activity was measured in the individual

plasma samples by the coupled method of Paglia and Valentine (14)

using cumene hydroperoxide as a substrate. Plasma vitamin E was

.' - measured using a slight modification of the spectrofluorometric

- - method of Duggan (15). A 0.5 ml aliquot of plasma was thoroughly

mixed with 0.5 ml of distilled water and 1.0 ml of redistilled

ethyl alcohol followed by addition of 4.0 mi of redistilled

hexph.2e and 1.5 im- of ,-'c exmn,2. The. flun-ee:nce of the organic

phase was measured in a model Ill Turner fluorometer equipped

with a UV, T--5 laop. Interference filters with a 340nm and a

295nm bandpass were used for emission and excitation,

respectively (Ditric Optics Inc., MA). A set of

DL-alpha-tocopherol standards were run with each set of

measurements.

ILipid Peroxidaticn

.,
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L! ,iJ pero.xida t on has classically been determined by the

Shiobarbituric acid (TBA) assay which measures the MDA content of

biological samples. It is likely, howevei, that this assay also

measures the nonvolatile precursors of MDA as well as endogenous

MDA. The thiobarbizuric assay has been used by other

investigators to estimate the MDA content of animal tissues. We

have also used the TBA assay since it provides useful comparative

data. Since the amounts of lipid peroxides may be very low in

the animal tissues we used the highly sensitive fluorescent assay

described by Ohkawa, Ohishi and Yagi (18).

In this assay, 0.2 ml of tissues sample (plasma or liver

homogenate) were added to 0.2 ml of 8.1% sodium dodecylsulfate

(SDS), 1.5 ml of 20% acetic acid at pH 3.5, 1.5 ml of 0.8% TBA.

The mixture was adjusted to 4.0 ml with distilled water, heated

at 95 6eg C for 60 min with a glass ball condenser. After

cooling, 1.0 ml of distilled water and 5.0 ml of

5-butaflol:pyridine (15:1, v/v) were added and vigorously shaken.

.f lr contrifugaiio. at 4C0u- x o f 10 rin the fluorescence of

.rginic layer was measured at 553 nm emmision and 515 nm

excitation. Freshly diluted 1,1,3,3-tetramethoxypropane was used

as an external standard.

Histopathology
.

P;itLs were anesthetized with halothane (Halocarbon Inc.) and

then perfused (transcardiac) with isotonic saline (300 ml)
'4

fullowed by 0.075 M Karnofsky's fixative (500 ml). The perfusion

r w a; maintaind at 9 ) mm i g. Th oyos.: ' ' e's r ,'a t

"'4 69-10
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c. e fouid that the a- and b-wave electrorttinogram (EG)

amptitudes for the rats fed the diet supplemented with vitamin E

and selenium (B+E+Se diet) or vitamin E alone (B+E diet) were

very constant throughout the 17 wk feeding experiment and 'ere

unaffected by 15 wks of HBO treatment. Figure IA and IB provide

-. the a-wave amplitudes for the B+E group and the B+E+Se after 6

*- wks (4 wks HBO) and 17 wks (15 wks HBO) of being fed the test

diets.

Rats fed the diet deficient in both vitamin E and selenium (B

diet) had a- and b-wave amplitudes indistinguishable from the

other groups after 4 wks of being fed the diets and the a- and

b-wave amplitudes were unaffected by 2 wks of HBO treatment.

Figure 1A shows, however, that after 6 wks on the B diet and 4

wks of HBO treatment there was a marked decrease in the a-wave

amplitudes of rats fed the B diet and treated with HBO (85+9 uV)

compared to the a-wave amplitudes (151+10 uV) of rats fed the

- !, r i (, 1 biir not treated with IIBO ( the B+noniIHO group) or

.h h a-wavc ampli tude for r--s in the R+Se, B+E a d

3--SE+e groops (wi h or without HBO trea tment). The a-wave

* amplitudes of rats in B+nonHBO (6 wk diet) were very similar to

those recorded for rats in the B+Se, B+E and B+E+Se groups (with

or without HBO treatment). Figure 3 shows a typical ERG tracing

for rats fed the B diet and either treated or not treated with

hyperbaric oxygen.

Th, h-'ave amnplituden of rats fed the B diet for 6 wkn and

d with P11, for 4 wks (277+25 uV) Was the Iew.'ut recorti

P ,69-11



St -at ed with 111 . The a-wave mplitudes for this B+3 d,, VZC-

group was 130+12 u\' ("'=6), which was very similar to the j- .

amplitude observed for the age-matched control nonHBO B rats

.*[ (150+10 uV, N=21) and similar to that observed for B+E+Se, B-K or

B+Se rats (HBO or nonHBO) at this time point (see Figure 1A).

These data indicate that prolonged HBO treatment, as well as

*. vitamin E and selenium deficiency are required for a significant

decrease in a-wave amplitudes.

The b-wave amplitudes for the phase II B+ 3 day HBO rats was

262+61 uV (N=6) which is not significantly different from the

366+26 uV (N=21) observed for the B nonHBO group. It is

possible, however, that a greater sample size could have

established statistical significance.

Plasma vitamin E and selenium-_lutathione peroxidase levels

Table 2 and table 3, respectively, provide the plasma vitamin

-1i ri, the plasma Se-glutathione peroxidase activities f r

ras a, tr,:3tmer, t groups at both 2 and 4 weeks a tr t tdi of

n i . ats fe the vitarin E and Se deficient diet h'd

significantly lower (p < 0.01) plasma vitamin E and plasma

glutathione peroxidase than rats fed the diet supplemented with

these micronutrients. This was true at both 2 and 4 weeks.

It i!; important to note that the levels of vitamin F and the

activity of gIutathione peroxidase were not influenced by 4 weks

f s- r a;iric oxy ,en treatment. This re ult is ' somewhat

r i n .i- pa ,d t t hvp e r h1 1 r i C 0 v I wn u . I n c I I o
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Sof rts f th. B or the B -S, J, t 't

i ' . bv h perbaric oxv- e treatment for 4 '.'iks.

rl'ats fed the B+Se diet for 17 wks and treated with hyperbaric

o 'ygen for 15 wks showed a significant (P < 0.05) decrease in the

ONL thickness compared with rats fed an identical diet but not

treated with hyperbaric oxygen (see Figure 5). Rats in the B+E

or the E+E+Se dietary groups all had similar ONL thicknesses

which were unaffected by hyperbaric oxygen treatment for 15 wks.

The RPE :ell height in the central retinal region was found to be

increased in rats fed the B+Se diet (17 wks) but hyperbaric

oxygen (15 wks) did not influence the RPE cell height. The RPE

cell height was very similar in rats fed the B+E and R+-E+Se diets

(17 wks) and was also not influenced by hyperbaric oxygen

treatment (15 wks).

iid Peroxidation in Liver and Plasma

The MDA levels in livers from rats fE J thc: 3 or 3r+Se diet

are shown in Figure u As expected, live: s from rats fed the B

diet had higher levels of MDA than livers fron rats fed th

B+E+Se diet. Surprisingly, rats treated with hyperbaric oxygen

'i (in either the B or the B+E+Se dietary group) had lower levels o:

MDA than rats not treated with hyperbaric oxygen. This unu: u,

resuI ts is discussed in the accompanying paper in more dot .

P lasma levels of MDA were higher in rats fed the B diet

wi th rat; fed the B+E+Se diet (see Figure ). A,; o .

69-13
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ob ;erved only in the B rats treated with hvperbaric oxygen for 4

wks cannot be readily correlated with photoreceptor necrosis

since this necrosis was observed even in the B rats not treated

with hyperbaric oxygen. Future electron miscroscopy experiments

may shed more light on the specific ultrastructural changes

occurring in the B rats treated with hyperbaric oxygen for 4 wks.

Rats fed the B+Se diet for 17 wks and treated with hyperbaric

oxygen for 15 wks showed a significant decrease in both the a-

and b-wave amplitudes (see Figuresi2) compared with age-matched

rats fed the same diet but not treated with hyperbaric oxygen.

The a- and b-wave amplitudes recorded for rats fed (17 wks) the

B+E diet or the B+E+Se were similar and unaffected by hyperbaric

oxygen treatment (15 wks). Histopathology studies showed

phctoreceptor cell necrosis only in the central region of retinas

Io

from rats fed the B+Se diet (17 wks) and treated with hyperbaric

oxygen. The retinal pigment epithelium cell height was increased

in rats fed the B+Se diet (17 wks) but this increase was found in

both rats treated or not treated with hyperbaric oxygen (15 wks).

*O Our results clearly indicate that dietary

antioxidants play a major role in protecting the retina from

damage by hyperbaric oxygen. Vitamin E appears to be more

important than selenium but deficiencies of both micronutrients

will act synergistically to accelerate retinal damage due to

hyperbaric oxygen. Our results do not directly address the

potential damage of hyperbaric oxygen to man. Rats, however, are

generally considered a species very resistant to oxidative damage

69-14
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washed three times with 0.2 ', cdcodylatC buffer, p)o.t-fixed in

osmiurm tetroxide, dehydrated in graded ethanol and emdedded in

Epon 812. Fur each eye the retina was divided along the

temporal-nasal line. The resulting superior and inferior blocks

were thin-sectioned on a Sorvall 5000 ultramicrotome using a

diamond knife and stained with 1% toluidine blue.

Measurements of the retinal pigment epithelial (RPE) layer

cell height and the outer nuclear layer (ONL) thickness were

conducted using a Zeiss Interactive Digital Analysis System

(71DAS). The temporal region of the retina was defin,-1 hs the

distance starting from the temporal ora serrata Pnd extending

3000 um towards the center of the retina. Similarly, the nasal

region was defined as the distance form the nasal ora serrata and

extending 3000 um towards the center of the retina. The central

region was defined as the region extending 1500 um from the

center of the retina towards the nasal ora serrata and 1500 um

from the center of the retina towards the temporal ora nerrata,

i.e. the zentra! region was 3000 ,- in length. The -ea- -f ten

measurements of ONL and RPE thickness for each field of 300 um

was recorded. For any given region (nasal, central or temporal)

we averaged the values obtained from ten 300 um fields.

*, .1 RESULTS

Electroretinograms

The effect of antioxidant deficiency and long term hyperbaric

oxygen treatment on rat electroretinograms was studied in phase

69-15
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for an) group hut was si,)uificantly lower (p < (J.05) only when

cor-.Prcd to the %iE (with or without HBO) or the B+Se+-UBO means

(see Figure 2A). All the HBO and nonHBO rats in the B group and

an equal number of rats in the B+E+Se were sacrificed for

histopathology and biochemical studies at wk 6.

Rats deficient in vitamin E alone (the B+Se group) showed a-

and b-wave amplitudes that were similar after 2, 4, 6 and 8 wks

on the test diet and were unaffected by hyperbaric oxygen

treatment. Furthermore, the a- and b-wave amplitudes at these

time points were the same as those recorded for rats supplemented

with selenium alone (B+Se) or supplemented with both vitamin E

and selenium (B+E+Se). Figure IA and 2A provide the a-wave and

b-wave amplitudes, respectively, for the B+Se group after 6 wks

of being fed the test diet. Figure 2A and 2B show that after 17

wks on the test diet, and 15 wks of hyperbaric oxygen treatment,

the a-wave (61+9 uV, N=4) and b-wave amplitudes (253+22 uV, N=4)

of rats deficient in vitamin E alone (B+Se group) decreased (p <

0.01) ccrtpared with respect the a-wave (115-7 uV, N=4) and

b-waves (451+33 uV, N=4) amplitudes for age-matched rats fed the4
same diet but not given hyperbaric oxygen treatment. At wk 17,

the a-wave and b-wave amplitudes of the B+Se+nonHBO rats were

very similar to those observed for the B+E or the B+E+Se rats

with or without hyperbaric oxygen treatment.

In phase 2, we examined the effects of a 3-day treatment with

hyperbaric oxygen (3.0 ATA of 100% oxygen for 1.5 hr/day) on six

rats previously fed the B diet for eight weeks but not previously

69-16



vitinin E utiLi zation and therefore increase vitamnin E depICtion

in rats fed the B diet and treated with HBO.

Weight of Experimental Animals

Rats fed the B diet deficient in both vitamin E and selenium

for 6 wks, and treated with hyperbaric oxygen (HBO) for 4 wks

show a decreased weight and weight gain compared with age-matched

rats fed an identical diet but not receiving HBO treatment (see

Figure 4). Similarly, rats fed the vitamin E deficient diet and

treated with HBO (B+Se+HBO) also showed a reduced weight and

* U' weight gain which continued during the 15 wks of HBO treatment.

HBO treatment did not appear to be adversely affecting the weight

or weight gain of rats fed the vitamin E and selenium

supplemented diet (the B+E+Se diet) or the diet supplemented with

vitamin E alone (the B+E diet).

Quantitative Histopathology Studies

The thickiess of the outer nuclear layer (ONL) and the retinal

pigment epithelium (RPE) layer were examined by phase contrast

light microscopy. After 6 wks on the experimental diets we found

*that rats fed the B or the B+E+Se diet had a very similar RPE

thickness in the nasal, temporal and central regions of the

0* retina (see Table 4) Furthermore, the RPE cell height was not

-. i influenced by hyperbaric oxygen treatment for 4 wks. The ONL

thickness of the nasal region was found to decrease in rats fed

the B diet for 6 wks compared with age-matched rats fed the

B+E+Se diet. This was not found in the temporal or central

69-17
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ed t he B I ot t- r,',ated with hyperbaric oxygeni had highler levels

of MDA thani B -its not treated with hyperbaric oxygen.

DISCUSSION

Dietary deficiencies of both vitamin E and selenium were found

to adversely effect the electrophysiological response of the

retina to light. Decreased a-wave and b-wave ERG amplitudes as a

result of 4 wks of hyperbaric oxygen treatment were apparent only

in rats deficient in both vitamin E and selenium. Rats fed diets

deficient ja vitamin E alone or selenium alone for 6 wks did not

show decreased ERG amplitudes after 4 wks of hyperbaric oxygen

treatment. Hafeman and Hoekstra (16) have shown that dietary

deficiency of both vitamin E and selenium is much more effective

in promoting in vivo lipid peroxidation than dietary deficiency

of either vitamin E or selenium alone.

Rats fed the B diet for 6 wks were sacrificed along with some

control rats fed the B+E+Se diet. Histopathology studies at thls

time point failed to show any major alterations in the RPE cell

height di!e to diet, hyperbaric oxygen or the interaction between

diet and hyperbaric oxygen. The ONL layer was influenced by diet

but not by hyperbaric oxygen and only in the nasal region where

there was a small decrease in the ONL thickness of rats fed the B

diet. The ONL contains the nuclei for the photoreceptor cells

and a decreased ONL layer is indicative of photoreceptor cell

necrosis (r-j. The photoreceptor cells are thought to give rise

to the a-wave in the electroretinogram. The decreased a-wave ERG

69-18



Lind h ae VC.-LIch h igher le veis o A se Ien i u:,--glu t hion e pe rox id ase

than humans. Our results strongly suggest that nutritional

supplementation of patients with antioxidant nutrients could

diminish the oxygen toxicity problems associated with hyperbaric

oxygen therapy.
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T; ble 1. Composit~on of basal diet.

*Ingredient g/lOOg

Tourla yeast 36.00

Sucrose 43.05

Corn oil, tocopherol stripped 14.50

Vitamin mix 1 2.20

Mineral mix Draper 2 4.00

L-Methionine 0.25

1. The vitamin mixture provided: (in mg/100 g of diet)

ascorbic acid, 99; inositol, 11; choline chloride, 16.5;

p-arfinobenzoic acid, 11; niar-in, 9.9; riboflavin, 2.2;

pyridoxine-HCl, 2.2; thiamin HCl, 2.2; calcium paiitothenate,

6.6; biotin, 0.05; folic acid, 0.2; vitamin B-12, 0.003. In

addit ion --he vitamin mixture contains: (in units 1100 g of

diet) vitamin A acetate, 1980; calciferol(D3), 220.2.

2. The salt mix provided (in mg/lOG g of diet): CaCO3, 654;I

CuSO4.5H20, 0.72; Ca3(P04)2, 1422; Ferric citrate.3H20, 64;

MnSO4.H20, 5.5; potassium citrate.H20, 946; KI, 0.16;

K21HPO4, 309; NaCl, 432; ZnCO3, 1.8; and MgCO3, 164.
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Table 2

S1asma vitamin E levels (mean+SD) in male Fischer-344 rats
fed diets supplemented or deficient in viraiin E and/or
selenium and with or without hyperbaric oxygen (HBO)
treatment.

diet treatment vitamin E
ug/ml of plasma

time fed diets- 4 wks 6 wks

B HBO 1.60+0.04a 0.75+0.06a
B nonHBO 2.0+0.08a 0.84+0.11a

B+E HBO 5.29+0.50b 5.85+0.21b
B+E nonHBO 5.40+0.13b 5.95+0.33b

B+Se HBO 1.45+0.07a 1.15+0.08a
S B+Se nonHBO 1.38+0.12a l.lO+.14a

B+E+Se HBO 5.27+0.81b 5.90+0.14b
B+E+Se nonHBO 5.27+0.91b 5.55+1.77b

ANOVA at wk 4 and wk 6 indicate diet (P<O.O01) as the only
factor influencing plasma vitamin E lpvels. Means with
different letters are significantly different (P<O.O by
Duncan's multiple range) at a given time point.

~69-23
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Table 3

Plas,-a glutathione peroxidase levels (mean+SD) in male
Fischer-344 rats fed dieLs supplemented or deficient in
vitamin E and/or selenium and with or without hyperbaric
oxygen (HBO) treatment.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
diet treatment glutathione peroxidase

activity, mU/ul of plasma

time fed diets- 4 wks 6 wks

B HBO 3. 4 1+0.59a 1.7 1+0.63a
B nonHBO 3. 4 5 +1.13a 1.80+0.91a

B+E HBO 3.53+0.35a 0.93+0.19a
B+E nonHBO 4 .50+0.81a 0.82+0.53a

* B+Se HBO 11.38+1.42b 7.22+1.60b
B+Se norHBO 7.3 8 +0.96c 7.75+1.65b

B+E+Se HBO 10.145+1.31b 8.17+1.57b
B+E+Se nonHBO 8.90+1.65cb 9.69+2.75b

Milli enzyme units for glutathione peroxidase activity are
nanomoles of NADPH oxidized per mim. ANOVA at wk 4 indicated
that diet and the interaction between diet and hyperbaric
oxygen were significant (P<O.OOl). At wk 6 ANOVA indicated
diet as the only significant factor (P<0.OOl). At any time
point means with a different letter were significantly
(P<O.O01) different by Duncan's multiple range teqt.

6
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Tbl e 4

U eight of retinal pigm. t eDithClium layer (ean+SD) for
nale Fiscer-344 rats fed diets supplemented and deficient
ij vitamin E and/or selenium and either treated (IBO) or not
.reated (nonl[BO) with hyperbaric oxygen.

dietary group RPE cell height (um)

nasal central temporal

- -- ------ test diets for 6 wks------

B nonHBO 6.63+0.52 6.86+0.82 5.63+0.60
B HBO 6.00+1.09 6.15+0.95 6.17+0.82

B+E+Se nonHBO 5.76+0.20 5.77+0.52 6.17+0.08
B+E+Se HBO 6.57+0.92 6.52+0.68 5.80+0.36

-------- test diets for 17 wks----

B+E nonHBO 5.59+0.45 5.85+0.24 5.37+0.70
B+E HBO 5.39+0.31 6.05+0.63 5.90+0.38

B+Se nonHBO 5.20+0.37 6.59+0.11 6.00+0.15
B+Se HBO 5.81+0.69 6.28+0.63 5.78+0.55

B+E+Se nonHBO 5.63-0.50 6.09+0.14 5.32+0.56

B+E+Se HBO 5.88+0.7 5.32+0.26 5.35+0.32

ANOVA indicated that diet (but not hyperbaric oxygen) was a
iznificant factor (P < 0.035) at wk 6 for the nasal region.

ANOVA also indicated that diet (but not hyperbaric oxygen)
was an important factor ar wk 17 in the central region.

~69-25
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F I;ur 1,A and I B

A-wave amplitudes (base line voltag' to trough of

electroretinogram) for each dietary group (mean+SEM) after 6

wks (Figure IA) or 17 wks (Figure IB) of being fed the test

diets. The cross-lined means are the a-waves obtained from

the hyperbaric oxygen treated rats (4 wks IIBO for Figure IA

and 15 wks HBO for Figure IB). For Figure IA and IB the

means with different letters are significantly different at

P < 0.05 and P < 0.01, respectively.

I
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, v 1 2 f r or; t r o to ' k of ( t 1 rore' C r o r e

for each dietAry group (7nean+SEM) after 6 wks (Figure 2A) or

17 wks (Figure 2B) of being fed the test diets. The

cross-lined means are the B-waves obtained from the

hyperbaric treated rats (4 wks HBO for Figure 2A and 15 wks

HBO for Figure 2B). For Figure 2A and 2B the means with

different letters are significantly different at P < 0.05

and P < 0.01, respectively.
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-r i , d s e 12n iua m de ic ie nt d iet for 6 w ks a nd either not

•treaited with hyperbaric oxygen (top Figure) or treated with

hyperbaric oxygen for 4 wks (bottom Figure) at 3 ATA pure

oxygen 1.5 hr/day, 5 days/wk.
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A,'tght uf rats s a function of time on the test diets.

Solid sy:,bols indicate rats treated with hyperbaric oxygen.

Up to wk 4 rats in the B, B+E, B+Se or B+E+Se diet with (Q)

or without hyperbaric oxygen treatment (0) had very similar

weights. At wk 6 the rats fed the B diet and treated with

hyperbaric oxygen had a lower weight (P < 0.05) compared

with the other diet-treatment groups. At wk 8 rats fed the

B+E diet and treated with hyperbaric oxygen ( A) had a lower

weight compared with the other diet-treatment groups (P <
4

0.05)
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.' h ,f thit')utr i c tr laver (M]I f r r. s

diet.s deficient or suplemented with vitamin E and/or

selenium and treated (I{BO) or not treated (nonliBO) with

hyperbaric oxygen. Means with different letters are

significantly different (P < 0.05).
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F'gurc 6

Liver lip id peroxidation as measred by maIlondia(dehvde

("')A) content in rats fed diets deficiert or supplemented

with vitamin E and /or selenium and either treated (I1BO) or

not treated (nonHBO) with hyperbaric oxygen for 4 wks.
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treated (nonH-FO) with hyperbaric oxygen for 4~ wks.
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Representation and Propagation in Hierarchical Domains

Thomas Sudkamp

Department of Computer Science
Wright State University

Dayton, Ohio 45435

Abstract : Evidential representations and inference techniques

are constructed for reasoning in a hierarchical domain.

Propagation of evidential support requires the capability of

combining evidence on each level of the hierarchy. Probablistic

reasoning with Bayesian updating, Dempster-Shafer evidential

reasoning, inference networks and endorsement based reasoning are

used to combine evidence within a single hierarchical level.

Rules are constructed to generate evidence on the higher level

, from the result of lower level inferences. The evidential

structures, interlevel transition techniques and support

combination functions of each of the resulting hierarchical

inference systems are compared.

This research was supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific
Research/AFSC under contract number F49620-85-C0013 SB5851-0360.
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1. Introduction.

Classification systems utilize information acquired by the

system to determine the identity of an object from a set of

y D&sibilities. The information is interpreted to construct

evi'ence for the reasoning component of the system. The

resulting evidence may be incomplete, inaccurate or both. The

representation and combination of evidence provides the reasoning

capabilities of the classification system. This paper examines

the suitability of several reasoning techniques for the

propagation of evidential support in a hierarchical domain. These

techniques include probabilisitic reasoning with Bayesian

updating, the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidential reasoning and

endorsement based reasoning.

A hierarchical domain requires the capability of reasoning

with uncertain information on each level of the hierarchy. The

result of the combination of evidence on a lower level must be

interpreted to provide information for the higher level.

To avoid the combinatorial difficulties inherent in hierarchical

propagation, a transfer function compatible with the evidential

structures of each level is defined to facilitate interlevel

propagation of support.

F. 2. Problem definition.

0"" The objective of a classification system is to use the

information acquired to determine the identity of an unknown

object. Following the notation of Shafer (13], the set

consisting of all the possible identifications is denoted e and

called the frame of discernment. The hierarchical relationships

70-2



co~nsidered in this paper will be defined by set inclusion. The

hierarchy consists of two sets; the set G of ground elements and

e) of possibilities. The ground elements are the basic,

irdccomposable elements of the domain. A member of e is a set

of ground elements, hence e .9 2G Elements of e will be

referred to as systems or possibilities. Figure 1 illustrates a

hierarchy S defined by set inclusion.

Information is obtained concerning the identity of ground

elements. The information must be interpreted and represented

in a manner which is compatible with the reasoning techniques

0enployed. The result of this interpretation is referred to as

ground level evidence. As additional information is acquired and

processed, the evidence must be combined to develop an assessment

of the ground elements present.

Evidence for ground elements is used to generate evidence

for the identity of the unknown system. The transformation of

ground level evidence to system level is an essential feature of

hierarchical reasoning. Even when no uncertainty exists on the

*' ~ ground level, system level reasoning is still required.

* Determining the presence of ground element b removes only two

/possibilities from the hierarchy in Figure 1. This type of

system level uncertainty is referred to as ambiguity by Sullivan

Ow and Cohen r16].

A reasoning system can be described as having three

components; an evidential structure, an evaluation configuration

(or simply a configuration) and a combining function. A

configuration consists of each system level object which may
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receive evidential support and an assessment of the total support

Torc that object. It should be noted that some reasoning

strategies require the set of objects in a configuration to be a

E-ipcset of the frame of discernment.

The combining function is used to pool evidence to construct

a config-uration which represents an assessment based on all the

acquired information. The input to the combining function

consists of a configuration and evidence, the result is a new

configuration.

Sections 3 and 4 will compare the suitability of several

generic inference techniques for reasoning in a hierarchical

domain. Each system will be analyzed in terms of the

i) expressiveness of the evidential representation

ii) transformation of ground level to system level support

* l-ii) complexity of the evaluation configuration

iv) properties and assumptions of the combining function.

Properties ii) and iii) present considerations which are unique

to hierarchical reasoning while items i) and iv) represent

topics relevant to the capabilities of all inference systems.

3. Evidence with singleton support.

In this section the evidence provided to the reasoning

* systems will be restricted to supporting or refuting the presence

of a single ground element. This assumption simplifies the

transfer from ground to system level evidence since the amount of j.
Sarnalysis needed cn the ground level is reduced. Ground level

reasoning is not avoided, however, since the evidentiLal
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structure may still require a distribution of support prior to

the construction of the system configuration. Due to the

restricted form of information, this section concentrates on

the generation of system level evidence and reasoning.

The hierarchy in Figure 1 will be used in the examples

throughout this paper. Information will be presented concerning

the identity a system consisting of three unidentified ground

elements x, y and z. There is no a priori assumption on the

number of ground elements present, this is determined as the

evidence is accumulated and processed. There is, however, an

assumption that evidence refering to the identity of x can be

distinguished from that refering to y or z, etc.

The use of sets to define the elements of e implicitly

imposes the restriction that no system will contain multiple

instances of a ground element. When the identity of one of the

elements is determined, this domain knowledge could be used to

restrict the possibilities of the other elements. This domain

dependent knowledge will not be employed, allowing the inference

technigues presented to be used for hierarchical domains without

[ this restriction.

The information pertaining to element x, y and z will be

denoted ex , e and e respectively.
x y

ex  : supports with a 50% likelihood the proposition that x is

ground element b

- e supports with ccmplete certainty the propositicn that y is
y

groun element c

e supports with complete certainty the prccositicn that Z Is

70-5
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not ground element a

The previous statements attempt to express the information

content in a manner which is neutral with repect to the

• q idential structures of the various reasoning systems. The use

of the numeric value, however, is readily translated to

'.i,)babilistic systems and may require reinterpretation for

eidorsement based systems.

3.1. Probablistic reasoning.

A reasoning system which uses subjective conditional

piobabilities as the evidential structure will be referred to as

a prcbablistic reasoning system. By subjective probability we

lo-ii one in which the values assigned are not necessarily defined

Yby the limit of a relative frequency. These values may represent

odds, or an expert opinion, that the proposition is true.

The interpretation of information e will determine the

evidential structure using the natural interpretation Px (blex),

tfle p bability that the ground element x is b given evidence e .

The dcfinition of ex results in assigning the value .5 to this

cs-c .tional probability. Similarly, P (cley) - 1 and Pziale) =
y y

0 are the structures constructed from the remaining information.

When the evidence is obtained and combined with the

rcoritional probabilities, support is generated for ground

el'.ents, not systems. The transfer of support from ground

ele:Tents to system evidence utilizes the "principle of

indifference". This principle can be stated as follows: when

evidence supports a number of objects, distribute that support
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equally among each of the objects. For example, the support

associated with evidence which asserts that ground element c is

present is distributed equally to each system which contains c.

-t*iizing the principle of indifference, evidence produces a

prG;,ability distribution over e.

The evidential structure constructed by the processing of ey

will assign values of .5 to both s3 and s6 .  The use of

indifference to transfer support form the ground level of the

hierarchy to the system level infers a relationship which is not

inherent in the information. Shafer [13], among others, argues

0 against the propriety of this extra-evidential assumption.

The configuration in a probabilistic system is simply a

probability distribution over e. Bayes' theorem is used to

update the current configuration whenever additional evidence is

obtained. Implicit in the use of Bayes' theorem as a combining

function is the assumption that G is a mutually exclusive and

exhaustive compilation of the possibilities.

Assume that the current configuration has been consturcted

'.evidence e 2  .. When evidence e is obtained,
en-l"

B. z.)'S theorem is used to construct a new configaration which

represents the totality of the evidence. The values in the

- current configuration are referred to as prior probabilities

0.1 since they represent the assessment prior to the acquistion of

'O' the Fiew evidence. The prior probabilities are combined with the

conditional probabilities which represent the likelihood of the

total evidence given each of the systems. The value P~s,'

e & ... & e ) which incorporates en into the configuration is

70-7
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computed by

P(e1 & ... & en I si)*P(si)

n

r P(sj)*P(e & . &

J=i n 1

The denominator of this expression implies that conditional

probabilities must be defined of all combinations of evidence for

all elements in the frame of discernment. Apart from the

likelihood that such information is unavailable, this requirement

introduces combinatorial difficulties to the pooling procedure.

o-,ocjits and Pauker (15] have shown that for a problem with 10

hypotheses and 5 queries with binary output there are 2420

conditional probabilities required for the computation of the

denominator of Bayes' theorem.

To limit the combinatorial difficulties the conditional

independence of evidence is often assumed. This assumption can

be expressed by relationship

P(ei & ej I s) - P(ei I s)*P(ej I S).

';his assumption, used in the Prospector system (3), reduces the

in oL-.ation requirements and simplifies the computation.

Szclovits and Pauker, however, claim that in a classification

s~stem "The assumption of conditional independence is usually

false". Moreover, Pednault et al. [10] exhibit conditions under

which this assumption cannot hold.

Besides the use of conditional independence and the

principle of indifference, there are several other objections to

using probablistic techniques for reasoning with uncertainty.

7U-6
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~These objections are not restricted to probablistic reasoning in

a hierarchy, but refer to its general suitability as a method for

i;'evidential representation and combination. A more detailed

Sexposition of the problems of probablistic reasoning in

..

classification can be found in [2), [11] and [13].

.., One difficulty is the lack of flexibility inherent in the

."~

S.Thse objecins aumric not u restrce to pesreoablitiod raoIg in

ampohiachy t eern to itse geal asuitadtoposbility asamehdso

interpretation of P(sle) - .5 could represent either .5 .01

or .5 + .3. The single value .5 is used to represent two clearly

"2.'idifferent types of information.

..1

ex-pAnother objection is the combination of supporting and

refuting evidence into a single measure. The value P(sle e2)

Ou.5 can be obtained by the combination of evidence which

supports and refutes s to equal degrees. This measure could also

result from the cobination of two pieces of evidence, both of
tiwhich support s u

3.2 Evidential reasoning.
difThe theory of evidential reasoning (Shaer [13) addresses

two of the objections to the probablistic approach The

c ebgeneration of evidence asswgns values to sets rather than to

""elements of 9. This avoids the use of a principle of

need not re distributed to the individual possibilities. Thcd s

rlexbilty is ac omined at the expene of increasin th e

,70-9
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complexity of the evidential structure and the configuration.

Evidence supports subsets of the frame of discernment and

is represented by a basic probability assignment which is a

function m : 2e -> [0, 1] satisfying

i) m(O) = 0

ii) m(A) - 1

AG 2 e

m(A) represents the total support committed to the proposition

that the object is a member of A which cannot be distributed to

individual members of A.

The basic probability assignment generated by evidence ei

*l. will be denoted mi. The transition from ground to system level

uses set inclusion to distribute the support. m , generated from

e ? assigns its support to the set which consists of all systems

containing b. Since evidence often provides support to a subset
.2 0
*of 2 only those sets which receive support will be listed

when defining a basic probability assignment. Hence mx assigns

the value .5 to (s3,s4,s5,s6). Since the evidence does not favor

arty other systems, the remainder of the support is assigned to

e. Basic probability assigments are positive support

representations, information which denies a possibility is

transformed into support for the alternatives. The

interpretation of e generates the probability assignment which

assigns 1 to (s5P s6).

The measure of support in an evidential reasoning

environment is a two valued system known as an evidential

interval. The evidential interval is defined in terms of a

70-IC
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belief function BEL which is constructed from a basic probability

assignment m. BEL is a function with domain 2 defined by

BEL(A) - m(B)

BSA

BEL(A) represents the total support in m for all the members of

the set A. PLS(A), defined by 1 - BEL(A) where A is the

complement of A in 2 1 is the plausibility of A. PLS(A)

represents the total measure of the evidence in m which does not

support the refutation of A. The evidential interval, the

* measure by which the alternatives are evaluated in a evidential

reasoning system, is defined as [BEL(A), PLS(A)].

An evidential reasoning configuration consists of an

evidential interval for each subset of 2 Hence the size of

a configuration has increased from 11 in the probabilistic

system to 12e 1

Dempster's rule is used to combine basic probability

assignments and hence update configurations. This rule

implicitly assumes the independence of evidence. Like the

probablisitic system, it also requires the frame of discernment

to be mutually exclusive and exhaustive.

Let m1  and m2 be two basic probability assignments over

2 A basic probability assignment m, the orthogonal sum of m

and m2 denoted m1 9 m2 , is defined as follows:

'"i) in( ) = 0

-i A) L 1m(Ai) * m 2 (B) ) / (1-k)

A n = A

70-11
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where k is the total support given to incompatible sets by m1 and

in2 . That is, k m 1 in(Ai) * n2 (B) where the sum is taken over

all sets A. and B. such that A B - . The evidence is
1

inconsistent if the sum of the support for incompatible sets

totals 1.

3.3. Inference networks.

Inference networks, also known as dependency graphs, are

used to represent hierarchical relationships as a directed graph

[7]. A network contains two types of nodes; nodes corresponding

to elements in the hierarchy and nodes whose sole purpose is to

assist in the propagation of support. The arcs of the graph

indicate the relationships among the nodes and define the

propagation rules.

Each node has a measure which indicates the support

accumulated by the node. These measures may be probabilities,

evidential intervals or other representations which indicate

possibility. For nodes corresponding to elements of the

hierarchy, this measure represents the support for that

particular system.

The "minimal assumption" inference network of Quinlan [11],

[12] will be used to illustrate the propagation of support in aI

hierarchy. The flexibility of this system results from the

variety of relationships which may be specified. Each

relation~ship has an associated set of propagation rules. I
."Fidential indepence and the mutually exclusive and exhaustive

70-12
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nature of e can be incorporated into the graph if desired but,

unlike the previous two strategies, are not required.

The measure of support in this system is an evidential

interval. The interval for a node A is defined by two values,

t(A) and f(A). t(A) is the accumulated support for A and f(A) is

the measure of evidence refuting A. Initially both t(A) and f(A)

are set to 0. The propagation of evidence can increase, but

never decrease, these values. The evidential interval is defined

as [t(A), l-f(A)]. The evidence indicates an inconsistency

whenever f(A) + t(A) > 1 for any node A in the graph.

The t and f values are increased as support is propagated

via the rules corresponding to the relationships which define the

network. If node A is related to nodes B1 and B2 the propagation

rules have the form

t(A) <- maximum { t(A), F1 (t(B1 ), f(B1), t(B 2), f(B 2 )) )

f(A) <- maximum ( f(A), F2 (t(B1 ), f(B1), t(B 2), f(B2 )) )

where F1 and F2 are functions which are defined to numerically

represent the relationship among A, B1 and B2* Whenever one of

the values in a function on the righthand side is changed, that

function is evaluated. t(A) is then assigned the maximum of its

current value and the value computed by F1 . Similarly a new f

value is assigned if F is greater f(A). Of course, if A is
2

related to B then each of the B 's are related to A. Hence
1 1

* the relationship also requires rules with B. on the lefthand
1

side. The choice of the maximum in the propagation rules

enforces the increasing nature of support in the network.

The flexibility of the inference network is illustrated by

"- 70-13
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oonsidering the inference rules corresponding to the relationship

that the node A is the exclusive disjunction of B1 and B2 .

t(A) <-maximum ( t(A), t(B 1 ) + t(B 2 ) I

f(A) <- maximum ( f(A), 1 - (1-f(B 1 ) + l-f(B2 )

t(Bi) <- maximum ( t(Bi) , t(A) - ( 1-f(Bj) ) ) where i 0 J

f(Bi) <- maximum ( f(Bi) , f(A) + t(Bj) ) where i O j

The t(A) rule indicates that A receives support when either B1 or

B2 does. The exclusive nature of the disjunction is illustrated

by the rule t(Bi). If t(A) = 1 and f(B2 ) = 1, the disjunction

has been shown to be true and the B2 component false, the value

t(B1 ) is assigned 1 even though B1 may have received no direct

support.

Other relations for disjunction include disjoins-independent

which assumes evidential independence and disjoins which makes

assumptions on the relationship between evidence. Similary

conjoins and conjoins-independent are conjunction relationships.

A complete set of relations and corresponding propagation rules

can be found in ll] and [161. I
Since evidence directly supports ground elements, the

network must accumulate the information and propagate to systems.

Nodes ai , b i , c and di are introduced to accumulate the evidence

for the identity of element i (Figure 2). Nodes labelled a, b, c

~and d represent the total support for the presence of the•

corresponding ground element in the system. The disjunction of

support for the a.'s generates the total support for a. The
1

interpretations of e , ey and e will yield t(b×) = .5, t(c) =1

70-14
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and f(a ) ,respectively.z

The use of the rule disjoins assures the evidence referring

to different elements will not generate an inconsistency in the

network. The f value of the system level node b will not

increase unless evidence is obtained increasing the f values of

each of the b.' s. Positive support is transmitted immediately,

negative only when it is present in each ground level node.

Using the variety of relationships, the inference network

can be designed to make tentative identifications and update them

as additional evidence is processed. A system is identified when

its t value is assigned 1. The processing of evidence in the

network in Figure 2 will identify a system as soon as the

existence of each element in the system is established. For

example, evidence which establishes the existence of ground

element a will identify system sit although additional

information may ultimately determine the system to be s2 53 or

S4*

In a network which makes tentative identifications, the

determination of systems is not mutually exclusive. If t(si)-

1 the t value of any system whose elements are contained ins

will also be 1. The inference system in Figure 2 does not make

the assumption that 8 is exhaustive. Evidence establishing the

existence of ground elements a, c and d will identify systems s~

and s2 without indicating an inconsistency.

The network in Figure 3 will make a deterministic

*identification. The rule A conjoins (a, not b )is an

attreviation for the rules X negates b and A conjoins (a, X )
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The negation is indicated in Figure 3 by placing a circle in the

arc which connects A and b. If si  sj then t(si) is assigned 1

only if it has been established that all the elements of s are

pfesent and an element of sj absent. This network does not

z -sume e to be exhaustive but identification is exclusive for

elements of e. Evidence supporting a set of ground elements X

which is not in 9 will be assigned to the maximal systems si

which are contained in X. Support for a and b or a and c will be

attributed to system s. Similary, evidence which establishes

the presence of all the ground elements will result in t(s3 ) =

t(s4) = t(s6) = 1.

3.4. Endorsement based reasoning.

Cohen [2] introduced endorsement based reasoning systems as

an alternative to the numerical systems like the ones previously

V examined. Rather than representing information by a single

number or a pair of numbers, evidence is interpreted and

manipulated symbolically. This symbolic representation permits

the use of information itself, rather than a numeric value, when

combining evidence. Cohen asserts that the use of the

information as in input to the combination function results in

"reasoning about uncertainty" rather than "reasoning with

uncertainty".

Endorsements are represented as propositions which offer

positive or negative support for a system. Table 2 lists a set

of endorsements for reasoning in the hierarchy S. The signs * andA':

- indicate positive and negative endorsements respectively. When

the presence of element a is established, the endorsement

70-16
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E2 (a,s2 ) will be assigned to 82. The total support for a system

is indicated by its set of endorsements.

This representation contains two types of endorsements;

" vidcntial endorsements which result directly from ground element

information and higher level endorsements. E2, E3 , E4 and E5

are examples of the former type of endorsement. Processing e2

will generate the endorsements E2 (c,s3 ) and E2 (c,s6 ).

Endorsement E3  is generated by eI which offers partial support

for the presence of element b. e3 generates negative

endorsements E4 (a,s5 ) and E4 (a,s6 ).

* E0 , E1 and E6 are higher level endorsements. They are not

generated by evidence but rather by combinations of existing

endorsements. The endorsement E0(si) is generated only when si

is endorsed by E1 and the endorsements assigned to each of the

other systems indicate an inconsistency.

A configuration in an endorsement based system consists of a

set of endorsements for every member of e. Processing of

evidence generates endorsements and augments the existing sets.

The combining function is defined by a set of rules for

updating endorsements. The symbol -> is used to indicate

replacement, the set of endorsements on the lefthand side is

-' replaced by the righthand side. The rule El(Si), E4 (i) ->

E4 (si) indicates that when an inconsistency occurs, the

endorsement E is removed from system s. Similarly, E E -> E
31 2

* -. indicates that there is no need to retain an endorsement when a

stronger one has been obtained.

The generation of higher level endorsements will be

0 70-17
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indicated by the notation ->. When the condition on the lefthand

side is satisfied the endorsement on the righthand side is

generated. Like the rules in an inference network, the

generation rules must be evaluated whenever a value on the

lefthand side is altered.

The assignment of endorsements makes no extra-evidentional

assumptions nor any assumptions on the frame of discernment.

Support for a combination of ground elements X which does not

constitute a system will generate positive endorsements for

systems containing X. Processing evidence which establishes the

presence of all four ground elements will assign one negative and

* three positive endorsements of each system s31 S4 and s6 .

It has been mistakenly claimed that an endorsement based

system maintains a history of the information processed.

Replacement rules provide the capability of removing previously

established endorsements. This behaviour was also exhibited by

the endorsement based planner described in [16]. In that system,

com.-inations of corroborating positive evidence were used to

rerove negative endorsements. The power of endorsement based

reasoning is that it constructs a nonmontonic support system in

which each of the components, the interpretation of evidence and

combination rule, is definable to reflect the properties of the

p.i specific domain.
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4. Ground level reasoning.

In the previous section, evidence was restricted to

A supporting or refuting the presence of a single ground element.

With this restriction, the processing of ground level informat-ion

was limited to the translating it into a form compatible with the

system level inference rules. Relaxing this restriction allows

evidence to support a several ground elements. e1 and e2 provide

examples of this type of information.

e supports the proposition with a 50% likelihood that x is

either ground element a or b

e e2  :supports the proposition with a 50% likelihood that x is

either ground element b or c

The information contained in e 1 offers support for both a and b.

Neither e 1 nor e 2 provide definitive support for the presence of

a particular element. Combining this ground level evidence may

produce better estimate of the identity of the ground element.

Identification in a hierarchical domain may require two

levels of reasoning. Evidence may be combined to hypothesize the

ground element present. We will refer to this as ground level

reasoning. Hypotheses of the ground elements are used to

generate evidence to be used in deter-mining the system. The

-- construction of system level evidence from ground level

hypotheses will be referred to as the transition or transfer.

VAfter the transition occurs, the inference techniques of section

3 can be used to pool the system level evidence.

4.1. Probabilistic reasoning.

70-19
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The interpretation of evidence in a probablistic system

results in the assignment of value to elements of G. The

! transition to the system level utilized the principle of

" indifference to distribute the support for ground elements to

support for systems. When evidence supports several ground

• ,elements, another application of indifference can distribute the

support to individual elements.

With the generation of evidence defined using indifference,

the proposition in el generates the conditional probabilities

Px(ale) = .25 and P (ble) - .25. When eI is processed, the

resulting ground level probabilities P x(a) - .25 and P x(b) = .25

are used to generate system level evidence. The transfer is

* implemented as in section 3.1. The distribution of support to

ground elements and then to systems causes the interpretation to

- generate evidence which seems to have litte relation to the

original information. For example, the system level evidence

generated by e1 includes P(sl) = .0675.

A more sophisticated application of probablistic reasoning

which combines Bayesian updating with a network representation

has been developed by Pearl :8] [9]. A hierarchical inference

network is constructed which employs additional relations to

simplify the computations required by Bayes' theorem. Pearl also

established that conditional independence is compatible with G

. being mutually exclusive and exhaustive in this extended domain.

Processing evidence which- distributes its support to a set I
70-20
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of ground elements injects a computational complication into the

use of evidential reasoning as an inference technique. Evidence

for determining the identity of a single ground element

generates a basic probability assignment whose domain is2

These basic probability assignments must be interpreted to

provide evidence for the determination of systems. Combining

ground level evidence, which supports elements of 2G, with

Dempster's rule requires the frame of discernment to consist of

subsets of2

Barnett [1] shows that when the evidence in a hierarchical

system supports singleton sets or their complements that

Dempster's rule can be computed in polynomial time. Gordon and

Shortliffe [6] present a variation of the combination rule which

can be used when the system relationships form a tree.

Unfortunately, these restrictions are usually not satisified in

the general hierarchic framework and alternative methods must be

employed to avoid the combinatorial difficulties.

One possible solution is to immediately transform ground

%I level evidence to system level evidence, thereby requiring the

use of a corbining rule on only one level. The evidential

intrprtatonsof e and e generate the basic probabilityintepreatios 12

assignments

m rL (a, b}, .5 9 , .5

*09 (n b, c), .5 9 , .5

IX: respectively. Extrapolating the transfer technique presented in

section 3.2 will attribute the support for the set (a, b)~ to all

systems which contain either element a or b. Transferinq m1 to
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system level will result in assigning all the support to e. The

information contained in the ground level evidence is lost by

this simple transfer method. This indicates that a combination

of the evidence is required on the ground level prior to the

trensformation to the system level.

Dempster's rule can be used to combine this information to

update the ground level estimate, resulting in the probability

assignment

m 1 9 = {b), .25 ; (a, b), .25 ; (b, c), .25 ; e, .25 ]

This represents the ground level estimate of the element x.

Similarly, estimates of the other ground elements are constructed

from the combination of evidence.

The assumptions that G is exhaustive and mutually exclusive

can be used to limit the number of possibilities which must be

considered when transfering evidence from the ground level.

- Employing the previous transition technique to m1 0 m 2 results

in the system level probability assignment

(S s3,s4,s5,s6), .25 ; (s3,s5,s6) ,  .25 ; 9, .5
2G

Support is transferred only to the subsets of 2 which are

qystpms, limiting the size of the resulting probability
O ascdgnments to 12e .

When evidence is acquired pertaining to n ground elements,

the transfer of the support to systems will generate n system

level probability assignments. Dempster's rule can be employed

on the system level to combine this data to obtain the system

level configuration. This process of directly transfering the

results of ground level combinations to system level support is
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essentially the technique presented by Garvey et al. (4] (5).

A more flexible transformation which analyzes the ground

.- level evidence prior to the generation of system level evidence

ig presented in [15]. The evidence for the ground elements is

cnmbined to construct propositions concerning the combinations of

-. ground elements which receive support. For example, assume

m - (a), .5 ; (a,c), .5 ]

" = [ (ad), .5 ; {d), .5

result from the combining the ground level evidence refering to

x and y respectively. Since mx and m contain information
- y

concerning different ground elements, they can be combined as

.. c', junctions. The support for x being a and y being d combines

to generate support for a system which contains bcoth a and d.

-' Utilizing this observation, probabilities are assigned to the

S.. sets of conjunctions.

The generation of system level evidence can use the exact

combinations supported by the ground level evidence. The support

for a conjunction is distributed to all systems containing those

elements. Zue to the exhastive domain assumption, conjunctions

-hich are not subsets of arj system can be considered to result

0 from inaccurate data. Following the technique of Dempster's

""ile, the support attr-bute to these conjunctions is distributed
to the renaining, consistent pcssibilities. The conjuctions

: resulting from the ccmbination of m and m and the system level
x. y

Interpretation is gvien beld.

'*.' * (a&a, a&dk -> .25 ( s2, s4  - .25

(a&a, a&d, c&a, c&dl -> .z ( s2  S 3  s S 6  ) - .25, ,' 2' 3' 4' 6

7 '
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(a&d) -> .25 ( s2 s -> .25

(a&d, c&d) -> .25 1 sz, £3 , 6 -> .25

- The intermediate analysis increases the flexibility

available in the interlevel transition. The use of the

conjunction eliminates the need for the assumption of at most one

instance of a ground element in a system. Evidence supporting

Iboth x and y being a generates support for the conjunction a&a.

Utilizing the intermediate step, the transfer can be defined

to distribute support based upon the domain, the confidence in

the evidence and the type of ientification desired. Transition

* fuzctions which yield tentative and deterministic identification

have been constructed in [15].
J

4.3. Inference networks.

In section 3.3, networks were constructed to propagate

system level information. The necessity of combining of ground

level evidence indicates the need for another network. The rules

of an inference network provide a straightforward representation

for the relationships required for the combination of ground

* level evidence.

Evidence is assigned directly to nodes in the network. The

combination of evidence and the transfer of support from the

0 ground level to the system level is accomplished by the

propagation rules corresponding to the arcs in the network. The

network must contain nodes for each set of ground elements which

may receive evidential support. In the worst case, this would

70-24
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require 12 GI nodes in a ground level network.

A ground level network must be constructed to identify each

ground element present. A single ground level network will not

suffice due to the possibility of interplay between evidence

rtfering to different elements. The ground level network for

determining the identity of an element x must contain nodes

representing each of the possibilities (the members of G) and

nodes to receive the evidence. The possible identifications are

represented by nodes labelled ax, bx, cx and d . Figure 4 shows

the tentative identification network constructed in section 3.3
p o poesigthe ifraini
augmented with nodes capable ofinformation in e

and e2 " Figure 4 contains two ground level networks, network* t gx
and networky, indicating that evidence has been obtained refering

to two distinct ground elements.

The transfer to support from the ground level to the system

level occurs whenever any of the elements ai, bi, ci and d.
./ " i
"- receive support. The use of the rule disjoins assures the

evidence referring to different elements will not generate an

inconsistency in the network. The f value of the system level

node b will not increase unless evidence is obtained increasing

the f values of each of the b. 's. Positive support is

transmitted imnediately, negative only when it is present in all

ground level networks.

4.4 Endorsement based reasoning.

Like the evidential reasoning and network approaches, the

use of endorsements requires a separate level to combine grc.nd

level data. Endorsements are assigned to elements of G as

04,
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information is received and interpreted. Endorsements of the

form

G (a,x), + x being a is moderately supported

G (b,x), + x being b is moderately supported

may be generated by the interpretation of e Terms such as

weakly, moderately, strongly or with certainty can be used to

indicate the level of support. The use of numeric ratings can be

combined with endorsements to indicate the strength of the

endorsement. The interpretation of eI using numeric values may be

. expressed by the endorsements

Sl(a,x), + x being a is cosupported with degree .5

G2(b,x), + x being b is cosupported with degree .5

The form of this endorsement utilizes no extra-evidential

assumption to distribute the support to the ground elements.

Replacement and generation rules must be constructed to

combine the ground level endorsements. If numerical values are

included in the endorsements, these can be used in the definition

of the rules. Following the propagation techniques of the

inerence network, a rule combining endorsements

;i(a,x), + x being a is supported with degree niI

G (a,x), + x being a is supported with degree m

may be defined by

G% (a,x), Gj (ax) => Gk(a,x), + x being a is supported with

degree max( n, m

Assumptions concerning the distribution of support or indepence

of ev"ienCe can be incorporated into these combining rules.

,'.e use of the numeric values in endorse-ents does not limit
1%
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the propagation rules to manipulating the values. A generation

rule may utilize the endorsements, both positive and negative,

assigned to all the ground level elements.

The difficulties presented by the transition to system level

endorsements are the same whether support is indicated by the use

of a numeric scale or terms like weakly, moderately and strongly.

At what point does support for x being the element a generate the

system level endorsement

E3 (a,s1 ) a, whose presence is supported, is in s ?

A rule which generates system level endorsements directly from

* the ground level endorsement G1 will result in endorsements

containing minimal information. It would be advantageous to

generate fewer, more meaningful system endorsements. This

requires the construction of endorsement generating rules whose

conditions depend upon the strength of the ground level

endrosement.

The transition of support can be accomplished by assigning

a ground level endorsement to every system level endorsement

which is generated directly by evidence. For example,

SGk (a,x), + x being a is supported with degree m

corresponds to the system level endorsement

E (a,s.) a, whose presence is supported, is in s.

O. Whenever the ground level support for a reaches the predefined

threshold m, the system level endorsement is generated. The

correspondence between ground level and system level endorsements

allows the evidence to be combined on the ground level where the

endorsements and rules are specifically designed for that purpose.

70-27
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5. Conclusions.

. The evidential structures and inference techniques of the

-"[ reasoning systems are summarized in Table 2. The interval (0, 1]

is denoted by I, hence an evidential interval is an element of

I X I. The minimal assumption inference network and endorsement

- based reasoning provide the greatest flexibility in the

representation and propa,. ion of evidence. The definability of

the propagation rules in these systems removes the necessity of

-- employing extra-evidential assumptions.

The increased expressiveness is obtained at the expense of

Lort complicated ground level reasoning techniques and interlevel

zransition. The inference network requires an additional network

for each ground element present and the transition occurs by

connecting these networks to the system level network. The

endorsement system requires ground level endorsements and rules

to generate system level endorsements.

70-28
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9 3 (a,b,C) 34 (bd s6 (b,c,d}

1 (a)

G-{a,b, c, d

e-{(a), (a,d), (a,b,c), (a,b,d), (b,d), (b,c,d)

Figure 1. Sample hierarchy S.
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4 3 6

.1*,

i6

@a d b 'c

-'"

a x dx x cx ay dy by cy az dz bz z

a enables s

s2 conjoins ( si, d ) a disjoins ( ax , ay, a z z

s s4 conjoins ( s2 b } b disjoins ( b , by, b z

S3 conjoins { si, b, c c disjoins (c, C C 

s- conjoins ( b, d

.6 conjoins ( s5 , c

Figure 2. Inference network for tentative identification.
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T%" T1  T 2

22  T 5

.1 I

.6

• "a c

83 conjoins { a, b, c ) T1 conjoins ( a, not s3 )

n 4 conjoins ( a, , d ) T2 conjoins ( a, not s2 }

s 6 conjoins { b, c, d ) T3 conjoins ( b, d, not s4

s2 conjoins ( a, d, not s. T4 conjoins ( b, d, not s.

sI disjoins ( Ti, T2

s2 disjoins ( T

Figure 3. Inference netw'rk for deter=s' ' tiatz.
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s 6

2 . 5SYS=TE

LEVEL

-\

.1

I x dx bx x (a y d b y CyI

II' GROUND

B 7; LEVEL

networkx  networky

A disjoins-exclusive a x , b x

B disjoins-exclusive ( b cx
a disjoins ( a x , ay

b disjoins ( b x , b

c disjoins ( cx , Cy

d disjoins d dx y
Figure 4. -rcund level network.
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Endorsements Interpretation

E E(Sj) + only consistent possibility

E (a + is consistent with data

E 2 (X'S 1  + x, whose presence is established, is in aj

E_ + x, whose presence is supported, is ins

E- (' x, whose presence is denied, is a member ofs

En(XS n s x, whose presence is established, is not in

E0 (a.), + other consistent possibilities
6j

Replacement Rules

EI(S.), E s c(s.) Ew(s

E(s), E o p e E 0i (

E3 (xS), + - ,woepeec > uprei ns

E( 1E4( 1  - >x wose rsnei dnei) mme fs

E6 (S.), E - >ohrcnitn osblte

Ei(si) , Ei(s j ) -> Ei(s j )

E0 (s1 ), E4(S1 ) -> E4(s1 )

E 1 (s ) , E5 (s ) -> 5 (s j

Eo(S ), E 4(S ) -> E4(s j )

E0(s ), E5 (S ) - 5 E(s

Generation Rules

E 1 (X) - X  s) & E=> 7

(x~' '5AJ l~ j
El s) &i v (s) -E (s.) => E (s

1 1 i ' I 6( 0EI(Sj ) & '-J(s) El(Si => E6(sj)i

:able 1. End orsement systeia for h.erarzny S.
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ABSTRACT

Protective military structures are typically constructed of massive,

I. monolithic reinforced concrete slabs. This practice is considered neces-

sary in order to protect personnel and/or vital equipment within the

structure from the harmful effects of conventional weaponry. Recent

studies have indicated, however, that "layered structures" may provide a

viable alternative to conventionally hardened structures in certain

environments.

4. This report presents the results of a preliminary finite element

method (FEM) analysis of blast loading on layered structures. Both two-

dimensional, linear and nonlinear, and three-dimensional, linear analyses

were conducted on three different types of layered structures. The results

indicate that layered structures show good promise as a viable alternative

to conventional designs of hardened or semi-hardened facilities.

However, due to the limited scope of this study, further, more compre-

hensive numerical analyses are recommended. Subsequent experimental test-

ing of some of the most promising layered structures is also recommended.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Protective military structures are designed to house vital functions

or equipment of extreme value. Consequently, survivability takes prece-

dence over appearance and the structures are usually massive, with soil and

* concrete as the main building materials. Damage to protective shelters re-

sulting from non-nuclear weapons occurs as a result of one or more of the

following effects: penetration, fragmentation, and blast [1,2]. Penetra-

* tion is a consideration only in the case of a direct hit, and fragmentation

* in cases of direct hits or near misses.

The conventional design of an underground (Fig. la) or aboveground

(Fig. lb) structure against a direct hit from an artillery shell or air

bomb consists of providing protective layers above the structure [3]. A

penetration layer (burster layer), usually constructed of concrete or rock,

is employed at the outer surface to impede penetration of the weapon and

induce its explosion. An absorption layer, existing between the penetra-

tion layer and the protective shelter, usually consists of soil and is in-

tended to absorb the energy released by the weapon's explosion. The con-

ventional design of an underground (Fig. 2a) or aboveground (Fig. 2b)

* structure against a near miss of an airbomb or artillery shell cons'sts

simply of a hardened structure with monolithic walls and roof.

The conventional design of an above-ground structure against a direct

hit of a shaped-charge projectile consists of one of the following solution

73-2 4
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schemes: (1) the provision of a thick monolithic structure capable of

absorbing fully the jet effects (Fig. 3a), or (2) the provision of an

"activator" element at a certain distance in front of the monolithic struc-

ture (Fig. 3b), intended to induce explosion of the projectile.

In each of the conventional designs discussed in the foregoing, the

primary protective structure is invariably constructed of massive, mono-

V lithic concrete slabs. This practice is considered necessary in order to

protect the personnel and/or equipment within the structure from the harm-

.~, ~.ful effects of overpressure and interior spalling of the concrete walls.

Recent studies [3,4] however, have indicated that, in certain situations,

0 "layered structures" may provide a viable alternative to conventionally

hardened structures.

1.2 Objectives

The use of layered structures in the building industry of the civilian

sector is well established [5,6,7,8]. However, applications of layered

structures for protective military shelters have received little attention.

This report presents the results of a preliminary numerical investigation

to evaluate the effectiveness of layered structures to resist the blast

effects of conventional weaponry. The primary objective is to ascertain

* the capability of layered structures to substantially reduce or eliminate

the incidence of spalling on the interior of the concrete shelter walls by

diminishing the intensity of the blast-induced, compression stress wave

which propagates through the wall.

A comprehensive numerical analysis was conducted on several different

types of layered structures subject to blast loading in order to understand

and evaluate the propagation of the blast wave through the various layers

7 2
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of the structure, and to determine the states of stress which develop in

each layer. The results of this preliminary analysis indicate that layered

structures, under certain circumstances, have the potential to be an ade-

quate, cost-effective alternative to conventional hardened structures.

1.3 Scope of Study

Three different types of layered structures were examined. Details

i- of the layered structures considered are depicted in Fig. 4. A brief

description of each layered structure is presented in the following sub-

sections.
.,,

* 1.3.1 Type I: Concrete-Air-Concrete

A typical detail of the Type I layered system is presented in Fig. 4a.

" The outer reinforced concrete layer is intended to fully or partially with-

stand the blast effects. The air gap is intended to prevent direct shock

transfer to the inner reinforced concrete layer. The inner reinforced con-

- 4
l  crete layer will withstand the remaining blast effects passing through the

outer layer and absorb all secondary concrete fragments of the outer layer.

C- 1.3.2 Type II: Concrete-Polystyrene-Concrete

A typical detail of the Type II layered system is presented in Fig. 4b.

- The outer concrete layer will partially withstand the blast effects. The

polystyrene layer will partially absorb the shock transferred from the outer

layer. The inner concrete layer will withstand the remaining shock effects
,o

transferred through the polystyrene and stop the secondary concrete fraqments

of the outer layer.

7 3-7
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1.3.3 Type III: Concrete-Soil-Concrete

A typical detail of the type III layered system is presented in Fig. 4c.

The outer concrete layer will partially withstand the blast effects. The

, soil will stop the secondary concrete fragments of the outer layer and

partially absorb the shock transferred from the outer layer. The inner con-

crete layer will withstand the remaining shock effects transferred through

the soil fill.

Due to the dynamic nature of the blast loading, and the highly non-
-S

linear behavior of the materials used in the layered structures, the finite

element method of analysis (FEM) was employed in this study through imple-

mentation of the ADINA computer programs. Two sets of analyses were con-

ducted. The first series of analyses were performed on an axisymmetric

structure comprised of 8-node isoparametric finite elements. The second

series of analyses were conducted on a three-dimensional model comprised

of 20-node isoparametric finite elements.

73-.
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Chapter 2

DESCRIPTION OF STUDY

-1 2.1 Compression Wave Propagation and Concrete Spalling

Spalling is defined [9] as fracturing caused when a high intensity

transient stress wave reflects from a free surface. In the specific case

of a blast, the compressive longitudinal wave strikes the exterior surface

of the wall and is transmitted through the wall until it reaches a free

surface (the interior face of the wall). At this instant, continuity of

stress and continuity of particle velocity will be preserved only if the

wave is reflected as a tensile longitudinal wave of equal strength. It is

this reflected tensile wave which causes the concrete to spall at the in-

terior face. Current procedures to minimize spalling in protective shelters

include [10]: (1) the construction of earth berms on the exterior face of

the shelter walls (Fig. 5a), (2) the installation of steel spall plates on

the interior face of the shelter walls (Fig. 5b), and (3) increase the total

wall thickness (Fig. 5c). All three methods exhibit some degree of effec-

tiveness in reducing or eliminating spalling of the interior wall, with

earth berms being the most effective, and increasing the wall thickness

being the least effective. The results of this study will show layered

structures to be a viable alternative to the above-mentioned practices for

reducing and/or eliminating spalling in protective shelters.

when a plane elastic wave strikes a plane interface between two dis-

Aimilar materials (as would be the case in a layered structure), tne inter-

,iction i; regulated by the following boundary condition [11,12]:

73-10
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+ ( (T)2 (2-1)
i-

* where and ) are the instantaneous values of stress for the in-

cident and reflected wave in medium one, respectively, and (:T)2 is the

instantaneous value of stress for the transmitted wave in medium two. The

fundamental equations governing the portioning of stress at an abrupt

change in media are given by [13]:

=T)2 [2 2c2/(-2c2 + -icl)](:l)l (2-2)

- and

i £ '
( = [(. 2c2 - Cl)/( 2 c2  + slCl)](:) (2-3)

where . and c are the mass density of the material and velocity of propaga-

tion of the wave, respectively; the subscripts 1 and 2 denote the two dif-

" ferent mediums. From Eqs. (2-2) and (2-3), the ratio of transmitted to re-

*, flected stress is given by:

(-T) R = 2. 2. c2/(. 2c2  - ' c ) (2-4)

A number of important conclusions can be drawn from Eqs. (2-2, 2-31 ,

and (2-4). When the two products ,iC and ,2c are equal, the ratio

~1C1  2 2

is zero, and there is no reflected wave. The incident wave Is t,-ans'ittec

at full intensity such as when the material is identical on both iileb of;

* the boundary. When Icl -2c2  the ratio is positive- 1ipliv n:

- if is orijinally a compressive wave, the reflected wave will 2 il - e

compressive. When 1 c1  2c2 compressive waves wi I be re"e.e,, t _, -

tension waves, and viue versa. when :c", '5 zero, the .r1''.r

73-1c,
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free surface, (:7I = - a compressive wave is reflected at full

stress level as a tension wave, and vice versa. The transmitted stress

(Eq. (2)) will always have the same sign as the incident stress, compres-

1. sion resulting in compression and tension in tension. For ilcl < 2c29

7R is tension o T < 01: for Pic, < P2C2 1 CR is compression and :T > :I

2.2 Blast Loading

In general, an explosion is the result of a very rapid release of large

amounts of energy within a limited space [1,14,15]. When an explosion takes

*'. place, the expansion of the hot gasses produces a pressure wave in the sur-

rounding air (as illustrated by Fig. 6a). As this wave moves away from the0

center of the explosion, the inner part moves through the region that was

previously compressed and is now heated by the leading part of the wave.

As the pressure wave moves with the velocity of sound, the temperature and

pressure of the air cause this velocity to increase. The inner part of the

wave starts to move faster and gradually overtakes the leading part of the

.wave. After a short period of time the pressure wavefront becomes abript,

tnus forming a shock front somewhat similar to the one 71ustrated in

7ig. 6b. he maximum overpressure occurs at the shock front and is callec

tne peak overpressure. Behind the shock front, the overpressure drops

iery raoidly to about one-half the peak overpressure and remains a'Tos*.

A norm in tne central region of the exolos~ n.

As the exoansion proceeds, the overpressurp in the snock lr ,n it-

S -i. P ,, ea 1!1 tne pressure benlnd the ',:n t i e; ,no r-'-'i 'r<, i

:./t, + '1ed, 11', S of, n j r-) ulir :-anner. c* e, P. ' 'e. i"

n i _tjne f,-or' tne -enter 'f n he e~ozr:1

4'r~ n or;;' ' On +J -i +
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the so-called negative phase, or suction, develops. The front of the

blast wave weakens as it progresses outward, and its velocity drops

toward the velocity of sound in the undisturbed atmosphere. This sequence

of events is shown in Fig. 6c. The overpressures at times t, .. ,t

are indicated. In the curves marked tI through t the pressure in the
5'

blast wave has not fallen below that of the atmosphere. In the curve marked

t 6' at some distance behind the shock front, the overpressure becomes

negative.

The time variation of the same blast wave at a given distance from

the explosion is shown in Fig. 7. The shcck front arrives at time t and,

* after the rise to the peak value, the incident pressure (P ) decays to
so

the ambient (P a) value in the time t + which is the positive phase duration.

This is followed by a negative phase with a duration to longer than the

positive phase and characterized by a pressure below the preshot ambient

pressure and a reversal of the particle flow [1]. (The negative phase is

usually less important in a design than the positive phase and is generally

neglected.)

If the shock wave impinges on a rigid surface oriented at an ancle to

the direction of propagation of the wave, a reflected pressure (P is in-r

stantly developed on the surface, and the pressure is raised to a value in

excess of the incident pressure. The reflected pressure is a function of

"-e pressure in the incident wave and the angle formed between the ri-id

* %jrace and the plane of the shock front. A typical reflected-pressure

t'ie history is illustrated in Fig. 8

14 The dynamic blast loadings used in the present study are the actual

p ressures measured in a series of tests conducted on one-half scale, rein-

% rrced concrete box structures [16]. Each box was desinei to ',odel the
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wall, roof, and floor sections of a large, single-story, above-ground

building. A scaled, cased charge simulating the given weapon threat was

detonated on the ground surface at the scaled criteria standoff from each

of the test walls. The walls tested were 32 cm. thick. A schematic of

the test structures is illustrated in Fig. 9.

Recordings of incident blast pressure vs. time were made at a position

on the ground opposite the test wall at a distance from the charge equal

to the charge standoff from the wall. A typical incident pressure trace

is shown in Fig. lOa, where tA indicates the arrival time, tr is the rise

time, and td is the time of positive duration. Similar recordings were

made for the reflected dynamic pressures acting on the wall of the test :

* structures.

In the present study the blast loads were represented with a simple

triangular pulse illustrated in Fig. lOb. Two load cases were considered

in the first series of analyses (two-dimensional FEM analysis): (a) load

case 1 represents the incident blast pressure acting on the wall (P 0

5.62 MPa); (b) load case 2 represents the reflected dynamic wall pressure

acting on the wall (Po = 48.3 MP a. In either case the duration of the

load was 0.85 msec. In the second series of analyses (three-dimensional

analysis), only load case 2 (Po = 48.3 MPa) was considered.

2.3 Two-Dimensional FEM Analysis

Due to the dynamic nature of the blast loading, and the highly non-

linear behavior of the materials used in the layered structures, the finite

element method of analysis (FEM) was employed in this study through imple-

mentation of the ADINA [17] computer programs. The analyses were conducted

on an axisymmetric model comprised of two-dimensional, solid, 8-node N,
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isoparametric finite elements [18]. (For modeling the air layer in the

*Type I structure, two-dimensional fluid elements were used.)

The FEM model used in the present study was constructed to resemble

as closely as possible (by an axisymmetric model) the walls tested in

Ref. [16]. The benchmark case is a solid concrete wall 32 cm. thick, and

N having a diameter of 2.3 m. (This benchmark case will heretofore be

referred to as the Prototype.)

For each layered structure (Type I, Type II, and Type III), two

separate models were considered. Each model consisted of an outer layer

(layer 1) and an inner layer (layer 3) of concrete having a thickness of

* •16 cm. The thickness of the middle layer, or absorption layer (layer 2),

;""" was 16 cm. for the "A" series of analyses, and 8 cm. for the "B" series of

-- analyses. A typical axisymmetric FEM model mesh is presented in Fig. 11.

Both a linear and a nonlinear material representation of the absorp-

tion layer (layer 2) were considered for the Type III structure. A linear

material law was utilized in the concrete layers (layer 1 and layer 3) for

all structures. The physical properties for the linear material models are

summarized in Table 1. For the nonlinear material representation of the

absorption layers in the Type III structure, a linear elastic perfectly-

plastic constitutive law was employed. In conjunction with this material

model a Drucker-Prager [19,20] yield function with tension cut-off and

hardening cap was specified. The pertinent parameters for the nonlinear

O's material model are summarized in Table 2.

2.4 Three-Dimensional FEM Analysis

For this phase of the study, a three-dimensional FEM model was con-

structed to represent a one-quarter section of the structural walls tested

73-21
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Table 1. Physical properties for linear material models.

Material Parameters Concrete Sand Polystyrene Air

Mass density -3 -6
(kg/cm 3) 2.32 x 10 1.76 x 10-  80.0 x 10 1.225 x 10

Young's Modulus
(MP a ) 29600 690.0 r 9

Poisson's ratio 0.18 0.25 0.15

* Bulk modu us
(kgc) ---- ---- ---- 7.5 4

- i " kg/c m )  7.05 x 10-4

4<-.

.'
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Table 2. Physical properties for nonlinear sand model.

4i

Material Parameters Sand (Drucker-Prager)

Young's modulus (MPa ) 690.0
a

Poisson's ratio 0.25

Yield function parameter, a 0.05

Yield function parameter, k(MP a) 0.69p deuncin parameter, w a  -0.069

Cap hardening parameter, w -0.066

Cap hardening parameter, D(MP a)1 -0.1131
a

Tension cut-off limit (MP a) 0.069

a" Initial cap position (MPa) 0.0,'

A. p.

N
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in the experimental study reported in Ref. [9]. The FEM model was cot-

prised entirely of three-dimensional, 20 node, isoparametric finite ele-

ments. An isometric view of the FEM model is depicted in Fig. 12, and a

plan view is shown in Fig. 13.

Each FEM model representing the layered structures (Type II and Type

III only) consisted of an outer layer (layer 1) and an inner layer (layer 3)

of concrete having a thickness of 16 cm, The thickness of the middle ab-

sorption layer (layer 2) was 8 cm. A typical cross-section of the FEM mesh

is presented in Fig. 14. The material properties used for the FEM models

are summarized in Table 1. Linear elastic constitutive relations were

assumed for all materials.

In this series of analyses, the blast loading was also delineated by

a simple triangular pulse (Fig. lOb). The magnitude of the load was set

equal to the recorded reflected dynamic wall pressure (P = 48.3 MP ).
a a

The duration of the load, td, was 0.85 msec.

Sd
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Chapter 3

-in p

NUMERICAL ANALYSES

3.1 Wave Propagation Analysis

1, As was mentioned in Chapter 1, the primary objective of this study is

to investigate the effectiveness of layered structures to minimize the

intensity of blast-induced, compression stress wave propagation. To this

end, a FEM parametric study was conducted in which the compression stress

4 wave propagations through three different types of layered structures

(Fig. 4) are compared to the compression stress wave propagation through

a monolithic structure.

The major difference between a wave propagation problem and a struc-

tural dynamics problem is that in a wave propagation problem, a large

number of frequencies are excited in the system, whereas in a structural

dynamics problem only the lowest few modes (or only a few intermediate

modes) are generally excited [21]. Therefore, in analyzing wave :'-:-

tion problems, direct numerical integration procedures are prefe,

modal analyses.

4 Dynamic integration operators are broadly c assi -

explicit. Explicit schemes obtain value; fr ,, " .

based entirely on available results 3t t-e .

on the time step size in order to "'a'' '
schemes remove the upper bo'jnc -)r

quantities at ti7,e t t,

"- quantitip, t t .
, K.

6
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Explicit methods, such as the central difference method, have been

used successfully in the past [22] for wave propagation problems. However,

the method does have several significant shortcomings. Firstly, the method

is only conditionally stable; for stability, the time step size .t must be

smaller than a critical time step, Atcr which is equal to Tn, where Tn is

the smallest period in the finite element system. Moreover, the most

accurate solution is obtained by integrating with a time step equal to the

stability limit and the solution is less accurate when a smaller time step

is employed [21]. Secondly, the explicit central difference method is

effective only when the mass matrix is diagonal [21], therefore, all degrees

* of freedom in the model must be mass degrees of freedom. If one of the

diagonal elements in the mass matrix is zero, then T n =0 and it cr =0, and

the central difference method cannot be used.

In the present study, the mass density of the materials comprising

the absorption layers in the Type I and Type II structures are very small,

which results in zero or near zero terms in the diagonal mass matrices.

#1 Therefore, the Newmark method of implicit time integration was used with

a consistent mass formulation. The Newmark method is unconditionally

stable, therefore, time step considerations were based entirely upon wave

* velocity and discretization. The time step criterion for wave propagation

is given by [21]:

't = 'e(3-1)

where L eis the distance between element integration points in the direction

in which the wave is traveling, and c is the wave speed. In the present

study, -,t is taken as lws.

.... .... ....-.. ~-



3.2 Solution Strategy for Nonlinear Analyses

Because of the complexity of the material descriptions used for the

sand and polystyrene in the two-dimensional FEM analyses, an appropriate

strategy for solving the nonlinear finite element equations must be employed.

For the present study, the Newton-Raphson iteration scheme was implemented.

In the Newton-Raphson formulation, the equilibrium conditions at time t + _'t

are satisfied by successive approximations of the form (Ref. 16):

[K]i ' l {AU} ( {RI - F}-i l (3-2)

in which [K]i-l is the tangent stiffness matrix at the iteration i-l and

time t + At; {AU} i is the ith correction to the current displacement vector;

SF} i-  is the force vector that corresponds to the current element stresses.

The displacement increment correction is used to obtain the next displace-

ment approximation:

{Uli = M i-I + {\U} i  (3-3)

Equations (3-2) and (3-3) constitute the Newton-Raphson solution of the

equilibrium equations. The iteration continues until appropriate convergence

criteria are satisfied.

* In nonlinear dynamic analysis, the solution of the governing differen-

tial equations is obtained by direct integration procedures. Of utmost con-

"A cern in the selection of an appropriate time integration scheme is the

Sim stability of the solution technique and accuracy of the analysis. In the

p'. present study, the Newmark-Beta method of time integration was employed

because it is unconditionally stable, regardless of the time step.

73-31
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The dynamic equlibrium equations for the structure are written as:

[M]u{(t)l + [C]{O(t)} + [K]{U(t)} = {R(t)} (3-4)

where [M], [C], [K] are the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices, re- I
spectively; {R} is the external load vector; and {U}, {0}, and fU} are

the displacement, velocity, and acceleration vectors of the finite element

assemblage. In an implicit time integration scheme, equilibrium of the

system [Eq. (3-4)) is considered at time t + At to obtain the solution at

time t + it. In nonlinear analysis, this requires that an iteration be

performed. Using the Newton-Raphson iteration, the governing equilibrium

equations (neglecting the effects of a damping matrix) are:

[Mjt+t~u}i + t[K]{,u}i = t+Att{R} - t+At{F}i-I (3-5)

t+Atlu~i = t+At ul} i-1 + 6UJ}i  (3-6)

In the Newmark-Beta integration scheme, the following assumptions are em-

ployed:

t+t:u = t*:u+

t t + -(tu} + tt}) (3-7)

t't*- (t.}+t+tu) (3-8)

Using the relations in Eqs. (3-5), (3-6), (3-7), and (3-8) results in:

t+Ltj i t+-tU - _ + 4 to t

(3-9)

73-32
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and substituting Eq. (3-9) into Eq. (3-5) yields:

t[K]{Auli t+At {R} t+At{F}i-I

4 (t+At{ -I t fu 4 tfo) t{f}),- [M( u}i  - {u})- {U-
At, At

(3-10)

where

t t 4
[K] = [K] + -- -M]. (3-11)

3.3 Results of Two-Dimensional FEM Analyses

* Several time histories for the compression longitudinal wave at the

inside face of the Type I structure for load case 2 (48 MPa ) are presented

in Fig. 15. The stresses are normalized with respect to the maximum

stress occurring in the prototype structure (Fig. 15a). This figure

illustrates the effectiveness of both the Type IA and Type IB layered

structures in reducing the magnitude of the propagated compression longi-

tudinal wave. The Type II and Type III layered structures exhibited

similar behavior.

As was previously mentioned, spalling will occur when the compression

longitudinal wave strikes a free surface (the inside face of the wall) and

is reflected as a tension longitudinal wave of equal strength. The extent

of spalling experienced by the wall is a function of the magnitude of the

reflected tensile wave and the duration of the positive phase of the stress

wave. The maximum reflected tensile stresses (normalized with respect to

the maximum reflected tensile stress in the prototype structure) determined

for the three layered structures are summarized in Table 3.
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Table 3. Summiary of maximum normalized reflected
tensile stresses on interior face of
structure.

Structure Type Loading

(mid-layer thickness) 5.62 MP a 48.3 MP a

Type I(A) 0.383 x 10-2 0.383 x 10- 2

Type 1(B) 0.195 x 10-2 0.195 x102

*Type 11(A) 0.6 x 10- 0.6 x 10-

Type II(B) 0.31 x 10O 0.31 x 10O

Type I11(A) 0.482 x 10o2  0.482 x 1-

(0.484 x 10-2)* (0.484 x 10-2)*

Type III(B) 0.367 x 10-2 0.367 x 10- 2

(0.372 x 10-2)* (0.372 x 10o2)

*nonlinear material model
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The results indicate that all three layered structures are very effective

in minimizing or eliminating the incidence of spalling.

F

3.4 Results of Three-Dimensional FEM Analyses

Several time histories for the compression longitudinal wave at the

inside face of the Type II and Type III structures are presented in

Fig. 16. The stresses are normalized with respect to the maximum stress

occurring in the 32 cm. thick monolithic concrete wall structure (Fig. 16a).

This figure illustrates the effectiveness of both the Type II and Type III

layered structures in reducing the magnitude of the propagated compression

longitudinal wave.

Spalling will occur when the compression longitudinal wave strikes a

free surface (the inside face of the wall) and is reflected as a tension

longitudinal wave of equal strength. The extent of spalling experienced

by the wall is a function of the magnitude of the reflected tensile wave

and the duration of the positive phase of the stress wave. The maximum

reflected tensile stresses (normalized with respect to the maximum re-

flected tensile stress in the monolithic structure) determined for the two

layered structures are summarized in Table 4. The results indicate that

all three layered structures are very effective in minimizing or elimi-

nating the incidence of spalling.
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Table 4. Normalized reflected tensile stresses
at interior face of wall.

Structure Normalized Reflected
Tensile Stress

Monolithic concrete wall 1.0

Concrete-soil-concrete wall (Type III) 0.0149

Concrete-polystyrene-concrete wall (Type II) 0.00125

I
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Chapter 4

SUMMARY

4.1 Type I Structure

The Type I structure of concrete-air-concrete appeared to be very

effective in reducing the intensity of the longitudinal compression wave

which propagated through to the wide face of layer 3 (see Fig. 12 and

Table 3). However, there are several important shortcomings associated

with the Type I structure which were not readily apparent from the resultsI0'

presented. The most noteworthy misgiving is that the outer concrete

layer (layer 1) experienced extremely large flexural and shear stresses

of sufficient magnitude to cause a break. The breaching action will

/4 expose the inner concrete layer to an increased overpressure as well as

to some impact loads from fragmentation of layer 1. Future studies on

layered systems must address this problem.

4.2 Type II Structure

Like the Type I structure, the Type II structure of concrete-

* polystyrene-concrete also appeared to be very effective in reducing the

reflected tensile stress on the inside face of layer 3 (see Tables 3 and 4).IHcwever, the outer concrete layer of the Type II structure also experienced
extremely high flexural and shear stresses, indicating a high likelihood

for the development of a breach in layer 1. It is conceivable that the

inner layer of polystyrene (layer 2) could absorb most of the impact due

to fragmentation of layer 1 if sufficient thickness were provided. Deter-

mination of the optimal thickness for the absorption layer warrants further

investigation.
73-39
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4.3 Type III Structure

The Type III structure of concrete-sand-concrete, although apparently

slightly less effective in reducing the intensity of the propagation of

the longitudinal compression wave through the structure, appears to be

the most effective structure overall. The soil in layer 2 would be more

effective in stopping the secondary concrete fragments of the outer layer

(layer 1), than the absorption layer of air in the Type I structure and

polystyrene in the Type II structure. Moreover, the flexural and shear

stresses in the inner concrete layer (layer 3) of the Type III structure

were significantly less than those exhibited by the Type I and Type II

structures. This indicates that the Type III structure is less likely to

experience a breach in the inner concrete layer (layer 3), than the Type I

and Type II structurx.

4.4 Recommendations for Future Research

Structural designs for protective military structures have essentially

not changed over the past 40 years. The majority of protective shelters

are constructed of massive, monolithic, cast-in-place concrete slabs. This

type of construction may not always be the best alternative, either in

terms of safety or economy, or both.

The concept of a layered structure was presented and analyzed in this

report. The results of the analyses indicate that layered structures are

potentially a viable alternative in the construction of hardened or semi-

hardened facilities. Although encouraging, the results of the present

study are by no means conclusive. Additional studies in this area are

required.
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It is recommended that numerical studies similar to that reported

herein be initiated to determine dimensions for the various layers of the

layered systems in order to identify the most optimal and cost effective

structures. It is also recommended that the most promising layered struc-

ture concepts be tested experimentally, first on a small scale in the

laboratory, then at a much larger scale in the field.
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CASE STUDY ANALYSES

OF MILLIMETER WAVE LENGTH ATTENUATION

by

Larry Vardiman

ABSTRACT

Four cases on 9 January 1980 from Sierra Nevada storms were

studied for attenuation of a 28 GHz (1.05 cm) signal through

cloud and precipitation. A radiometer was positioned on the

Sacramento Valley floor just upwind of the central Sierra. It

measured the signal strength from a beacon on the COMSTAR

satellite. Microphysics data from a cloud physics aircraft were

used to calculate attenuation along the same path and compare

with the radiometer.

Measured arid calculated values of attenuation show poor

co:rrelation. Two reasons for the differences are apparent:

1) airc-att flights only slightly divergent from the path between

-)P r~tllite oeacon and radiometer produce significantly

ditfere.nt results, even in relatively uniform precipitation and

-) the effects of melting hydrometeors on attenuation are highly

v'ariable compared to the simple algorithms used in these

,alculations.

It is recommended that future data acquisition of this type

tIe made in such a way that microphysics data be more representati'e

cif conditions in the same path over which attenuation measurements

a-e made. It is further recommended that the complex effects of

hydr'r;meteor melting on millimeter wave attenuation be more

nflC) I l I / t r e 75d.



I. ANTRODUCrION

.4rhe United States Air f orce .USAF ) is cconcer-ned aboc-ut the

effect of storms on the transmission of millimeter wave--length

signals from satellite-to-ground and ground-to-ground systems.

In the frequency band from 20 to 100 GHz the effect of rain and

snow. can be important. In thi~s frequency band the wave length ot

the signal is on the same order as the size of the precipitation

particles. A combination c.+ Mie and R~aleigh scatterinq heory

a ~ pplies fiud consideration of both ice and waiter poiases must be 16:

made. Descriptions of the effects of hydrometeors on millimeter

w~ave communication in the atmosphere have been reported by Hogg

(198),Hogg and CThu (1975), Tiffany (1985;), and Ebersole et. al.

(190S). Although the theory of attenuation of radio waves

* througLih a scattering medium has been fairly well developed, the

ML 'i ajtneous measur emenIt o f at tenUa t ion and i n-siit u p ar t icl1e

_Jistr ilut ionu oier long path lengths in precipi tating Pevents i-

- r<l it I j s carce.

Spar t o f a summer appo in tmen t t c t he A ir F-or ce Lieophys i cci

,_aboratorV (AFGL) to study attenuation in 1985, 1 made use Of

measurements tak-en by the Sierra Cooperative Filot Froject (_SCVF;

during the winter of 1979-80 in northern California (See F-ig. 1).

hppurpose of the original measurements was to develop a remote

%ersi~gtechniquie for identifying supercooled liquild watiir in

-,uppcort of cloud-seeding ex~periments in the Sierra Nevada. (nc

I i-jid measurpment. by microwadwe sensors is described by *3)nidpr,

1urd(i ( , and Hfi)rJ F('1 , hni der , Ilui raud * and (19&qq arici
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P ,: C . .. .. .I 1 E , n . .. .r

*s err, i !, t1e 'UFF i s q . en r-, -rul i &r

IFI, i -I I , tfd the jF F Data lventor,/ ( '979- 3(). In

zummar t, e s,,stem was a dual channel radiometer which measured

the -- qnai streiqth nf the -8. 56 GHz beacon on the LLMSTAR

Satellite see Lox, l ,8) while simultaneously measuring the

brightness temperature of the cloud and precipitation particles

aloncq *he same path at the same frequency.

" tjl I ( ompl iment of meteorological and cloud physics

past ir pm r .i " p made i n assnc i ation wi th the radiometer data

t rp h J SLF' at a i rventor y 1919-8U) . the most important

measurements for the pu~rposes of this study were the microphysics

measj-prements made w i h the University of Wyoming cloud Physics

aircraft. Instrumentation flown on this aircraft are given in

Appendi,. A and Ai scussed in Cooper (1979) and Gordon and Marwitz

W34'. vral isi', and interpret dt ion n* data in support ot the

FF ir r t~~i *' I'1 n v-r "I * - , , i , Face

I t ,-as (Jf-,( Ided t hat t t,p e (1a t a =otir c C- N(lu I(I pr. I ipe ,i

.5

i i i; i', )p ,)r "r) i t ' c)mpar t , f rire t measuremert -)f s, i aI

*t ('i101 OIr (, rV t prec ip pi tat iric] 5t()rms wi- th +he t teritat Ic,

A I L I F rI  T I m t he p tit * r I e Ii st i but -n meanr rd i V i u. '

1.f -i j-'4 a., I -li j),t 4f] I "il i P , ar A * )'$-t f (n 1 i 411 " i 1 4
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,,~jr eed 6-4ll tcr the we[prec, ipitation case. Hnw Ve"' *

" he. " er cases tne rela*i ve errors were large and of npcsx',

- lI ihe explanation +or these results was that the flight

t-ac s #,)r the two heavier cases were inadequate to characterize

the hjrometeor distributions in the radiometer beam. In one

case the track was flown in such a way that the rain was probably

underestimated near the ground. In the other case, the vertical

resolution was poor and the rain at lower levels was probably

c,'erestimated because of flight deviations to penetrate heavier

* precipitation regions.

The recommendations from Vardiman and Feterson (1985)

included suggestions that two or three additional cases from the

SCFF be analyzed with more severe constraints placed on case

-,' selection, particularly in regard to flight paths. In addition,

precipitation rates calculated from the microphysics data shouid

be calibrated by comparing with measured precipitation rates in

the ;LiFV gage network .

These recommendations were recognized to be useful by the

- UDF and a fullow-up contract awarded to pursue this lIne of

research in 1986. This report describes the results of that

additional work.

75-7
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11. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

7h e objectives identi f ied under this contract were that:

A Precipitation gage data be used to calibrate the

calculated precipitation rates.
II

B. Comparisons of measured and calculated attenuation be

made for three time periods from 9 January 1980 using the

SCPF data.

C. Travel be accomplished to Sacramento, California and

Boston, Massachusetts to confer on similar research efforts.

D. An evaluation of the merits of analyzing the recent

radiometer data from the SCPP for attenuation in snow above

the melting level be made.

75-8
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III. ANALYSIS

A. Identification of Case Studies

The case studies analyzed in the previous wori- led to the

conclusion that flight paths must be as close as possible to the

path between the satellite beacon and the radiometer. The

assumption had been made earlier that the stratiform cloud

conditions upwind of the Sierra Nevada were relatively uniform

horizontally and a transect of the cloud close to the radiometer

would be adquate. However, the results indicated otherwise. In

addition, two of the three cases selected earlier did not have

heavy precipitation or strong attenuation.

In reviewing the cases available in the SCFP, it was found

I that tour transects occurred on 9 January 1980 which were

oriented close to the beacon path, strong attenuation was

obser .ed by the radiometer, and relatively heavy precipitation

t i i . 7.e meteorological conditions changed rapidly throughout

the dal so that the four transects represented unique situations.

io of the cases occurred in the morning from 1938 to 195t0 Z

Case i) and from 1950 to ?(J06 Z (Case 2). These two cases are

-lose in time because the microphysics aircraft flew up the

neacon path and then immediately flew nearly back down the same

pat or , a descent into McClellan AFB, where the plane was

ornqared. [he other two cases occurred in the afternoon from

.h,,9 o Z?? Z (Case -7) and from 25-5 to 2-45 Z (Case 4). The

fir-,t ()t these was on climbout +rom Mc~lellan AFH and the other

-1") ce tepacoorl Pan*. In real it., only Case 1 and Case 4 sati ,

475-9
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"- i !Aal criteria of this td'idy. [he other cases were iniclCe

.-:,ecaIwe they were the ne:t best data availabla from the SEPF.

8B. Meteorological Conditions

'the ,ieteorological conditions durinq the flights could Le

-haracterized b/ a general overcast condition in the morning with

noderate, uniform precipitation covering the entire region. In

the afternoon, precipitation "as heavier but also more showery.

The 9 degree Centigrade level was at about km, winds were from

southsoutheast at the surface veering to the southwest

alo+t, and embedded convection was presento the precipitation

rate increased slowly throughout the day from less than ; mm/hr

in the morning to over 8 mm/hr near the end of the day.

Convection became more prevalent in the afternoon with banded

*. north/south precipitation features showing on the radar. A

complete meteorological discussion with time cross sections,

ipper air and surface charts, satellite pictures, and soundings

9')it d , , Thea et. il. (198U) may be found in Appendi.- 8.

C. Reduction of Aircraft Data

rr ta procLessing of aircraft microphysics data was a sizable
I

t. LA'.. L er -00 variables were available for each second of

-- #* ir, t during the nearly 8 hours of archived aircraft data

-* cc rded on this day. This massiv/e amount of data was reduced to

'- elected variables and flight times of interest by several

() or c ran-b writtten previously on the CYE4EF computer at AFGL. These

,)r r)gr ares 6ere transferred to the LRAY supercomputer at the

:i ir~iit / cf Ealifornia at San Diego (SDSC) where they were

- r'dI I ,,ru 1 ru n u'i ng the (9 ;anuary 1Y8C data. A Zenith 7- Vu

* 75-10
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ri:crocomputer ejas purchased and ised on-site at Christiar

Senl t le Vol leqe to access the %DSL by local phone line.

. . Averages of many of the variables were made over time

,:)ter.jals determined by the aircraft flight patterns and sample

volumes of the hydrometeor probes. The selection of appropriate

averaging times was an integral part of the analysis. If the

time interval is too short, an insufficient number of particles

is sampled in the large size bins of the hydrometeor probes,

-ausinq a significant error. !f the time interval is too lonq,

* the vertical resolution in computed variables is too qreat. An

a,'eraging interval of T0 seconds was selected for the 9 January

case.

The end product desired from the aircraft microphysics data

was a iertical distribution of cloud and hydrometeor equivalent

water contents for the four cases. It was initially assumed

dkirinq *he previous study that the variables calculated by the

:i ver ti' cf Wyoming would be adequate, but a+ter some effort to

i_;e thpir valV:es i* was realized that the particle spectra from

the hydrometeor probes would have to be used to calculated our

06-Jrow. The first effort at calculating hydrometeor contents used

:r2, the 2DC FMS probe. This was an improvement, but the sample

v'Hume for the large bins was inadequate. Therefore, F'MS-2F-'

size "pectra were then included. With this inclusion of the 2DF

probe, however, hydrometeor contents were only stable if bins

w hich contained less than 10 particles in a sample were excluded.

Thp Jriversity rf Wyoming data provides two type of size spect-a

tjr eac hiydromet(-or pro)be. The fi rst rejects art i fact im-tlei,

* 75-11
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'Y e4 o~ w t ,r -,eai iI~ I' t f rt- e, I s f the ir C~~ T t-),

P'jn ~eet 1 - M erni, fi i acfl it 1on t D t he sEt e a e-.r w hich 'IC

U WA.-E7 a Ler tainl degree of circulari t. Fccr,7 full I d iscuss i :ri

t the ,wit :iia +c~r reject ion of art i + ct s, :;Re Cooper cr'7H).

i i1i i rg at the partic! e inages, we di scovered that some -3f

the)m v.ere gigantic 'up to 8 cm) and appeared to be either large,

..e-e snowqflakes or artifacts. By usinig the second type Dt

spect7-3 these pecl iar particles were rejected, thus not

a+fectin-q tihe cal:culation -)+ water ci~ntE-nts. Such particles, if

tiev are real however, could hav/e cjr important eff+ect o-n

Attenuiation because of their large size. The greatest degree of

unicertainty in making these calculations occurs in the melting

layeFr- b ?cau- e of the difficulty in identifying particle type,

s hope, ard size.

Tthe calculation of iquid water content below the melt ing

1ii'r is qui te straightforward since the -,articles are mos;tly/-

;)rf- I iCa.i- the melt ing layer ind above, however, the part i i~

pea?.d den i ty a'-e higt- ly -speculati .e c-3usinq a great dreer~

iricert-3irty in calculating equi ,alent water content. )iter

-ceveral uns-uccessful attempts to calculate water contents uisinrg

."ic size to mass conversion equations of Nakaya ( l9t 4) , vwe

Plt-cteId to use the conversion equations developed by PBerthel

a'8l at L We used his plate family equation for the 9

.riar- : 7 ae. t is obvious wheri looking at the partic-le

irina~p,- that i civturp of particle types i - present and no single

t~j inn Yil proper ly app' y to any given case.

'tt, sumt ior) was nade i f thp-se c i IculI at I oris that 61ll

75-12



I- I 2cs ,bGve the (-! je.-jret -rrt igrade l evel ere ice crystal i.

ind -ill ,iart icIes beluw w re dater drops. !.1 - lerra Nevada

t -)rmF_ elativeU few water drops occur above tne O degree

,Lentic rade level because of the abundance of ice crystals, whi(_h

aill quickly nucleate any sUpercooled drops. The assumption

abo.,e the u degree Centigrade level is probably quite good.

tLelow the C) degree level, however, melting snow can take several

hundreds of meters to completely melt, forming liquid drops. The

ascoumption that all particles below the 0 degree Centigrade level

are liquid probably overestimates the liquid water content.

However, attenuation based on this inflated hydrometeor liquid

water content may not be far from reality because an

electromagnetic wave "sees" a water-coated ice particle, almost

as if it were a spherical water drop of the same size.

Therefore, this assumption should be appropriate for use in

]ckil ulatiny attentuation even though the actual hydrometeor

i i~l,, I ater content would probably be less.

Z_ l~Lud liquid water content was measured by the Particle

,-IfMa';ur ing Sys;tem Forward Scattering Spectrometer Probe (FSSF') and

i assumed to be liquid throughout the entire depth of the cloud.

e ecause the cloud liquid water contents in Sie-ra Nevada storms

) are seldom greater than .1 gm/im , the integration of the FSSF

-.pect-a is considered to be more accurate than the Johnson-Williams

i(qlid water content measurements.

D. Development of a Simple Attenuation Model

Te attenuation of an electromagnetic signal in c-loud and

pr , I t a tIon a c, a furic-t on of temperature and wavelength has

75-13
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,.Cdw e lr Eur d anJ Ii.Dgq

t I a l C1 ratIc K i tin tc th i- data to deveL3p the 4

atteruatior, ccef f iclent for Ic L)ud vcter at 23.56 G3H as a

? unctioan ot temperature.

, 2.
Sr= ( 4 1 'L34 - .287 T * .uuu48T LWC (1)

Vher e: d /m

LWC gm/m

:it'

,y fitting the data trom bunn and East ('1T4) or the data from

liffan) k1987) to a Log-log plot the attenuation coefficent for

rain at 28.56 GHz can be found.

t = .2 F' (2)

VL

mmhr

Al though most investigators havE di -counted the contr ibution

of n)w on attenuation because of its Low index of refraction, a

r ecent analysis of data trom the SNHW e :periments by Ebersole et.

at. ('5) has indicated that "attenuation due to fal Ing snowq

1 1 be sIC4r I iLant at some frqIerCIe . if the path lenth i

w>'.eral iI ometers. Fitting a straight line through the center

F Fr - clIt ci qiives the tol Icwinq equation for the

it t erj,it i (r e l)f t i ent of r3rnw at "-5 [Hz .

75-14
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P, = .o IWL -

..,.

"
1  here: O = dEqim

I WC gm, m
3

Note, that Ebersole's attenuation coefficient for snow is in

terms of a mass density rather than a precipitation rate. This

formulation would seem t. be more appropriate for rain as weli ,

since the estimate of precipitation rates from aircraft or radar

data introduce additional error due to uncertainties in fall

velocity. Ii

If we can now assume that we have accurate attenuation

coefficients, He need only multiply the appropriate value of

attenuation coefficient for cloud, rain, and snow by the

thickness --f each la-yer in the storm. The total vertical

'Optter.iaI i(rn is then the suM u+ all la4er 1. (,ince the radiometer

was loo ing" 4 hrough 'he storm at an angle of 12.6 degrees fr-om

thp "or i:ortal , the actual attenuat ion along the beam is the

vertical attenuation divided by the sine of 72.6 degrees. ThisI- model does not take into account the attenuation due to water

apor.

If I is the attenuaticn in each laver due to the cloud

S' water , rairn, arnd snow, then the contribution of each layer to the

brightness temperatLre seen by the radiometer is:

• ., ,4. 4 r (4)

04



¥B

I qht ed t emter atdur e oi -cat ir I In then srm

-ho? t tal brightness temperature seen b',the radiometer 1; then

t to (7) , rt the Ucotr it)it I onS *rom each iiyer.

S.-puter ized model based jpoi the preceedinq discussion

p, , ittp to calcuIl ate the at t enu~,t ion and I)r IqIt ness

, . i ,ach layer and fi i d the t otal 1 as -seen" t)y the

I i *t i tq (i4 f the prnq)(r a3M5 iS-'d I n t ht processing

T D Vf. [FLT, FALL , SUM, SF SUM SFkGPLT , FLPSUM,

i T, T Nf 'L T ) are showr in Appendi . 5pec i # ic dat, fi sed

a r i ls stages of the programs are shown in Appendix 0.

E. Flight Paths and Radar Features

,+., I i qht paths taken by the aircraft during I the + our cases .

i l r- 4 7' The f Ii qht pa' fi aro Ittjppr impC).fed n .er

,.411 1hr i n di c,tor (FFI) di cp I ays of the radar ret I ect i vi ties,

r, ! ti ;,. t Ter dan r aj.ar si te loiric i dent wi th the radiometer -

InLat'I troe .iirc!-aft i limbed or raidly a-, poss-ible (rI

6 ,.7,I. * , , the dire' t i;:r ()+ !ti#- 5eac on from about _'T,1)u"

fet t p),) f eet In Case ' the aircraft descended gr dLally I.
ir jm .%!,,H), feet to abouit 100 : feet over a path south cf the

6 t , 1( 1. ', (.e " the aircraft asce-ded f rcm IO feet to about

+ :f- BIrr rt c I i rrtjout from 1cCl i at) AFB. In this case the I
;),a ;,t, , , ,( t Ia, perperidi ular to the beacon. In Case 4 the

AIr r t . -,roi d ircm about -i ,)l fret to 1t,000o feet, part "a,'-

75-16
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- -

, I 'd ,I; t r ce r Ca o t C rt I t: d 4 It

'4)o h'? (nd t ~i :ist: an ce of aou t 3 kI ormeters from the

%hr jdi r ijr , i teI Jn the other hand the ai rcrai t typi cal I

t I L about 4U m of hori:ontal distance to cl imb to 15,000 feet

a. t it :-(? ao tho grotind.

the re t I pc th cthrou h h h the aircra t flew ti all

+ tr , e- e icoer a, ' 0, 20 ¢IA w th scme patche.i to _0 dbIZ I ,

c 1ate 4 t he ccent ors of some cel I s near the f 1 ight path exceeded 4.)

J<. Note that even though the p-ecipitation was relatively

uniform and no major features such as strong bands and intense

cells were present in the PPI displays, considerable fine

structure was evident. The convective instability in the time

r, ! O ,-,i tri, of Appeoidix P is E-vident in the beak, small -scale

(Pi 1,. ktivr on t.he radar. This structure is important because

'I) the -,ath a-s ieured by the radiometer and the aircraftwere

different. Since the precipitation is obviousl'y not c3mpletely

,ffnl orn, any differences in the two paths will be reflected in a

1: ompari,;On of measured and calculated attenuation. A more

complete sequence of radar displays is given in Appendix E.

0,1 F. Particle Images and Distribution

Fiqure 9 shows typical particle images taken by the :-c

-nollenburg probes on the Universit of Wyoming aircraft. This

partictul,r display a from Case I when the aircraft was at an

75-21
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a i tbd,< ot eet aF1d t empe- atLUre of - a' degrees

'liti ;rdde. 'he smal I im iges re tr om the 'UD-F, probe and the

i arer from the 2D-L probe. Images .-jere recorded electronical I

from alIternate probes as the memory butters were filled. rhe

ma::imumr lateral dimension zt the 2D-C probe is 800 micrometers

and the 2D-F probe 6.4 millimeters. The numbers shown between

the images are date/time groups and value of variables calculated

from the images such as particle concentrations, average sizes,

and precipitation rates.

.ppendix F contains several sets of images at different

altituJes for each of the four cases. In addition, particle size

distributions representative of the integrated path for each case

are also displayed.

G. Radiometer Data

The attenuation measured by the radiometer and the

precipitation observed at the Sheridan radar site are shown ii

iure ;. The time period runs from 1600 to 240) Z on 9 Januarv

I t ' ases ' and 2 occurred during the maximum attenuation

-, ,ent ot 2. 7 dB observed near 200C) Z. This attenuation means

that less than 15/ of the original signal from the beacon was

receicved by the radiometer. A maximum in precipitation of 6

nm/hr was also observed near this time.

-.a zes -, and 4 occurred "hen both the attenuation and the

r.pr, iif it ior, at the Sheridan site were less, although we wil l

+find : ,tJ -r that the precipitation rate was actually qreater on

I F -i.% e (-: f th e Sierra Ne/ada to the east. The fluctuatior,s ir,

. t irat icri aqaifi attest to the showery nat-.re cf the

75-23
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.1.

".. H Precipitation Data

igLres lo, 11, 12. and c " -.Gvj the hori zontal distrihut ion

of a'er age precipit it.ior. rates o/er the 22FF research area durinq

the tour cases. e average precipitation rate durinq an hour

'.4- contlaining each case is shown for apprcximately 50 gage sites on

Vthe -est side of the Sierra Nevada. The average value +or gaqes

.4.44 in a smal' region urder and duwnwind of the aircraft flightt paths

is shown with dashed lires. Notice that this average value

* , inc-ea es thrc)ughout the day, from . - mm/hr to 7. m m/hr.
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IV. _ RESULTS

A. Vertical Hydrometeor Distributions

F-iqures 14-21 show the -ert ical distributions oi ice crvstal

concentration, cloud liquid water content, precipitation water

Lortent, and precipitation rate for each of the four cases. The

,* ice crystal concentration is the total particle concentration

obser ved by the 2D-C nol Ienberg probe. The cloud liquid water

czortent is the integrated mass concentration observed with the

.r "ar ci ' ,atter irg spe( tr jmeter prose. The precipitation wa ter

r or)tent is the integrated mass concentration observed with the

_I)-( and 2D F' probes combined, iqnoring bins which contain fewer

thar, I1u par ticles- [he particles are assumed to be plate-like ""

-,d h~v m. ss, lengt h relat iorship qi ten by [er thel .I'b:) . Ihe

precipitation rate was calculated from the precipitation water

,ontent and particle sizF distributions assuming standard fall

./el c- i tv relat i ns.

Ice cr yst a I c ncen trati ons are typical1 less than I ()() liter

n- the four cases ex cept in shal low layers wiere c oncert-ati o-

sri e -ceed 2Ul/ Iiter . The 2D-L probe observes some ice par tic le

cr ( ent-ations within and below the melting layer, although the

macjrt t ude dec r eaises sharply below the 0 degree Cent igrade level

neir I m. Note that Cases :. and 4 appear to have hi qhe-

hic r-certratlrjns of ice crystals and the seem to occur at h1qher

1 lti'ides. 3ize distr ibutions of the ice crrstal 3 ma ')F- fctun C'

i r, Append- , f

"loutd I iquid water contents arp less than ." gmi. for a I I

i ir e dmd typical Iy less tthan .1 qm/m -xcept in, shal ln.
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ICE CRYSTAL CONCENTRATION VS. ALTITUDE
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ICE CRYSTAL CONCENTRATION VS. ALTITUDE
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ICE CRYSTAL CONCENTRATION VS. ALTITUDE
9JAN80, 2335Z TO 2345Z
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PRECIP. WATER CONTENT VS. ALTITUDE
9JAN80, 2335Z TO 2345Z
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-1 a I i(q i( d qa t er cflc- r t nt5 Oc r ne,, 1i1eqr

?rI* I; AA I 'ek' a * at)n OL k (T. R l i.ely l t t, 4 I I " "ate0-

A't)'r * 1 i4), t dLie to the .'igt coricentrat ions Ot Ice crysta1 .

-er e? en t i r S-i err a Nevada storms. C ase 1 has the greatest

-t-a q tity of cIoud liquid water but it is almost all concentrated

a c iw level s. The cloud water is distributed to higher levels

i r the other three cases, al though the magni tudes are qui te I o".

Precipitation water contents were on the order of .2 gm/m

( fe', 4or t !)e 4 1rst three cases- with what appears t(, be

. n leL er ahle var iation irt the vertical. However , t-.i s t 'eti

var i at ion i -prc babl due to horizontal f luctuations a th i on

aircraft tie" in and out of emnedded convection on its ascents

arid descents. A near vertical ascent might have seen a more

uniform vertical distribution. Case 4 shows a much higher

precipitation water content, frequently exceeding .5 gm/n This

case shows the increased acti vi ty to the east of the r adi ometer

a s t he a irc r af t r e a ched clIo ud t o ps n ea r t he e nd of i1t s a sc en t.
"'

. Unfortunately, the radiometer vas probably not "seeing" this

,act i vity.

* The aver age precipitation rate for all four cases, as

-alculated from the aircraft microphysics data, is .75 mm/hr.

The rate typically shows an increase with altitude and an

., increase throughout the day. Like the precipitation water

content the precipitation rate is highly variable in the

vertical, and for the same reason. Table I gives a comparison of

th aircraf t-derived precipitation rate for the four cases

((mp) ar pd to a the iverage precipi tat i on rat- for a por t i on of the

75-39



Case Aircraft Gage Aircraft Gage
T imes Times Precipitation %recipitation

I Rate (mm/hr) Rate (nl,' r

, II 143:D-1)53 Z 1906-2,J10 Z 1,7 3.3

2 1'%50-26 Z 1930-2030 Z 2.2 3.7

3 .22 DO-????Z 2 145-2245 Z 3.3 4.6

,.

.7

Table i. omparison of aircraft-derived precipitation rates
versus average qage precipitation rates

S..2

p,.
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:I k2rw~r I )F, i Tww- tier~ a. ,e oqt .. r -.. de i -d pr t- -

'%A.

'iA ,, 1 about hal I of the aver ac3 a(i pr Cipi tat i ou rat,_. ,l

-,, r V) v in r thk e two a\er ;.4eA ma i  t)u dtie to the # c) lunwrg

r etaQn : 1 ) Some precipitation i s lost in the calculation of

dircraft precipitation rates by the neglect of bins with 4ewer

thar 10 particles. This is more lilely to affect larger bin

'A.
°sizes which have more mass and fall velocity. 2) Mass

conversion and fall velocity assumptions could be affected

- -trori Ily by crystal type, riming, aggreg.ition, and meltinq,

0 ar t ILul r I 1 in the melting laver. -') FrecipLtation gr.idxents

0 ir the foothi I I region of the Sierr a Nevada could easily sway

,.'eraye values. 4) The low precipitation rates calculated at

nnDme levels In the vertical may be due to horizontal variations.

However , averages, whether in the vertical or horizontal , should

approach the same values, given enough data.

i Since the aircraft-derived precipitation rate is too Iow, it

Is Itl y tiat the calculated atteniation is also low. Further

wor[ on this topic should ex>plore which o4 the likely effects

above caused the precipitation rate to be low and make

* appropriate corrections.

-El. Vertical Attenuation Distributions

Figures 22-25 show the vertical distributions of zalculated

. ice crystal attenuation, cloud water attenuation, and rain water

attenuation for each of the four cases. Note that these values

are gi ven in dEl/km in the vertical. That is, the values have not

,et beer) corrected for the incl ination through a precipitating

l 1,i;d eri, irt-Or ated an a radiompter would obseve the satel l Ite

'p.- 75-41
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ICE CRYSTAL ATTENUATION VS ALTITUDE

QjAN80 1939Z TO 1953.'

a, "
z
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'K z

0 1
0 0,
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A V~gure 21. Vertical Distributions cf Attenuation due *,o
:Ce Cryst*al-, Cloud Water, and ain 'Case '
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ICE CRYSTAL ATTENUATION VS. ALTITUDE
QJANS0. 1950Z TO 2006Z

z
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w. Figure 23. Vertical Distributions of Attenuation due to

~Ice Crystals, Cloud Water, and Rain (Case 2)
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*Tali y , r- . at melt I nrg n 'drcTe eor s p, ,duice a - bright band" +or

r d,, r he IA,,er o+ ilquid "ater which coats ice crystals and

E.no" fla~es below the U degree Gentigrade level causes particles

to scatter, absorb, and emit more microwave radiation than the

same particles above the UJ degree Centigrade level. In addition,

aggregation, riming, fracturing, and changes in fall velocities

produce changes in particle distributions which also affect

scattering, absorption, and emission. Millmeter wave length

-attenuation is similarly affected. Only elementary efforts to

treat these effects were taken in this study.

it is recommended that the complex effects of hydrometeor

melting on millimeter wave length attenuation be more completely

treated. Such a study should explore the particle size

distribution changes through the melting layer as a function of

particle types and sizes falling into the melting layer. These

changes coUld then be evaluated as to their effect on

at enwtion. Attenuation in the melting layer could easlv be

equal t cr greater than the total attenuation through the

remainder n3 the cloud combined.

7
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ICE CRYSTAL ATTENUATION VS ALTITUDE
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I I*., te I or I t !1 .4 ~ 1 1 t t*f I At 1 )0 (1u k it cl i I f 1 *

,Ir Iht~> zh& Cjr p 1 to the :ctil C;4 teu Pa

cort t Ltes only neqlIbly to the attenuation. Ice crystals 

, to ma~e an importan~t contr ibution in CaSe 4, consistfer I

lip ,i r .1 d ./m over the entire upper portion of the c nud.

* Case I and Case 4 the aircraft transects throuqh the

-i*-, f-tr P t r im-iated at the bottom near I0U0 meters. I nonk-

(I*0- .0% (did t ri aircraft ex it c)mpI etel y throu r, ttic to)p oi trC-

.1-)01, alttciugh the major portion of the precipitation was

- idt1r.t I y belo" the aircraf t , as shown by the evcursIon Of th(,

. ,. r,,jitI()r traces back to near zero at 5000 meters. Missi ng

data at the top and bottom of the cloud cause the integrated

* alues of attenuation measured by the aircraft to appear too loq.

F. Total Attenuat ion

ihu-s the integrated values of attenuation throLqh

-hi, erir Ir, depth of the cloud for the four cases. These values

a ,ve te r orrected for the inclination of the radiometer

i, r j e beaconri at . cdegr- _ e - ',n that compa- i son car, b e

, ,(Jt- diro(tly with observations by the radiometer.

F-iri is the greatest contributor to attenuation for al. four

* aseo. i, Case I and Case 4 addi t i onal at tenuat i or due to r air,

-Ihrld bei considered becaise of missing data below IUuJ(J meters.

% as i tws an extremely high value due to rain. Ihis

*,it ti i- value "as primari I y due to a single measurement in the

P- f ir, Igy r t I '. meters. The part IClo di1,ri t itt io) a,,'

%,

, 75-48
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* Case Ice (dB) Cloud Rain (dB) Total (dB)
Water (dB)

1 .362 .354 .373 1.D9

* 1 1V 364'

3 .343 2 6 2 2.2,

4 1.711 .177 8 221 I . 11

T"ler integrated attenuation through the deptn of
,., cloud for ice, cloud water, rain, and the total.

4'. -'.

%',

,e ll: 7 5 - 4 9

%% ',-A



1P
,%

Ir
ItI l i n ci te:- t r toife '.A ti e ( t )r 4 t I *fLI. t il. I ,

-wL%;t trl+,, t f . 1 "% ,' tit)(- l t/U A I ',C0 , C ] d 0l U) 4 !1 - t C• t

'",, i tt)Luqh c I nudJ w ter conitr I tlLut P~d OnE' th i r d o+ t h c?

'o tt'riLiAt Ion to the first case, it a s a minor contributor to the

) ot _' c S

"c Crystals made substantial contribution to the

aItterutiktlon for all four cases. Particularly in Case 4 the

of;)r' ' z, 04 hiqrh concentration5 34 prec ip i t at irIq ce par tic le s in

(Ir ;, - rt 04 t P cloud ccnt' tL ? 5 aLl m jst "9 ,[ A t, t hi
d

t E r(',tt Ion)t of the beacon si qnal

-. 0. Comparisons of Measured and Calculated Attenuation

Tjhjf? " oho-s the measured and calculated .tte0uat :, ')r

the four Cases. The measured values o4 attenuation are the

averages observed by' the radiometer over the same time inteoail

t hat the, aircraft data were tale. No adjustmen ts havf- ber mi.t

ior atfr or, thfe anterini. The calctilated alti -, 4 at1t4en'a o

* O ' riot been adjusted for missing data below 1 -m for Las(,s I

an d 4. In tilth these cases the total attenuation "ould protiatbl,

! c, jr (,Ater 5), about I dE' if the rain below the , im level h,3d

- her inc !Lded in the data. Approx imately 8 dbi of the It). I1 dU

lcai lated attenuation in Case 4 is due to a single extreme value

rof precipitation in the melting layer.

E. Travel to Confer on Similar Research

Durinq the period of this contract I traveled to Sacramento,

r:alifornia and [ioston, Massachusetts. The trip to Sacramento "a-

o)r, ,laritary 17- 19H 6  in order tn visit the Sierra

75-50
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* 1I q a pte ta I p iis I bi I L Ity If isIi nq d at a

a C Ir C) c) - o e r a it (t?9 5itC PrI I q er I n the- k

,-

.id t , 1e F. ec I 1t1cnj dat a and i t hIa s 0i' e L

A'

.i , jj)r ,ted Ini i ,i s report. However , the new location of the F.

,-r ;r , laded using the data for the purposes of this

t i c I located at about (-O f eet in the S.erra Nevada

.t_ie i deir(e 2ntigrade level in most !orms.
i',S

I a ., I +o tthe- oup se f the .)F' f) uca.3t I'j4

:Iled I ttI tS OtS locatior prevents aircraft from

)A ,i :1 ; i h n About + .f).)-4(,'() *eet vert i cal l y becaus? flFr

-w , .At- + rs r it ions. This means cniy poor comparisons

"P(t ee,( the r adiometer and aircraft measurements are possible. 

- ~or r r easons Lse of recent SCF'F data was not pursued

./ @./

r i 1 t i(jt ')(I Masachtas et ts "as made on ' uquLct

- ; - the (ir F orce Geophysics Laboratory. I reported on

" .5.

I 1 i mirary results of my research to Dr. Arnold Earnes, "ho

(I , ,'d ,is- study of millimeter wave attenuation under a

"I,, " a l -wmre.Hr research grant He also provided an update to me %

-. A. " ',' rt il ts of a simil ar effort he is directing. My results

* .est' + u , hurpr ising in ight of his experience. The procedures

ms, I i %irlg 73hould help to avoid some of the meteorological

; r( ,2rtiirnty ir pith di ferences between radiometer and :1
" mi c r j;)!, i (ata. He encouraged me to consider investigations "4

1 1, 1 [ '3r -ince this produces signi f icant e4ects
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wrl 1 ch have not, as .et, been ad!Equatel y treated. While in Eostjn

I acquired Gome soft~are fleec'ed on the microcomputer at -_hri,=tiani

Herit3ge College te. display graphical output and transfer files

from the CRAY. These were subsequently installed and used

operationally.
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ANCLILU1(NS Arhl) RECI)MMEiNDAT I lti

r(I and ca-l cul ated -fa aj'~i ttpflua' ion ;t-jo" ;m_.r-

I,? ~I Lv.ef i f adjuistmnent5 aro Mad;- f or a wpt ne..Aj

L (-,j AatA t)PlOV- km the attenulAt IOn mnea .urecl by the

Ail iome t er i s much greater than the calcul ated attenuat Ion tcr

and Err Cases and 4 the measured attenutitOn L nuch

les than the c:alculated attenuat ion. For Case 4 the CalcuL-1ated

_)niat n Ls _tranql'y -,nf luenrced b/ a single Valuei In the2

Py i rivestigat inrg the aircrai+ t *radar, and precipi tat irnn clje

Ja t-I inr somne det ai iIt i S apparent that there are two reasons wh

')k- neasuired arid cal cul ated valuLes of at tenuati Or di sagre(: 1

Alrc -aft flig~hts only slightly divergent from the path betw~een

the satellite beacon and the radiometer produce signi f izanti y

different resul ts , even inr rel at ively uni for m prep(:i i tat I nn anld

rie -t foc t of melt- t i n hydromot ?,,r -on at perirjat I C:nr are E, t'

adr iaiL.3I caimpar ed to the si mplIe a Igor i thms used i n he

C al Cu I at ion s.

>e -:pec tat i on for th is studj "acs t hat the or ogr aph I k

~i ipat ion upwi nd of the Si er ra Nevada was suff+i c ientlI

icIfPr m i n space and t ime that ai rcraf t transect s clIos-e to the

r ad o-tr ould provide microphysics data characteristic c)+ the,

0 path betw-een the beacon and radiometer. It is no". clear from

f i s stud1/ and Yard iman and Peterson (1985) that the variation in

h,'drrnmeteor concentration seen by tho radiometer and aircraft isI

j* ;r i-,it for a v,,I i d compar i son. F ir st, the- air cr af t Path e-ven
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. .. J r ,l'_cend at all anc i e of . egreeS- ec n t I

" -.. .. o . * in tO . nvecti 3n ard dr- i ft cf h ro. et ar jr t' '

. e tt air cr A+ t zannot ta e meastirements al cnq t ;),A* .n )

timm r- ,t ilcmeters which are characteristic of the radiometer

pit. Wt -n aircraf t paths are taken whi ch approx i mate the

r aic)metL'r path, additional complications arise because of

-,Iit, t: oi precipitation irtensit, up the foothills -# the

t recummeoded that future data acqulIstion Of ths t yp-

-)
-+ 

nmide i ri such a way that microphysics data be more r epr esen

* i i_ Ot conditions in the same path o'er which attenuatIon

.%'. -.5

measurements are made. This could be accomplished in either of

two "ayS. The path over which the two measurements are made

_,u uld be shortened and made more horizontal to allow faster,

j , i, i -), - ie rA Pl ,n irophy 7CS easur f-merits to be ta i en. : #

jr.i t ,r T t i i t i ydrometeor distribut io.ns coLd ne assured Li 3 oth

""'pice id time, the procedure used in this Ettudy could aqain be

a% h-mpted. However, since heavy precipitation is needed #or

strcnq at tenuation, and heavy precipitation is normal Iv

i asccated wi th non-uni form conditions, the first solut i,3n iS

prbab Iy the better of the two approaches.

n addition to the different hydrometeor concentrations

ob_, Pr ,ed in space and time, another reason for the poor

(wrrf+l at ion between measured and calculated values of attenuation

It hi 1+'ct of meeI t irig h Vfr Cmeteors. It has been nown for
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ASSESSMENT OF THE STABILITY AND CONTROL

COMPUTER PROGRA-M FOR

CONCEPTUAL AIRCRAFT DESIGN

By
J,

Dr. Richard C. Walker

-V, ABSTRACT

This report is concerned with the assessment and improvement of
0 stability and methodology contained in a computer program being devel-

oped by the Design Branch of the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory

(AFWAL/FIAD). A comparison of stability derivatives obtained using

the Stability and Control Conputer Program-SACP- and test data for the
C-SA and F-4C is presented, as well as a comparison of results obtained

by SACP and the Digital Datcom computer program for a wing-body-tail

configuration. Excellent agreement with Digital Datcom was found; whereas

in the case of the C-5A and F-4C, some of the stability derivatives pre-

dicted by SACP agreed very well with test data and some did not.

Although the present accuracy level of SACP is sufficient for conceptual

aircraft design, incorporation of the recommendations contained in this

report should lead to improved stability and control estimates by SACP.

-.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Stability and Control Program (SACP) ,s a compiiter
program for predicting stability and control characteristics of
aircraft at the conceptual design level. The program was
developed as an in-house effort by the Design Branch (AFWAL/FIAD-
to acquire the ability to analyze newly created aircraft designs
comprehensively, yet in a rapid and efficient manner.

Documentation of SACP is contained in two volumes. Volume I
documents methods used in the program, and Vol. 11 is a user's
manual and computer program description of SACP.

This report contains the results of a preliminary

investigation to assess the ability of SACP to provide credible
stability and control parameter estimates in a conceptual design
environment. The report also contains input files for several
aircraft configurations, which should be useful to new users of
SACP. "

Complete aircraft investigated were of the transport type-C-
5A, and the fighter type-F-4C. Motivation for selecting these
aircraft was that comparison data for these aircraft was
available in a widely referenced report by Heffley and Jewell
(1). Data in Ref. (1) was based on a combination of wind
tunnel, flight, and estimated data. Additional comparison data
for the F-4C was also available in a report by Place, et al (2).
These aircraft also demonstrate and exercise some of the features
of the program such as accounting for the pronounced negative
dihedral of the horizontal stabilizer on the F-4C.

Simple wing-body-tail and wing-body configurations were also
investigated to provide a means of verifying methodology and
program coding. These examples were taken from Digital Datcom
(3), and Engineering Sciences Data Units-ESDU(4). Input data for
these cases are quite straight forward and removes the factor of
judgment, present for complex configurations, as a reason for
non-correlation of results.

[ The report is organized in the following manner: first the
results of the C-5A and F-4C test cases are discussed, next the
results for the example test cases are presented, and finally
conclusions and recommendations for improvement in the
methodology for computing certain stability derivatives are
Listed.

I
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2.o C-5 AND F-4 TEST CASES

In addition to representing two different classes of
aircraft, the C-5 and F-4 represent two very distinct

- configurations. The C-5's T-tail and high-wing configuration is
a contrast to the F-4's fuselage-mounted-anhederal-horizontal
tailplane, and low-wing configuration. These aircraft
configurations should push the boundaries of the data base upon
which many of the empirical methods in SACP are based and provide
excellent test cases.

2.1 INPUT DATA

Configuration data for the C-5 and F-4 was obtained by
scaling the three-view drawings contained in reference 1. Other
pertinent data was obtained from Lockheed and McDonnell Douglas
reports as well as other sources. Figure 1 contains the input

-%. data for the C-5 as well as an illustration of some of the input
parameters. Input data for the F-4 is contained in figure 4.

Modeling of both configurations, aside from the inherent
errors in scaling from a photocopy, was straight forward with the
exception of the definition of the effective area of the vertical
tail. One method of controlling the effective tail area is with
the input parameter ZCREV, Z location of the vertical tail
exposed root chord, along with the geometric parameters of the
exposed vertical tail. The effect of ZCREV on the C-5
configuration is discussed in the results section.

2.2 RESULTS

Figures 2 and 3 contain C-5 stability derivatives calculated
by SACP along with comparison values obtained from ref. 1. Figure
2 contains stability derivatives obtained with the vertical tail
of the C-5 modeled such that the effective area of the vertical
tail is equal to the exposed area. Figure 3 illustrates the
effect of using the theoretical vertical tail area ( 35% greater

• than the exposed area) as the effective area on the C-5 lateral
[ stability derivatives. Longitudinal stability derivatives are

only very slightly effected by the size of the vertical tail.

In addition to the stability derivatives for the F-4
. calculated by SACP and the comparison values from ref. 1, figure 5

contains stability derivatives estimated by a computer program,
O.1 ref. 2--"Interactive Computer-Aided Design Aircraft Flying

Qualities Program"--FQP--developed by the Convair Division of
General Dynamics. The figure also contains comparison F-4
stability data extracted from ref.2. The source of this data,

Like that of ref. 1, is from wind tunnel and flight test data and
will certainly represent trends; howver, both references caution
that discrepanies between actual and presented data may exist.
It should be further be noted that the F-4 reference data from
ref.2 is for a flight altitude of 55,000 ft, whereas the data
from ref.1 is for 35,000 up to 45,00) ft. In general, the

77-3
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re, Cr'CCen (ata from both soN,",ces quite well, as is evident I.. . m',-
figre 5. %

I.

The geometric references for the C-5 and F-4 compa rs, in

stability derivatives, taken from references 1 and 2, are shown
in the input data (figures 1 and 4). Stability derivative
reference data for the SACP calculated values are listed below:

C-5 Reference quantities:

Area = 6200 sq ft
Longitudinal(MAC) = 32.8 ft
Lateral(b) = 223.5 ft

F-4 Reference quantities

Area = 530 sq ft
Longitudinal(MAC) = 14.9 ft
Lateral(b) = 38.3 ft .

Although the area can be input as a reference quantity, "-
this in not the case for the longitudinal and lateral reference
quantities. It would be useful to add to SACP the option of
inputing the logitudinal and lateral reference parameters.

2.2.1 C-L-XLPHA

Derivative of the lift coefficient with respect to the
angle of attack (C-L-ALPHA) for the C-5 and F-4 is shown in
figures 2 and 5 respectively. F-4 C-L-ALPHA estimates by SACP p.
and FQP agree with both references quite well. C-5 estimates for
C-L-ALHPA by SACP is high for all Mach numbers but highest for
Mach = .8. C-L-ALPHA = 8.121rad at this Mach and the reference
angle of attack of .1 degrees. At the same Mach, but at an angle
of attack of 2.2 degrees, SACP estimates C-L-ALPHA = 3. 67rad.
This large decrease in C-L-ALPHA is due to discontinuity between
calculation zones" in SACP. Removal of these large
discontinuities across zones is an area in which SACP could be
improved.

Theroretical wing area calculated for the C-5 by SACP is
seven percent higher than the reference area for the C-5 which

contributes to the higher value of C-L-ALPHA. Methods by which
0 the theoretical wing is defined is another possible area in SACP

where accuracy might be improved. Reference 4 contains an
interesting method for defining an equivalent wing, which is
similar the theoretical wing defined in SACP, is discussed in
section 3.

2.2.2 C-M-ALPHA

Estimates of the derivative of the pitching-moment
coefficient with respect to the angle of attack (C-M-ALPHA) by
SACP and FQP for the F-4 show good agreement with the refrenct
data as indicated in figure 5. Estimates for the C-5 t'or this

77-4
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parameter are again shown to be of higher magnitudte than the

reference value in figure 2. This is not surprasing since:

C-I-ALPHA=(C-L-.ALPHA)*(XCG - XAC)/MAC

XCG = Distance of center of gravity from aircraft nose.
XAC = Distance of aerodynamic center from aircraft nose.
MAC = Mean aerodynamic chord.

This relationship illustrates that a high value of C-L-ALPHA, as
well as a farther aft position of the aerodynamic center, will
produce a higher magnitude of C-M-ALPHA.

2.2.3 C-M-Q and C-M-ALPHA DOT

Variation of moment coefficient with pitch rate (C-M-Q) and
angle-of-attack rate (C-M-ALHPA DOT) are shown in figures 2 and 5
for the C-5 and F-4 respectively. The comparison between the
estimated and reference data for the C-5 is quite good; however,
both SACP and FQP tend to overestimate the magnitude of these
derivatives for all Mach numbers for the F-4. SACP estimates for

07 both derivates are much better than FQP for the F-4 except at
Mach 1.2.

The methods in SACP for computing these derivatives for the
C-4 and the F-4 consider them to be a function of the Lift slope
of the horizontal tail and the square of the horizontal tail arm.
It would appear that the methodolog-y overestimates the power of
the horizontal tail, especially for the F-4.

2.2.4 C-N-BETA

The variation of yawing moment coefficient with side slip
angle (C-N-BETA) is shown for the C-5 in figures 2 and 3, and
for the F-4 in figure 5.

Data in figure 2 is for the C-5 with the vertical tail
% modeled such that the exposed area is the effective area. This

modeling results in the C-N-BETA being substantially under
6 estimated compared with the reference data for all Mach numbers

except Mach .4. At Mach .4 the angle-of-attack is 9 degrees
and wing contributes a significant amount to the total C-N-BETA.
This is not the case for the higher Mach numbers and
corresponding lower Lift coefficients.

Figure 3 shows the effect of modeling the vertical tail
such that the theoretical area of the tail is the effective area.
Theoretical vertical tail area is computed by extending the
vertical tail to the longitudinal axis of the aircraft. This
results in an approximately 35% increase in the effective area
for the C-5 and, as can be seen from figure 3, results in an
overestimation of C-N-BETA by about the same amount as the
exposed area modeling underestimated the parameter.

77-5
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,.. Size )t the vertical tail is not the only factor that could",
-* iccount flr the underestimation of C-N-BETA for the C-5 in figulre

2. The effective aspect ratio used to compute the slope of the
lift curve for the vertical tail is also a factor. SACP does not

e account for the variation of horizontal tail position on the
vertical tail in computing the slope of the lift curve for the
vertical tail. In the case of the T-tailed C-5, this would tend
to underestimate the directional stabilizing power of the
vertical tail in side slip.

Body and nacelle geometry are also factors in determining
C-N-BETA. For the C-5 these components are destabilizing. Body
side area is an important parameter in determining C-N-BETA.
Body geometry input definition is another area where an
improvement could be made in SACP. The better the side area
definition for a configuration- -the better the estimate for the
body contribution to C-N-BETA.

Figure 5 indicates that for the F-4, both SACP and FQP do
an excellent job of estimating C-N-BETA subsonically and SACP
quite well supersonically; however, FQP over estimates the
parameter dramatically at the higher supersonic Mach numbers.

2.2.5 C-N-R

Variation of yawing moment with yaw rate (C-N-R) is shown
for the C-5 in figures 2 and 3 and for the F-4 in figure 5. Data
shown in figure 2 is for the C-5 modeled with the effective
vertical tail area based on the exposed area which yields good
agreement with the comparison data for the C-N-R parameter.
Whereas the data shown in figure 3 for the C-5 modeled with the
larger theoretical vertical tail area, overestimates the
magnitude of the parameter.

The method for determining the magnitude of C-N-R is
essentially the same as for C-N-BETA, except that C-N-R does not
contain a body or nacelle contribution. This would indicate that
the magnitude for the body and nacelle contributions to C-N-BETA

* could be overestimated for the C-5.

Figure 5 indicates that FQP estimates C-N-R well for the F-
4 for the subsonic Mach numbers, and not so well for the
supersonic Mach numbers. SACP, on the other hand, underestimates
C-N-R badly at all Mach numbers. This can be attributed, at

* least in part, to the fact that SACP does not include the
contribution of the vertical component of the horizontal tail in
the calculation of C-N-R as it does in the computation of C-N-
BETA. Inclusion of the vertical component of the horizontal tail
in the computation of C-N-R should lead to a better estimate of
this parameter for the F-4 as well as other configurations with a
horizontal tail of pronouced anhedral or dihedral.
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22.6S C-L-P

Variation of rolling moment with roll rate (C-L-P) is
shown for the C-5 in figure 2 and for the F-4 in figure 5. For
the C-5, SACP overestimates the magnitude of C-L-P, and for the
F-4, both SACP and FQP agree very well with the reference data
for subsonic Mach numbers. Although SACP indicates the proper
trend at supersonic speeds, the magnitude of C-L-P is high
compared to the reference values. At Mach numbers 1.5 and 2.15,
SACP and FQP agree quite well in the esitmates for C-L-P.

2.2.7 C-L-BETA

Variation of the rolling moment coefficient with side slip
(C-L-BETA) is given in figures 2 and 3 for the C-5, and in figure
5 for the F-4. The data in figure 2 indicates that SACP
underestimates the magnitude of C-L-BETA for the C-5, while the
data in figure 5 shows SACP overestimates the magnitude C-L-BETA
for the F-4 at all Mach numbers. Although modeling the C-5's
vertical tail with a larger effective area leads to a closer

* agreement with the reference data for C-L-BETA, as shown in
figure 3, C-L-BETA is still low in magnitude. Accounting for the
effect of the horizontal tail on the vertical tail in the case of
the T-tailed C-5, could increase the vertical moment arm of the
vertical tail and increase its effectiveness in roll power
thereby increasing the magnitude of C-L-BETA.

The C-5 and F-4 aircraft investigated in this section
represent fairly complex configurations. Inaccuracies in scaling
the small drawings to obtain the input data must also be
considered when comparing the computed and test stability
derivatives presented in this section. The next section contains
the application of SACP to the solution of some example
configurations which appear in Digital Datcom (3) amd ESDU (4).

ii'
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3.0 Example Problems

This section contains the results of SACP applied to
example problems taken from Digital Datcom (3) and ESDU(4). The
example problems involve a wing-body-tail, and a wing-body
configuration.

3.1 Wing-Body-Tail

The first example problem is a wing-body-tail problem taken
from Digital Datcom. In this example, stability derivatives
calculated by SACP are compared with those calculated by the
Digital Datcom computer program.

3.1.1 Input

Input data for the wing-body-tail configruation, example
problem 3 in Digital Datcom, is shown in figure 6. As can be
seen from the figure it is a relatively simple mid-wing
configuration.

0 3.1.2 Results

Comparison of the values of stability derivatives obtained
by SACP and the Digital Datcom computer program for the wing-
body-tail configuration is shown in figure 7. The symbols for
the stability derivatives are the same as those defined in
section 2. As is shown in figure 7, excellent agreement exists

* between SACP and Digital Datcom for each of the stability
derivatives.

3.2 Wing-Body combination

An example problem concerning a wing-body combination from
ESDU is presented to compare the aerodynamic center computed by
SACP, with those computed by methods contained in ESDU.

The wing of the wing-body problem is of the type which can
be modeled by three panels in the SACP. This allows a comparison

* of the theoretical wing defined by the various options in SACP
with the theoretical wing defined by ESDU methods.

3.2.1 Input

Input data for the wing-body problem is shown in figure 8.

3.2.2 Results

Figure 9 contains grapical output by SACP of the actual
wing and theoretical wing, for the theoretical wing defined by
panels 1, 2, 3, and an average of all three panels. This figure
indicates that the theoretical wing defined by wing panel 3 and
the average of all wing three panels represent the actual wing
best of the options available.

d'77-8
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Table I contains the wing parameters for :he theoretical
wing defined by panel 3 and the average of all panels. Wing
parameters for the wing defined by ESDU methods are also included
in table i. The ESDU theoretical wing, or equivalent wing as it
is called in ESDU, is defined as an equivalent tapered wing with
the same tip chord, span, and exposed area as the actual wing.
The root chord at the center Line of the aircraft is computed to
define the equivalent wing according to the above constraints.

Theoretical wing definition is important in the computation
of stability derivative coefficients for two reasons. First,
theoretical wing parameters are used to compute the slope of the
Lift curve C-L-.\LPHA, in SACP. And second, if the theoretical
wing area is selected to be the reference area, then the relative
effectiveness of all other surfaces as well as all stability
coefficients will be effected. If the theoretical wing area, is
not chosen as the reference area, wing parameters such as C-L-
ALPHA and C-M-ALPHA will be effected. These parameters will be
effected by an amount directly proportional to the ratio of the
calculated theoretical wing area to reference area.

4... One of the most striking differences between SACP and ESDU
-" wing parameters shown in table I, is the 40% difference in

aerodynamic center location in percent mean aerodynamic chord.
•- It should be noted that SACP does not calculate the aerodynamic

center from the theoretical wing but from a weighted average of
4the individual panels of the actual wing (three in this example)

and then refers the aerodynamic center to the mean aerodynamic
chord of the calculated theoretical wing.

Data in table 2 shows that the body correction to the wing
aerodynamic center is about the same for each method of defining
the theoretical surface, when the size of the mean aerodynamic
chord is considered. The data also shows that, although there is
a difference in aerodynamic center location when referred to the
mean areodynamic chord for the two theoretical wings defined by

- ""SACP, there is no difference when referred to the nose of the
fuselage. The data in table 2 also shows that the aerodynamic
center estimated by SACP for the three-panel wing-body
combination is 2.2 ft farther aft than that estimated by ESDU
methods. Accuracy of ESDU methods are claimed to be within plus
or minus 0.5 ft for this configuration. A potential area of
improvement in SACP is in the method of computing the aerodynamic
center of multi-panel wings.

77-9
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4.0 Conclusions and Recommendations

Based on the data presented in this report and experience
gained using the Stability and Control Program (SACP) during the
course of this study, the following conclusions and
recommendations are made:

4.1. Conclusions

). The SACP is a flexible and easy to use computer
prog-ram which estimates stability derivatives quickly for a wide
range of configurations over a wide range of flight conditions. =

The program structure is well designed. Graphical output options
are extensive and excellent data graphs are produced.

2). Comparison of the stability derivatives
estimated by SACP for the F-4C agree well with test data at most
Mach numbers except for the yaw-damping, C-N-R, and the roll due
to si 'e-slip, C-L-BETA, derivatives. (Section 2.0)

3). Stability data estimates by SACP for the C-5A! compared with test data indicate good agreement for the pitch %

damping, C-M-Q, yaw damping, C-N-R, and roll damping, C-L-P,
derivatives; only fair agreement for the longitudinal derivatives
C-L-ALPHA and C-M-ALPHA; and poor agreement for the yaw due to side-
slip, C-N-BETA, and roll due to side-slip, C-L-BETA,
derivatives. (Section 2.0)

4). Agreement of SACP estimates of stability
derivatives with those computed by Digital Datcom for a wing-
body-tail example configuration is excellent. (Section 3.0)

4. 2. Recommendations

Recommendations for possible areas of methodology
improvement are based on observations from using the Stability and
Control Program (SACP) over the course of this investigation.

1 1). Add the option to SACP of using the ESDU Ref.(4)
method of defining an equivalent wing. This could lead to a
better definition of the theoretical wing area of a multi-panel
wing, and thus give a better estimate of C-L-ALPHA.

2). Check the present method in SACP of calculating the
aerodynamic center of a multi-panel surface. The present method
appears to predict the aerodynamic center too far aft for multi-
panel surfaces effecting the level of accuracy of C-M-ALPHA.

3). Include the vertical component of the horizontal
tail in the computation of the yaw damping derivative, C-N-R.
This would improve the estimate of C-N-R for the F-4 and other
aircraft with a pronounced anhedral or dihedral of the horizontal
tail.
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4). include the effect )r the horizontal tail plane
position on the stabilizing and rolling power of the vertical
tail. This would improve the accuracy of C-N-BETA and C-L-BETA
predictions for a T-tail configuration Like the C-5.

5) Consider refining body geometry input definition
so that more accurate body side area and body surface area values

- are available for all configurations. An increase in accuracy in
the estimation of C-N-BETA should result from a more accurate
body side area definition.

The Stability and Control Program is an excellent computer
program which fulfills a need for rapid, efficient estimation of
stability derivatives of flight vehicles at the conceptual design
stage. Although the current predicton accuracy is sufficient for
this level of design, further use and testing of the program will
continue to improve its accuracy.
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E, AHINPUT DT

$CLASS ICLASS=3,
$END
$WING NAT =3.CREW1?2.B6,CSAW=638.29.XEXTW=00.0oWrFDD0o.0o,

XCREWz?3.21 1WrED=0,3DW=25.31, 1W:2.5,SEXTW=00.00,
NPANSW=2,SLEXTWz00.00 NPrHW=0 XTCMWz.00,YCREW=11.B8,
TCREWs. 1215,OrFDu:=00.OOA(LY=267.5,WrFs=O0.00,
AILDDzI5.0O.lCREW=I1.25 AILC:5.94, IFLEXW=0
AILS=45.00,A1LDU:-25.0,WTFC=00 00 WTFY=00.0
WTFA=00.00.AI.Az252.79 WSPANP(1):16.87.WSPANP (2):63.0,
WO[HP(I1h-5.08,IWD[HP(?:=-5.09,WCTP(1)=2. 13,
OCTP(21=15.34,WSPLEP(l ) 28.0,WSPLEP(2)=2.0,WOCP(). 10,
WraCP(2)=.097,

SEND
$C AN ARD
SEND
WHRIT ELEY=2.50,TCREH=.10 ELEDU=-25.0,YCREH:5.0,NPTHH=0,

ELEC=5.0,ELES=50.00,HtDD:-l2.0,XCREH:217 i.6,HTDU=4.0,
ELEDD=15 00 NATH=QOLSAH=24.89 SLEXTH:00.00,
NPANSHx:1F EXH:0 ELEA=75S.67,1HTED:3 [H=00.00,
lCREH:33.75 CREH=48.75.SEXTH=00.00.IHIL=l,
80H=5 63 XTCMH= 00 XEItH=00.00,HSPANP11)=29 36

* HSPLEP(*11=30.0,NHDIAP(1):-5.0,HCTP(l)7.71,HiOC(1:. 10,
SVERTT IVTAI.:1,LVERT=I,NATV=00 RUDA(1)=127.QB,RUDA(2):99.58,VND(fl:1,

IEXrV(1)=195.00 VCtP(1,I)=14 75 TCREV(1[: 10 YCREV(l:0,
VSPANP(l,l1:3I. 5,XCREVu):196.68 VSPLEP(1 11=37 0
NPANSY( [)=( RUDDEL(11:35.0,RUDDEL12)=35 0 AUDY(1):-I.o,
RUDY(2I=6 .5ZCREVm:)=50 IVTED(1l-2 BO~lI=II 13
CREV(1)=3O.63,CSAV(1)=97.2i RUDS( I~z1i.6.3 ,RUDS(i) :15.63,
RUDC(1)=7.5,RUDC(2h7.5,YTO&U(,1):.I0,

$END
$FUSE BBASE=00.00,IBIJDY=1,BHiG2=20.00 BAMX=712.5 BLAFT=87.5,

BABS=00.00,BW102=21.63 aDNaSE=23 71,BMH=26.i7i,
BLB=230.6.BW1D1:23.75.iUSA=12.O00,LN:26 79,

SEND 8N0SE:0.00,8WHU=1.08,BflW=23. 75,BHIGI:26.88,BHB:26.a8,
$NACELLE ELEN(1)=25.9,EH1S1(1)=8.75,EW102(1)=4.38,,ELBTWI=15.0,

EN E62 (1) :4. 38 LNAC (1)=:[,EAMXU 1:50. 0,E [N(I) 40. 0,
ELNS(l)=10.0, NAC()85.,NAC(2:=9.75.EMHU:)8.75,
ZNAC(1)=2.5,ZNAC(2)=-2 5 YNAC(1)-40 63 YNAC(2)=63.13,
ENO(1):4,EMW(1k8.75,NA6S=1,EWID1(j1=6.75,

SEND [FN(I)=1.25,

$MOMENT 1XZ:2460000.,IXX=27800000.,IZZ=56200000.,IYY:31800000.,
* SEND

SAERaK LC6:99.7 IXCD=(fl NIAP=3 ITRIMD:0,SHK=00.00,
ROU6HK=00 dO NT0it0D0 FMtSC: 15,IIEU:0.00,
SREFz6200. ,WfiGHT=654i62 O,XCD= 00 AflC=40.00,
XM6-.00 CDMG:0.00,lGLCG:15.00,MACHlW:=.4,.6,.8,NLP:3,

ALF(Ii1 12 29
SEDALT(I)s200.2694.,20000.,

SEND
SSCRIT
$END
SHIL [FT
SEND
$ OP TION
SEND
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K- FIG'U RE 21 continued

C-5A TEST C.-ASE
C-U-C COMPARISON
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FI'GURE 2(continued)

C-5A TEST CASE
C-N-B1-'A COMPARISON

0.2 -

0.19" 0. 1 8 -'
... 0.18 .

0.17 .

0.18 ,

0.15
0.14 -

S0.13
. 0 0.12 '

0.11 S
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I0.08
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,. ~0.0-4 --
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0-
0.4 0.8 0.8

C-N-BETA SACP C-N-BETA REF(1)

C-5A TEST CASE
C-N-R COMPARISON

0~

-0.05

-0.1

0.25

1 -0.25 11
-0.3
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-0.4 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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FIGU RE Zc countinued)

C-5A TEST CASE
C-L-P COMPARISON
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FIGURE 3

* C-5, EFFECT OF VERTICAL TAIL MODELING
0.2-M-.13. H-20000 FT. ALPHA -. 1 DEG
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___ LATERL STABILITY DERIVATIVES
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;-4C INPUIT DATA

F-4 TS ~S

ICIASS ICLASS=4,
SEND
IWIN6 NATW=3.CREW:l8.2,CSAW=45.13.

lCRE~l.&0jWITED:I FOW:5T.M
NPANSW:2.NPIHW:O.XTCMW=.40.YCREW:4.44,
rCREW=.Q044AILYz9.94.
AILD:20.0.lCREW:I .68,AILCz2.76,IFLEIW:I,
AlLS=9.OAILlU=-20.O.

WSANP1(2) :5*46, WDIHP2)=12..
WCTP(1)-8.70,WCTP(2)=4.25.WSPLEP(Izl:.4I.WSPLEP(2)=51.41,
AILAI2. 42.WSPANP ( ) 9*24 ,WTOCPII):.04,WTOCP(2)=.3
WOFFP(21:.72,

SEND
tc;N.ARO
SEND

NAT H=3,CSAH:4.90.

ZREH=1. 67,.CREN :7,19. INTA ILzl,
BDH=2 2 ITC?Hz .40.HSP.NP(I):1.79,

KN HSPLEP(f)z42.0,HD1HP(I)=-23.0,HCTP(I):2.16,HTOCP(11=.03,
IVERTT IVTAIL:I,LVERT:Il NATV=3 RUOAzl1.72 VNO(I):I,VCTP(l,l)=3.83,

NPTHV(I)=t YCREV(',110.0 ViPANP(li.)z4 10 XCREV(I)=40.,
VSPLEP(1,1f:62.0,NPANSYII)=IIVTiD(1tk2 6DV(11=4.2,
CREV(t):t5.57.CSAV (tk)Zt.o IRODS(:5.03RJDC(I)=2.33,
RUDY(I):3.8,iCREV(1):.7?,IYTED(II:2 TCREV(I)=.064,

SEDVTOCP(1,1):.03,ITCMV(I):.40,RUDDEL(jI:20.O,IFLEXVIII:I,

$END
$FUSE BBASE:.I.BH1E2=6.90,BAMIX:47.01.BLAFT=13.9,

BABS:49.5Q,S~[D2:7.42.SDNOSEi. 74 SIH=7.79,
SNOSE:0Q.cwD.XID:) , ':.0,BL3.74OGI5. 7 7,

SEND
$NACELLE
SEND
$MOMENT IIla2177.0.1TI=25001.O,11Z:239759.0,IYVY?27186.O,
SEND

* SAEROK LCG=27.63,[ZCD=O NPMAP=5 SHK=00.00.
ROUGHK=000.NTRIlq~:0.FMISC:-.0,XMflE:o.0o,
SREF=53O.O,WElGHT=;8924.0, lCD=.O0,AMC=40.00,

NLP=4 AIF(I):I 4. 1.6,2.;.9.4,
ALT(iS:35000. ,35000. ,3560.,45000. ,45000.,

SEND
W ROCP
SEND
ISCRIT
SEND
SHILIFT DS21.:0.0.CPFIT:LOO,.DS2T:0Q.00.CPFIL=1.00,

CPSI T-. 00 ,CPS IL:I.00 ,CPF2L :0. 00.DSIT 00. 00
BSITJ:0. 7!,CPF2T=1.0OCPS2LIl.00,CSI:O.00,
CS?:0. 00 ,SF 5[:*230, DS II 00. 00 , S20:0. 96
IHLS:0, ICz. 450, B;2i:0.00 .CPS2T :0. 00 B 20'0. 00

SEND
;OPT ION
SEND
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FIGURE 5

F-4C TEST CASE
C-L-ALPHA COMPARISON
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FIGURE 5(continued)

F-4C TEST CASE
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FIGURE 5(continued)

F-40 TEST CASE
C-N-BEA COMPARISON
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FIGURE 5(continued)

F-4C TEST CASE
C-L-P COMPARISON
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DIGIT.\I. f)A-TCOM%

WING-BOI)Y-'!AIkL EXAMPLE

FLIGHT CONDITIONS: VACN NUMBERS - 4-0.080
REYNOLDS NUMBERS PER FT =~ 7 3x . 3.4 10
SCHEDULED ANGLES OF ATTACK. -2-L0. 0.0. 2.0. 4.0. 8.0. 12.0, 16. 20.0. 24.0

REFERENCE PARAMETERS: REFEREN4CE AREA *215

LONG. REF. LEN4GTN 0.122
LATERAL REF LENGTH -* 0

- Im G H PORIZONTAL TAIL IVER TICAL TAIL

SE'IISPAN I so 0 67 0 941

EXPOSED SEI$PAN I12S 0 52 0.630

c 0.346 0253 0.4

3.3 1,16 04201V

AIRFOIL NACA 6SA006 NACA 65AO06 NACA 63A009

1 70 REFER TO INPUT DATA FOR BODY AND PROPELLER POWER DATA.

yCC
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FIGURE 6(contiriued)

INPUT FOR EXAMPLE PROBLEM 1 FROM DIGITAL DATCON ;EFU3I
DIGITAL DATCOM EX PROB 3 PAGE 115 VOL I

01000000000000000000000000
KCLASS [CLASS=4 SEND
51NG NATW:7,NPTHW1,.NPANSW=1,CSAW.136BDW.416,XTCMW.4,IW0.IFLEXd:0.

CRE =1,05,TCREW=. 06, CR :1 ~q3g VCREW:. 208 4CREW=0,
WSPLEP(I4.6WTOCP(lh.O6,WSPANP()=.29,WCTP(I).346,WCAMP(I)=.Q.

A, WTWISTP(1)=0. ,WDIHPII)=0.,
IWTED=0,

SEND
$CANARD ICANzO,
$END
SHORZT IHTAIL=1.

NATH=7 ,NPTHH=1 ,NPANSH:1I,
CSAH:. 07955, BDH. 3, XTCMHz. 40. IH=0. .IFLEtH=0,
CREI4:.38,TCREN:.06 XCREH=4I1I8,YCRENz.Il.ZCREH=0.,
HSPLEP(1)=47.,HTOCPhl):.06,HSPANPmt .5,HCTP1).53HCAMP( )=0.,
HTWISTPH)=0.,HDIHP(Il:0.,
IHTED=3.

HTDIJ=25. ,HTDD=-25.,
SEND
SYERTT IVTAILzl.LVERT=1,

C'SAV(1):.LBDVi)..356,XTCNY(I):.40,
CREV )= 85, TCRE V(I I. 05,
[V(1) :0.;0,
XCREVII) :3,51, YCREV 1) :0.,ZCREV(1I:. 22,

VSPLEP(1 1)=35.,VTOCP(I.1):.oq,YSPANP(I,1):.630,
VCrP(I, : 42, YCAMP (I1 0. 0,
VTWISTP(IJ00VIH(,)O
IVTED(I)=6.

A SEND
$F[N IFINS=0 $ENO
IFJJSE BLB=4. 7,

BNOSE=0.,BLN:1.46,BDNOSE=.416.BBMSE:.0598,BANX:.136.BABS:0.,

PLAFT=.0. IBODY:=I BHB=.4.
SEND

p2 $NACELLE NNACS=0,
$END
$MOMENT IX:25459.,IYY=1667Y2.,IZZ=187083.,IXZ:-1001i,SEND
SAEROK

ALTII)=10000. NLP=15,

* SPEF=2 25 WEIGHr:1 ,CDM~z.O014S,LCG=Z.60,ZGLC.G=7.4167,AMC=4il.,
Ir!6.4i8,fMEU=.04,'
IXCD=O SHK=0.0,XCO=.9,FlMISC=10.,ROUGHK:.00I,NTRIMD:1,
ITRIMDIU):4,
PTRIMO(I):1.0, SEND

$PROP NPOATA=0,
SEND

ISCRIT SEND
SHLIFT IHLS=0, SEND
$OPTION SEND
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FIGURE 7

DIGITAL DATCOM COMPARISON, EXAMPLE ,
MACH - .6. ALPHA - 2 DEGREES
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FLGU~ E S(continued)

ESDU WING- ODY EXAMPLE SHOWING I
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ESDU w[NG-80DY INPUT
0100000000000001000000000000
$CLASS ICLASS=3,
IEND
SWING NATW=6 NPTHW:0.NPANSW=3,CSAW 135.256,BDW:13. 123,ITCl W=.50,

CRE~i?2i.966 fCiEW- 06 ItREW=4?.65I,YCREW=6.562,lCREW=0.,
WTOCP (lQ.0 WSPANP(Ifz6.562 WkTP(1):18.373,
WSPANP(2)z1.d74,WCTP(2):I5.748,WSPLEP(1I:25.,WSPLEP(2)I1.,
WSPANP(3J:31.496,WCTP(3):9.843,WSPLEP(3)=17.,TOCP(2I:.06,

SEND WTOCP(3):. 06,
7% SCANARD

SEND
SHORIT
SEND

SEND
I $FIN

* -~ $END

IF'ISE
BA135.26IBODY1.BLB=I1s.11I.BDNOSE:L3.123,EHIG2:13. 123.

BABS:.00I ,BLNz22.966,BLAFT=22.966,
$END

'1 $NACELLE
SEND
$ MOMEN T
IEND
SAEROK

4-, PIMAP:1 MACH=. IALT(0x0.,NLPz2,
ALF(t)l2016.

SEND SREF=:04LC s1.25,AMC:40.,NTRIMD0,WEIGHT=g.,16LC6:Io.,
$ PROP
SENO
SSCR it
SEND
SHILIFT
SEND
SOP T IO
SEND
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TABLE 1

EFFECT OF THEORETICAL SURFACE DEFINITION ON IN6 PARAMETERS

BACP 3 SACP AVE ESDU- REF 4

AREA -SO FT 1550 1750 1410

L.E. SWEEP -6 17 18.7 17.2

ROOT CHORD -FT 19.7 25.1 20.6

TIP CHORD -FT 1.84 8.27 9.84

N.A.C -FT 15.3 18.8 14

TAPER RATIO 0.5 0.33 0.47

ASPECT RATIO 7.11 6.3 6.845

A.C.-% M.A.C 0.343 0.347 0.243

TABLE 2

EFFECT OF THEORETICAL SURFACE DEFINITION ON
V, WIINO-BODY PARANETERS

SACP 3 SACP AYE ESDU- REF 4
lODY CORRECTION
FORWARD -1 M.A.C -0.12 -0.102 -0.127

A.C. -1 N.A.C 0.223 0.245 0.116

A.C. FROM NOSE -FT 52.3 52.3 50.3

C.S. FROM NOSE -FT 52.5 52.5 52.5

C-L-ALPHA (I/RAII 6.6 4.7 4.87

C-M- H (/RAl 0.04 0.042 0.65

77-38
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ABSTRACT

Coarsening of erbium oxide was studied in the metastable beta titanium

alloy Ti-15V-3A1-3Sn-3Cr during isothermal annealing. Large erbium oxide

dispersoids (mean particle size of 78 nm) were observed in the surface' laser

melted and rapidly solidified condition. Fine erbium oxide particles were

formed on annealing at 8700 C (1600 F) for times up to 24 hrs. after laser

surface melting (rapid solidification). The fine erbium oxide dispersion with

a mean particle size of 187 nm was formed during the first 2 hrs. of annealing

at 8700C (1600 F). Both the fine (d = 18 nm) and large (d = 78 run) erbium

* oxide particles undergo coarsening during annealing at 870 C (1600 F).

Annealing for 24 hrs. at 870 C (1600 F) coarsen the small particles producing

a dispersion with a mean size of 29 nm, with a smaller change in particle size

for the larger erbium oxide particles (mean particle size of 95 ran). The

results indicate that the coarsening process is an Ostwald-ripening process

3which follows an r growth law.
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INTRODUCTION 6

THE HIGH STRENGTH-TO-DENSITY ratio and the good corrosion resistance of

titanium alloys make these alloys an attractive material for aerospace

application. Further enhancement of this ratio beyond current alloys such as

Ti-6AI-4V can be achieved by either an increase in strength or by a reduction

4. in density [1].

Development of titanium alloys with improved strength by the ingot

metallurgy route has been only partially successful because additions of large

amounts of dispersoid-forming elements resulted in the formation of' segregate-d

4 phases which result in reduced ductility and fracture related properties [2].

Rapid solidification processing (RSP) provides a way to ovorcome the

- above limitation. By applying high solidification rates, metastable

supersaturation of dispersoid-forming elements in titanium can be achieved.

Subsequent isothermal annealing result in large volume fraction of fine

dispersoids which will strengthen the alloy [3]. This approach can be carried

out for dispersoid forming elements with quite large solubility levels (e.g.,

Ni, Cu, Si) or small levels (e.g., Er, Nd, Gd). Recent invesatigations on

*. rapid solidification of alpha titanium alloys have shown that small additions

or erbium resulted in the formation of uniform dispersion of erbium oxide

[4-7], which is fine enough to produce strengthening (4-51. Erbium oxide

particles were found to be quite stable in the alpha phase and display a low
, 0 0

rate of coarsening following isothermal annealing at 800 C (1470 F) for 16
*1

hrs. [4]. Dispersoids containing other rare earth elements such as yttrium,

gadolinium, etc. are larger in size than erbium oxide and exhibit a higher

coarsening rate [4].

The present work is part of a larger program aimed at developing high

* 7Q-2

-" p



4strength beta titanium alloys containing rare earth dispersoids and compound

metalloids via rapid solidification processing. The thermal stability of the

dispersoids and precipitates during RSP and post-RSP heat treatment is

essential for retaining strength. However, little information is available on

the thermal stability and coarsening behavior of dispersoids such as erbium

oxide in the beta phase. It is the purpose of the present work to provide

such information.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDUIWI,

The commercial metastable beta alloy Ti-15V-3AI-3Sn-3Cr and erbium oxide

powder were vacuum arc melted into a cigar-shaped button. The alloy button

was remelted and solidified five times to increase homogeneity, annealed at

980 C (1800 F) for 24 hrs. and then swaged at 1040 C (1900°F) through %

successive dies to a final diameter of 6.5 mm. Disks 6.5 mm. in diameter and

3 mm thick with chemical composition given in Table 1 were sectioned

transversely from the swaged and homogenized rod. Laser surface melting was

performed using a 500 watt CO2 laser in a continuous mode. A high speed,

computer-controlled traversing system provided a uniform melt zone with argon

shielding, minimizing contamination of the melt zone. Cooling rates between
3 40 5010 to 10 C/s and 104 to 10 C/s were obtained for laser power of 500 wats

and traversing speeds of 0.4 and 4.0 mm/s, respectively. Following laser

melting, specimens were heat treated at 870°C (1600 F) for times ranging

between 2 and 24 hrs. The microstructures of the heat treated specimens were

-' examined by optical, SEM, and TEM microscopy. The composition of precipitates

were semi-quantitatively determined by x-ray energy dispersive spectroscopy.

79-4
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

-, A transverse section microstructure of the as-cast material is shown in

Figure la. The dark field micrograph display elongated grains and coarse

erbium oxide particles. Following swaging at 1040 C (1900 F) and

homogenization at 980 C (1800 F) for 24 hrs., the cast material undergoes

recrystallization and equiaxed beta grains are produced (Figure Ib). Large

erbium oxide particles are also visible along the grain boundaries as well as

in the grain interior, the result of low solubility of erbium in beta titanium

[4,8].

* Figure 2 illustrates short transverse sections of the rapidly solidified

0 "-" zone observed in material laser melted at traversing speeds of 0.4 and 4.0

mm/s. Larger melt pool (Figure 2a) and coarser structural features (Figure

i 2c) are observed for laser melting at a speed of 0.4 mm/s. Conversely, faster

c ooling rates (10 - 10 0C/s) and finer structural details are obtained for
0%.

the laser melting speed of 4.0 mm/s (Figure 2b and 2d).

SEM micrographs of the melt zone reveal a columnar structure which

originated at the solid/liquid interface (Figure 3a) and extended towards the

"- specimen surface as shown in Figures 3b and 3c. As indicated earlier, faster

melting speeds resulted in finer structure as observed in Figures 4a and 4b.

- .*. Larger erbium oxide particles are also detected in the as-laser melted

.4.! conditions and are associated with the intercolumnar boundaries as shown in

Figure 4c. These particles probably nucleated in the later stages of the

solidification process at a cooling rate (and solidification velocity) much

3 40
lower than the 10 to 10 C/s cooling rate estimated for the initial stages of

* p the solidification process and grew in the solid state, and thus were present

before annealing.

04 79-5
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During annealing at 870 C (1600 F) for 2 hrs., a fine dispersion of

erbium oxide was formed in the region which had been laser melted. Larger

particles are also observed, and are better resolved near the melt zone/base

metal interface (Figure 5a). Those particles which are associated with the

intercolumnar liquid and formed during the later stages of the solidification

0
process, are stable and show little change in size during annealing at 870 C

(1600 F) for 2 hrs. Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) analysis of the

large precipitates reveals erbium rich particles (shown in Figure 5a) which

are assumed to be the stable sesquioxide Er203 [9, 10].

Similar results were obtained for samples surface laser melted at a e.

traversing speed of 4.0 mm/s. TEM micrographs of both fine and coarse

dispersoids formed following 2 and 24 hr. annealing at 870 C (1600 F) are

shown in Figures 6 and 7. The coarse hexagonal shaped particles are observed

to be aligned along the intercolumnar boundaries as shown in Figure 6a. The

fine dispersoids formed after 2 hrs. of annealing at 870 C (1600 F) coarsened

* to a larger degree than the coarse particles during a turther 22 hrs. of

annealing at 870 C (1600 F) as shown in Figure 7a. Nevertheless, both fine

and coarse particles are small enough to interact with single dislocations as

shown in (Figures 6b and 7a). Size distribution of the dispersoids was

oP
evaluated in the as-laser melted condition and after annealing at 870 C

(1600 F). The changes in the size distribution during annealing allow the

process of erbium oxide precipitation and coarsening to be followed.

Specimens in the as-laser melted condition contain large particles (up to

200 rnm) with a mean particle size of 78 rm (Figure 8a). A fine erbium oxide

dispersion (up to 40 nm) with a mean particle size of 18 nm was formed during

the first 2 hrs. of annealing at 870 C (1600 F). This time is sufficient to

79-6
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allow most of the oxide particles to precipitate out. However, little chang,.

in particle size was detected for the larger erbium oxide particles (mean size

of 82 nm) as shown in Figure 8b. Annealing for 24 hrs. at 870 C (1600 F)

coarsens both the fine and large particles and a bi-model dispersion with mean

sizes of 29 nm and 95 nm, respectively, is observed as shown in Figure 8c.

The change in the mean particle size (d = 2r) with increasing annealing time

(t) for the fine and coarse dispersoids is shown in Figure 9.

The Lifshitz, Slyozov, and Wagner (LSW) model for particle coarsening

[11, 12] was used in an attempt to explain the coarsening behavior of the

erbium oxide dispersoids, during annealing in the beta phase. This model

* :assumes a cube relationship between particle size (r) and coarsening time (t)

as shown in the following equation:

";£ "-3 -3
r - r = K (T) (t-t)

C D 7 Vm
K (T) = 8/9 s

""," RT

- _

where: r and r are the average particle radii at the initial and final

stages of particle coarsening, C -equilibrium solubility of solute in the

* matrix at a given temperature, D-diffusion coefficient, v-interfacial energy

of particles, V-molar volume of precipitate, t and t are the initial and

final time of particle coarsening, R-gas constant and T-temperature.

Modification of K(T) incorporates the effect of solute concentration in the

matrix (C) and the volume fraction of the dispersoids (0), leading to a new

- . -3• constant F(T) = K(T) f (C, *) [13). However, the cube relationship between r

S4/, 79-7



C' -3r ad
o and (t t) is maintained. The mean particle size of 18 nm obtained

following annealing at 870 C (1600 F) for 2 hrs. was taken as the tequililriwm

. particle size for the fine dispersion prior to the coarsening process.

-3 -3
Ti,: cube relationship between r - r and t for both the fine and large

0

particles is shown in Figures 10 and 11 respectively. The results obtained in

this work indicate that the coarsening process of erbium oxide during

isothermal annealing in the beta phase is an Ostwald-ripening process obeying

the LSW model. Erbium oxide particles coarsen more rapidly in a matrix I

containing an excess of erbium than in a matrix containing an excess of oxygen

(10, 14]. The alloy composition studies in the present work (see Table 1) are

I. excess oxygen, resulting in a low rate of coarsening and relatively small mean

-' 0

particle size following 24 hrs. of annealing at 870 C (1600 F), for both the

fine and coarse oxide dispersions (29 nm and 95 rum, respectively). Similar

behavior was observed during annealing of erbium containing alloys in the

alpha phase [14, 15] and for yttrium-tin containing alloys isothermally

annealed in the beta phase (16]. It was also suggested that in addition to

bulk diffusion of oxygen and erbium in beta titanium, coarsening of the erbium

oxide particles can take place by interaction of migrating grain boundaries

* and oxide dispersoids during processing and post-processing heat treatment

(5]. Accelerated dispersoid coarsening was found during high temperature

annealing of consolidated material especially in the vicinity of the grain

boundaries, where large depletion zones were observed [5, 17].

Diffusion coefficient of the solute in beta titanium was not calculated

from the data given in Figures 10 and 11 because the lack of accurate values

for the interfacial energy (T) and volume fraction of dispersoids (0) make Q

this calculation only a rough estimate. However, the rate of coarsening of

the fine erbium oxide dispersoids at 870 0C (16000 F) was estimated to be around

100 nm3 /hr.

* 79-8
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.4

CONCLUS IONS

I I. Laser surface melting can be used to study the solidification and

subsequent annealing behavior of a Ti-15V-3A1-3Sn-3Cr alloy containing

erbium.

2. As-rapidly solidified coarse erbium oxide particles (78 nm) were present

in intercolumnar regions with no evidence of any finer dispersoids within

the interior of the columnar regions.

* 3. Fine erbium (Er203 ) oxide dispersoids with a mean particle size of 18 nm

precipitate during the first 2 hr of annealing at 8700C (1600 0 F). These

dispersoids coarsen during annealing for 24 hr at 8700 C (1600 0 F) to

attain a mean particle size of 29 un.

4. The large erbium oxide disperoids (mean particle size of 78 nm) coarsen

slightly and display a mean particle size of 95 nm following annealing at

8700C (16000F) for 24 hr.

5. Both small and large erbium oxide disperoids coarsen by the Ostwald-

ripening process following the LSW cube relationship with time. The

-coarsening is controlled by volume diffusion of oxygen and erbium in beta

titanium and by the alloy composition, particularly the oxygen and erbium

levels in the matrix.

6. Coarsening rate of the fine erbium oxide dispersoids at 870 0C (1600 0 F)

was estimated to be around 100 nm 3/hr.
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- LABELING THE TOPOGRAPHIC FEATURES OF AN INFRARED IMAGE

by

David C. Wilson

* '. Mathematics Department

University of Florida

Gainesville, Florida 32611

October 1986

Abstract: A method is described which labels the topographic features

of a gray-level image. Regions of interest are identified through a
• segmentation technique based on edge detection, pixel value, and local

geometric information. The local geometric information is determined by
methods similar to the simplicial techniques employed by T. Banchoff to
calculate the local index and Gauss curvature at a point. By combining
the local topographic characteristics of the component's pixels together
with various shape, size, and height tests, a region is labeled a peak,

,- a crest, a ridge, a cliff, or a mesa. These region labelings are
designed to provide a first step in the understanding of a low
resolution digitized image. The algorithm was succesfully tested
against 199 infrared images of buildings, bridges, petroleum tanks, and
runways. A variety of target detection techniques have also been
developed.
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a. Introduction. The main goal of this report is to describe
a mehodforlabeling the topographic features of a gray-level

image. The features considered include peaks, crests, ridges,
cliffs, mesas, and ridge-peak systems. This approach is designed to
provide a first step in the understanding of a low resolution
digitized image. The methods were developed while investigating 199
1200360 digitized infrared images of such high-value targets as
bridges, buildings, petroleum tanks, and runways provided by Eglin
AFB. The motivation behind this project was to develop a systematic
and general approach to image understanding that will useful in the
detection of a wide variety of targets under a wide range of natural
conditions and viewing angles. The four types of images mentioned

* above served as a guide in this study.
We feel the main contributions of the approach presented here

is a new approach to segmentation and labeling. In most: ~ circumstances the segmentation of an image is accomplished by
forming the connected components of certain identified points of
interest. While it has been popular to select points by edge

A detection techniques such as the Kirsh or Sobel or by considering
all pixels one or two standard deviations above the mean, we have
chosen both local geometry and height as our criterion for a point
to be considered important. The reason height is important in the
images we investigated is that manmade objects such as buildings,

* bridges, petroleum tanks, and runways tend to appear "hot" in
infrared images. Thus, their pixel values tend to be one or two

* .~.standard deviations above the mean. However, in many of the images
-~ .'.the centroid of the target is only slightly above the mean. In some

of the bridge and petroleum tank images the centroid is even below
the mean. Thus, if we centered our attention exclusively on the hot
pixels, we would miss the target completely. While edge detection
techniques are an attempt to locate where rapid change is occuring
in the image irrespective of height, the images we are studying
exhibit such a wide variety of different contours that we decided to
take the view that a gray-level image is a digitized surface in 3-
dimensional space. Regions of interest are identified through a
segmentation technique based on local geometric information as well
as edge detection and height. Techniques similar to those developed
by Banchoff [21 are used to determine whether a pixel in an image
should be considered a peak point, a ridge point, a flat point, a
top-of-cliff point, a steep slope point, a gentle slope point, a
flat point, a bottom of cliff point, a ravine point, or a sink

* point. The peak, ridg-, flat, ravine, and sink points can be
thought of as ideas borrowed from Differential Geometry. The
top-of-cliff, steep slope, gentle slope, and bottwm-of-cliff points
can be thought of as measures of local steepness. Each of these
last four groups of points can be thought of as a type of edge
detector. In our first segmentation procedure the peak points and
top-of-cliff points were combined with pixels two standard
deviations above the mean. The buildings and petroleum tanks were
usually found among the connected components of this set of pixels.
In our second segmentation procedure the peak points, the ridge
points, and the top-of-cliff points were combined with pixels one
standard deviation above the mean. The bridges and runways were
usually identified as the large connected components of this second
set of pixels.

By combining the local topographic information together with
certain height and length data we can make decisions whether a
connected component in either segmentation step should be labeled a
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* peak, a crest, a ridge, a cliff, a mesa, or a ridge-peak system. We
can also determine whether it should be considered small, medium, or
large and whether it should be thought of as long or very long. The
details for both segmentation and labeling are presented in Section

The topographic approach is proving to be very effective in the
investigation of high value targets. Not only are we are able to
label peaks, crests, ridges, mesas, and cliffs in an image, but we
are also able to determine whether a peak is prominent, whether a
ridge is long or very long, whether a mesa is large, etc. We also
were able to make comparisons to determine which peak is highest,
which ridge is longest, or which mesa is largest, etc. The
preferred direction (or directions) of the long ridges and cliffs
can be determined with the Hough transform. This topographic
information tabulates the most important features appearing in the
image and provides the user with an excellent idea of what type of
scene is represented.

The components representing bridges and runways are not only
large, but they also have a very distinctive topographic character
because they frequently appear as long ridges and crests. The
buildings are frequently represented as small peaks and the
petroleum tanks as clusters of peaks and crests. However, one must
be very careful when making general statements about these images.
One reason for this caution is that in the data we studied sequences
of 30-50 images were collected for each target. These images were
taken at distances between 3,000 and 30,000 feet and altitudes
between 960 and 1,300 feet. A building which appears as a small
peak at 5 miles might appear as a ridge or crest at two miles, and
as a prominent ridge at one mile. Thus, general statements of this
type must be made with extreme caution. However, the advantage of
the methods we have developed is that they are flexible enough to
provide useful (though varying) information for each of these
different situations.

An algorithm representing the ideas discussed above was coded
into FORTRAN and used in the investigation of 63 bridge images, 61
building images, 50 petroleum tank images, and 25 runway images.
The results of the labeling were excellent. The algorithm
successfully identified virtually all the important topographic
features in the images. We also found that when the output of the
algorithm was compared with the range data provided with each image,
we discovered that we could get a good approximation of the centroid
of the target in over 80% of the images. A detailed discussion of
this target location problem is given in Section IV. Additional
general observations concerning the topographic features observed in
the different types of images are also discussed in this section.
Additional possible directions for future research are presented in

4 Section V. A detailed discussion of each bridge image studied is
I given in Appendix A. The building images are discussed in Appendix

B. The petroleum tank images are discussed in Appendix C. The
0 runway images are discussed in Appendix D.
* The ideas and results presented in this paper can be thought of

as a continuation of the study begun in the paper by Davidson and
Wiln 8.Kypotoso the details ofthe source coewere

also presented in [8].
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II. History and Background. The interest in locating maxima
and minima points (i.e. peaks and sinks) dates back at least to the
early days of Calculus. Newton and Leibniz certainly understood
critical points and their applications to extrema problems. In the
nineteenth century Arthur Cayley [6] and James Clerk Maxwell [26]
investigated critical points and slope lines to label regions of a
surface as hills and dales. While laying the foundations for modem
Differential Topology, they couched their works in the language of
the earth's topography. During the twentieth century Marston Morse
developed a completely modern treatment of critical point theory.
The book by Morse and Cairns [27] probably gives the most complete
exposition of this work. More recently, L. Nackman [29] and Nackman
and Pizer [28] have combined Morse theory with the idea of a
critical point configuration graph to partition a surface into a
finite number of "slope districts". These districts are the regions
where all the slope lines descend to a single pit (a dale) or ascend
to a single peak (a hill). Using minimal cycles of the graph and
the number of peaks, pits, and passes inside each cycle the surface
can be reconstructed almost exactly. Thus, the configuration graph
together with the information concerning the slope districts can be
thought of as a recipe for reconstructing the surface. Two
important theorems concerning these graphs are discussed: First,

* only eight types of critical points are possible: peaks, pits, and
-. six types of passes. Second, only four types of slope districts are

possible. All surfaces have a well-defined characterization as the
union of slope-district regions, where each region belongs to one of
four basic slope-district types. Nackman also mentions curvature
districts determined by the sign of the Mean and Gauss curvature of
the surface.

P. J. Besl and R. C. Jain [3-5] used the Mean curvature and
-', Gaussian curvature in their work. These local shape descriptors

from classical Differential Geometry are used to group the points of
an image into eight different types. These shapes include, peak
surface, flat surface, pit surface, minimal surface, ridge surface,
saddle ridge, valley surface, and saddle valley. These shapes are
determined by the Mean and Gauss curvatures. They not only indicate
how the transition is to be made from the smooth theory to the

*. *numerical setting, but they also apply these methods to range data
taken of a coffee cup, a keyboard, and a torus. A particularly
attractive feature of the Gauss and Mean curvatures is that they are

• invariant under rotations and translations. Besl and Jain refer to
this property as viewpoint independence.

T. Banchoff [2] developed a piecewise linear rather than a
differential versions of Morse's Critcal Point Theorem and the
Gauss-Bonnet Theorem. (Recall that the Critical Point Theorem

0-. equates the sum of the indices of the points of a surface with the
•. Euler Characteristic, while the Gauss-Bonnet Theorem equates the

integral of the Gauss curvature with Euler Characteristic.)
Following the lead of Morse, Banchoff also defined the index at each

,, -., vertex in the surface. However, since a piecewise linear surface is
made up of vertices, edges, and triangles and since derivatives do
not exist at every point, he defined the index at a vertex to be I -
(I/2)*N, where the integer N equals the number of times the link of
the vertex meets a fixed plane. (See reference [2] for more
details.) For both the Banchoff and Morse definitions peak points
and sink points have index +1, while saddle points have an index of
-1. Since he had no need for ridge and valley points the way Besl
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and Jain did, he did not consider these two possibilities. Our
definitions of ridge and ravine points are in the spirit of
Banchoff's definitions of index and curvature. Additional remarks
on these similarities are given in Section III.

The Topographic Primal Sketch developed by Haralick [17], et.
* ,al. identifies each pixel of an image with one of ten possible

labels: peak, pit, ridge, ravine (valley), saddle, convex hillside,
concave hillside, saddle hillside, slope, or none. By first making
a local approximation at a pixel with bicubic splines, the standard
methods from Freshman Calculus can be used to calculate first and
second derivatives, gradients, and Hessians. These calculations can
then be used to label a pixel as a peak, pit, etc. These dervatives
can also be used to calculate the Mean and Gauss curvatures at a
point. (See for example Besl and Jain [3].) An attractive feature
of the Haralick approach is that the derivatives can all be
calculated locally by computing linear convolutions with various 5x5
masks. While our methods for identifying pixels as peak points,
ridge points, etc. are also local, they are not simply linear
convolutions. For more details on the Haralick approach see
references 11 - 17.

Others who have taken a topographic point of view include
Crowley and Parker [7], Hsu, Mundy, and Beaudet [181, Johnston and
Rosenfeld [22], Lantuejoul [24], and Warntz [37). Crowley and
Parker define a multiple resolution representation (i.e. a partition
of the image) by detecting peaks and ridges in the difference of low-
pass (DOLP) transform. A pixel is declared a "peak point" if it is
higher than its eight nearest neighbors. Ridge points are defined
similarly. Hsu, Mundy, and Beaudet follow a line of thought very
similar to that of Haralick. However, they not only label pixels as
"peak points", etc., they also link ridges and valleys together in
what they refer to as a "web network". From a mathematical view
this network forms a partition (or segmentation) of the image.
Johnston and Rosenfeld define a pixel to be a "peak point" if it is
higher than all the points in some nxn neighborhood. Ridge points,
ravine points, and sinks are defined in a similarly natural way.
Lantuejoul borrows the idea of watershed from the area of physical
geography to detect bubbles in radiogragrhic plates and fractures in
steel. Additional references to the topographic approach are given in
Haralick [17].

J

.
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Ill. Description of the Method. While there are many aspects

to the algorithm, the two main ideas are the "probe" and the"slice". The slice can be thought of as a convenient method for
locating those pixels with the highest and lowest values. These
pixels will usually be the ones of most interest. For our purposes,
the pixels either one or two standard deviations above the mean were
given special attention. The "probe", on the other hand, is a way
of identifying the local topographic and geometric information at
each pixel. For example, we would like to know if a pixel is on a
ridge, in a ravine, or in a flat region.

The dimensions of the images studied are 120x360. The pixel
values lie between 0 and 255. When the data from one of these
images is read, it is first filtered by a mean filter which averages
the values in a 3x3 window about each pixel. The mean and standard
deviation (and all subsequent operations) are calculated for the
filtered matrix. To estimate the local topographic character at
each pixel, a "probe" or "sample" is made of nearby pixels to
determine whether the pixel is above or below its neighbors. Since
the data is of a natural scene, it is not of particularly high
quality. Thus, while it is customary to consider the immediate
eight neighbors as the most important, we felt that more information
could be learned by reaching out five units in each direction. By

0comparing a pixel with its non-immediate neighbors we gain a second
filtering of local irregularities. By selecting only eight points,

we keep allow the algorithm to progress at a more rapid rate than it
otherwise might.

The rules for the probe are as follows. The parameters ALPHA
and L are declared. For most of the data we analysed, we let ALPHA
= 7 and L = 5. We like to think of ALPHA as a measure of the "rise"
or "drop" that takes place near each pixel and L as a measure of the
distance "reached" out in each direction from the center pixel.

:.~'., The probe at a pixel is computed in the following fashion.
First, the value of the pixel A(I,J) is compared with each of its
neighbors. The values V(I1,Jl) are assigned to each non-immediate
neighbor according to the following three rules:

1. If A(I1,J1) > A(IJ) + BETA, then V(I1,Jl) = +1;

2. If A(I,J) + BETA > A(I1,J1) > A(IJ) - BETA, then
V(I I,J 1) = 0;

3. fA(I,J) - BETA > A(I1,Jl), then V(I1,J1) = -1;

where BETA = ALPHA if ABS(I-I1) = ABS(J-JI) and BETA = SQRT(2.0) *
ALPHA if ABS(I-I1) differs from ABS(J-J1). Thus, if A(I1,J1) is
"significantly above" A(IJ), then V(IlJl) = +1; if A(IIJI) is
"about the same height" as A(IJ), then V(IIlj1) = 0; and if

V A(Il,Jl) is "significantly below" A(I,J), then V(II,Jl) = -1. The
factor of SQRT(2.0) is obviously included to compensate for the
greater distance along a diagonal rather than along a vertical or
horizontal direction. The diagrams in Figure 1 indicate typical
configurations.
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-1 **** -**** -1 1 **** 1 0 **** ****iI
**0*** 0 "** 0 0 -*** 0 *** 0

-" * -1 *** -1 -1 *** -1 "*** 0 -1 " * -1 " * 0

a. b. c.

Figure 1. Typical Configurations

Three of the rules are now easy to state. First, if V(I1,J1) =
-1 for each of the eight neighbors selected, then the pixel is
declared a peak point. Banchoff would assign an index of +1 to such
a point. Second, if V(I1,J1) = 0 for each of the eight neighbors,
then the pixel is declared a flat point. Sin. - the curvatures and
indices of a flat point could only be assigned a value of zero,
Banchoff ignored this group of points. Third, if V(I 11) = + 1 for
all eight neighbors, then the pixel is declared a sink point.
Again, the index of a sink point is +1. These examples are
indicated in Figure 2.

a.d
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'w*.~ 1 *** *1 -1 0 ***0 0 1 ***1 *

a. b. C.

Figure 2. Typical Peak, Flat, and Sink Points

The three configurations indicated in Figure 1 represent a
typical ridge, steep slope, and gentle slope points, respectively.
The ridge points can be thought of as locations where the surface is
level through the middle and drops off sharply on each side. Before

* we can give the precise description of the rules for a pixel to be
considered a ridge point, we must count the number of value changes
that occur in the eight neighbors. Note in Figure I a that there are

-. ' .~two groups of -I's with three elements in each group and two groups
of zeroes with one element in each. Thus, there are four different
groupings with only values of -I or 0 in each group. Intuitively,
there are two regions at about the same level as the center pixel
and two groups each significantly below the center pixel. The rules
for a pixel to be designated a ravine point are the same except that
there will be only values of +1 and 0 in each group. Examples are
indicated in Figure 3. Banchoff set up his definitions so that
these cases never occured. Thus, he never assigned an index or
curvature to such a point. However, if he had, he would have agreed
that the Gauss curvature should be zero and the Mean curvature
should be negative just the way it is described in [31.

1** 0 ***0 1 ~ **0

1** 0 1 0 0 ***0

0 I 1 0 ~ ~~ 0

a. b.

Figure 3. Ravine Points

% A pixel will be designated a top-of-cliff point if there are
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* exactly two groupings of -1 values and 0 values and at least two
of the neighbors satisfy the inequality A(IIj1) < A(IJ) - 3 *
BETA. Thus, these pixels will be the same as the gentle slope
pixels except that the amount of drop will be much more
significant. The rules for a bottom-of-cliff point are the same
as those for a top-of-cliff point except that the values are now
+1 and 0 and two of the neighbors must satisfy A(I1,Jl) > A(IJ) +
3 * BETA. Examples are indicated in Figure 4. Note that we have
placed 3 or -3 where there is a large rise or drop. Note also that
these points would be detected by either the Kirsch or Sobel edge
detector. Thus, we can think of the identification of a pixel as a top-
of-cliff point as a location where very rapid change is occuring.

3 **** 1 **** 3 -1 --3 **** -1

0 **** 0**** 0 -3 **** 0 * 0

4%

S0**** 0 0 0**** 0 0

a. b.

Figure 4. Bottom-of-cliff and Top-of-cliff Points

'S. 4.
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A pixel is to be designated as a steep slope point if its
neighbors take on both the values +1 and -1 (and possibly zero)
and the number of groupings is no more than three or if there are
exactly four groupings and each of the values -1, 0, and +1 are
assumed by some neighbor. Examples of steep slope pixels are
indicated in Figure 5. As in the case of the top-of-cliff points these

S"-points would be identified by most edge detectors. However, note that
the local change at a steep slope point is not quite as rapid as the
change at a top-of-cliff or bottom-of-cliff point.

,.-1 **** -1 **** -1 -1 **** -1 **** -1

s 'm, 0 **** 0 * 0 1 **** 0 **** 0

* 1**** 1"*** 1 l"*** 1"*** 0

a. b.

Figure 5. Steep Slope Points

A pixel will be designated a gentle slope point if there are
exactly two groupings, where one group has all zeroes. Examples are
indicated in Figure 6. (See Figure lc for third example.) These
types of points can be thought of as locations where a moderate
rather than rapid change is occuring.

1"**** 1"**** 1 -1"**** -1"**** -1

i•

1 **** 0**** -1 **** 0 ****-1

0**** 0**** 0 0**** 0 0

a. b.

Figure 6. Gentle Slope Points

The algorithm is based on two segmentation procedures. The
first identifies all connected components of those pixels which are
either two standard deviations above the mean or are designated as
top-of-cliff points or peak points. The second procedure identifies
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all connected components of those pixels which are at least one
standard deviation above the mean or are designated as top-of-cliff
points, ridge points, or peak points. In addition, in the second
segmentation procedure it was found that the introduction of a
dilation and erosion helped to keep long narrow ridges representing
runways from fragmenting.

Note that both segmentation procedures depend on pixel values,
local geometry, and edge detection. This segmentation technique was
developed when it was found that the pixels representing runways
frequently were lower than one standard deviation above the mean.
Thus, even though the runway was clearly visible in printouts of the
data, the sigma-slice was not sensitive enough to identify these
pixels. By introducing geometric considerations the results
improved dramatically. A similar observation is true for the
building images because the target in a building image was
frequently found to be represented by pixels below two standard
deviations above the mean. By including peak points in the
segmentation process these buildings were usually located.

Once the two segmentation processes have been completed for an
image, the next step is to label the connected components by their
topographic features. The original idea was that a component with a
large number of its pixels identified as peak points should be
labeled a peak, a component with a large number of its pixels
identified as ridge points should be labeled a ridge, and a

E component with a large number of its pixels identified as flat
points should be labeled a mesa. However, we found that the above
rules needed to be modified to ensure accurate.

The four separate criteria used to test whether a component
should be labeled a peak are height, percentage of peak points,
curvature, and shape. These properties are integrated into a single
confidence factor, CFPEAK. The first calculation sets CFPEAK equal
to the fraction of pixels three standard deviations above the mean.
The second set of adjustments to CFPEAK is based on two tests for

-' the percentage of peak points in a component. If the percentage of
peak points is above 10%, then CFPEAK is replaced by .33 + .67 *
CFPEAK. If the percentage of peak points is above 25%, then CFPEAK
is replaced by .33 + .67 * CFPEAK. The third set of adjustments to
CFPEAK is based on the curvature of the image at the pixel. Three
curvature tests are made to determine the steepness of the drop on
the sides of the peak. The curvature at a peak point is computed as
the minimum of the absolute values of the curvatures in four
different directions. The curvature of a component is the maximum

* of the curvatures at all the peak points in a component. Each time
the curvature passes a test CFPEAK is updated to .33 + .67*CFPEAK.
The fourth adjustment of CFPEAK consists of three ratio tests to
determine whether or not the component is rounded or elongated.
Each time the component passes a particular test the confidence
factor CFPEAK is replaced by .20 + .80 * CFPEAK. If the component
is excessively elongated, then CFPEAK is reduced by .20. Finally,
if CFPEAK is greater than or equal to .60, then the component is
labeled a peak.

The confidence factor, CFRIDGE, is used to decide whether or
not a component is to be labeled a ridge. Its computation is very
similar to the calculation of CFPEAK described above. The first
computation in calculating CFRIDGE is to set CFRIDGE equal to the

,. fraction of ridge pixels in the component. If this fraction is at
least .30 or thc sum of ridge points, top-of-cliff points, steep
slope points together with one half of the gentle slope points is at
least one half the pixels in the component, then a series of five ratio
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tests are performed to determine the shape. Each time one of these
tests is passed, CFRIDGE is replaced by .20 + .80 * CFRIDGE. If MFIDGE
is at least .60, then the component is declared a ridge. If the minimum
of CFPEAK and CFRIDGE is at least .50, then it is labeled a crest.

If a component has at least 40% of its pixels identified as
flat points or gentle slope points, then the component is labeled a
mesa. Concern might be expressed that the presence of a large
percentage of gentle slope points could lead to a large variation in
height in different regions of the component. This problem is
largely avoided because most of the pixels will be two standard
deviations above the mean so that the variation between any two
pixels in the component will not be large. Thus, the combination of
these two factors will tend to ensure that a mesa will appear flat.
The large components representing the land masses in the bridge
images were frequently represented by mesas.

While studying the bridge images it was discovered that two
v~ different types of ridges were occurrng. The first type had a high

percentage of ridge points. The second consisted of 70 - 80%
(sometimes even 100%) top-of-cliff points. Upon inspection of the
data it was discovered that the ridges with a high percentage of
ridge points usually represented the bridge or the road leading to
the bridge, while the other type represented a cliff where the land
met the water. Thus, we decided that it is worthwhile to
distinguish between these two different types of components. A

* component is labeled a cliff if CFRIDGE was at least .60 and at
least 75% of its pixels were top-of-cliff points.

Not only were components labeled as peaks, ridges, crests,
mesas, and cliffs, but they were also ranked by size, length and
prominence. For example, if the number of pixels in a peak, crest
or mesa component comprise one half percent of all the pixels in the
image, then it is labeled medium-sized; if 1%, then large. If a

?. :*ridge or cliff satisfies certain elongation conditions, then it is
labeled long or very long.

The study of the components generated by the second
segmentation process is very similar to the first. The rules for
labeling a component a peak, ridge or mesa is the same as before.
Two modifications include the elimrination of the crest label and the

* inclusion of the ridge-peak system label. A component is labeled a
ridge-peak system if it contains at least two components from the
first segmentation step and has at least 300 pixels. The criteria
for determining the size of a component have been increased to 3%
for a medium-sized component and 6% for a large component. A new

* size category of massive (such as in a massive ridge-peak system)
has also been added. A component is massive if it contains 12% of
all the pixels in the image. In the bridge images components
representing land sometimes are labeled as massive ridge-peak
systems.

While the target frequently appears as the most prominent
peak in a building image, this is not always the case. Thus, we
felt it was important to develop a test to measure the prominence
of a peak. To estimate the prominence of a peak or crest we
compute the fraction of pixels at least 3 standard deviations

above the mean. The higher the fraction, the more prominent the
peak or crest. In this way we can pick out the target from among
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IV. Summary of Data Analysis. When we tested our methods on
the 199 infrared images supplied by Eglin AFB, we concerned
ourselves with four major questions. First, was the topographic
labeling accurate? Second, were there general observations that
could be made about the bridge images, the building images, etc.?
Third, could patterns be detected in the topographic labeling of a
chosen sequence of images of a particular target? Fourth, given the
centroid of the target (or targets) in an im -,could the
topographic features be used to pinpoint this location?

After studying 199 images we have come to the conclusion that
the topographic labeling is extremely accurate. While we assigned
labels to several thousand components, only a few were clearly in
error. (It was frequently the case that we left more complicated
components unlabeled.) If a component was labeled a small peak, it
was a small peak; if a component was labeled a long ridge it was a
long ridge, etc. The results were excellent.

While the component representing the target in a bridge image
is usually labeled a long ridge, there are a variety of other
observations we can make. For example, it is frequently the case
that the centroid of the target is represented by a cluster of ridge
points appearing as a subset of a long ridge. Thus, we can pinpoint

A, the target location more precisely. This precision is important
when we want to distinguish between the road leading to the bridge
and the bridge itself. Another observation to be noted is that the
pixels representing the road tend to be hotter than those
representing the bridge. This situation occurs when the sensor is
4-6 miles from the target and seems to be caused by the cooling
effect of the water on the concrete and steel forming the bridge.
Geometrically, the target appears as a saddle in a long ridge. In
some cases the pixels representing the bridge are below one standard
deviation above the mean (and are not identified as peak, ridge, or
top-of-cliff points) so that the road is represented by a long

4 narrow ridge with a gap in the middle. In some cases the target is
represented by as few as six pixels so the gap is not very large.

Since we have developed two segmentation proceedures in our
algorithm, we can combine information from both to pinpoint the

7 targe-t. For example, it can happen that the first segmentation step
will identify six or seven ridges. The obvious question is which
ridge represents the bridge? If a large ridge-peak system is found
in the second segmentation step which represents both the land and
the bridge, then sometimes this ridge-peak system will contain only
one or two ridges from the first segmentation step. Thus, the
possible choices are reduced. We refer to the above technique as
"nested targeting" because a component from the first segmentation

step will be contained (or nested) in a component from the second.
It should be remarked, however, that in most of the bridge images
the first segmentation proceedure did not provide nearly the useful
information that the second one did.

An indication of the wide variability of the bridge images is
the fact that the standard deviations ranged between five and
seventy. The images with high standard deviations had a large
amount of water represented in the image and extremely sharp drops
between the pixels representing the land and those representing the
water. These images are taken at a range of one to three miles.
Some of these images are so clear that even the pilings stand out.
The images with low standard deviations are so bland that when
intensity level pictures were made, it was almost impossible to
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detect any recognizable features. (One can only conjecture that
there was a dense fog around the bridge at the time the image was
taken.) However, even with these images, some useful information
was obtained.

While the results of the topographic labeling were excellent,
our ability to find the targets was also very good. In 58 of 63
bridge images studied some useful information was found which would
help locate the target. Enough topographic information was
generated in 53 of 63 images to obtain a good approximation of the
centroid of the target.

A discussion of the grading system together with the details of
the output of each bridge image studied are presented in Appendix A.
A brief summary of the target grades is as follows.

Target Grade Number

Excellent 2
Very Good 7
Good 44
Marginal Pass 5
Poor 5

Total 63

As mentioned in the introduction, the targets in the building
images were usually represented by peaks or crests in the first
segmentation process. However, the distance between the sensor and
the target varied from one to six miles. Thus, while the labeling
of the image taken at six miles might identify a small peak or crest
at the centroid of the target, the labeling might change to
prominent ridge when the sensor was only one or two miles away.
Such progressions depended on the features in the images, but were
usually natural.

Sometimes the target can be located as a small peak at the end
of a very long ridge. Sometimes the centroid of the target is
located among a cluster of three small peaks. Sometimes the target
may be represented by a peak, which is not the most prominent one.

~ -~ However, the other labeled topographic features near the target can
be used to confirm which component represents the target. Sometimes
the target was found in the first segmentation process but not the
second. In eight of the 59 images the target was not located at

* all. In these cases the pixels at the centroid of the target were
only about one standard deviation above the mean. While these
pixels formed a rather low-lying peak, it was rather small and dome-
like so that it did not have any peak points. Thus, none of its
pixels were even considered in the first segmentation process. In
the second segmentation step the component was too small (less than

.g 100 pixels) to be considered.
Despite the various problems mentioned above, we managed to

find pixels representing at least 30% of the target in 51 of 59
images studied. A good approximation of the target was achieved in
43 of the 59 images. Some useful information was found in 51 of the
61 images. The following table grades our ability to pinpoint the
target. A grade of excellent indicates that 80% of the pixels in
the target were formed by one or two components. A grade of very
good means that 60% of the pixels in the target were found. A grade
of good indicates that 50% of the pixels in the target were found.
A grade of marginal pass indicates that about 30% were found. A
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grade of poor indicates no component was found near the centroid of
the target. Note that since most of the targets in the building

images are represented by a small number of pixels , even the low
grade of marginal pass indicates the location of the target. TheI
details of the data analysis of the building images studied are
included in Appendix B.

Target Grade Number

Excellent 15
Very Good 13
Good 15
Marginal Pass 8
Poor 8
Not Rated 2

-- -- - --- ---- - --- ---- - -- ,

Total 61

The petroleum tank images are much more complicated than the
other three groups of images studied. Not only are there many more
components generated in the two segme,.Lation proceedures, but they
are also more irregular in shape. One explanation for this
complication is that there are as many as 23 targets in any one

4 image. Moreover, these targets can be grouped tightly together so
that one peak or ridge can be at the centroid of two or three
different targets. Another complication is that the number of
pixels representing a target can vary from less than one hundred to
above several thousand. As in the situation with the bridge and
building images the target (or targets) may not be the most
prominent feature in the image. In fact, some large targets had
pixel values below the mean at the centroid and very high values
away from the centroid. This type of situation makes it very
difficult to pinpoint the target exactly. Despite the complications
indicated above, we obtained some useful information in 43 of 50
images studied. While a detailed discussion of the petroleum tank
images is given in Appendix C, a summary of the target grades is as
follows.

Target Grade Number

Excellent 8
*Very Good 18

Good 12
Marginal Pass 5
Poor 7

Total 50

In our study of the runway images we found the targets to
represented by ridges and ridge-peak systems. The complexity of
these images was much less than that for the petroleum tank images.
While the first segmentation step provided some useful information,
the target was usually identified as a long or very long ridge in
the second segmentation step. The Hough transform was used to
determine the preferred directions of these long ridges. If the
image was taken close to the target, the component representing the

* target would be too wide to give useful information concerning a
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preferred direction. In these cases we would apply the Hough
transform to the bounday of the component. Since the data on the 25
runway images was the first group studied and since a variety of
modifications were made on the algorithm since the data was run, the
results are not directly comparable with the other three groups.
Even though we did not develop a grading system for locating the
target until after the data was run, we found the runway clearly
visible in 13 of 25 images. We found part of the runway in 24 of
25 images. The details of the results of our study of the runway
images is presented in Appendix D.
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V. Possible Directions for Future Research. There seem to be 4

a number of natural directions for future research. First, while
the sinks and ravines have always been considered a part of the
topographic labeling effort, we have discussed these features very
little in this report. The primary reasons for this neglect is
that the higher pixel values are more important and that the scope
of the project was already sufficiently broad. In the future
though these additional features should be considered to see what
new information can be learned.

The second more important direction should be to develop and
perfect a mathematical structure designed specifically to meet the
needs of image processing. Our view is that this structure could
very well evolve from a blend of the topographic and Differential
Geometric approaches discussed earlier. Each of these approaches
considers a gray-level image to be a digitized surface embedded in
3-dimensional Euclidean space. When one visualizes such a surface,
it has the appearance of a topographic relief map of a geographic -.

landmass. Features such as peaks, ridges, plains, valleys,
ravines, and sinks become readily apparent. The foundation for
this approach has already been laid by Haralick [11-18] and
Davidson and Wilson [8]. The techniques of Mathematical Morphology
are based on the Minkowski geometry. It seems worthwhile that
these ideas should also be incorporated into any general theory.

The main reason for our interest in this approach is to
develop techniques which will identify as many important features
in an image as possible. Rather than rush to such standard methods -4:
as edge detection, thinning, the medial axis transform, and the
like, it seems that consideration of the three dimensional
character of the image at each stage of the analysis would provide
for a more accurate understanding of the image.

The third direction we would like to begin exploring is the
development of a complexity measure (or sequence of measures) based
on the topographic and geometric information in the image. This
phase of the project should be analogous to the initial
developments in the area of Algebraic Topology when algebraic
invariants were first being discovered. The history of these
invariants proceeded approximately as follows. First, the Euler
characteristic was used (by Euler) to show that the tetrahedron,
the cube, the octahedron, the dodecahedron, and the icosahedron are
the only regular polyhedra in 3-space. In 1895 Poincare made use ,

of the Betti numbers to quantify the dual structure of triangulated
manifolds. This theory was a natural extension of the duality
observed earlier for the regular polyhedra. In 1911 Poincare
utilized the Fundamental Group to show the existence of a homology
3-sphere which is not homeomorphic to a 3-sphere. Veblen
introduced the idea of homology groups (with Z2 coefficients) about
the same time. Noether suggested the idea of homology groups with
arbitrary coefficients about 1925. Lefschetz pointed out in the
1930's that the cohomology groups provide the proper setting for
Poincare's duality theory developed some 30 years before. While
this discussion of the history of Algebraic Topology could be
continued at great length, the point is that it was not sufficient
to consider only the Euler characteristic. The proper mathematical
setting ultimately turned out to be much more complicated and took
many years to develop. Our view is that the development of a
complexity measure for an image could possibly proceed along a
similar path.

While we are still unclear at the moment how the complexity of
an image should be measured, it seems reasonable to base any such
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metric on geometric considerations. However, the situation does not
seem to be so simple. For example, if we were to follow the
topographic approach, we might add up the number of peaks, sinks,
ridges, ravines, etc. However, is an image with forty small peaks
forty times as complex as an image with one peak. We think not.
If we were to follow Nackman's approach, we might count up the
number and type of slope districts present in an image. If we were
to follow the Differential Geometric approach of Besl and Jain, we
might sum the curvatures over all the pixels in the image.
However, the classical theorem of Gauss-Bonnett relates the Gauss
curvature, the surface area, and the Euler characteristic. A
careful statement is as follows. (This theorem can be found on
page 358 of Kobayashi and Nomizu [19].)

Gauss-Bonnet Theorem: If M is a closed orientable surface, then

KdA = 2* PI*X(M), where

PI = 3.1415..., K is the Gaussian curvature of the surface M, dA
denotes the area element of M, and X(M) denotes the Euler
characteristic of M.

Note that this theorem states that the integral of the
curvature is a constant which depends only on the Euler

* characteristic. Note further, that as stated above the theorem
will have no applications to image processing because the
assumption that the surface is closed is to restrictive. In image
processing the surfaces will always be equivalent to the unit disk
D in E2 whose boundary C is equivalent to St. In this setting the
Gauss-Bonnett theorem can be reformulated as follows [ 19].

Theorem. If D is an embedded disk in Euclidean space with boundary C,
then

fkds + (PI - bi) +KdA = 2*PI , where
4. C. c.'l '

k is the geodesic curvature of C and bl,..., bm
denote the inner angles at the points where C is not
differentiable. The consequence of this last theorem is that the
integral of Gaussian curvature is determined by the constant 2*PI
together with the sums of two numbers determined by the boundary.
For the purposes of image processing this result is not very
satisfying because the boundary is the least interesting part of

* the image. While the integral of the Gauss curvature will not be a
useful measure of complexity, the integral of the mean curvature
could very well be important. The mean curvature is an extrinsic
property (the Gauss curvature is intrinsic) and does depend on the
embedding. Thus, different images could very well have different
total Mean curvatures. It might be possible to relate this number

* •to the complexity of the image in some useful way. Other possible
approaches include computing the sum of the minimum or maximum of

". the absolute values of the two principal curvatures.
In order to apply Nackman's approach we must first assume that we

". have a smooth surface which approximates the data. While this
approximation may be possible in some situations, it is doubtfull
the infrared data that we have been using would be easily smoothed
in a way that the essential character of the image is retained. In
particular, a large number of small innocuous false summits could
appear making the image seem more complicated than it is. While a
similar objection to the work of Besl and Jain might also be
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raised, they have confronted the numerical aspects in
considerable detail [3,5]. Polya [31] and Banchoff [1] and [2]
have shown that the Critcal Point Theorem of Morse and the Gauss-
Bonnett theorems can be phrased in the piecewise linear category.
This result implies that the difficulties of approximating the
data by a smooth function can be bypassed and there should be no
problem in making the transition from the smooth category to the
discrete setting of image processing. Thus, the work of Fenchel
[9], Kuiper [20,21], Massey [25], Otsuki [30], and Wilson [39]
can also be incorporated into our investigation.
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Appendix A. The purpose of this appendix is to summarize the results of

our study of 63 bridge images selected from the Eglin AFB IRHVTA image

library. The principal tool used in this analysis was the Topographic

Labeling Algorithm. A glance at the results summarized below indicates

that the algorithm proved to be an effective tool in locating targets.

In particular, the algorithm provided some useful information in 58 of 63

images studied. Better yet, it provided a good approximation of the

target location in 53 of 63 images. The results of the algorithm have

been checked against outputs of the range data, probe values, level

* slices, and raw data. Mr. Paul Gader has kindly lent me the pictures he

used in his 1984 bridge study. I have included as many of these as were

available. Note, however, since we ran our data before learning of Mr.

Gader's collection, the bridge numbers do not always correspond exactly

between picture and output.

Observations made while analyzing the bridge data include the

following. A new topographic feature, the cliff, should be introduced.

The reason for this addition is that a distinction between a very long

ridge with a high percentage of ridge points and one with a high

percentage of top-of-cliff points (and thus a low percentage of ridge

points) would help us differentiate between components which represent

the conjunction of land and water and those which represent a bridge.

The bridges were frequently represented by very long ridges which had a

very high percentage of ridge points. Note that the ridge points replace

the idea of "reverse parallel" and "antiparallel" lines used by Navatia

anJ Babu and Davidson and Gader. A second observation is that sometimes 9-

a long ridge would represent the bridge together with a portion of the

land at one or both ends of the bridge. Even though this component would

contain many more pixels than the target, the ridge points in the
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*component would corgregate at the centroid of the target. We refer to

this welcome event as "nested targeting" because the bridge can be

pinpointed as one set nested inside another. Other observations include

the fact that landmasses are frequently represented by flat ridges and

mesas as well as cliffs. Also, while the VERY HIGH points were very

* important in the building images and somewhat important in the runway

images, they provided very little useful information in these bridge

images. Thus, the output from this part of the algorithm has not been

4.>:emphasized. A final observation is that it was not uncommon in these

images to identify the road and land leading up to the bridge but then to

*have the bridge itself disappear. Upon examination of the raw data, we

realized that sometimes the pixel values at the bridge would be lower

than those of the nearby land. The reason for this would seem to be the

cooling effect that the water has on the bridge. If the bridge is small,

the pixels representing the target have the appearance of a "saddle". At

some future time in the project we may want to introduce saddle points as

a new local topographic label. Haralick has already done this in his

work.

Since the principal interest in this project is to find targets, the
V.s

5

*focus o f the summary presented here is on the application o f the

topographic features to locate the bridge. The algorithm was tested on

the 63 bridge images discussed below. Range data indicating the size and

placement of the target was available for all of these images. If the

algorithm labeled one or two components that contained 80% of the pixels

in the target, then we assigned a grade of EXCELLENT. if the bridge

together with adjacent land is represented by a long ridge (for example)

and the number of ridge points approximates the number of pixels in the
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target, then we assigned a grade of VERY GOOD. If the bridge together

with adjacent land is represented by a long ridge, then we assigned a

grade of GOOD. If no component is found at the centroid of the target,

but a significant ridge is found which points in the direction of the

target, then MARGINAL PASS. If the target was not found, then POOR. The

-J following list gives a summary of the results.

GRADE NUMBER

Excellent 2
Very good 7

V Good 44
Marginal pass 5
Poor 5

Total 63

The following tables and subsequent remarks give a summary of the

study of the bridge images investigated so far. Note that there is only

one target and one object in each image. Note further that all images

with the same first three numbers are of the same target. All images are

115x355 and thus contain 40,825 pixels. In the following chart the

distance (in feet) from the sensor to the target is listed in the column

headed by DIST. The coordinates of the center of the target in the image

appear in the column headed by CENTROID. The dimensions of the smallest

rectangle containing the target is listed in the column headed by DIM.

The number of pixels in the target is in the column PIXELS. The mean and

i', standard deviation of the entire image are listed under MEAN and STAND.

Note that the column ALT, present in Report Two has been deleted. The
m5
-
,

5, reason for this omission is that every altitude of every runway,

V building, and bridge investigated so far has been between 1,000 and 1,3bO

feet. The slight differences in these heights did not seem worth

W recording.
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DBRG201**I
IMAGE DIST CENTROID DIM PIXELS MEAN STAND

BRG20101 25,220 (51,180) (2,8) 16 130.85 36.29
BRG?0112 19,021 (57,167) (2,11) 22 123.57 41.81
BRG20117 13,893 (54,173) (3,15) 30 120.74 44.81
BRG20123 8,760 (49,178) (6,23) 67 107.03 42.11
BRG20131 1,902 (57,177) (38,123) 1,040 124.74 41.02

Remarks:

BRG20101 contains 8 ridges (4 of these are very long) and 3 smallI
and very small peaks among the very high points. The target is in an
isolated, small ridge which has 78 pixels.

The image contains two very long ridges and one massive ridge- peak
system among the high points. The ridge containing the target has 21%
of its 1,112 pixels identified as ridge points. The other ridge has
48% of its 726 pixels identified as ridge points. These two ridges
have 752 and 352 top-of-cliff points respectively. This h igh
percentage of top-of-cliff points indicates these ridges represent a
region where the land meets the water.

Target grade: good

BRG20112 contains six ridges among the very high points. Three of
the ridges are very long and one is long. The target is between two
unlabeled components which contain 63 and 39 pixels, respectively.

The image contains one massive ridge-peak system with 11,257 pixels
among the high points. This ridge-peak system represents the
causeway, bridge, and land. Ten percent of its pixels are ridge
points, which are concentrated at the centroid of the target. Since
the target contains only 22 pixels, we assign a target grade of poor.

Target grade: poor

BRG20117 contains 8 ridges and three peaks among the very high
points. one of the ridges is long and the peaks are all small or very
small.

The image contains one massive ridge-peak system and one large
ridge-peak system among the high points. The larger component has 63%

0 of its 10,138 pixels identified as flat points and represents both the
land and bridge. The target is also near the end of the large
ridge-peak system which has 11% of its 2,663 pixels identif ied as
ridge points. These ridge points tend to be concentrated near the

* - target.
Target grade: good
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BRG20123 contains 6 peaks and 4 ridges. The peaks are smnall o
very small. Three of the ridges are very long and one is long.

Located among the high points are one large mesa, one small ridge,
one long ridge, one very long ridge, and one large ridge- peak
system. The mesa is parallel to the bridge and represents land. The
target is located at the point where the large ridge-peak system
containing 3,381 pixels and a very long ridge containing 759 p ix elIs
come into the closest contact. The ridge-peak system has L5% of i ts
pixels identified as ridge points, while the very long ridge has 26%
of its pixels identified as ridge points.
Target grade: good

BRG20131 contains 6 ridges among the very high points. One or ridges
is very long and two are long. The target contains a ver long ridge with
676 pixels.

The image contains two very long ridges among the high points. The
target is located in a massive ridge which contains 8,384 pixels. This
ridge clearly contains the roadway and the target. The pilings are even
visible in the output. While this ridge has 797 ridge points (which is
approximately the number of pixels In the target), there does not seem to
be a concentration at the centroid of the target,

Target grade: good
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DBRG206**

IMAGE DIST CENTROID DIM PIXELS MEAN STAND

BRG20611 20,409 (52,162) (2,55) 110 107.97 26.72
BRG20616 18,330 (59,179) (2,63) 126 107.45 28.08
BRG20620 14,832 (60,180) (3,79) 197 106.61 29.53
BRG20631 6,271 (46,180) (8,224) 561 104.35 19.27
BRG20636 2,029 (71,180) (74,360) 19,620 148.71 22.15

Remarks:

BRG2Obl1 contains 11 ridges and one small peak among the very high
points. Five of the ridges are very long and one is long. mhe target
is located in a very long ridge that contains 191 pixels.

The image contains 5 ridges and one small mesa among the high
points. Two of the ridges are very long and one of the ridges is a
massive high flat ridge containing 8,161 pixels. The land is
represented by the massive high flat ridge and is parallel to a very
long ridge containing 825 pixels. A spit of land is represented by a

0 long (but not very long) ridge with 40% of its pixels identified a-,
ridge points. The target is at the end of a ridge with 37% of its
1,138 pixels identified as ridge points. When the raw data of the
image was examined in the vicinity of the centrold of the target, the
bridge did not stand out.

Target grade: good

BRG20616 contains 10 ridges among the very high points. Six of
these ridges are very long. The target is located in a ye long ridge

* which contains 166 pixels. One component, containing 39 pixels, is not
labeled and is lined up towards the target.

The image contains 4 ridges among the high points. One of the
ridges is very long, one is massive and flat, and one is small arid
flat. The target is located near the two smaller ridges which have
1,134 and 926 pixels, respectively. The massive ridge has 8,369 pixels
and represents the land. The ridges are distinctive because 27% and
39% of their pixels, respectively, are identified as ridge points.

Target grade: good

BRG20620 contains 8 ridges and 4 small peaks among the very high
points. Three of the ridges are very long. A very long rid with 189
pixels represents land and is near the target.

The Image contains 4 ridges among the high points. Two are small,
one is very long, and one is massive. The very long ridge with 57% of

; it s 1,024 pixels identified as ridge points represents the bridge
together with the causeway. Another small ridge with 84% of its 173

- pixels identified as ridge points represents the road on the other side
of the bridge. There was a concentration of ridge points at the

Ndcentrold of the target. The massive flat ridge with 9,432 pixels
4 represents the land.

Target grade: good
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BRG20631 contains 5 ridges among the very high points. rhree of the

ridges are long and one is very long. A small ridge containing 86 pixels
and a very long ridge containing 120 pixels together form a line. These

ridges contain only top-of-cliff points. The centroid of the target is

on the small ridge.
The image contains two ridges among the high points. One ridge is

long and has 10% of its 2,610 pixels identified as ridge points. The

other is very long and has 51% of its 3,631 pixels identified as ridge

points. The ridges are parallel and clearly represent the bridge and

causeway. Even the superstructure of the bridge is visible. There is

also a concentration of ridge points at the target.
Target grade: very good

BRG20636 contains 10 ridges, 5 peaks and 6 unlabeled components dmong

the very high points. Two of the ridges are very long and two are long.

Four of the peaks are very small. A very long ridge containing 1,165

pixels is parallel to a component containing 60 pixels that is not

labeled.

The image contains 5 ridges and one small mesa among the high points.

Two of the ridges are very long and two are long. All the components

except possibly one very long ridge are contained in the target. The

total of all the pixels in these components in the target is 7,978. Note

that the target is represented by 19,620.

Target grade: good
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DBRG2O7**

IMAGE DIST CENIROID DIM PIXELS MEAN STAND

BRG20711 23,544 (62,167) (2,49) 73 117.64 26.05
BRG20715 17,471 (53,170) (5,57) 115 11b.14 30.20
BRG20720 13,775 (53,177) (7,67) 145 108.02 38.10
BRG20724 11,376 (52,171) (11,84) 187 95.99 38.70
BRG20730 6,779 (56,181) (27,156) 690 86.67 25.57

* Remarks:

-'BRG20711 contains 7 ridges and 6 unlabeled components among the very -

high points. Five of the ridges are very long while two are long. A
very long ridge with 225 pixels contains the target.

The image contains 8 ridges and two small mesas among the high points.
Three of the ridges are very long, three are long and two are small. [wo
long ridges containing 308 and 279 pixels, respectively, are parallel to
a very long ridge containing 896 pixels. This very long ridge is at the
target and contains the bridge and one piece of the land leading up to
the bridge. The ridge is also distinctive because it has 61% of it s
pixels identified as ridge points. All the other ridges have a much
lower percenta ,e of ridge points. They would be more accurately labeled
as cliffs. There is a concentration of ridge points at the target.

Target grade: good

BRG20715 contains nine ridges among the very high points.
Three of these are very long.
The image contains 9 ridges among the high points. Six of these are

very long and one is small and flat. A very long ridge containing 1,228
pixels contains the centroid of the target and is parallel to a very long
ridge containing 878 pixels. There is a concentration of ridge pixels at
the target.

Target grade: good

*BRG20720 contains five ridges, one small crest, and one small peak
among the very high points. Two of the ridges are very long.

The image contains 7 ridges and one massive ridge-peak system among the
high points. Four of the ridges are very long. The target is located in

6the middle of a very long ridge which has 56% of i ts 1,660 pixels
identified as ridge points. This ridge is parallel to another very long
ridge containing 210 pixels. A massive flat ridge-peak system with 6,53b
pixels represents a major portion of the land.

Target grade: good
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BRG20724 contains three small ridges and one small peak among the very
high points.

The image contains two ridges and a massive ridge--peak system
containing 5,923 pixels among the high points. One of the ridges is very
long and represents a narrow spit of land. The massive ridge-peak system
connects the bridge to the land and contains the target. Most of its
1,024 ridge points form a line which contain the target. Note that the
tdrget contains 187 pixels. There is a concentration of ridge points at

the target.

Target grade: good

BRG20730 contains 5 small ridges and 4 very long ridges amon the very
high points.

The image contains one small peak and a massive ridge among the high
points. The ridge has 1,304 of its 6,351 pixels identified as ridge
points. Since the target contains 690 pixels, we have a fairly good
approximation.

Target grade: good
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DBRG208**

IMAGE DIS1 CENTROID DIM PIXELS MEAN STA

BRG20801 21,605 (43,209) (2,3) 6 142.36 21.20
BRG20806 24,118 (58,183) (4,4) 16 148.51 21.67
BRG20821 12,158 (56,176) (11,14) 117 148.18 3b.68
BRG20825 8,079 (48,172) (20,20) 390 133.02 42.92
BRG20831 3,603 (57,167) (114,48) 4,743 123.16 23.09

Remarks: Note that the orientation of the last two images in this
group is rotated 90 degrees from the first three.

BRG20801 contains 13 ridges among the very high points. Six of
these ridges are very long. The target is located near two parallel,
unlabeled components as well as two very long parallel ridges.

*-.. The image contains 10 ridges and one medium-sized ridge-peak system
among the high points. The target is found at the end of a very long
ridge containing 772 pixels. This ridge Is parallel to a very long
ridge containing 676 pixels and a long ridge containing 744 pixels and
is colinear with another very long ridge containing 430 pixels. All of
these ridges have a low percentage of ridge points and would probably
be more accurately labeled cliffs.

Target grade: good

BRG20806 contains four peaks and 7 ridges among the very high
points. The peaks are small and very small. Two of the ridges are
long and two are very long.

The image contains 7 ridges among the high points. Two of these are

very long and three are long. The target is located on a very long
ridge with 30% of its 1,481 pixels identified as ridge points Most of
the ridge points are near the target. This ridge is parallel to two
ridges containing 294 pixels and 538 pixels, respectively.

Target grade: good

BRG20821 contains three small ridges 3nd 10 small and very small
peaks among the ver, high points. A component that is not labeled
contains 74 pixels is located near the target. An isolated small peak
containing 38 pixels is also located near the target.

• The image conzains 11 ridges and two small peaks among the high
points. Two of the ridges are very long. The target is located near
the very long ridge with 52% of its 514 pixels identified as ridge
points The target Is also near two small, parallel ridges. The
closer one contains 166 pixels, while the further one contains 104
pixels These last two ridges contain 52% and ?6% ridge points,

, •respectively
Target grade: good

i
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BRG20825 contains 5 small and very small peaks among the very high
points. A small ridge containing 32 pixels is located near the target.

The Image contains one massive ridge-peak system containing 5,048
pixels and one small ridge among the high points. The target is between
where this ridge-peak system and an unlabeled component with 5,030 come
in closest contact. Since the target contains only 390 pi xelIs, this
information would not be of much use. ,However, a very distinct
concentration of the ridge-peak system s 791 ridge points appears near
the centroid of the target.

Target grade: good

BRG20831 contains a small ridge and very long ridge among the very high
*points. The very long ridge containing 440 pixels and the small ridge

containing 187 pixels are near the target. The centroid of the target is
located on a small crest containing 1,9 pixels.

The image contains one massive ridge-peak system among the hig points.
*It contains 6,271 pixels and covers everything near the target. Forty

percent of its points are flat. Note that the target has 4,743 pixels.
Target grade: good
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DBRG215**

IMAGE DIST CENTROID DIM PIXELS MEAN STAND

BRG21504 20,065 (45,167) (2,14) 28 117.53 39.06
BRG21511 20,029 (57,177) (2,17) 34 121.11 39.91
BRG21516 15,423 (52,175) (3,22) 44 119.11 44.15
BRG21520 13,262 (56,173) (2,28) 56 144.00 46.69
BRG21534 3,795 (64,1751 (33,192) 2,186 14?.80 39.19

Remarks:

BRG21504 contains 9 ridges and three peaks among the very high

points. Four of the ridges are very long and one is long. A ver long

ridge containing 228 pixels is located at the target. A small ridge
containing 43 pixels is also near the target and colli to the very long
ridge mentioned above.

The image contains three ridges, one small mesa and one large
ridge-peak system among the high points. The small ridge with 12
pixels is flat. A very long ridge with 407 of its 2,050 pixels
identified as ridge pixels contains the target.

Target grade: good

BRG21511 contains 8 ridges and 3 small and very small peaks among
the very high points. Two of the ridges are very long. 1w small
ridges containing 30 pixels and 42 pixels, respectively are near the
target. The ridge containing 42 pixels is at the target and is one
pixel wide.

ihe image contains one massive ridge-peak system, one ridge, and one

very long ridge among the high points. The target is nea each of these

three components. The ridge-peak system represents large portion ot the
land. The pixel values which represent the bridge itself are somewhat
lower than the road and land leading u to it. Thus, it has a somewhat
"saddle" shape. The ridge has 71 of its pixels identified as ridge
points.

Target grade: good

BRG21516 contains 5 ridge, and 5 peaks among the very high points.
Three of the ridges are very long. The peaks are small and very

* small. A very long ridge containing 470 pixels is located near the
target.

The image cont,.ns three ridge, and one ridge peak system amon the
high points. A very long ridge containing 89? pixels is located near
the target and points at it, The massive range-peak system with 60% ot
its 10,137 pixels identitied as flat and gentl slope points is next to

0 - the target.
larget grade: marginal nas',

,BHPW 520 fonlt ains ) Smd 1 .ind ,er ',mall pe a ', ind 1) rnip '., imor,j
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The image contains 4 ridges and one massive ridge-peak system among
the high points. One of the ridges is very long, one is long, and one
is flat. The massive ridge-peak system is nearest the centroid of the
target and contains 7,578 pixels. The small flat ridge contains 334
pixels and is parallel to the massive ridge-peak system. The very long
ridge containing 729 pixels as well as a branch of the massive
ridge-peak system points directly at the target. A small component of
ridge points in the ridge- peak system is at the centroid of the target.

Target grade: good

BRG21534 contains 5 ridges and and one small peak among the very
high points. One of the ridges is very long and has the property that
one third of its pixels are ridge points. More importantly, 1,20q of its
1,591 pixels are within a half a standa deviation of the maximum value of
the image. Thus, this ridge is very prominant.

The image has a massive ridge and a medium sized mesa among th high
points The ridge is very prominent and has the property th 1,170 of its
7,050 pixels are identified as ridge points. While the ridge engulfs the
target, the ridge points are near the centrold of the target The medium
sized mesa has 1,861 pixels a represents a part of the land Note thdt
the target contains 2,18 pixels.

. Target grade: very good
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DBRG216**

IMAGE DIST CENTROID DIM PIXELS MEAN STAND

BRG21601 24,162 (52,175) (2,3) 6 112.59 39.06
BRG21606 21,080 (53,176) (2,3) 6 102.73 24.39
BRG21610 19,186 (57,178) (3,1) 12 100.60 26.68
BRG21621 10,298 (47,188) (6,3) 18 98.26 49.00
BRG21623 9,b85 (61,171) (7,3) 21 74.12 43.73

Remarks: In this set of images the target is very small and is
oriented at a right a,.gle from the directions of the very long ridges
found nearby. Moreover, the pixel values exactly on the bridge are
somewhat lower than the nearby road and land. (These lower values are
probably caused by the proximity to the bridge.)

BRG21601 contains 7 ridges and one very small peak among the very
- high points. Three of the ridges are very long. A very Ion ridge

containing 502 pixels points at the target, as does a small ridge with
204 pixels. One end of a small ridge containing 45 pixels is almost at

AL the centroid of the target.
The image contains 11 ridges and two small mesas among the high

points. A very long ridge containing 662 pixels and a ,mall ridge

containing 102 pixels are parallel to a very long ridge c,.ntaining
?,119 pixels. The very long ridge with 662 pixels and the small riJge
are near the target. The very long ridge with 37% ot it,, 2,119 pixels
identified as ridge points contains the target. Sev of it, 110 peak
point.s in this ridge are near the target. Another smal ridgc, ..ith
105 pixels is also near the target.

Target grade: good

BRG2606 contains 15 ridges among the very high points. rive of the
ridges are very long. All but two components have every pixel
identified as a top-of-cliff point.

The image contains 12 ridges and one medium-sized mesa amorng the
high points. Nine of the ridges are very long. None of the ompenent,,

have more than a few pixels higher than the mean. The target is near
the ends of two very long ridges with 15% of 352 a 44% of 1"4 pixeIs,
respectively, identified as peak points. lowe since ther are I very

* long ridges in the image, these ridges are very dist inrtive.

Target grade. good (but not great)

BRG21610 contains 18 ridges among the very high point'. Ien )t the
ridges are ePry long. Fvery component has the propert j that I ,r y

pixel is a top-of *cliff point.
* The image contains 13 ridqg -  amongj the hi h point P,., n the

ridgsp, are very lonq and :jne i., l(ng The -Hntr )if t the tiaget . jt

tre Pnd of a ,Pry long <!dgp 'ith 21% of it,  iR pie/ l ent , i
r dgq P p i x 1H The target i, al s) it the o0 I.i fl (,ther -,r, 1 n, i

jl th 60% of 8f317 pixfel r,  idfnt i (i d I r lp, l, int' r

,thor very long ridge', in the ima,j ,ith hih r n? ,I , '

irlpt jradp po lot not P
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BRG21621 contains 6 peaks and 4 ridges among the very high points. The

peaks are small and very small. Two of the ridges ar very long and one
is long.

The image contains three small mesas 11 ridges and one small peal

" among the high points. The small peak has 190 pixels and is near the
* - target. A very long ridge with 85% of its 208 pixels points directly at

the target. A ridge with 20% of its 933 pixels represents the land arid
road leading up to the target.

Target grade: good

BRG21623 contains 7 ridges and 7 small and very small peaks among the
very high points. One ridge is very long and one is long. The centroid
of the target is located on a ridge containing 99 pixels.

The image contains a massive ridge-peak system. The ridge-peak system
contains 9,499 pixels and engulfs the target. While the target is very
clearly delineated by the ridge-peak system, there seems to be no way to
locate the 21 pixels representing the bridge
larget grade: marginal pass
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D.RG227**

IMAGE DIST CENTROID DIM PIXELS MEAN STAND

BRG22703 38,505 (66,282) (2,3) 6 101.54 23.17
BRG22706 27,453 (56,298) (3,4) 9 118.05 22.08
BRG22710 24,124 (57,283) (4,5) 12 119.33 20.57
BRG22741 15,882 (67,282) (7,19) 88 111.24 34./8
BRG22745 9,595 (50,290) (15,34) 258 100.93 46.34
BRG22753 2,199 (61,205) (119,180) 8,211 125.51 35.10

Remarks:

BRG22703 contains 8 ridges, 7 small and very small peaks, one crest,
and one small mesa among the very high points. Four of the ridges are
very long and one is long.

The image contains 7 ridges and one small peak among the high
points. Three of the ridges are very long and one is long. The peak
containing 3,395 pixels is located near the target. The pixels
representing the target itself are missing because they hay somewhat
lower values than the surrounding land. (This situation can probably
be attributed to the influence of the surrounding water.)

-. Target grade: poor

BRG22706 contains 8 ridges, 6 small and very small peaks, and two
small crests among the very high points. Two of the ridges ar very
long and one is long.

The image contains 11 ridges among the high points. five of the
ridges are very long and three are long. A very long ridge with 61% of
its 272 pixels identified as ridge points is located the centroid of

., the target. The pixels representing the bridge a between this ridge
and another.

larget grade: marginal pass

.-V BRG22710 contains 17 peaks and 5 ridges among the very high points.
Three of the ridges are very long.

The image contains 9 ridges, one prominant peak, and one small
ridge-peak system among the high points. Four of the ridges are very
long. The peak, two very long ridges, and a small ridge are near the

0 target. The peak has 2,223 pixels and is probably miss- labeled. The
ridges have only 15% and 13% of their pixels identified as ridge points.

Target grade: marginal pass

BRG22741 contains 32 small and very small peaks as well as two small
ridges among the very high points. One small peak was near the target.a. The image has 17 ridges and 3 small peaks among the high points. rwo

of the ridges are very long and three are long. A ridge with 133
pixels is at the centroid of the target. This ridge has 60% of its
pixels identified as ridge points. Another ridge with 30% of its 737
pixels identified as ridge points is located near the centroid of the
tdrget. However, there are many other ridges that are more distinctive
Ihian the ones near the target.

Trfjpt qrade: good (but not great)
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BRG22745 contains 19 small and very small peaks among the very high

points. One small unlabeled component with 37 pixels is near the

centroid of the target.
The image contains 10 ridges and two small peaks among the high

points. Two of the ridges are long. The centroid of the target is on

a ridge with 3,378 pixels. Twenty one percent of the pixels on this
ridge are ridge points. These ridge points are concentrated at the

target.

Target grade: very good

BRG22753 contains 6 ridges and one small peak among the very
high points. Two of the ridges are very long.

The image contains one massive ridge-peak system and one ridge among
the high points. The ridge-peak system contains 7,176 pixel and is

located at the centroid of the target. Note that the targe contains

8,211 pixels.
Target grade: very good
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N: DBRG229**

IMAGE DIST CENTROID DIM PIXELS MFAN STAND
'qa

- BRG2291l 17,506 (56,271) (5,49) 122 I16.41 30.5b
BRG22916 15,025 (68,280) (8,58) 120 108.63 36.35

*'."BRG22920 15,085 (65,275) (9,62) 132 111.72 36.01
' BRG22927 8,270 (69,254) (20,107) 424 106.72 35.99

Remarks:

BRG22911 contains 11 ridges and 6 small and very small peaks among
* "the very high points. Six of the ridges are very long.
.... ' The image contains 18 ridges and one small mesa among the high

points. Seven of the ridges are very long and two are long. A very
long ridge with 71% of its 480 pixels identified as ridge points is
located at the target. All the other very long ridges have fewer than
30% ridge points. (All but one below 21%.)

Target grade: good

BRG22916 contains 5 ridges and 7 small and very small peaks among
0 the very high points. Four of the ridges are very long and one is long.

The image contains 9 ridges, one small mesa, and one small
ridge-peak system among the high points. Five of the ridges are very
long. A very long ridge with 901 of its 3,853 pixels identified as

- ridge points contains the target and a portion of the land. The ridge
' pixels are concentrated at the target. A very long ridge containing

433 pixels is parallel and near the ridge that is located at the target.
Target grade: good

B" 8RG22920 contains 11 ridges among the high points. Seven of the

ridges are very long. Very long ridges containing 513 and 315 pixels,
respectively, are located near the target. A small ridge containing
107 pixels is also located near the target.

Target grade: good

BRG22927 contains 5 ridges and 5 peaks among the very high points.
one of the ridges is very long and one is long.

' The image contains three ridges among the high points. A massive

ridge with 16% of its 5,828 pixels identified as ridge points runs
through the target.

• Target grade: good
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j DBRG234**

IMAGE DIST CENTROID DIM PIXELS MEAN STAND

BRG23411 23,028 (66,245) (3,3) 6 147.27 5.78
BRG23415 20,66b (76,242) (3,2) 6 151.90 5.24
BRG23420 16,433 (94,177) (4,?) 8 149.08 5.31
BRG23423 16,185 (118,177) (4,2) 8 154,98 5.75
BRG23429 4,564 (53,118) (57,8) 342 141.42 19.35
BRG23432 2,851 (63,135) (115,20) 748 121.74 17.15

Remarks: Note the extremely low standard deviation in the first
four images in this group. While it was very difficult to discern any
features in these images when inspected visually, the labeling
algorithm performed reasonably well.

BRG23411 contains three small and very small peaks, one small mesa
and one ridge among the very high points.

The image contains one medium-sized mesa, one large ridge-peak
system containing 4,344 pixels, and three ridges among the high
points. The target was not found.

6Target grade: poor

BRG23415 contains two ridges, one very small peak, one small crest
and one small mesa among the very high points. one of the ridges was
very long.

The image contains 5 ridges, one medium-sized mesa, and one large
ridge-peak system among the high points. Three of the ridges are very
long and one is long and flat. The small ridge with 149 pixals is at
the centroid of the target. The long flat ridge and the ridge-peak
system are near. Two of the very long ridges are parallel and point
towards the target. Fifty-nine percent of the pixels in the ridge-peak
system are flat or gently sloping points. Thus, while the target has
only 6 pixels and is not represented by any particular componcnt, its
location can be pinpointed almost exactly. Note the incredible
blandness of the CCGRAY picture of this image.

Target grade: good

BRG23420 contains 5 ridges, two small peaks, and a medium- sized
*crest among the high points. An unlabeled component with 55 pixels is

near the centroid of the target.
The image contains 10 ridges and one small mesa among the high

points. Three of the ridges are very long and one is long. One of the
very long ridges is also flat. A small ridge with 258 pixels is at the
centroid of the target. The small mesa is also close to the target.

* The long ridge has a high percentage of steep slope points and top of
cliff points and represents part of the land. One very long ridge has
872 pixels of which 65% are ridge points. The centroid of the target
is near where this last ridge and the flat ridge come together. Thus,

'-e while the target only contains 8 pixels and is not represented by any
particular component, its location can be pinpointed almost exactly.

Target grade: good
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BRG23423 contains three ridges, a medium-sized crest, and a very
small peak among the very high points. One of the ridges is very long.

The image contains 10 ridges, one large ridge-peak system, and a
small mesa among the high points. Two of the ridges are very long and
three are long. The ridge-peak system contains 68% flat and
gentle-slope points and represents the land. A long ridge with 1,153
pixels also represents part of the land. This last ridge is an example
of a phenomenon that has appeared frequently with the bridge images.
In particular, while this last component is labeled a ridge, it would
be more accurate to label it a cliff The reason for this modification
is that this component contains only 15% ridge points, while containing
65% steep slope and top- of-cliff points. Moreover, this component
really does represent the edge of a level region, which drops off
sharply into the water. The road leading to the bridge also is
represented by a component labeled a ridge. However, these components
typically have 55-65% ridge points. The very long ridge that repesents
the road in this image contains 63% ridge points. The target is next
to a small ridge with 193 pixels.

Target grade: good

BRC 3429 contains three small ridges and one small peak among the
-. - very high points. None of these components is near the target.

The image contains three ridges and four mesas among the high
points. Two of the mesas are medium-sized and one of the ridges is
long. The mesas clearly represent part of the land, while the ridge
with 730 pixels contains the target. (The ridge points in this ridge

are concentrated at the target.) The long ridge with 316 pixels points
at the target. This long ridge has 69% of its pixels identified as
ridge points. However, this ridge represents a small narrow island
next to the bridge instead of the bridge itself. The two other ridges
represent the two spans of the bridge together with the road leading up

-. to them. Note the orientation of this image is rotated 90 degrees from
BRG24323.

Target grade: very good

.,
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DBRG235**

IMAGE DIST CENIROID DIM PIXELS MEAN STAND

BRG23521 13,504 (61,168) (5,26) 30 154.48 8.68
BRG23526 8,322 (56,185) (17,57) 89 154.06 14.45
BRG23530 4,531 (58,205) (60,114) 431 143.28 20.05
BRG23534 1,767 (61,156) (119,77) 1,130 134.21 21.27

Remarks:

BRG23521 contains two very long ridges among the very high points.
The image contains 5 ridges and two mesas among the high points.

One of the ridges is very long, one is small and flat, and one is
long. The mesas are medium-sized and small. The target was not found.

Target grade: poor

BRG23526 contains one small peak and one very long ridge among the
very high points. The very long ridge is located near the target.

The image contains two mesas and 4 ridges among the high points.

One ridge is very long and two are long. A ridge with 85% of its 108
pixels is located at the target. From the best I can determine, this A.

ridge represents an island in the river which is next to the bridge. A

very long ridge with 206 pixels is nearby. However, this last ridge
has only 2% of its pixels identified as ridge points and thus would be
more accurately labeled a cliff. This cliff represents where the land
meets the water.

Target grade: good

BRG23530 contains 6 ridges and two small peaks among the very high
points.

The image contains one massive ridge-peak system, two small mesas,
and one very long ridge among the high points. The massiv ridge-peak

system contains 7,136 pixels and represents both the, land and the
bridge. However, 1,262 of the ridge-peak system s pixels are ridge

points and clearly represent the spans of the bridge.
Target grade: good

BRG23534 contains 8 ridges, three peaks, and one medium-sized mesa
among the very high points.

The image contains two ridges and one large ridge-peak system amont
the high points. A very long ridge with 699 of its 4,551 pixels
identified as ridge points engulfs the target. This ridge contains

part of a small island as well as the lower support span under the
bridge. The other ridge and the ridge-peak system clearly delineate -'

the two elevated spans of the bridge.
Target grade: good
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DBRG211*

IMAGE DIS CENTROID DIM PIXELS MAN QIAND

BRG27121 5,831 (59,175) (15,24) 71 134.04 1.06
BRG27124 5,556 (51,190) (?8,39) 216 134.73 3.97
BRG27128 5,347 (47,164) (91,37) 2,514 137.51 5.31

Remarks: Note the low standard deviation of the images in this
..- * group.

BRG27121 contains one ridge and one large mesa among the very high
points.

The image contains two small mesas, one large ridge-peak system, and

three ridges among the high points. One of the ridges is very long and
. one is long. The target is at the end of the ridge-peak system.

Another unlabeled component with 27% of ite 12 pixels is also near the
target. (This component narrowly missed being labeled a ridge.)

Target grade: good

BRG27124 contains one small peak among the very high points. The
- image contains two small mesas and one long ridge among the high

points. An unlabeled component containing 4,618 pixels runs through
the target. The region around the target was extremely bland since
almost every pixel was identified as a flat point or a gentle slope
point.

Target grade: poor (but not surprising)

BRG27128 contains 5 peaks and one small mesa among the very high
points.

The image contains one small flat ridge and one massive ridge- peak

system among the high points. The ridge-peak system with 53% of its
7,312 pixels identified as flat and gentle slope points engulfs the

target.
Target grade: good
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DRBG2/2**

IMAGE DIS1 CENTROID DIM PIXELS MEAN STAND

BRG27202 13,580 (51,241) (9,239) 832 134.05 3.88
N BRG27206 10,531 (61,180) (28,360) 1,440 135.41 4.30

BRG21210 5,915 (52,180) (44,3b0) 1,800 133.38 4.34

Remarks: Note the unusually low standard deviations for the images
in this group.

BRG27202 contains one small mesa and one ridge among the very high
points.

The image contains one large ridge-peak system, one small mesa, and
one very long ridge among the high points. The very long ridge
containing 274 pixels is located at the target. The ridge- peak system
containing 3,338 pixels is near the target.

Target grade: good

BRG27206 contains three mesas among the very high points. two of
the mesas are small and one is large.

T The image contains one small mesa, three ridges, and one large
ridge-peak system among the high points. One of the ridges is very
long. The very long ridge containing 731 pixels is located at the
centroid of the target.

Target grade: good

BRG27210 contains one ridge among the very high points. The image
contains two small mesas and one very long ridge among the high
points. The ridge is very distinctive with 59% of its 1,446 pixels
identified as ridge points. Note that the target has 1,800 pixels.

Target grade: very good
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DBRG27 3**

IMAGE DIST CENTROID DIM PIXELS MEAN STAND

BRG27321 13,219 (75,138) (4,28) 76 139.53 -1.05

BRG27331 4,190 (44,86) (21,171) 1,451 143.4b 1.21

Remarks:

BRG27321 contains no components of any interest among the very high
" points.

The image has three ridges and two small mesas among the high

points. One of the ridges is labeled very long and contains 3,888
pixels. This very long ridge clearly represents both the land as well

as the bridge. More important, however, is the fact that this ridge
contains 635 ridge points which form a line which ends at the centroid
of the target. The mesas represent portions of the land.

Target grade: good

BRG2/331 contains two small peaks, one medium-sized crest, and two
ridges among the very high points. One ridge is very long ano has 28%

•1 of its pixels identified as ridge points.
The image has two very long ridges and one massive high flat ridge

among the high points. The two ridges are long thin, parallel, and
together contain 1,248 pixels. (Note that the target contains 1,454

*pixels!) The ridges have 94% and 37%, respectively, of their pixels
identified as ridge points.

Target grade: excellent
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DRBG214**

IMAGE DIST CENTROID DIM PIXFLS MEAN SIAND

BRG27405 19,148 (54,197) (5,31) 65 136.65 4.36
BRG27411 18,671 (69,189) (8,52) 125 137.07 4.01
BRG27421 10,661 (64,210) (28,131) 773 139.25 4.04
BRG27424 8,333 (65,201) (56,210) 2,175 140.76 4.83

Remarks: Note the unusually low standard deviations of the images
in this group.

BRG27405 contains four mesas among the very high points. Two of
these are small and two are medium-sized. None of these components are
near the target.

The image has three ridges, one large ridge-peak system, and one
large mesa among the high points. One of the ridges is very long. A
small ridge with 108 pixels is at the centroid of the target. this
ridge has 76% of its pixels identified as ridge points. The very long
ridge contains 213 pixels, has 66% of its pixels identified as ridge

- points, and is near the target.
* Target grade: excellent

BRG27411 contains a large and a medium-sized mesa among the very
high points. Neither of these components is near the target They
represent portions of the land.

The image has three mesas and two ridges among the high points One
of the ridges is very long. This very long ridge has 75% of its 211
pixels identified as ridge points and is lined up towards the centroid
of the target. However, it is not very close to the centroid of the
target. The mesas represent portions of the land

Target grade: marginal pass

BRG27421 contains three ridges and two small peaks among the very
high points. One of the ridges is very long. None of these components
Is near the target.

The image has six ridges and one small mesa among the high points.

One of the ridges is very long and one is small and flat ihe ridge with
2,935 pixels contains the target. Note that 20% or pixels are
identified as ridge points. Note that this number is very close to the
number of pixels in the target. An unlabeled component with 1,467
represents a portion of the land.

Target grade: good

BRG2/424 contains two very small peaks, one large peak, arid one
O ridge among the very high points. None of these components is near the

target.
The image a large peak and a ridge among the high points. The peak

has 3,209 pixels and contains the target which has 2,175 pixels. The
labeling of the component as a peak is one of the few examples of poor
labeling that I have found.

Target grade: good (except for the label)
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DRB,27 5**

IMAGE DIS1 CENTROID DIM PIXELS MEAN SIAND

BRG27521 15,855 (79,170) (51,15) 211 142.58 .1 15
BRG21527 7,291 (84,168) (72,19) 613 143.63 3.28

* Remarks: Note the extremely low standard deviations of the images
in this group.

BRG27521 contains one large mesa with 1,307 pixels dmong the very
high points. This mesa represents a portion of the land and is not
near the target.

The image has four ridges and one large mesa among the '/ery high
points. Two of the ridges are flat. The mesa represents a portion of
the land. The target is reprsented by two small ridges which have a
total of 280 pixels. (Note that the target has 211. These ridges have
63% and 67% ridge points respetively.
Target grade: very good

BRG27527 contains one very small peak with 12 pixels among the very
high points. This peak is near the centroid of the target.

The image has four ridges and one large mesa among the high points.
One of the ridges is long and one is flat. The long ridge has b0% of
its 131 pixels identified as ridge points but is not particularly near
the target. A ridge with 37% of its 162 pixels is at the centroid of
the target. The mesa represents the land.

Target grade: good
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Appendix B. The purpose of t h is appendix i~ to 'iwMtnar i ZC t he

resulits o f a study of 61 building i ma ges. The principal toolI u ted i n

this analysis was the Topographic Labeling Algorithm- While very ,mall

peaks were not of any particular importance in the bridge and runway

images, they are very important in the building images. The reason for

this interest in very small peaks is that the target in a building image

frequently will have fewer than 30 pixels. Thus, the threshold f or

ignoring components had to be reduced from 29 to 9. However, to avoid

the problem of dealing with scores of insignificant components, we

require a very small component to contain at least 10 peak points. As

noted below the results proved to be quite satisfactory.

The algorithm was tested on the 61 building images discussed below.

Range data indicating the size and placement of the target was available

for 59 of these images. One group of images proved defective arid is not

included in the discussion given below. If the algorithm labeled one or

two components that had about 90% of the pixels in the target, then w

assigned a grade of excellent. if the algorithm found 80% of the target,

then we graded very good. If 50%, then good. If 30%, then marginal

pass . If the target was not found, then poor. The following list gives

a summary of the results.

GRADE NUMBER

Excellent 15
IVery good 13

Good 15
marginal pass B
Poor 8
Not rated

Total 61
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The groups of images that gave the best resu't s ere B D23*

BI.D224**, BLD245**, and BlD247**. Four of the five images in the group

BLD243** were rated good to excellent. Four of the 6 images in the group

BLD246** were rated good or very good. While we graded the results ot

the target detection as poor in 10 images, none of t.hese images had

I prominent small peaks as targets. These 10 images had neither enough

pixels two standard deviations above the mean nor more than a f ew

scattered peak points near the target so that the target was completly

missed. However, if the target is not found, the grade must be: poor.

If a local version of the standard deviation had been used instead of one

* global standard deviation, these peaks might have been identified. lhe

image BLD25701 was so bland that that even when the original data waS

examined, there seemed to be little evidence of a target at all.

The following table gives a summary of the results of all the

building images studied. In the following charts the distance (in feet)

to the target is given in the column headed by DIST; the altitude (in

feet) at which the image was taken is in the column headed by ALT. The

dimensions of the smallest rectangle containing the target is listed in

the column headed by DIM. The number of pixels in the target is in the

column PIXELS. The mean and standard deviation of the entire image are

listed under MEAN and STAND.

'4-.
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TARGE I
IMAGE DIST ALT DIM PIXELS MEAN STAND GRADE

BLD22301 22,697 1,000 (6,23) 123 122.14 26.53 excelI
8LD22302 24,233 1,000 (5,24) 109 120.34 27.31 excell
BLD?2305 22,419 1,000 (6,27) 137 128.6.1 25.31 good
BLD22308 20,237 1,000 (8,30) 189 135.65 24.52 good
BLD22310 18,990 1,000 (9,33) 233 139.94 24.11 good

8LD22403 31,033 1,000 (3,7) 17 163.97 30.92 excell
BLn??404 33,413 1,000 (3,7) 21 126.26 32.00 excel)
8LD22405 27,034 1,000 (3,6) 18 100.32 35.1? excell
BLD22406 26,508 1,000 (3,8) 24 113.90 26.93 excell
8LD22408 25,396 1,000 (4,8) 28 116.26 26.55 excell
BLD22409 24,930 1,000 (4,10) 35 119.66 26.64 excell
BLD22410 21,236 1,000 (4,11) 38 126.63 22.20 excel]

" BLD22521 8,396 1,170 (26,80) 1,399 128.96 39.94 good
8LD22522 7,126 1,170 (32,90) 1,808 138.16 42.93 m pass
BLD22525 4,648 1,170 (63,160) 6,171 150.79 44.39 v good

* BLD?2601 31,034 1,160 (2,29) 58 87.74 33.02 m pass
BLD?2606 19,951 1,160 (6,45) 178 107.30 25.07 m pass
8LD22611 15,738 1,160 (6,44) 132 116.73 22.12 m pass
BLD22614 12,534 1,160 (8,55) 219 129.31 24.41 gooo
81.22620 10,076 1,160 (10,89) 485 135.27 24.73 good
BLD22621 2,962 1,160 (65,311) 12,574 147.49 76.09 m pass

8LD24201 24,609 1,060 (4,7) 19 120.62 20.57 poor
Br024209 22,640 1,160 (4,15) 46 122.03 19.42 poor
BLD24215 13,274 1,160 (6,21) 94 141.51 11.30 poor
BI-D24221 9,875 1,360 (13,37) 335 153.66 13.99 m pa',;

BI.D24301 30,414 1,260 (3,9) 22 121.20 21.43 f)()r
81-D24316 15,308 1,260 (6,14) 61 136.27 11.58 ex, ,li
81.024320 11,986 1,260 (7,20) 97 140.16 11.7 I
81.D24321 10,326 1,260 (7,25) 127 1,12.03 1 .70
8LD24331 1,142 1,160 (69,130) 5,606 198.72 ; c.,!

S81024403 23,907 1,26 (2,5) 10 112 8 ,
8LD24410 18,677 1,16 (3,9) 27 11 .I;
8LD24415 15,154 1,060 (4,11) 44 12 .
B1D24420 10,049 1,060 (6,15) R3
BI024431 635 1 ,060 (91,64) 2,1fl

O BLD24502 23,192 1,360 (4,11)
BIl24509 11,895 1 ,10 ( , ,
BI 0451R }0,999 1 ,16) , ,

boi LD 4525 . 5 ', .
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BLD24611 13,363 1,160 (7,24) 130 115.35 13.96 v good
BLD24612 12,807 1,160 (8,28) 180 118.86 13.43 good
BLD24615 9,968 1,160 (9,36) 241 128.70 16.64 good
BLD24619 6,185 1,160 (16,54) 564 142.56 21.72 good

BLD24620 5,269 1,160 (20,68) 880 145.81 23.71 v good
BLD24625 1,582 1,160 (107,200) 12,959 145.95 36.95 good

BLD24701 28,832 1,360 (3,10) 29 99.45 21.76 poor
BLD24705 24,921 1,360 (4,11) 35 105.26 18.23 v good
8LD24710 20,841 1,360 (5,13) 58 111.30 15.40 v good
BLD24715 16,603 1,260 (6,16) 72 117.62 13.83 excel]
BLD24721 12,146 1,260 (7,22) 132 124.61 18.04 excetl
BLD24731 3,409 1,160 (107,139) 12,017 167.11 39.50 v good

BLD25411 14,089 1,360 (8,41) 159 134.07 14.03 good
81D25414 12,649 1,260 (16,63) 320 135.69 15.14 good

BLD25501 19,405 1,260 (6,37) 99 124.34 18.47 good
BLD25511 19,018 1,260 (11,85) 359 154.99 17.38 exccll

BL8125611 19,622 1,300 (5,32) 97 138.76 14.50 m pass
BL025623 4,982 1,200 (59,120) 3,98! 140.03 37.08 m pass

BLD25701 25,990 1,260 (3,35) 70 96.87 18.96 poor
BLD25721 (Range data not available.) 147.74 15.43 nr

BLD26019 (Range data not available.) 142.81 12.80 nr

The following summaries give more details of the study of the
building images listed above. Note that there is only one target and
one object in each image. Note further that all images with the same
first three numbers are of the same target. All images are 1150355
and thus contain 40,825 pixels. The coordinates of the center of the
target In the Image appear in the column headed by CENTROID.
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D8LD223**

IMAGE DIST ALT CENIROID DIM PIXELS MEAN STAND

BLD22301 22,697 1,000 (45,138) (6,23) 123 122.14 26.53
BLD22302 24,233 1,000 (50,179) (5,24) 109 120.34 27.31
BLD22305 22,419 1,000 (50,180) (6,27) 137 128.64 25.31
BLD22308 20,237 1,000 (49,180) (8,30) 189 135.65 24.52
BLD22310 18,990 1,000 (49,182) (9,33) 233 139.94 24.11

Remarks:

BLD22301 has two small peaks and 4 very small peaks among the very
high points. One of these peaks together with another unlabeled
component form the target. (The confidence factor CFPEAK of this
unlabeled component lacks 0.01 of the threshold for declaring it to be
a peak.) The total number of pixels in these two components is 111.
Note that the target consists of 123 pixels so that it has been located
almost exactly.

The image contains 8 ridges among the high points. Two of these are
very long and one is long. The target is contained in one of the

* ridges.
Target grade: excellent

J BLD22302 has three small peaks and 6 very small peaks among the very
4 high points. The union of two of these peaks contain 102 of the 109

pixels in the target.
The Image contains 6 ridges among the high points. Two of the ridges

are very long and one is long. The target is a subset of the long
ridge.
Target grade: excellent

BLD22305 has 12 small and very small peaks and one ridge among the
very high points. The target is contained in the ridge. This ridge
contains 220 pixels compared with 137 in the target.

The image contains 4I ridges among the high points. Trwo of the ridge
are very long and one is long. The target is contained in one of the
very long ridges.

Target grade: good

BLD22308 has 12 peaks among the very high points. one of these is
medium-sized, while the rest are either small or very small. While the
component containing the target is made up of 299 pixels, the target
itself has 189 pixels. Unfortunately, the target is left unlabeled.
However, it does have a rather box-like shape that could be detected by

ohrmethods.
The image contains 6 ridges and one peak among the high points. One

of the ridges is very long and two are long. The target is contained

in the very long ridge.
Target grade: good
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81022310 has 14 peaks among the very high points. one of these isI
medium-sized while the remainder are either small or very small. The
component representing the target contains 390 pixels while the target
itself has 233. Unfortunately, even though this key component almost
passes enough tests to be labeled a ridge, it is left unlabeled.

The image contains one large ridge-peak system and 4 ridges among the
high points. Two of the small ridges are long. The target is
contained In the ridge with 1,338 pixels.
Target grade: good



DBLD224**

IMAGE DIST ALT CENTROID DIM PIXELS MEAN STAND

BLD22403 31,033 1,000 (67,224) (3,7) 17 163.97 30.92
BLD22404 33,413 1,000 (72,214) (3,7) 21 126.26 32.00
8LD22405 27,034 1,000 (78,206) (3,6) 18 100.32 35.12
BLD22406 26,508 1,000 (66,218) (3,8) 24 113.90 26.93
BLD22408 25,396 1,000 (69,206) (4,8) 28 116.26 26.55
BLD22409 24,930 1,000 (71,280) (4,10) 35 119.66 26.64
BLD22410 21,236 1,000 (65,262) (4,11) 38 126.63 22.20

Remarks:

BLD22403 contains 6 very small peaks among the very high points. ihe
target is almost exactly represented by a very small peak containing 14
peak points. This peak has one close neighbor.

The image contains 8 ridges and one small mesa among the high
points. Two of the ridges are very long and one is long. The target
is contained in the end of the long ridge. Another small ridge is
nearby.

4 Target grade: excellent S

BLD22404 contains 5 very small peaks among the very high points. The
peak containing 17 pixels is the target. Note that the target contains
21 pixels.

The image contains 4 ridges among the high points and one mesa. One
of the ridges is very long and one is flat. The target is contained in
the end of the very long ridge.

Target grade: excellent

B.D22405 contains 9 very small peaks and one very low lying very long
ridge. There is a cluster of three very small peaks near the target.
The peak at the centroid of the target contains 17 pixels, while the
target contains 18. The most prominent peak is not near the target.

The image contains 6 ridges and two small peaks among the high
points. Two of the ridges are very long. One of these long ridges
contains the target.

Target grade: excellent
4

BL022406 contains one small peak and 9 very small peaks among the
very high points. There is a cluster of three peaks very small peaks
at the target. The peak containing 23 pixels is at the centroid of the
tdrget. Note that the target contains 24 pixels. The most prominent
peak is not near the target.

4 The image contains 7 ridges, one mesa, and one peak among the high
points. Two of the ridges are very long and two are flat. The target
is at the end of the small ridge.
Target grade: excellent
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BLD22408 contains 13 peaks (11 of which are very small) and one smal
ridge among the very high points. There is a cluster of three very
small1 peaks near the target. Component number 11 contains 27 pixels
and is the target exactly.

The image contains 7 ridges and three peaks among the high points.
Three of the ridges are long and one is very long. The target Is in
the small peak with almost 1/3 of its pixels designated as peak
points. There is a cluster of 5 components at the target including one
very long ridge.
Target grade: excellent

BLD22409 contains 13 peaks among the very high points. Eight of
these peaks are very small. ,The peak at the centrold of the target
contains 31 of the target s 35 pixels. Again there is a cluster of
three peaks at the target.

The image contains 3 peaks, 8 ridges, and one mesa among the high
points. One of the ridges is very long, one is long, and one is flat.
Component number 7 is a small peak with 132 pixels and contains the
target. This peak has 5 close neighbors.
Target grade: excellent

0 BLD22410 contains 15 peaks and one small ridge among the very high
points. The target is a small peak containing 35 pixels. There is a
cluster of 3 small peaks at the target.

The image contains 7 ridges, two small peaks, and two small MeSdS
1among the high points. The target is contained in a small ridge which

has two close neighbors.

Target grade: excellent

41.5
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DBLD225**

IMAGE DIST ALT CENTROID DIM PIXELS MEAN SrAND

BLD22521 8,396 1,170 (52,207) (26,80) 1,399 128.96 39.94
BLD?2522 7,126 1,170 (44,188) (32,90) 1,808 138.16 42.93
B.D22525 4,648 1,170 (73,219) (63,160) 6,171 150.79 44.39

Remarks:

BLD22521 has 17 small peaks, 16 very small peaks, 4 ridges, and one
crest among the very high points. Component number 11 is at the centroid
of the target. There is a cluster of 4 or 5 small peaks and ridges near
this component which probably make up the rest of the target. Note that
the target contains 1,399 pixels so that it would be unlikely to uncover
the target on this first slice.

The image contains 11 ridges and one ridge-peak system among the high
points. Components 5 and 12 contain 1247 pixels and seem to make up the
tdrget.
Target grade: good

_ BLD22522 has 32 small and very small peaks, two ridges, and three
crests among the very high points. Several of these components including
a long ridge appear along the edge of the target.

The image contains 15 ridges and one small peak among the hig points.
Six of the ridges are long. The centroid of the targe is contained in a
ridge with 565 pixels. Two other ridges are nearby. One of these close
ridges contains 873 pixels while another contains 1871 pixels. While no
information is availabl concerning the shape of the target, a reasonable
guess is that it contains these two smaller ridges.

Target grade: marginal pass

BLD22525 has 51 components among the very high points. Most of these
components are small and very small peaks. A large very prominent crest
with 735 of its 741 pixels within a half a standard deviation of the
maximum is contained in the target.

The image contains 7 ridges, one small peak, and one medium- sized
ridge-peak system among the high points. A long very prominent ridge
with 3,980 pixels contains most of the target.

Target grade: Very good
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08L 0226 **

IMAGE DIST ALT CENTROID DIM PIXELS MEAN STAND

81022601 31,034 1,160 (63,196) (2,29) 50 87.74 33.02
BLD22606 19,951 1,160 (47,147) (6,45) 178 107.30 25.07
BL022611 15,738 1,160 (41,149) (6,44) 132 116.73 22.12
8L022614 12,534 1,160 (38,192) (8,55) 219 129.31 24.41
BLD22620 10,076 1,160 (62,158) (10,89) 485 135.27 24.73
B1D22627 2,962 1,160 (41,188) (65,311) 12,574 147.49 76.09

Remarks:

BLD22601 contains three small crests and two ridges among the very
high points. One of the ridges is very long. A very long ridge with
424 pixels and a ridge with 106 pixels is located near the target.

The image contains 8 ridges among the high points. rive of the
ridges are very long and two are long. A very long ridge with 2,021
pixels is located near the target. A very long ridge with 495 pixels
is located near the target. A long ridge with 320 pixels is located at

* the centroid of the target.
The target is located on a long ridge (in high) with 94% of its 320

pixels identified as ridge points. However, there are 7 long and very
long ridges with a high percentage of ridge points. Thus, the target
is not well located.

Target grade: marginal pass

8LD22606 contains 7 ridges and 4 small and very small peaks among
the very high points. One of the ridges is very long. Two components

* that are neither prominent nor labeled, one with 74 pixels and another
with 52 pixels, are located at the target.

The image contains 7 ridges among the high points. rive are very
long and one is massive. A very long ridge with 55% of its 547 pixels
identified as ridge points is located at the target. A Small ridge
with 82% of its 114 pixels identified as ridge points is near the
target. A very long ridge with 58% of its 47? pixels identified as
ridge points is also near the target.

The target grade is "marginal pass" because of the ambiguity
incurred by the large number of ridges.

Target grade: marginal pass

BLD?2611 contains 8 ridges and two small and very small peaks among
the very high points. Four of the ridges are very long and one is
long. A very long ridge with 287 pixels is located near the centroid
of the target. Another very long ridge with 171 pixels is also located
near the centroid of the target.

The image contains 11 ridges and one small peak among the high
points. Five of the ridges are very long and 4 are long. Five of the
very long ridges are near the target. They have 231, 402, 381, 2,310,
and 1,090 pixels, respectively.

Since the target is contained in a very long ridge with 10? pixels
and since there are 9) very long and long ridges, it is impossible to
pinpoint the target.

Target grade: marginal pass
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BLD22614 contains 11 peaks and 6 ridges among the very high
points. Two of the ridges are very long. A ridge is near the target,
which contains 219 pixels.

The image contains 10 ridges, one small peak, and one small
ridge-peak system. Four of the ridges are very long and two are long.
A very long ridge wiht 712 pixels is located at the target. Another
very long ridge is located near the target. A very long ridge with
3,053 pixels is located near the target.
Target grade: good

81022620 contains a very prominent unlabeled component with 67
pixels which is near the centroid of the target among the very high
points. It also contains another unlabeled component with 43 pixels
that is near the target.

The image contains 6 ridges and one massive ridge-peak system among
the high points. Two of the ridges are very long and two are long. A
massive ridge-peak system with 6,269 pixels and a ridge with 40% of its
191 pixels labeled as ridge points are located at the target. An
unlabeled component (almost a ridge) with 31% of its 161 pixels
identified as ridge points is also at the target.

Target grade: good

BLD22627 contains 60 components among the very high points. Most
are small and very small peaks, though a number were crests.

The image contains 9 ridges and two small peaks among the high
points. Three of the ridges are very long, three are long. A very
long ridge located near the centrold of target contains 1,033 pixels.
Another very long ridge located near the target contains 784 pixels.

Note that the target contains 12,574 pixels.
Target grade: marginal pass
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DBLD242**

IMAGE DIST ALT CENTROID DIM PIXELS MEAN STAND

BLD24201 24,609 1,060 (49,180) (4,7) 19 120.62 20.57
81.D24202 25,110 1,060 (53,179) f4,7) 20
BLD24203 24,514 1,060 (54,177) (4,8) 22
BLD24204 24,515 1,060 (57,178) (5,11) 35
BLD24205 24,424 1,060 (60,176) (4,12) 32
BLD24206 23,910 1,060 (62,177) (6,13) 44
BLD24207 23,610 1,060 (65,177) (5,12) 39
BLD24208 24,118 1,160 (71,177) (4,10) 31
BLD24209 22,640 1,160 (71,176) (4,15) 46 122.03 19.42
BLD24210 20,465 1,160 (68,177) (6,15) 64
BLD24211 20,700 1,160 (69,177) (8,17) 84
BLD24212 19,538 1,160 (70,181) (8,19) 101
BLD24213 17,284 1,160 (65,181) (10,19) 118
BLD24214 15,761 1,160 (63,172) (8,20) 98
BLD24215 13,274 1,160 (51,173) (6,21) 94 141.51 11.30
BLD24216 13,277 1,160 (62,173) (7,24) 122

*,BLD24217 12,107 1,260 (62,175) (8,26) 148
BLD24218 10,677 1,260 (58,176) (8,28) 168
BLD24219 9,028 1,260 (47,177) (11,32) 244
BJ. LD24220 9,535 1,360 (82,188) (12,38) 316
8LD24221 9,875 1,360 (83,183) (13,37) 335 153.66 13.55

Remarks:

BLD24201 contains 4 very mal1 peaks among the very high points.
Unfortunately, the target was not found. The reason for this problem
can be explained by the fact that the target is represented by a very
small peak with values only one standard deviation above the mean.
Moreover, this peak is rounded or dome shaped so that it contains no
peak points. Thus, it is nor prominent enough to be detected by our

hh ~ methods.
The image contains one large mesd (3,465 pixels) and one small

ridge among the high points. The target was also not found at this
level.

Target grade: poor

.. 8L024209 contains one small peak and one small mesa among the very
high points. As in the case of the previous image, the target was not

-~. ~found. The reasons are similar to those mentioned in the previous
image. However, this image also had the problem that there were many
pixels near the target that were just as high. Thus, the target did

0* not stand out at all.
The image contains three ridges and one mesa among the high

points. one of the ridges is long. The target is contained in a large
component containing 2099 pixels. While this component was left
unlabeled, it narrowly missed being labeled a mesa.

Target grade: poor
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BLD24215 contains 7 small and very small peaks, one crest, three
ridges, and two crests among the very high points. Unfortunately, the
target was again not found in this slice because it did not have enough
pixels two standard deviations above the mean.

The image contains one small peak, 4 small ridges, and two mesas
among the high points. The target is contained in an unlabeled
component with 577 pixels. While this component has an odd horseshoe
type shape, it was almost labeled a ridge.

Target grade: poor

BLD24221 contains 15 small peaks, 4 small ridges, two small crests,
and two mesas among the high points. The crest with 84 pixels is at

4the centroid of the target. Two small peaks with 44 and 28 pixels,
respectively were not far from the centroid. These three components
make up about one third of the target.

The image has three ridges, one medium-sized peak, and one small
mesa among the high points. One of the ridges is very long. The
target is contained in the peak. While the peak contains 1,894 pixels
and thus is not a very good approximation of the target, it almost
disconnects into two pieces one of which would contain about 700
pixels. Note that the target contains 335 pixels.

Target grade: marginal pass
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D81-D243**

IMAGE DIST ALT CENTROID DIM PIXELS MEAN STAND

BLD24301 30,414 1,260 (58,121) (3,9) 22 121.20 21.43
BLD24302 30,558 1,360 (60,94) (3,8) 19
BLD24303 28,372 1,360 (58,94) (4,10) 34
BLD24304 29,430 1,360 (62,95) (3,9) 22
BLD24316 15,308 1,260 (51,139) (6,14) 61 136.27 11.58
BLD24317 14,938 1,260 (55,146) (6,16) 73
BLD24318 14,868 1,260 (62,153) (8,17) 93
BLD24320 11,986 1,260 (56,167) (7,20) 97 140.46 11.77
BLD24321 10,326 1,260 (48,167) (7,25) 127 142.03 12.70
B1024322 9,858 1,160 (56,172) (8,25) 147
BLD24323 8,642 1,160 (53,176) (9,28) 181
BLD24324 7,922 1,160 (61,172) (10,29) 211
BLD24326 6,442 1,160 (49,207) (12,39) 327
B' LD24327 5,514 1,160 (54,168) (15,41) 431
BLD24328 4,546 1,160 (62,174) (18,51) 655
81024329 3,404 1,160 (61,163) (25,64) 1,053
BLD24330 2,336 1,160 (75,157) (37,90) 2,196
81-024331 1,142 1,160 (51,166) (69,130) 5,606 198.12 25.61

Remarks:

BLD24301 contains -ne very small peak and one very long ridge among the
very high points. Unfortunately, the target was not found. The reason
for this problem was that values of the pixels in the two very small
peaks representing the target had values approximately one standard
deviation above the mean. Thus, the peaks were not prominent enough to
be detected ire the first slice.

The image contains 5 ridges among the high points. One of these is
very long. The target was too small to be detected in this second slice.

Target grade: poor

%a BLD24316 contains 17 small and very small peaks, one small mesa, and
'a two ridges among the very high points. one ridge is very long. The% target is represented by two small peaks, which contain 31 and 34 pixels,

respectively. Note that the target contains 61 pixels so that the fit is
almost exact.

The image contains 11 ridges, one small peak, one massive ridge-peak
system, and one small mesa among the high points. Four of the ridges are
very long. The target is contained in the small peak with 113 pixels.
Two small ridges are nearby.

Target grade: excellent
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BLD24320 contains 15 small peaks 4 small ridges, and one small mesa
among the very high points. A very prominent small peak with 56 pixels
is at the centroid of the target. Another prominent small peak with 59
pixels is close to the first. Note that the target contains 97 pixels,
which is only slightly less than the the total in these two peaks.

The image contains 7 ridges, one small peak, and one large ridge-peak
system among the high points. The peak has 298 pixels and is very
prominent. Two ridges and the ridge-peak system are near.
Target grade: very good

BLD24321 contains 11 small and very small peaks among the very high
points. A cluster of two small peaks with a total of 134 pixels are at
the centroid of the target. one of these is the highest and steepest
peak in the image. Note that the target consists of 127 pixels.

The image has 7 ridges and one small peak among the high points. The
target is contained in a small peak which has 246 pixels. A very long
flat ridge containing 4267 pixels is near the target. A small ridge is
also near the target.

NTarget grade: excellent

BLD24331 contains 7 peaks and two large crests among the very high
4points. One large peak (containing 2,948 pixels) is contained in the

target. This peak is extremely prominent since its average height is
254.27!

* The image has 9 ridges, one small peak, and one large mesa among the
high points. Two of the ridges are long. The target is represented by
the large mesa, which contains 3,547 pixels. Note that the target
contains 5,606 pixels.
Target grade: good
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DB8_D244**

IMAGE DIST ALT CENTROID DIM PIXELS MEAN STAND

BLD24403 23,907 1,260 (51,177) (2,5) 10 112.85 20.16
BLD24410 18,677 1,160 (54,176) (3,9) 27 117.44 13.94
BLD24415 15,154 1,060 (54,181) (4,11) 44 123.84 12.07
BLD24420 10,049 1,060 (54,177) (6,15) 83 138.21 14.82
BLD24431 635 1,060 (52,173) (51,64) 2,684 170.65 30.40

Remarks:

BLD24403 contains three small and very small peaks among the very high
points.

The Image contains two mesas and three ridges among the high
points. one of the mesas is small, one is medium-sized. One or the
ridges is long. The target is found in neither the high points nor the

4 very high points.
Target grade: poor

-~ BLD24410 contains 10 small and very small peaks and one small crest
*among the very high points. A small peak with 23% of its 52 pixels

Identified as ridge points is located at the target. The target has 27
pixels.

The image contains 5 ridges among the high points. Two of the
ridges are very long and two are long. A small ridge with 49% of its

A 116 pixels identified as ridge points is located near the target.
Target grade: good

BLD24415 contains 12 small peaks, small ridges, and one small crest
among the very high points. A small peak with the highest average
height and 92 pixels contains the target. Note that the target has 44
pixels.

The image contains 12 ridges, one small mesa, and two small peaks
among the high points. Two of the ridges are very long and two are
long.

~ -'Target grade: very good

BLD24420 contains 9 small and very small peaks, three ridges, one
* medium-sized mesas, and one small crest among the very high points.

The very prominent small crest with 144 of its 185 pixels three
standard deviations above the mean contains the target.

The image contains 7 ridges, three small peaks, and one large
ridge-peak system among the very high points. Three of the ridges are
very long and one is long.

Target grade very good
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BLD24431 contains 14 peaks, one ridge, and one large crest among
the very high points. One of the peaks is large and the rest are small
and very small. A very large peak with 2,253 pixels is located at the
centroid of the target. A very small peak with 26 pixels is located
near the target.

The Image contains 9 ridges, one large mesa, and one small peak.
one of the ridges is long. A large mesa with 2,860 pixels is located
at the centroid of the target. A long ridge with 1,534 pixels is
located near the target. A ridge with 225 pixels is located near the
target.

The very large peak with 2,253 pixels is contained in the target.
Since the target contains 2,684 pixels, the target grade is excellent.

Target grade: excellent
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D81_D245**

IMAGE DIST ALT CENTROID DIM PIXELS MEAN STAND

BLD24502 23,192 1,360 (52,169) (4,11) 34 112.56 18.73
BLD24509 17,895 1,160 (53,174) (6,18) 69 116.96 13.75
BLD24518 10,899 1,160 (53,174) (8,26) 127 127.97 13.44
BLD24525 5,745 960 (57,171) (15,45) 509 139.1? 15.41
BLD24530 682 1,060 (42,169) (51,139) 6,571 166.16 25.10

Remarks:

BLD24502 contains two very small peaks and three ridges among the
very high points. Two of the ridges are very long. A very small peak
with 85% of its 14 pixels identified as peak points is located at the
target; the target has 34 pixels.

The image contains 4 ridges, one large ridge-peak system, and one
small mesa among the high points. Two of the ridges are very long and
two are long. The target is not found In the high points.

Target grade: very good

BLD24509 contains 5 small and very small peaks, two ridges, and one
small crest among the very high points. The target is not foung among
the very high points.

*The image contdins 6 ridges, one medium-sized mesa, and one
medium-sized ridge-peak system. Three of the ridges are very long and
two are long. Each ridge contains at least 65% ridge points. The
target is at the end of a very long ridge with 569 pixels.

Target grade: poor

BLD24518 contains 5 small and very small peaks, two small crests,
and two small mesas among the very high points. A prominent small peak
with 96 pixels is located at the target. This peak has the highest
average height. The target has 509 pixels.

',he image has 10 ridges, three small peaks, two small mesas, and
one medium-sized ridge-peak system among the high points. Six of the

Nd ridges are very long including one incredibly long ridge. One of the
%N peaks is very steep. A component with 136 pixels is located at the

target. Two components, one with 1,137 pixels and another with 2,268

pixels, are located near the target.
Target grade: very good

BL024525 contains 8 peaks, one large crest, and one very long ridge
among the very high points. A medium-sized peak with 307 pixels is
located at the target. The large crest Is very prominent and has 412

W, Vpixels.
The image contains 7 ridges, one small mesa, and one small peak.

Four of the ridges are long and two are long. A very long ridge with
2,682 pixels contains the target.

Target grade: very good
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BLD24530 contains 6 small and very small peaks, two ridges, an one
small crest among the very high points. One ridge is long. The long
ridge is very prominent and has 27% of its 1,893 pixels identified as
ridge points. This ridge represents the target.

The image contains 9 ridges and one small peak among the high
points. A very prominent massive high ridge with ?6% of its 5,171
pixels represents the target.

Target grade: very good
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p DBLD246**

IMAGE DIST ALI CENTROID DIM PIXELS MEAN STAND

BLD24611 13,363 1,160 (53,225) (7,24) 130 115.35 13.96
BLD24612 12,807 1,160 (56,231) (8,28) 180 118.86 13.43
BLD24613 11,888 1,160 (56,235) (8,31) 191
BLD24614 11,123 1,160 (58,240) (9,34) 238
8LD24615 9,968 1,160 (55,247) (9,36) 241 128.70 16.64

BLD24616 9,209 1,160 (58,242) (9,40) 283

BLD24617 8,159 1,160 (56,242) (10,46) 340

.. BLD24618 6,948 1,160 (48,207) (12,46) 385
BLD24619 6,185 1,160 (53,181) (16,54) 564 142.56 21.72
BLD24620 5,269 1,160 (54,185) (20,68) 880 145.81 23.71
BLD24621 5,420 1,160 (54,185) (20,66) 850
BLD24622 4,458 1,160 (53,187) (25,80) 1,285

W. BLD24623 3,507 1,160 (53,191) (34,100) 2,140
BLD24624 2,557 1,160 (55,204) (55,136) 4,514

B 8LD24625 1,582 1,160 (55,227) (107,200) 12,959 145.95 36.95

* Remarks:

BLD24611 contains three peaks, three ridges, and two crests among the
very high points. One of the ridges is very long. The target is
represented by a small isolated peak which contains 109 pixels. Note
that the target contains 130 pixels.

The image has 13 ridges and one small mesa among the high points.
Eight of these ridges are very long. The target is contained in a very
long ridge. Three other ridges (including two very long ones) are near
the target.

Target grade: very good

BLD24612 contains 5 peaks and 5 ridges among the very high points. Two

of the peaks are medium-sized and one of the ridge is very long. A
prominent (but not the most prominent) small peak represents 128 of the

180 pixels in the target.
The image has 12 ridges among the high points. Seven of thes ridges

" , are very long. The target is contained In a ridge with 916 pixels.
Three other ridges are nearby. Two of these ridge are very long.

[ Target grade: good

BLD24615 contains 6 small peaks, 4 ridges, and one medium- sized crest

." among the very high points. Two of the ridges are very long. A
prominent peak with 185 pixels is at the centroid of the target . (Note

that the target has 241 pixels ) The longest very long ridge is near the
target.

The image has 12 ridges and one -mall peak among the high points. rive

of the ridges are very long and three are long. One of the very long
ridges is at the centroid of the target. Another very long ridge is
close by and parallel to the first.

Target grade: good
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BLD24619 contains 8 peaks and three ridges among the very high points.
One of the peaks is large and one is medium-sized. On of the ridges is
very long. The medium-sized peak with 151 of 3?? pixels at least three
standard deviations above the mean. This peak is a subset of the target,
which has 564 pixels.

The image has 9 ridges, two small peaks, and one small mesa among the
high points. Four of the ridges are very long and on is long. The
target is an unlabeled component with 633 pixels, which narrowly missed
the thresholds for both ridge and peak designation. This component was
very prominent since it had 151 pixels at least three standard deviations

* above the mean.
VTarget gz.ade: good

BLD24620 contains 10 peaks, two ridges, and one large crest among the
very high points. Nine of the peaks are small or very small. The large
peak has 430 pixels and is very prominent. Moreover, this peak is at the

- ~ centroid of the target. Two small peaks with a total of 66 pixels are
near this large peak.

The image has 8 ridges, one small ridge-peak system, and one small mesa
among the high points. Three of the ridges are very long and one is
long. The ridge-peak system contains 800 pixels and is very prominent.

*This component is almost exactly the target. (Note that the target
contains 880 pixels.) A small ridge and a long ridge are near the target.

Target grade: very good

BLD24625 contains 10 peaks, two ridges, and three crests among the very
high points. The longest component is a crest containing 2,519 pixels.
The target contains this long crest.

The image has 6 small ridges and one massive ridge-peak system among
the high points. The ridge-peak system contalns 11,962 pixel,, and is a
subset of the target, which has 12,959 pixels.

Target grade: good
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DBLD247**

IMAGE DIST ALT CENTROID DIM PIXELS MEAN STAND

BLD24701 28,832 1,360 (56,192) (3,10) 29 99.45 21.16
BLD24705 24,921 1,360 (55,187) (4,11) 35 105.26 18.23
8LD24710 20,841 1,360 (56,179) (5,13) 58 111.30 15.40

BLD24715 16,603 1,260 (53,174) (6,16) 72 117.62 13.83
8LD24721 12,146 1,260 (55,178) (7,22) 132 124.61 18.04

8LD24731 3,409 1,160 (60,171) (107,139) 12,017 167.11 39.50

Remarks:

BLD24701 contains Two small and very small peaks among the very
high points. A small peak with 30 pixels is locatd near the target.
An unlabeled component with 64 pixels Is located near the target.

The image contains one small ridge and two mesas among the high
points. One of the mesas is large and one is medium-sized A large mesa
with 3,244 pixels is located near the target. A medium-sized mesa with
1,822 pixels is located near the target.

The target is not found in either the high points or the very high

points.
Target grade: poor

BLD24705 contains 6 small and very small peaks and one small ridge

among the very high points. A very small peak with ?2 pixels is
located at the target. A small peak with 33 pixels i located near the

target.
The image contains 5 ridges and one large mesa among the high

points. One of the ridges is long and one is small and flat. The

target is not found among the high points.
Target grade: very good

BLD24710 contains 15 small and very small peaks among the very high
points. A peak with 29 pixels is at the target. A peak with 51 pixels
is near the target.

The image contains three ridges, one small peak, and two
medium-sized mesa among the high points. One of the ridges is very
long and one is small and flat. The target is not found in the high

* points.

Target grade: very good

BD24715 contains 14 small and very small peaks and two ridges

among the very high points. A moderately promineni small peak with 19
pixels is located at the target. A small peak with 31 pixels is near

the target.
The image contains one small mesa, three small peaks, and 6

ridges. Two are flat, one is very long, and one is long. A small peak

Is at the target. The most prominent small peak with 46? pixels is
located near the target.

larget grade: excellent
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BLD24721 contains one mediur Aized crest and 12 small and very
small peaks among the very high points. A small peak with 118 pixels
is at the target. A prominent small peak with 74 pixels and a small
peak with 30 pixels are near the target. Note that the target has 132
pixels.

The image contains two peaks, 5 ridges, arid one small ridge- peak
system among the high points. One of the ridges is very long. A
moderately prominent small ridge-peak system contains the target, which
has 361 pixels. A ridge with 14% of its 2620 pixels identified as
ridge points is located near the target. ridge with 76% of its 131
pixels identified as ridge points is located near the target.

The target is "excellent" because of nesting and s17e of small peak
in very high.

Target grade: excellent

BLD24731 contains 13 small and very small peaks, two ridges, and
two large crests among the very high points. An unlabeled component
with 35 pixels is located near the centroid of the target.

The image contains 8 ridges and two small peaks among the high
points. A very prominent component with 4,692 pixels is locate near
the centroid of the target.

* Target grade: very good
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DBLD254**

IMAGE DIST ALT CENTROID DIM PIXELS MEAN STAND

BLD25411 14,089 1,360 (49,137) (8,41) 159 134.07 14.03
RL025412 13,576 1,260 (54,164) (10,46) 206
BLD25414 12,649 1,260 (70,291) (16,63) 320 135.69 15.14

Remarks:

BLD25411 contains three small mesas, two very small peaks, and one
small ridge among the very high points. The target is represented by a
small unlabeled isolated component containing 48 pixels. (This
component was almost labeled a ridge.)

The image has 11 ridges and one massive ridge-peak system among the
high points. Four of the ridges are very long and two are long. The
target is a subset of a small ridge, which contains 225 pixels. This
ridge is parallel to three other ridges near the target. Note that the
target contains 159 pixels.

Target grade: good

B-.D25414 has a cluster of 4 small components with a total of 23?
pixels. Two of these components are small ridges. There is also a
large mesa among the very high points.

The image has 9 ridges and one large mesd among the high points.
Four of the ridges are very long and two are long. The target is
represented by the .ong ridge containing 279 pixels. A very long ridge
Is near the target. Note that the target contains 120 pixels.

Target grade: good
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DBLD255**

IMAGE DIST ALT CENTROID DIM PIXELS MEAN STAND 1.

BLD25501 19,405 1,260 (55,282) (6,37) 99 124.34 18.47
BLD25502 18,104 1,260 (49,283) (5,40) 86
BLD25511 19,018 1,260 (55,307) (11,85) 359 154.99 17.38

L4-

Remarks:

BID25501 has only one very long ridge among the very high points.
The target was not found.

The image has 6 ridges and two mesas among the high points. Two of
the ridges are long. One mesa is medium-sized. The target is
represented by a small flat ridge with 148 pixels. Another small ridge
and a long ridge are near the target. Note that the target contains 99
pixels.

Target grade: good

BLD25511 has three ridges, three peaks, and one crest among the
very high points.

The image contains 4 ridges and one ridge-peak system among the
high points. Two of the ridges are very long and one is long. The
target is almost exactly represented by a very long ridge which
contains 376 pixels.

Target grade: excellent
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DBLD256**

IMAGE DIST ALT CENTROID DIM PTXFLS MEAN STAND

BLD25611 19,622 1,300 (61,313) (5,32) 97 138.16 14.50
BLD25621 7,236 1,200 (51,288) (23,97) 1,389
BLD25623 4,982 1,200 (58,275) (59,120) 3,981 140.03 37.08

Remarks:

BLD25611 contains one small ridge and one medium-sized mesa among
the very high points. The small ridge contains 33 pixels and is a
subset of the target. Note that the target has 97 pixels.

The image has 6 ridges and two medium-sized mesas among the high
points. One of the ridges is very long, one is long, and two are
flat. The target is contained in a small ridge with 410 pixels.
Another component with 336 pixels is near.

Target grade: marginal pass

BLD25623 has 4 small peaks and three ridges among the very high
points. One of the ridges is long and one is very long. Two small

S ridges and a peak are near the centroid of the target.
The image contains 10 ridges and one small mesa among the high

points. Three ridges are very long and two are long. A number of
these long and very long ridges are in the target area. Together they
seem to make up about 30% of the target. Since the target is so large
and spread out, it is difficult to determine what it is. The shape and
direction of some of the very long ridges in the target area are more
indicative of runway images than building images.

S'Target grade: marginal pass
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DBLD257**

IMAGE DIST ALT CENTROID DIM PIXELS MEAN STAND

RLD25701 25.990 1,260 (49,228) (3,35) 70 96.87 18.96
BLD25721 (Range data not available.) 147.74 15.43

Remarks:

BLD25701 contains one small mesa among the very high points.
Unfortunately, the target was not located. However, upon inspection of
the data it was noticed that the pixel values in the image were very
bland in the region around the target.

The image contains 6 ridges among the high points. Four of these
ridges are very long and one is long.

Target grade: poor

BLD25721 contains two ridges, one mesa, and one small peak among
the very high points.

The image has 4 ridges and two small mesas among the high points.
One of the ridges is massive and one is very long.

I,

DBLD260**

IMAGE DIST ALT CENTROID DIM PIXELS MEAN STAND

RLD6019 (Range data not available.) 142.81 12.80

Remarks:

BLD26019 contains 6 peaks, 6 ridges, one small mesa, and one small
crest among the very high points.

pThe image has 7 ridges, one mesa, and one medium-sized ridge-peak
system among the high points. One of the ridges is very long and three
are long.
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Appendix C The purpose of this appendix is to summarize the
results of a study of 50 petroleum tank images. Since the petroleum tank
images contain as many as 23 targets in a single image, they are much
more complicated than the bridge, building, or runway images. Thus, the

target grading system was modified from that used for the buildings and
bridges. In particular, if virtually all the targets were found, then we
assigned a grade of excellent. If 75% of the targets were found, then we
assigned a grade of very good. If 50% of the targets were found, then we
assigned a grade of good. If a few of the targets were found, then we
assigned a grade of marginal pass. If none, then we assigned a grade of
poor. As noted in the summaries given below, the petroleum images are
much more complicated than the runway, building, and bridge images
studied before. However, in most cases the algorithm was able to
generate useful information.

The following table summarizes the results of all the petroleum tank
images studied. In the following charts the distance (in feet) from the
sensor to the target is given in the column headed by DISi, while the
mean and standard deviation of the entire image are listed under MEAN and
STAND.

GRADE NUMBER

Excellent 8
Very good 18
Good 12

Marginal pass 5
Poor 7

Total 50

NUMBLR OF TARG 1

IMAGE DIST MEAN SIAND TARGETS GRADF-

POL24811 15,093 155.35 8.64 6 good
POL24812 14,228 157.57 9.19 6 very good
POL24813 13,314 158.84 9.95 6 very good
POL24815 10,861 168.00 12.34 6 good
P0124817 8,814 175.93 15.07 7 good

* P0124820 5,670 147.76 18.01 22 good

POL24912 16,094 146.33 9.45 7 good
P0124914 14,142 146.44 12.00 7 good
POL24917 10,580 163 35 15.57 15 very good
P0124919 8,361 154.69 11.41 19 very good

,, P01 24921 7,141 158.79 13,55 19 very good
P0124924 3,693 190.71 21.57 11 marginal pass
POL24925 2,431 152.80 25.32 8 marginal pas-,

POL25003 20,450 140.47 10.44 1 excellent
POL25005 20,798 140.13 10.32 1 poor
POL?5007 19,046 142.84 9.26 1 very good
POLS009 18,466 141.26 8.85 I excellent
POL25011 18,663 141.34 9.27 I excellent
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POL25013 14,724 146.09 7.99 1 excellent
POL25015 11,591 145.90 8.57 1 excellent
POL25021 7,167 133.39 9.09 10 very good
P01 25023 5,069 141.01 13.52 22 very good

POL26301 30,639 96.70 16.98 1 poor
POL26304 25,133 120.23 14.23 1 marginal pass
POL26306 24,809 119.26 15.82 1 marginal pass
POL26308 19,097 127.67 11.58 1 good
P0126310 19,146 128.86 13.74 1 marginal pass
POL26311 18,976 130.32 13.15 1 very good
POL26313 14,530 137.59 12.70 6 good
POL26321 7,854 141.58 10.39 12 very good
P0126323 5,244 152.78 12.66 12 very good
POL26324 4,199 144.55 13.76 9 good
POL26326 1,931 121.80 6.52 1 poor

POL26421 17,194 95.65 13.71 5 very good
POL26423 13,016 103.89 12.50 18 good

POL26424 12,713 103.71 12.94 20 very good
PO126426 9,749 110.50 13.27 23 very good
POL26427 8,620 114.12 13.24 23 very good
POL26430 4,681 136.10 14.07 13 good
P0126431 5,261 129.57 12.84 17 very good
P0126432 4,330 139.11 14.71 10 very good
P0126434 2,101 153.03 22.75 4 good

P01.32401 26,511 118.83 15.06 4 poor
d. POL32402 27,140 117.50 15.89 2 poor

P0132403 27,654 117.68 14.87 2 poor
POL32404 21,139 125.75 12.34 4 poor
POL32411 13,269 134.04 8.03 5 excellent
POL32414 10,544 133.56 9.81 6 excellent
POL32415 8,980 138.24 10.18 8 excellent
POL32416 7,618 134.46 9.52 15 very good

A summary of the observations of the output of the labeling
algorithm is given below.

DPOI.248**
NUMBFR or TARG[r

IMAGE DIST MEAN STAND TARGETS GRADF

P0124811 15,093 155.35 8.64 6 good
POL24812 14,228 157.57 9.19 6 very good
POL24813 13,314 158.84 9.95 6 very good
POL24815 10,861 168.00 12.34 6 good
POL24817 8,814 175.93 15.07 7 good
P01.24820 5,610 147.76 18.01 22 good
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Remarks:

4 POL24811 contains 9 peaks, two ridges, and one small crest among the
very high points. The peaks are small and very small. One of the ridges
is long. There is a very small peak with 29 pixels at the centroid of

'A target 3 and a small peak with 119 pixels at the centroid of target ..
These targets contain 160 and 94 pixels, respectively. A long ridge with
40% of its 467 pixels identified as ridge points contains targets 5 and
6. Targets 1 and 2 were not found.

The image contains 6 ridges, one small peak, and one massive ridge
*among the high points. One of the ridges is massive and one is very

long. Five of the six ridges have a very high percentage of ridge
points. The massive ridge has 5,795 pixels and contains all targets.

P0L24812 contains 10 peaks, 7 ridges, and one small mesa among the
very high points. One of the ridges is very long and one is long. A
small mesa with 72 pixels and a very small peak with ?7 pixels represent
target 4. Note that target 4 has 91 pixels. A very small peak with 27
pixels is at the location of target 5.

The image contains 5 ridges among the high points. Two of the ridges
are very long, one is long, and one is a massive, flat ridge. The long

0ridge with 73% of its 272 pixels is almost exactly the length, width, and
size of target 3.

P0L24813 contains 9 peaks, 5 ridges, and one small mesa among the very
high points. one of the peaks is medium sized. One of the ridges is
long and one is very long. The small mesa represents target 4. Two very
small peaks represent targets 5 and 6.

The image contains 6 ridges and one small mes~i among the high points.
Three of the ridges are long and one is a massive, f lat ridge. One of
the long ridges with 65% of its 329 pixels represents target 3. Target 3

-~ has 403 pixels.
Targets 1 and 2 were not found.

POI 24815 contains 10 small and very small peaks and three small ridges
among the very high points. A very small peak represents target 5. A
small peak with 129 pixels represents target 6 and is near target 4.

The image contains 6 ridges and one massive ridge-peak system among
the high points. The ridges have a high percentage of ridge points.

* Three of the ridges are very long. The ridge-peak system contains 7,017
pixels. A ridge with 60% of its 130 pixels represents target 1. Note
that target 1 has 104 pixels.

Targets 2 and 3 were not found.

P01.24817 contains 14 peaks and two small ridges among the very high
0.points. Ten of the peaks are very smallI. A small cliff with 35 pixels

Is at the centroid of target 1 . A small peak with 28 pixels almost
exactly represents target 6. Two small peaks are at the centroid of
target 7.

4,, The image contains 9 ridges and one large ridge-peak system among the
%high points. Two of the ridges are very long, one is long, and one is

flat.
Targets, 2-5 were not located.
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POL24820 contains 12 small and very small peaks and two small ridges
among the very high points. Small and very small peaks represent 6 of
the 22 targets. A small ridge and two unlabeled components are at or
near 6 other targets.

The image contains 9 ridges and two small mesas among the high
points. Two of the ridges are long and one is flat. Four ridges (3 with
at least 73% ridge points) are near a number of the targets. A prominent
ridge with 21% ridge points contains 3 or 4 targets. While many of the
22 targets are represented, this image is very complicated. The output
from the labeling algorithm reflects this complexity.

r DPOL24g**D *NUM ER OF TARGET

IMAGE DIST MEAN STAND TARGETS GRADE

P0I.24912 16,094 146.33 9.45 7 good
POL24914 14,142 146.44 12.00 7 good
POL24917 10,580 163.35 15.57 15 very good
P0124919 8,361 154.69 11.41 19 very good
POL24921 7,141 158.79 13.55 19 very good

* P0124924 3,693 190.71 21.57 11 poor
POL24925 2,431 152.80 25.32 8 marginal pass

Remarks:

P01.24912 contains one small crest, three small and very small peaks,
and one very long ridge among the very high points. The ridge contains
2,169 pixels. Three of the targets are represented by small and very
small peaks.

The image contains seven ridges and two small mesas among the high
points. Two of the ridges are very long and one is long. One of the
very long ridges dominates the image. The long ridge with 53% of its 128
pixels represents a target.

Targets 1-3 were not found.

POL24914 contains three small and very small peaks and two ridges
among the very high points. One of the ridges is very long and has very
few ridge points and a large number of flat points. The very long ridge
has 3,390 pixels and dominates the image.

The Image contains 7 ridges among the high points. One ridge with
4,709 pixels has many top-of-cliff and flat points. Another ridge has 18
percent of its points being peak points. The rest of the ridges have a
very high percentage of ridge points.

P01.24917 contains four small and very small peaks, two mesas, and one
ridge among the very high points. One of the mesas is large. Three of
the small and very small peaks represent targets.

The image contdins three ridges and one massive ridge-peak system
among the high points. Two of the ridges are long. Seven of the 15

, targets are contained in a long ridge with 57% of its 661 pixels
identified as ridge points. Two other targets are contained in the other
long ridge.
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POL24919 contains 7 peaks, two small crests, and three ridges among
the very high points. One of the peaks is medium-sized, while the rest
are small and very small. One of the ridges is very long. Another has
all top of cliff points. Target 6 is represented by a very small peak.
Target 7 is represented by a small ridge. Targets 8-10 are contained in

. a medium-sized peak. Targets 11-12 are represented by a small crest.

The image contains 4 ridges among the high points. One of the ridges
is massive with 22% of its 6,076 pixels identified as ridge points. This
massive ridge contains targets 5-17. A small ridge with 89% of its 109
pixels represents targets 18 and 19. A ridge with 24% of its 609 pixels
contains targets 1-4.

P01.24921 contains 5 peaks and one very long ridge among the very high
points. One of the peaks is medium-sized. Ten of the 19 targets are
represented by components in very high. A small peak with 82 pixels
represents target 5, a medium-sized peak with 324 pixels represents
targets 9-11, a small peak with 123 pixels represent targets 12-14, and a
very long ridge with 227 pixels represents targets 15-17.

The image contains three ridges, one small peak, and one medium-sized
mesa among the high points. One of the ridges is long. A large ridge
with 25% of its 3,709 pixels identified as ridge points contains target',
5-17.

Targets 1-4 and 18-19 are not found.

P0124924 contains 12 small and very small peaks, one medium- sized

peak, one medium-sized crest, and one ridge among the very high points.
The image contains 8 small peaks, one small ridge-peak system, one

small mesa, and 8 ridges among the high pints.
The targets did not correspond to the topographic features in either

level.

P0124925 contains 10 peaks and two ridges among the very high points.
Iwo of the peaks are medium-sized. One medium-sized peak is very
prominent, but not near any target.

The image contains two small peaks, one small mesd, two small
ridge-peak systems, and three ridges among the high points. One ridge
with 27% of its 1,162 pixels identified as riJge-points represents target

," 4 almost exactly. Some of the other targets were represented by small
• -peaks, but the results were somewhat disappointing.
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DPOI 250**
NUMBER Of TARGEt

IMAGE DIST MEAN STAND TARGETS GRADE

P0L25003 20,450 140.47 10.44 1 excellent
P0125005 20,798 140.13 10.32 1 poor

*P0125007 19,046 142.84 9.26 1 very good
*POL25009 18,466 141.26 8.85 1 excellent

P0125011 18,663 141.34 9.27 1 excel lent
P0L25013 14,724 146.09 7.99 1 excellent
P0125015 11,591 145.90 8.57 1 excellent
P0125021 7,167 133.39 9.09 10 very good

*P0125023 5,069 141.01 13.52 22 very good

Remarks:

P01 25003 contains two peaks and two ridges among the very high
points. One of the ridges is very long.

The image contains two ridges and three mesas among the high points.
One of the ridges is long, one is flat. One of the mesas is large and
contains 3,315 pixels. A small ridge among the high points with 69

4percent of its 116 pixels identified as ridge points represents the 4.
target almost exactly.

P0125005 contains two ridges arid one peak among the high points. A
long ridge has 75 percent of its 337 pixels identified as ridge points.
Another long ridge has 81 percent of its 597 pixels identified as ridge
points.

The image contains one small ridge and one long ridge among the high
points. Ninety-four percent of the 185 pixels on the small ridge are
identified as ridge points.

The target is not found in either the very high points or the high
points.

P0L25007 contains two very small peaks, two ridges, and one small mesa
among the very high points. One of the ridges is long.

The Image contdins 4 ridges, one large ridge-peak system, and three
small mesas among the high points. one of the ridges Is long, one is
very long.

* The target is represented in the high points by a small ridge with 103
pixels. This component has 35 percent ridge points and 17 percent peak
points. Another small ridge with 9?% of its 115 pixels is also near the
target. The long ridge among the high points is much more prominent with
279 of 751 pixels three standard deviations above the mean.
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,POL25009 contains 10 small and very small peaks, one medium- sized
crest, and one small ridge among the very high points. There is a very

small peak with 21 pixels at the target. There is a prominent
medium-sized crest a distance from the target.

The image contains 4 ridges, one medium-sized mesa, and one large
ridge-peak system among the high points. One of the ridges is long. The
ridges all have a high percentdye of ridge points.

There is a small ridge among the high points with 29% of its 151
pixels at the centroid of the target. Since the target has 163 pixels,
the tdrget grade is excellent. A small ridge with 80% of its 110 pixels
is also near the target.

POI-25011 contains 9 small and very small peaks, one small ridge, and

one small crest among the very high points. The small crest has 278 of
its 4-0 pixels three standard deviations above the mean. In the very
high points two small peaks with a total of 100 pixels are at the target,
which contains 144 pixels. A prominent small crest is far from the

target.
The image contains three ridges, one small mesa, and one large

ridge-peak system among the high points. The two ridges away from the
target have 50% and 65% ridge points respectively. A long ridge with 18%
of its 296 pixels identified as ridge points is located at the target.

POL25013 contains 14 peaks and one small crest among the very high

points. One of the peaks is large, the rest are small and very small. A
smdll crest containing 153 pixels is located at the centroid of the
target. A long ridge with 289 pixels contains the target which has 211
pixels.

" The image contdins 8 ridges, one small peak, and one large ridge-peak

system. A long ridge with 289 pixels is located at the target. This
ridge has 47 ridge points and 50 peak points. A long ridge with q5% of

" its 134 pixels identified as ridge points is near the target. A large
- ridge-peak system with 14% of its 2,933 pixels identified as ridge points

is near the target.

POI 25015 contains 8 small and very small peaks, two ridge,, one
medium-sized crest, and one small crest among the very high points. A
very prominent, medium-sized crest with 14% of its 3?? pixels identified

as ridge points is located at the target which conldins 392 pixels. Note
[ that this crest also is prominent since 109 of its pixels are three
"- standard deviations above the mean.

The imagp contains 9 ridges and orp medium-si/ed ridge peak system

among the high points. A prominent ridge with 9% of its 105 pixels

identified as ridge points is near the target.
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P0125021 contains 8 small and very small peaks and 4 small ridges
among the very high points. A small peak with 35 pixels is located at
target 3. A large peak with 810 pixels is located at target 4. A small
peak with 188 pixels and a small peak with 31 pixels are located at
target B. A small pe.k with 188 pixels is near targets 3 and 5. A small
peak with 53 pixels is located at target 7. An unlabeled component with
42 pixels is located at target 9. A very small peak with 29 pixels is
located at target 10. Targets 1,2 and 5 are not found among the very
high points.

The image contains 6 ridges among the high points. Three are very
long and one is long. A small ridge with 104 pixels is near targets I
and 2. A very prominent, very long ridge with 18% of its 3,394 pixels
identified as ridge points is located at targets 3-4 and 6-10. Targets
1, 2, and 5 are not found among the high points.

P0125023 contains 8 peaks, two large crests, and one small ridge among
the very high points. One of the peaks is medium- sized, the rest are
small. A prominent, medium-sized peak with the highest average height
and 256 pixels is located at target 4. An unlabeled component with 14
pixels is located near targets 5- 6. A prominent, large crest with 178

pixels is at targets 8, 10, and 13. The prominent, large crest with 545
O pixels is located at targets 15-1?. The small peak with 31 pixels is

located at tdrget 11. The ridge with 63% ot its 47 pixels identified a.,
ridge points is near target 19. Targets 2-3, 7, 12, 18, and 20- ?? are
not found among the very high points.

The image contains 9 ridges and one small peak among the high points.
One of the ridges is very long, one is long. A small ridge with 86% of
its 135 pixels identified as ridge points is located at target I which
has 232 pixels. A long ridge with 3,614 pixels contains targets 12-21.
A small peak with 151 of its 474 pixels three standard deviations above

the mean contains target% 4 and 5. A very long ridge with 216 pixels

contains target 22. A small, flat ridge with 318 pixels contains target
18. A small ridge with 84% of its 1,138 pixels identified as ridge
points is located at target 3. A small ridge with 57% of its 110 pixels
identified as ridge points is located at target 2.
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DPOL263** NUMBER OF TARGET
IMAGE DIST MEAN STAND TARGETS GRADE

POL26301 30,639 96.70 16.98 1 poor
P0126304 25,133 120.23 14.23 1 marginal pass
P0126306 24,809 119.26 15.82 1 margindl pass

POL26308 19,097 127.67 11.58 1 good
P0126310 19,146 128.86 13.74 1 marginal pass
P0126311 18,976 130.32 13.15 1 very good
P0126313 14,530 131.59 12.70 6 good
POL26321 7,B54 141.58 10.39 12 very good
POL26323 5,244 152.78 12.66 12 very good

,"P0126324 4,199 144.55 13.76 9 good
P01.26326 1,931 121.80 6.52 1 poor

Remarks:
,I.o

POL26301 contdins one ridge with 68% of its 170 pixels identified as
ridge points among the very high points. No components are at the target

at this level.
The image contains one large mesa and two ridges among the high

points. One ridge has 85% of its 119 pixels identified as ridge points.
The other has 24% of its 2,360 pixels identified as ridge points. The
target is near the mesa which has 3,092 pixels.

P0126304 contains one ridge among the high points. This ridge has 56%
of its 67 pixels identified as ridge points.

The image contains thrf-, mesas and two ridges among the high points.
One of the mesas is small, one is medium-sized, and one is large. The
target is near the large mesa which has 4,064 pixels. The target has 847
pixels.

POL26306 contians one ridge and one small mesa among the very high
points. The ridge has 60% of its 255 pixels Identified as ridge points.
The mesa has 82% of its 88 pixels identified as flat points.

The image contains three ridges and one small mesa, and one large
ridge-peak system with 4,183 pixel , among the high points. One of the
ridges is flat, two are very long. The ridges have 27%, 72%, and 36%

0 ridge points. The target is next to the ridge- peak system. The target
has 820 pixels.

POL26308 contains two small peaks, three ridges, and one -.mall mess
among the very high points. Two of the ridges are very long. All of the
components are near the target. A very long ridge has 86% of its 186
pixels identified as ridge points. Another very long ridge has 30% of
its 810 pixels identified as ridge points. There are over 1,000 pixels
total in all the components.

The image contains three ridges, two small mesas, and one large ridge
peak system among the high points. The ridge-peak system has 20% of its
82 pixels identified as ridge points. The target is contained in the
ridge-peak system. The target contains 1,097 pixels.
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PO125021 contains 8 small and very small peaks jnd I small ridges
among the very high points. A small peak with 35 pixels is located at
target 3. A large peak with 810 pixels is located at target 4, A small
peak with 188 pixels and a ,mall peak with 31 pixels are locatd at
target 8. A small peak with 188 pixels is near target,, 3 and 5. A small
peak with 53 pixels is located at target 7. An unlabeled component ...ith
42 pixels is located at target 9. A very small peak with 29 pixels is
located at target 10. Targets 1,2 and 5 are not found among the very
high points.

The image contains 6 ridges among the high points. Three are very
long and one is long. A small ridge with 104 pixels is near target's 1
and 2. A very prominent, very long ridge with 18% of its 3,394 pixels
identified as ridge points is located at targets 3-4 and 6-10 Target.

S 1, 2, and 5 are not found among the high points.

PO1.25023 contains 8 peaks, two large crests, and one small ridge among
the very high points. One of the peaks Is medium- sized, the rest are
small. A prominent, medium-sized peak with the highest average height
and 256 pixels is located at target 4. An unlabeled component with 14
pixels is located near targets 5- 6. A prominent, large crest with 178
pixels is at targets 8, 10, and 13. The prominent, large crest with 545

* pixels is located at targets 15-17. The small peak with 31 pixels i1l1-
located at target 11. The ridge with 63% of its 47 pixels identified a .
ridge points is near target 19. Targets 2-3, 7, 1?, 18, and 20- ?? are
not found among the very high points.

1he image contains 9 ridges and one small peak among the high points.
One of the ridges is very long, one is long. A small ridge with 86% of
its 135 pixels identIf ied as ridge points is located at target 1 vhich
has 232 pixels. A long ridge with 3,674 pixels contains targets 12-21.,
A small peak with 151 of its 474 pixels three standard deviations above
the mean contains target% 4 and 5. A very long ridge with 216 pixels
contains target 22. A small, flat ridge with 318 pixels contains target
18. A small ridge with 84% of its 1,138 pixels identified as ridge
points is located at target 3. A small ridge with 57% of its 110 pixels
identified as ridge points is located at target 2.
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DPI) 2bJ* NUMBE R OF TARF I
IMAGE 01ST MFAN STAND TARG! S rRAPI

Pot 26301 30,639 96. 10 lb 98 poor
POI26304 25,133 120 23 )4 23 1 mdrqindl p.v.

Po1 ?6306 24,809 19 26 1 82 1 margirldl i'.,
POt b308 19,097 121 67 11 I 8 1 good
POI 26310 19, 146 128 8b 13 74 1 ma9lfndl I p ,
P0126311 18,976 130 12 13 15 1 ,,ery good
P0126313 14,530 13/-59 12.70 6 good
POL2b321 7.854 141 .58 10.39 12 very good
POL26323 5,244 192.78 12 66 12 very good

% PO 26324 4,199 144.55 13. 16 9 good
P0126326 1,931 121.80 6.9? 1 poor

Remarks:

POt26301 contdins one ridge with 68% of its 170 pixels identified a ,
ridge points dmong the very high points. No components dre at the larget

at this level.
The image contains one large meSd dnd two ridges dmong the high

points. One ridge has 85% of its 119 pixels identified as ridge points.
The other has 21% of its 2,360 pixels identified as ridge points. The
target is near the mesa which has 3,092 pixels.

P0126304 contains one ridge among the high points. This ridge has 56.

of its 67 pixels identified as ridge points.
The image contains three mesas and two ridges among the high points.

One of the mesas is small, one is medium sized, and one is large. Th o
target is near the large mesa which has 4,064 pixels. The target ha,, 841

pixels.

POL26306 contians one ridge and one small mesa arong the very high
points. The ridge has 60% of its 255 pixels identified as ridge points.

_ The mesa has 82% of its 88 pixels identified as flat points.

The image contains three ridges and one small mesa, and one ldrge
ridge-peak system with 4,183 pixels, among the high points. One of the
ridges is flat, two are very long. The ridges have 27%, 72%, and 36%
ridge points. The target is next to the ridge- peak system. The larget

has 820 pixels.

PO26308 contains two small peaks, three ridges, and one .mall mesd
among the very high points. Two of the ridges are very long. All of the
components are near the target. A very long ridge has 86% of its 186
pixels identified as ridge points. Another very long ridge has 30% of

'O,1 it.s 810 pixels identified as ridge points. There are over 1,000 pixels

total in all the components.
The image contains three ridges, two small mesas, and one large ridge

peak system among the high points. The ridge-peak system has 20% of its
822 pixels identified as ridge points. The target is contained in the

,- ridge-peak system. The target contains 1,097 pixels.
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Pnl 26310 ronlainS, two small peaks, one ridge, ind one large mesi ,mong

%the very high points There are no components at the t_'ntroid ot the

tdrget

The image contain- 5 ridges;, one massive ridge peal, system, and 'Jrle

mtdiums7ed mesa. Three of the ridges are long. A ridge ,,ith 17% of

it, 196 pixels identified as ridge points and a massive ridge-peak sy,,tem

with 13% of its 5,050 pixels identified as ridge points are located at
the target. The target has 1,486 pixels.

P01 26311 contains two small peaks and one very long ridge among the

very high points. The ridge has 21% of its pixels identified as idge

point'; and 75% of it pixels identified as flat points. A small peak is

lo(ated near the centroid of the target.

The image contains three small ridges, one massive ridge-peal, system,

and one small mesa among the high points. All of the ridges ha,, over

80% ridge points. A massive ridge-peak system with 63% of its 5,508

pixels identified as flat points iS located at the target. The tsrget

, contains 1,557 pixels. The target grade is very good because inside the
ridge-peak system there is a small peak at the centroid of the target.

POI 26313 contains two peaks, one small ridge, and one large mesa ariong

the very high points. A small peak with 79 pixels is located at target

J 3 A very small peak with 12 pixels is located at target 4. Targets 1-2

and tarjets, 5-b are not found.

The lmagi- contains three ridges and two mesas among the high points.

One of the ridges is long and one is long and flat. One uf the mesas is

small and one is large. The long, flat ridge ,.ith 1,66/ pixels contains

targets 5-6. Target 7-4 are not found among the high points.

P026121 contains 6 peaks, one small crest, arid two small ridge,, imong

the very high points. One of the peaks is large and the rest are small

and very ,mall. A prominent, small peak with 131 pixels is located at

target 5 and at target 6. A small peak with 24 pixels is located at

tjrget 1 . A very prominent, large peak with 5?? pixels is located at

target 7, target 8, and target 9. The number of pixels in these targets

1,, 741. A small peak with III pixels is located at targets 11 arid 12.

The total number of pixels in these two targets is ?99. Targets 2-i and

target 10 are not found among the very high points.

The Image contains two ridges, three mesas, and one medium- sired

* ridqt-peak syste-m among the high points. A ridge with ,10% of its 446

pixels identified as ridge points i s located at target- 1 -4. A
prominent, medlum--,ized ridge-peak system with 15% of its 1,980 pixels

identified as ridge points Is located at targets 5-12.
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P0126323 contains b peaks, one small ridge, and one large mesa. T,,

of the peaks are medium-sized. A small peak with 30 pixels is located at
target 3 which has 189 pixels. A medium sized peak with 358 pixels i,
locaed at target,, 5-8 which together have q?6 pixels. A prrminent,
large mesa with 1,i0 pixels is locattd at targets 10-1?. Targrt, riot

found among the ,ery high points are 1,2,4, and 9.
The image contains 8 ridges, one large ridge peak system, ird one

small mesa among the high points. Two of the ridge. i are very long jnd
one is long. A very long ridge with 76% of its 2?3 pixels identifird a-
ridge points is located at target 1 which contains 580 pixels. A small
ridge Jth 80% of its 132 pixels identified as ridge point,. is loa(dted at
target 2 which has 608 pixels. A ridge with 39% of its 1,168 pixels
identified as ridge points Is located at target 3 and target i ..'hich
together contain 534 pixels. A prominent, large ridge-peak, system ..'ith
2,650 pixels is located at targets 5-8 and 10-12. Target 9 is not ftund.

POL26324 contains 5 small and very small peaks, one large mesj, and
one long ridge among the very high points. A very prominent long ridge
with 670 pixels is located at target 2 which contains 105 pixels A

* prominent large mesa with 759 pixels is located al targets 6 and 7
These targets have 684 and 589 pixels, respectively. Targets 1, 3-5, ,ind

* 8 are not found among the very high points.
the image contains 8 ridges and two mesas. One of the ridges is long

and one is flat. One of the mesas is small, one is medium sized. A !Cry
prominent long ridge with 23% of its 1,785 pixels identified a,. ridge

. points is located at target 2. A medium sized mesa with 2,046 pixels
engulfs targets 6 and 7. It is near target 9 which contains 203 pixels.
Targets 1, 3, and 5 are not found among the high points.

PI 263?b contains 4 mesas and one small ridge among the very high
points. One of the mesas is medium-sized. The target is not found, all
components are small.

The image contains two large ridge-peak systems, one long ridge, and

one smali ridge among the high points. Since the target .ontains 7,739
pixels and the total number of pixels in these components is less that
1,000, a target grade of poor is assigned.
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DPOI. 264**
NIMBLR OF TARG[I

IMAGE DIST MEAN SlAND TARG[TS GRADE

P012642) 17,194 95.65 13.71 9 very good
POL26423 13,016 103.89 12.50 18 good
P0126424 12,713 103.71 12.94 20 very good
POI2642b 9,749 110.50 13.27 23 very good
POI-26427 8,620 114.12 13.24 23 very good
POL26430 4,681 136.10 14.07 13 good
POL26431 5,261 129.57 12.84 17 very good

% POL26432 4,330 139.11 14.71 10 very good
POL26434 2,101 153.03 22.15 4 good

Remarks:

POL?6421 contains 5 peaks among the very high points. Three are
small, one is very small, and one is medium-sized. A small peak :ith 84
pixels is located at targets 2 and 3. A small peak with 31 pixels is
located at target 4. Targets 1 and 5 are not found.

The image contains three ridges, one large mesa, arid one large
ridge-peak system among the high points. A long ridge with 84% of its
125 pixels identified as ridge points is located at target 1. A large

ridge-pea!4 system with 4,739 pixels is located at targels 2, 3, 4, and
5. A very long ridge with 93% ridge points is near the large ridge-peak

* system.

P012642 contdins 7 peaks among the very high points. One of the
peaks is large, two are .mall, and 4 are very small. One small peak is
prominent and has 150 pixels while another small peak has 50 pixels.

* The image contains 4 ridges, one massive ridge-peak system, and one
medium-sized mesa among the high points. Two of the ridges are long; one

is small and flat. A ridge with 81% of its 117 pixels identified a,.
ridge points is located near targets I and 5. A massive ridge-peak
system with 14% oF its 5,024 pixels identified a, ridge point.. (-ngulfs
targets 6-18.

POL26424 contains 10 small and very small peaks among the very high
points. A moderately prominent peak with 109 pixels is lorated at
targets 5 and 6. A moderately prominent peak with 65 pixels is located
at targets 7-12. A moderately prominent peak with 77 pixels is located
at targets 13-15. A peak with 39 pixels is localed at tdrgels 16-18.
largets 1-4, 19, and 20 are not found among the very high points.

the image contains one large mes;a, 4 ridges, and one large ridge-peak
system among the high points. Two of the ridges are very long. h

ridge-peak system with craters has 13% of its 4,350 pixels identified as
ridge points. This ridge peak system contains target 5.

Note that target 5 can be pinpointed almost exactly as first a ,'ibset
of the ridge-peak system and second near a moderately prominent prak
contained In the ridge-peak system. We refer to this technique as
"nested targeting".
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P0126426 contains 6 small and very small peaks and one very long ridge
among the very high points. Three of the peaks are moderately
prominent. A peak with 157 pixels is located at targets 6-9. A peak

-. with 98 pixels is located at targets 10-14. A peak with 107 pixels is
" located at targets 15-18. A peak with 6? pixels is located at targets

19-21.
The image contains 7 ridges and two mesas among the high points.

Three of the ridges are very long; one is long. One of the mesas is
small and one is medium-sized. A long ridge with 16% of its 4,273 pixels
identified as ridge points and 42% identified as mesa points is lo(ated
at targets 2-23.

- P0126421 contains three peaks and two ridges among the very high

points. One of the peaks is medium-sized; two are small. One of the
ridges is very long. A prominent, medium-sized peak with 231 pixels is
located at targets 6-9. A small peak with 148 pixels is located at

targets 10-13. A prominent ridge with 21% of its 388 pixels identified
as ridge points Is located at targets 14-20 and is near targets 21 arid
23 Targets 1-5 and 22 are not found among the very high points

The image contains 9 ridges and one small mesa dmong the high points.
* One of the ridges is long, two are very long, one is very long and flat,

and one is flat. A very long flat ridge with 4 984 pixels contains
targets 3-23. Target 1 is not found.

POL?6430 contdins 6 ridges arid three peaks imong the very high

points. One of the peaks is medium-sized. A very high ridge har, 70% of
its 30 pixels identified as ridge points. Another ridge has all of its
39 pixels identified as top-of-cliff points. An unlabeled compoment with

--. 49 pixels is located at target 1. A medium-sized peak with 120 pixels is

located at tdrget 2. An unlabeled component with 21% ot its 11 pixels
identified as ridge points is located at target 6. A very high ridge

with 53% of its 133 pixels identified as ridge points is located at
target 11.

The image contains 9 ridges, one small peak, and one small me'a among
'p.- the high points.

Note that 5 unlabeled component., were at targets. All but two targetL

were located almost exactly.

POL26431 contains 7 peaks and five ridges among the very high point-.

A prominent medium-siued peak with 19% of its 286 pixels identified as
ridge points is located at target 4. A small peak with 2R% of its 78
pixels identified as ridge points is located at target 5. A small peak

- with 15% of its 180 pixels identified as ridge points i. located at
target 8. A small peak with 17% of its 143 pixels identit ied is ridge
points is located at target 11. A prominent ridge with 11% of its 172

@1 pIxels identified as ridge points is located at targets 14 and 15. A

long ridge is located at target 16.
The Image contains 4 ridges and two ,ma I1 mesas among I h high

points. One of the ridges is massive; one is ,mall and flat.
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POL2643? contains 5 ridges and 3 peaks among the very high points. A
4 prominent ridge -,:ith 380 pixels is located at target 1. An unlabeled

component with 153 pixels is located at target 2. A small peak with 33
pixels is located at target 5. A ridge with 109 pixels is located at
target 8.

The image contains 6 ridges and one small mesa among the high points.
A prominent ridge with with 4,581 pixels is located at targets 1, 2, 5,

p. and 8; it is near targets 7 and 9.

P0126434 contains one small peak, 7 ridges, and one small mesa among
the very high points. Three of the ridges are very long and to, are
long. Three very long ridges and one ridge are located at target 1. One
small ridge and two long ridges are located at target 3. Targets 2 and 4
are not found among the very high points.

The image contains 10 ridges among the high points. One is small and
flat; three are long. A ridge with 1,189 pixels and an unlabeled
component with 453 pixels are at target 1. A long ridge with 37% ridge
points, a component with 102 pixels, and a long ridge with 170 of its 172 %A

pixels identified as top-of-cliff points are located at target 3.
Targets 2 and 4 are not clearly defined among the high points. Target I
has 4,036 pixels, target 2 has 1,512, target 3 has 2,288, and target I
has 1,292 pixels.

DPOL324**
NUMBER Of TARGEF

IMAGE DIST MEAN STAND TARGEIS GRADE -.

POL32401 26,511 118.83 15.06 4 poor
POL32402 27,140 11.50 15.89 2 poor

-. P01.32403 27,654 117.68 14.87 2 poor
P01_32404 21,139 125.75 12.34 4 poor
P0132411 13,269 134.04 8.03 5 excellent
P0132414 10,544 133.56 9.81 6 excellent
P0132415 8,980 138.24 10.18 8 excellent
POL3241b /,618 134.,6 9.52 5 very good

Remarks:

PDL32401 contains two small mesas among the very high points. Neither

4 of the mesas are near the target.
The image contains one massive ridge-peak system and one small mesa

among the high points. The ridge-peak system has 76% of its 5,081 pixels
identified as mesa points. The target is not found.

POL32402 contains one small mesa, one large mesa, and one small ridge.
, among the very high points. None of the components are near either
. target.

The image contains one large ridge-peak system, two small mesas, and
one long ridge among the high points. The ridge-peak system has 1,1I/

, pixels. The target is not found.
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V POL32403 conta,Ins one smaIl mesd among the very high points. All of
the mesa s 103 pixels are flat points. An unlabeled component ..:ith 566
pixels is near the boundry of the target.

The image contains one large mesa, one small flat ridge, and one small
mesa among the high points. Neither of the two targets is found in
either the high or very high points.

POL32404 contains one unlabeled component with 1,641 pixels among the
very high points.

The image contains three mesas and one small ridge among the high
points. Two of the mesas are small and one is large. Target 4 is near

- the large mesa with 4,258 pixels.

P01.32411 contains 5 peaks and two small ridge,, among the very high
points. Three of the peaks are small and two ar-e very small. A small
peak with 33 pixels is located at target 1. A small peak with 16 pixels
is located at targets 2 and 3. A small peak with 92 pixels is located at
targets 4 and 5.

The image contains 11 ridges, one ridge-peak system, one small mesa,
and one medium-sized mesa among the high points. The medium-sized
ridge-peal system has 44% of its 2,354 pixels identified as mesa points

- and 17% identified as ridge points. It contains all 5 targets.

P0132414 contains 6 small and very small peaks aS well as one
% prominent ridge among the very high points. A small peak with 59 pixels

., is located at target I. A small peak with 82 pixels is loc,)ied at
targets 2 and 3. A small peak with 101 pixels is near Largets 4-6.

The image contains 7 ridges, 4 mesas, and one small peak. Four of the
ridges are very long, one is long, and one is flat. A small peak with
130 pixels contains targets 2 and 3. A small mec with 19% of its 948
pixels identified as ridge points and 40% as flat points contains targets
4-5. A very long ridge with 89% of its 197 pixels identified as ridge
points is parallel to the small mesa vwith 918 pixels. A very long ridge
with 95% of its 270 pixels identified as ridge points is also parallel to
the small mesa with 948 pixels. Target 1 has 144 pixels, target 2 has
24, target 3 has 126, target 4 has 98, target 5 has 28, and tar'get 6 has
150.

P0132415 contains three small peaks and 5 very small peaks among the
* very high points. The three small peaks are identified as targets. A

prominent small peak with 68 pixels is located at tdrgets 1 and 2. A
prominent, small peak with 108 pixels is located at targets 3 and 4. A

prominent, small peak with 135 pixels is located at targets 5-6 and is
near target 8. An unlabeled component has 27% of its 499 pixels
identified as ridge points; this component is the most prominent.

The image contains two prominent small peaks arid one prominent- ridge
among the high points. The small peal with 103 pixels is localed at

.. targets 1 and 2 which together have 132 pixels. The ,mall peak with 159
.- , pixels is located at targets 3 arid 4 which together contain 198 pixels.

, the ridge with 837 pixels is located at targets 5 8 which together have
331 pixels.

All targets are located.
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P0132416 contains 9 peaks among the very high points. One is
medium-sized, three are small, and S are very small. A small peak with

20% of its 97 pixels identified as ridge points is located at targets I
and 2 while it is close to 3 and not far from 4. A small peak. with 21%
of its 156 pixels identified as ridge points is located at targel.s 5-8
and 15. A medium-sized peak with 14% of its 216 pixels identified a,.
ridge points is located at targets 9-11. Targets 12-14 are not found.

The image contains two small peaks, 6 ridges, and two mesas among the
high points. One of the ridges is long and one is very long. One of the --

mesas is medium-si7ed; one is small. A small peak with 15% of its 132
pixels identified as ridge points is located at targets 1 and 2; it is
close to target 3 arid not far from target 4. A small peak with 14% of
its 221 pixels identified as ridge points is located at tdrgets 5-8 and
15 which together have 454 pixels. An unlabeled component with 20% of
its 1,006 pixels identified as ridge points is located at targets 9- 14
which have a total of 300 pixels. This component missed being labeled a
ridge by .01. The ridge with 113 pixels is parallel to the unlabeled
component.
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Appendix D. The purpose of this appendix is to indicate how the
lopographic Labeling Algorithm is proving useful in runway analysis.

The most important change implemented while studying these images
was an improved segmentation process. Previously, the regions to b-
labeled were chosen to be the connected components of those pixels either
one or two standard deviations above the mean of the entire image.
However, several difficulties emerged with this method when ipplied to
images taken I to 6 miles from the target. rirst, the image, were ,o
"bland" that pixels representing the landing strip had values below one
standard deviation above the mean. Thus, in the segmentation process the

* ,- pixels representing the target were never considered. The first step
towards correcting this problem was to include "ridge" arid "top of cliff"
pixels when computing the connected components. While this technique
helped, the runways still tended to appear in fragments instead of one
connected ,hole. The addition of one dilation and one erosion before
segmenting improved results considerably.

The second problem to be confronted with these distant images -Os

- that they vere so bland that the standard deviations tended to be
extremely low-sometimes below 6. This situation meant that the "drop
parameter" alpha ...,as disproportionately large. Consequently, the local
topographic content of most points was determined to be "flat". Thus,
the local topographic content of the image --as lost. The solution to
this problem was to set alpha equal to 7 if the standard deviation is at
least 14 and one half the standard deviation, if not.

The Hough Iransform has been added to the algorithm to determine ho.-.
many straight-line directions are present in a long ridge. The number of
directions will be important in deciding whether or not a paticular ridge
matches with a particular runway.

While we have over 90 runway images in our data set, only 11
different targets are represented. (We have as many as 30 images of tie

same runway taken at distances varying between 3,000 and 35,000 feet.)
Where possible, at least three images of each runway have been discussed
below. In the cases where more than one image is available, the nearest
and farthest images will always be considered.
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The following list gives a summary of the study of the runway images
investigated so far. Note that there is only one target and one object
in each image. Note further that all images with the same first three
numbers are of the same target.

RWY22002 -

Range Data:
Distance to target 31,960
Altitude 3,160
Centroid (62,173)
Height, width (32,9)
Pixels in target 256

Image Data:
Size 1150355
Mean 128.06
Standard Deviation 18.38
Min Value, Max Value 46, 255

Remarks:
The labeling algorithm identified one medium-sized crest among the

very high points in the image.
Six ridges were identified among the high points. Three or these

six ridges were long. one very long ridge was left unlabeled
because it was close to the boundary so that it failed to satisfy a
technical condition for the ratio tests to apply. The runway was
formed from one of the very long ridges.

RWY22011
Range Data:

Distance to target 19,676
Altitude 3,160
Centroid (72,174)
Height, width (97,15)
Pixels in target 1259

Image Data:
Size 1150355
Mean 149.49

*Standard Deviation 21.30
Min Value, Max Value 63, 255

Remarks:
The algorithm labeled two crests among the very high points. One

*of these crests was large and one was small. The large crest was
* unusually prominant because almost half of its points were at least

three standard deviations above the mean. Moreover, its steepness
.9. factor was 1119 which is unusually large.

The algorithm labeled 10 ridges among the high points. One of
these was labeled a massive ridge-peak system, while three were very
long and one was long. Most of the runway was made up of th massive
ridge-peak system and one of the very long ridges.
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RWY22021
Range Data:
Distance to target 8,905
Altitude 3,lbO
Centroid (61,165)
Height, width (119,25)
Pixels in target 2,559

Image Data:
Size 115x355
Mean 138.20
Standard Deviation 31.42
Min Value, Max Value 70, 238

Remarks:
The algorithm labeled two ridges and two small peaks among the

very high points. One of the ridges was very long and is part of
the runway.

The algorithm labeled 7 ridges among the high points. Two of
these ridges were very long. A massive component containing 7085
points was left unlabeled. It would have been labeled a massive
ridge if its ridge confidence factor, CFRIDGE, had been .01 higher.
This component had an unusually amorphous shape so that while it was
more like a ridge than anything else, it was not as clearly a ridge
as a number of the other components. The 11ough Transform gave a
very clear indication that one of the very long ridges had a
preferred direction. The runway was clearly formed from the two
very long ridges and two other shorter ridges.

RWY22101
Range Data:

Distance to target 17,969
Altitude 3,160
Centroid (62,199)
Height, width (18,322)
Pixels in target 985

Image Data:
Size 115x355

- Mean 160.74
Standard Deviation 14.62
Min Value, Max Value 115, 255

Remarks:
The algorithm labeled 4 of the components of the very high points

as peaks and 4 as ridges. One of the ridges was very long. The
- Hough Transform gave a very strong indication of a preferred

direction in this very long ridge. This last ridge was part of the
runway.

The algorithm labeled 8 ridges, one peak, and one mesa among the

components of the high points. One ridge was a massive ridge-peak
system, one was a small ridge-peak system, and two were very long.
The runway was clearly delineated as the massive ridge-peak system.
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Rwy22102
Range Data:

Distance to target 18,209
Altitude 3,160
Centroid (65,175)
Height, width (22,339)
Pixels in target 1,201

Image Data:
Size 115x355
Mean 161.58
Standard Deviation 15.08
Min Value, Max Value 115, 255

Remarks:
The algorithm labeled two peaks and 4 ridges among the very high

points. One of the ridges was very long. This very long ridge was
part of the runway.

The algorithm labeled 11 ridges and two small peaks in the high
points of the image. The one component labeled a massive ridge-peak
system clearly delineated the runway.

RWY22111
Range Data:

Distance to target 18,131
Altitude 3,160
Centroid (64,180)
Height, width (14,360)
Pixels in target 1,260

Image Data:
Size 115x355 
Mean 164.82
Standard Deviation 21.11
Min Value, Max Value 57, 255

Remarks:
The algorithm labeled 7 peaks and 8 ridges among the very high

points. One peak was small but very prominant. None of the ridges
were very long, but the runway was made up of 4 or 5 of the smaller
ridges.

The algorithm identified 12 ridges among the high points. Two of
these ridges were long, while two more were very long. The runway
was clearly delineated by a massive ridge-peak system which contains
5356 pixels together with one of the very long ridges. The Hough
Transform indicated a preferred direction in the very long ridge.
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RWY23013

Range Data:
Distance to target 23,559
Altitude 2,870
Centroid (22,154)
Height, width (44,200)
Pixels in target 625

Image Data:
Size 115x355
Mean 126.77
Standard Deviation 9.12
Min Value, Max Value 97, 187

Remarks:
The algorithm located two small ridges and one small mesa among

the very high points.
The algorithm identified 4 ridges, one medium-sized mesa, and a

massive ridge-peak system among the high points. One of the 4
ridges was the centroid of the runway.

RWY23023
Range Data:

Distance to target 11,368
Altitude 2,970
Centroid (51,195)
Height, width (102,239)
Pixels in target 1,766

Image Data:
Size 115x355
Mean 129.35
Standard Deviation 11.82
Min Value, Max Value 87, 176

Remarks:
The algorithm identified two small peaks, one crest, and 5 small

ridges among the very high points. The 5 ridges were fragments of
the runway.

The algorithm identified two large ridge-peak systems and a small
mesa among the high poincs. The ri iway was clearly represented by
the smaller of the two ridge-peak systems.

RWY23211
Range Data:

Distance to target 21,996

Altitude 3,220
Centroid (58,256)
Height, width (5,164)
Pixels in target 490
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Image Data:
Size 115x355
Mean 123.61
Standard Deviation 5.81
Min Value, Max Value 102, 255

Remarks:
The algorithm identified three ridges among the very high points.

One was fairly large.
The algorithm identified 4 ridges and two mesas among the high

points. Three of the ridges were very long. The runway was partly
formed from the larger mesa and two of the very long ridges.

RWY23222
Range Data:
Distance to target 12,544
Altitude 3,220
Centroid (53,150)
Height, width (27,299)
Pixels in target 1,020

0Image Data:

Size 115x355
Mean 135.92
Standard Deviation 9.55
Min Value, Max Value 107, 181

Remarks:
The algorithm labeled 4 ridges and one small peak among the very

high points.
The algorithm labeled 11 ridges among the high points. Three of

these ridges were very long and one was a large ridge-peak system.
The runway was clearly delineated by two of the very long ridges.

RWY23229
Range Data:

Distance to target 5,763

Altitude 3,220
Centroid (29,180)
Height, width (58,360)
Pixels in target 6,918

Image Data:
Size 115x355
Mean 145.38
Standard Deviation 15.94
Min Value, Max Value 102, 199

Remarks:
The algorithm labeled one small ridge and one small mesa among the

very high points.
The algorithm identified only one component among the high

points. This component was a massive ridge-peak system containing
9879 pixels. This ridge-peak system clearly formed the runway.
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RWY23311
Range Data:
Distance to target 18,029
Altitude 2,970
Centroid (64,177)
Height, width (43,12)
Pixels in target 407

Image Data:
Size 115x355
Mean 134.48
Standard Deviation 5.98
Min Value, Max Value 106, 172

Remarks:
The algorithm identified 4 small ridges, one small peak, and one

small mesa among the very high points.
The algorithm identified one massive ridge-peak system, 6 ridges,

and two small mesas among the high points. While a small ridge was
displayed at the centroid, the runway was not clearly visible.

0 RWY23317
Range Data:

Distance to target 10,414
Altitude 2,970
Centrold (71,170)
Height, width (99,19)
Pixels in target 1,284

Image Data:
Size 115x355
Mean 139.16
Standard Deviation 8.57
Min Value, Max Value 112, 171

Remarks:
-Yr The algorithm identified three ridges and a small mesa among the

very high points. One of the ridges was long.
The algorithm identified one large ridge-peak system, three

* ridges, and 5 mesas among the high points. One of the ridges was
long and narrow. Even though this long ridge was far from the
centroid (71,170) of the target, it seemed to be a part of theEu runway. A somewhat larger but less elongated ridge appeared at the
centroid.
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RWY23322
Range Data:

Distance to target 5.142
Altitude 2,970

Centroid (b2,170)
Height, width (116,20)
Pixels in target 2,146

Image Data:
Size 115x355
Mean 143.14

Standard Deviation 11.44
Min .',flue, Max Value 111, 187

Remarks:

The algorithm identified 6 ridges and two medium-sized mesas among
the very high points. One ridge was long and one was very long.

The algorithm identified one massive ridge-peak system and one
long ridge among the high points. The ridge-peak system clearly
contained the runway. The runway seemed to have three parallel

Flanding strips, which cut across the middle of the image. The Hough
* Transform indicated these different directions.

RWY23/03
Range Data:

Distance to target 32,568
Altitude ?,460
Centroid (58,166)
Height, width (19,100)
Pixels in target 316

Image Data:

Size 115x355
Mean 114.71

Standard Deviation 10.00
Min Value, Max Value 81, 159

Remarks:
I •The algorithm indicated one small mesa among the very high

points. The other two components, both unlabeled, were near the
_'. boundary of the image, where our methods frequently fail.

The algorithm identified 6 ridges and two mesas among the high
points. A very long narrow ridge was colinear with another long
ridge at the centrold of the target. More than likely these
components formed part of the runway.
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RWY23715S
Range Data:

Distance to target 21,023
Altitude 2,460
Centroid (75,289)
Height, width (90,50)
Pixels in target 1,395

Image Data:
Mean 136.49
Standard Deviation 10.14
Min Value, Max Value 98, 183

"V Remarks:
The algorithm identified two small peaks, one small ridge, and one

large mesa among the components of the very high points. The mesa
is at the centroid of the target.

The algorithm identified one large ridge-peak system and three
ridges among the high points. The ridge-peak system was located at
the centroid of the target. The Hough Transform indicated several
of the straight-line directions in the landing strip.

RWY23724
Range Data:
Distance to target 9,151
Altitude 2,360
Centroid (60,305)
Height, width (720,78)
Pixels in target 2,880

Image Data:
Size 115x355
Mean 165.10
Standard Deviation 15.41
Min Value, Max Value 114, 228

Remarks:
The algorithm identified two small peaks, a small ridge, and three

mesas among the very high points.
* The algorithm Identified a large and a medium sized ridge-peak

system, two ridges, and two small mesas among the high points. The
two ridges, one small and one large (with 4472 pixels), were close
together and clearly delineated the target. The Hiough Transform
very clearly indicated two preferred directions in the target.
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RWY23901
Range Data:

Distance to target 29,737
Altitude 3,060
Centroid (57,201)

Height, width (32,277)
Pixels in target 582

Image Data:
Size 115x355
Mean 130.48
Standard Deviation 9.56
Min Value, Max Value 94, 198

Remarks:
The algorithm identified 5 small peaks, two small ridges, and one

medium sized mesa among the very high points.
The algorithm identified two ridge-peak systems, 8 ridges, and two

mesas among the high points. Two of the ridges were very long. The
runway was pieced together from the two ridge-peak systems and

several of the ridges.

RWY239l 5
Range Data:

Distance to target 16,875
Altitude 3,060
Centroid (51,180)
Height, width (21,358)

- Pixels in target 1,432

Image Data:-. to.

Size 115x355
Mean 144.42

Standard Deviation 15.60
,."- Min Value, Max Value 62, 255

Remarks:
The algorithm identified 3 small peaks and 4 ridges among the very

. high points. None of the peaks were particularly prominant. Three
* of the ridges were long or very long and fit together to makeup the

runway.
' The algorithm identified one massive ridge-peak system, 4 ridges,

and one mesa among the high points. The ridge-peak system clearly
delineated the target. The Hough Transform indicated several
preferred directions.
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RWY23930
Range Data:

Distance to target 3,357
Altitude 3,060
Centroid (52,180)
Height, width (82,358)
Pixels in target 10,203

Image Data:
Size 115x355

Mean 190.75

Standard Deviation 30.13
Min Value, Max Value 113, 255

Remarks:
The algorithm identified two medium sized peaks and two ridges

among the very high points. The peaks were very prominant and
appeared much higher than any other pixels in the image. The ridges
were fragments of the runway.

* The algorithm identified two ridge-peak systems, 4 ridges, and a
small mesa among the high points. These components made up about
6 65% of the target. (Note that there were 10,203 pixels in the
target.)

RWY24024
Range Data:

Distance to target 16,244
Altitude 3,060
Centroid (60,198)
Height, width (104,323)
Pixels in target 1,909

Image Data:
4N Size 115x355

Mean 172.36

* ,I. Standard Deviation 17.30
Min Value, Max Value 123, 244

Remarks:
The algorithm identified two small peaks, one medium-sized crest,

and 13 ridges among the very high points. Five of the ridges were
very long. This image was unusual because the 13 ridges and crest

- almost fit together to form the runway.
The algorithm identified one massive ridge-peak system, one small

ridge, one small peak, and one small mesa among the high points.
The runway was clearly displayed in the ridge-peak system. The
Hough Transform indicated several preferred directions.
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RWY24030
Range Data:

Distance to target 10,897
Altitude 3,060

* Centroid (61,.174) a

Height, width (119,346)
*Pixels in target 3,489

Image Data:
Size 115x355

4Mean 163.28
Standard Deviation 22.01
Min Value, Max Value 125, 236

Remarks:
The algorithm identified three small peaks and 5 small ridges

among the very high points.
The algorithm identified one massive ridge-peak system and one

small ridge among the high points. The ridge-peak system contained
6,870 pixels and clearly represented the runway.

RWY24035
Range Data:

4,Distance to target 7,238
Altitude 3,060
Centroid (61,181)
Height, width (119,277)
Pixels in target 3,993

Image Data:
Size 115x355
Mean 176.5Sb
Standard Deviation 29.00
Min Value, Max Value 120, 255

Remarks:
The algorithm identified one small peak and 7 ridges among the

very high points. All these components were fragments of the runway
which were to appear in the next slice.

* The algorithm Identified one massive (8580 pixels) and one large
ridge-peak system among the high points. The one massive component
by itself clearly delineated the runway. The Hiough Transform
indicated 4 different lines appearing In the boundary of this
component.

81 -10?
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RWY25217
Range Data:

Distance to target
Altitude (not available)
Centrold
Height, width
Pixels in target

Image Data:
Size 115x355
Mean 155.37
Standard Deviation 13.68
Min Value, Max \.C.ie 129, 213

Remarks:
The algorithm identified one small peak and two ridges among the

very high points. While the peak was small, it was unusually
distinct. Dne ridge was very long. This long ridge clearly
outlined the runway. The Hiough Transform clearly indicated the two
preferred directions of the runway.

The algorithm identified three ridges, one small peak, and one
0small mesa among the high points. The peak was the same as the one
.4ymentioned above. One of the ridges was very long and f lat and

contained the long ridge mentioned above. The Hough Transform
indicated several preferred directions.

RWY26713
Range Data:
Distance to target
Altitude (not available)

Height, width
Pixels in target

Image Data:
Size 1150355
Mean 139.90
Standard Deviation 10.54
Min Value, Max Value 116, 193

Remarks:
The algorithm identified two small peaks and one very long ridge
among the very high points. The ridge clearly delineated the
runway. The Hough Transform indicated the two preferred
directions of the runway.

'0:, The algorithm identified one large ridge-peak system, two ridges,
and two small mesas among the high points. The runway was
contained in the ridge-peaK system. The shape of the runway was
not as well represented by this ridge-peak system as it was by the
long ridge mentioned above.
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RWY63903 6

Range Data:
Distance to target
Altitude (available)
Centroid
Height, width
Pixels in target

Image Data:
Size 115x355
Mean 127.56
Standard Deviation 28.42
Min Value, Max Value 14, 243

Remarks:
The algorithm identified three peaks and 5 ridges among the very

high points. One peak was medium sized and was very prominant since
almost one third of its pixels were at least three standard
deviations above the mean. Two of the ridges were very long.

The algorithm identified one massive ridge-peak system and one
long ridge among the high points. The runway was clearly contained

* in the ridge-peak system. The Hough Transform indicated two of the
. three preferred directions.
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* Bridge -DBRG20123

Image Data:

Distance of sensor to target:........................8,760 Feet
Dimensions of image: ................................. 120 x 360
Dimensions of smallest rectangle

containing target: ................................. 6 x 23
Number of pixels in target: ................................. 67
Mean of image: .......................................... 107.03
Standard deviation of image:............................. 41 .02

Output of Second Segmentation:

The labeled regions include one large mesa, one small ridge, one long
ridge, and one large ridge-peak system. The very' long ridge has 26% of
its pixels identified as ridge points.

Target Grade:................................................. Good
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Bridge - DBRG20616

Image Data:

Distance of sensor to target:.................. 18,330 Feet
Dimensions of image:............................. 120 x 360
Dimensions of smallest rectangle

containing target:............................. 2 x 63
Number of pixels in target:............................ 126
Mean of image: ...................................... 107.45
Standard deviation of image:..........................28.08

Output of Second Segmentation:

The image contains four ridges. One ridge is very long, one is
% massive and flat, and two are small. The massive ridge represents the

land. The two smaller ridges are distinctive because 27% and 39% of
0their pixels, respectively, are identified as ridge points. The road to

the bridge is represented by one of the small ridges.

Target Grade:............................................. Good
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Bridge -DBRG23429

Image Data:

Distance of sensor to target:......................4,564 Feet
-- Dimensions of image:...............................120 x 360

Dimensions of smallest rectangle
containing target:...............................57 X 8

Number of pixels In target:..............................342
Mean of image:....................................... 141.42
Standard deviation of image:...........................19.35

Dutput of Second Segmentation:

The image contains three ridges and four mesas. Two of the mesas
are medium sized and one ridge is long. The ridge contains 730 pixels
and contains the target. The mesas represent the land. The long ridge

0represents the island near the bridge.

Target Grade: .......................................... Very Good
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Bridge - DBRG27210

Image Data:

Distance of sensor to target:....................5,915 Feet
Dimensions of image: .................... 120 x 360
Dimensions of smallest rectangle

containing target:...........................44 x 360
Number of pixels in target:...........................1,800
Mean of image:..................................... 133.38
Standard deviation of image:...........................4.34

Output of Second Segmentation:

The image contains two small mesas and one very long ridge. The
ridge is very distinctive with 59% of its 1,446 pixels identified as
ridge points.

Target Grade: ........................................ Very Good



Bridge - DBRG27521

Image Data:

Distance of sensor to target:......................15,855 Feet
Dimensions of image:............................... 120 x 360
Dimensions of smallest rectangle

containing target:...............................51 x 15

Number of pixels in target:...............................211
Mean of image: ....................................... 142.58
Standard deviation of image:............................ 4.45

Output of Second Segmentation:

The image contains four ridges and one large mesa among the very
high points. Two of the ridges are flat. The mesa represents a portion

of the land. The target is represented by two small ridges which have a
total of 280 pixels. These ridges have a total of 63% and 67% ridge
points respectively.

Target Grade: ........................................... Very Good
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Building -DBLD22301

Image Data:

Distance of sensor to target:.....................?2,697 Feet
Dimensions of image:...............................120 x 360
Dimensions of smallest rectangle

containing target:............................. .6 x 23
Number of pixels in target:..............................123
Mean of image: ...................................... 122.14
Standard deviation of image:...........................26.53

Output of First Segmentation:

The image contains two small peaks and four very small peaks. One
Nof these peaks together with another unlabeled component form the target.

(The confidence factor of this unlabeled component lacks .01 of the
threshold for declaring it to be a peak.) The total number of pixels in
these two components is one hundred eleven (111).

Target Grade: .......................................... Excellent

L4
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Building -DBL022310

Image uata:

Distance of sensor to target:.....................18,990 Feet
Dimensions of image:...............................120 x 360
Dimensions of smallest rectangle

containing target:.............................. 9 x 33
Number of pixels in target:..................... .........233
Mean of image:....................................... 139.94
Standard deviation of image:...........................24.11

Output of First Segmentation:

The image contains fourteen peaks. One of these peaks is
Atmedium-sized, while the remainder are small or very small . The component

representing the target has 390 pixels. This component is almost labeled
a ridge.

Target Grade:.............................................. Good
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Building -DBLD22403

Image Data:

Distance of sensor to target:.......................31,033 reet
Dimensions of image:....................120 x 360
Dimensions of smallest rectangle

containing target:................................. 3 x 7
Number of pixels in target:................................ 17
Mean of image:................ *..... .............. 163.97
Standard deviation of image:............................ 30.9?

Output of First Segmentation:

The image contains six very small peaks, The target is almost
exactly represented by a peak containing fourteen pixels. This peak has
one close neighbor. The most prominent peaks do not represent the target.

*Target Grade:............................................. Excellent
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Building DBLD22410

.,

Image Data:

Distance of sensor to target: ...................... 21,236 reet
Dimensions of image: ................................. 120 x 360
Dimensions of smallest rectangle

containing target: ................................. 4 x 11
- Number of pixels in target: ................................. 38

Mean of image: ........................................ 126.63
Standard deviation of image:..............................22.20

Output of First Segmentation:

The image contains 15 peaks and one small ridge. The target is
almost exactly represented by a peak containing 35 pixels. There is a
cluster of three small peaks at the target.

Target Grade: ............................................. Excellent

81-113
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- Building - BLD24316

Image Data:

Distance of sensor to target:....................15,308 Feet
Dimensions of image:............................ .120 x 360
Dimensions of smallest rectangle

containing target:............................. 6 x 14
Number of pixels in target:............................. 61
Mean of image:...................................... 136.27
Standard deviation of image:..........................11.58

Output of First Segmentation:

The image contains seventeen small and very small peaks, one small
mesa, and two ridges among the very high points. one ridge is very
long. The target represented by two small peaks which contain thirty-one
(31) and thirty four (34) pixels respectively. While there are many
peaks, this pair is the most prominent.

Target Grade: ......................................... Excellent
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Building -DBLD24321

Image Data:

Distance of sensor to target:....................10,2326 Feet
Dimensions of image:............................. 120 x 360
Dimensions of smallest rectangle

-. containing target:............................. 7 x 25
Number of pixels in target:............................ 127

VMean of image:...................................... 142.03
Standard deviation of image:..........................12.70

- Output of First Segmentation:

The image contains eleven small and very small peaks. A cluster of
two small peaks with a total of 134 pixels are at the centroid of the
target. One of these peaks is the highest in the image.

Target Grade: ......................................... Excellent



Building -DBLD24715

Image Data:

Distance of sensor to target:......................16,603 feet
Dimensions of image:..................120 x 360
Dimensions of smallest rectangle

containing target:...............................56 x 16
Number of pixels in target:............................... 72
Mean of image:.......................117.62
Standard deviation of image:........................... 13.83

Output of First Segmentation:

The image contains fourteen small and very small peaks as well as
two ridges. A moderately prominent small peak with seventy nine (79)
pixels is located at the target. Two small peaks are near the target.

Target Grade:.......................................... Fxcellent
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Petroleum Tank - DPOL26311

Image Data:
- Distance of sensor to target: ................. 18,976 Feet

Dimensions of image: ............................ 120 x 360
Number of targets: ...................................... 1
Mean of image: .................................. 130.32

Standard deviation of image: ........................ 13.15

Output of First Segmentation:
The image contains two small peaks and one very long ridge among the

very high points. The ridge has 21% of its pixels identified as ridge
points and 75% of its pixels identified as flat points. A small peak is
identified at the centroid of the target.

Output of Second Segmentation:
A massive ridge-peak system with 63% of its 5,508 pixels identified

as flat points contains the target. The target contains 1,557 pixels.

Target Grade: ........................................ Very Good
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Petroleum Tank - DP0L26421

Image Data:
Distance of sensor to target:.....................17,194 Feet
Dimensions of image:..................... ..........120 x 360
Number of targets: ....................................... 5
Mean of image:........................95.65
Standard deviation of image:...........................13.71

Output of First Segmentation:
The image contains five peaks. Three of the peaks are small, one is

very small, and one is medium-sized. A small peak is located at targets
two and three. A second small peak is located at target four.

Output of Second Segmentation:
The image contains three ridges, one large mesa, and one large

ridge-peak system among the high points. A long ridge with 84% of its
*125 pixels identified as ridge points is located at target one. A large

ridge-peak system contains the others.

Target Grade: .......................................... Very Good
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Runway D RWY221

Image Data:

Distance of sensor to target:...................17,969 Feet
Dimensions of image:...........................120 x 360
Dimensi ns of smallest rectangle

containing target:.......................... 18 x 322
Number of pixels in target:.............................985
Mean of image:..................................... 160.74
Standard deviation of image:...................... ...14.64

Output of Second Segmentation:

The algorithm labeled eight ridges, one peak, and one mesa. One
ridge was massive and two were very long. The runway was clearly
delinated as the massive ridge.

Target Grade: ........................................ Very Good



Runway -DRWY23915

Image Data:

Distance of sensor to target:..................lb,875 feet
Dimensions of image:.............................120 x 360
Dimensions of smallest rectangle

containing target:............................21 x 358
Number of pixels in target:...........................1,432
Mean of image:....................................._144.42
Standard deviation of image:.........................15.60

Output of Second Segmentation:

The algorithm identified one massive ridge-peak system, four ridges,
and one mesa. The ridge-peak system clearly delineated the runway. The
Hough transform indicated several preferred directions.

Target Grade:.................................... ... Very Good
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RADIATION FROM FLYING

THROUGH NUCLEAR DEBRIS CLOUDS

by

Arthur Woodrum
Professor of Physics

Georgia Southern College

ABSTRACT

A simple mathematical model for calculating the estimated radiation

dose of an aircrew in an aircraft flying through a debris cloud from a

single nuclear detonation was developed. This work has been reported by

presentation, governmental report and has been presented for journal

publication. Work was begun on creating a computer model for the growth of

clouds from nuclear multiburst.
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I INTRODUCTION

My research background involves much work on the study of wave motions

in the upper atmosphere. Experimental data on winds, pressure, density and

temperature variations in the atmosphere around 100 kilometers were

obtained from artificial clouds put into the atmosphere with rockets.

These data were analyzed to discover the systematic wave motions in each of

the variables.

Other research work involving the creation of a worldwide computer

model of the atmosphere depicting representative values of winds, pressure,

I density, temperature, and their variations for any latitude, longitude, day

of year, time of day and any height from surface up to about 200 kilometers

was performed in the mid-1970's. This work was done for NASA in connection

Iith the Space Shuttle program. It resulted in a computer model named

"I GRAMS which is still being used.

The most recent work was done through the Summer Faculty Research

Proqram with Brooks AFB during 1985. The Air Force was interested in

mode&inq the clouds of nuclear bursts in the atmosphere for the purpose of

tjdyinq radiation doses of objects penetrating the clouds. Continuation

-it this work led to the 3resent study.
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II. OBJECTIVE OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The objectives of the present research were:

1. Continue reporting the results of work on the

radiation doses of aircrews from flying through

nuclear debris clouds from single nuclear bursts.

2. Develop a computer model for nuclear debris clouds

arising from the simultaneous bursting of many densely

spaced nuclear detonations.
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Ill. PROCEDURE

Objective one required a close working association with Lt. Peter

Vanden Bosch of Brooks AFB to complete the work which was bequn in the

Summer of 1985. After work was completed, the results were to be reported

both orally and by journal publication.

The procedure for fulfilling objective two involved transferrinq a

computer program known as "CASSIE" simulating the growth of a single

nuclear cloud from the Brooks AFB computer to the computer at Georgia

Southern College. Then by using this model as a basis, one would develop a

new model for calculating the cloud growth of a multiburst and check its

applicability.
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IV. RESULTS

The work for objective one was completed with very good res.lts. The

-i se3.:n was successfully accomplished by Fall of 1985. A presentatior vas

made to the Aeapons Research Lab, Kirkland AFB, Albuquerque, New Mexicc,

luring Fall of 1985. The results were well received. In addition, a

Tecnnical Report displaying the research and results was developed and was

pub~ished by Brooks AFB in April, 1986. Th's technical report is included

as Appendix I. Furthermore, this research work is being presented to the

journal of Geophysical Research for publication. This preparation is
-4N

,va inclded as Appendix Il.

The work for objective two was partially completed before time

expreal. The computer proqram for calculating nuclear cloud ,iro wt ws

-y lonq and compl icated. Although the source tape from the ',r For-e 3s

t,-or. a CDC 330 computer and the computer at Georgia Southern Co' leqp was

a so a CDC 830, there were still serious incompatibility problems. T nese

nrob'ems were overcome but there was little time to check any mi'tiburst

theor es.
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V. RE:OYENDATIONS

ne work for objective one as completed and 3 iseaDbe re3' tlne

ietnod for rap'dfy calculating the -adiation doses of a,'crews :O' flyAiO

tnrojqn nuclear debris clouds was developed. However he ieve [)ment ot

i computer mode! of the nuclear debris cloud originatinq from m t ibursts

reeds nljch more work. It is a very complicated problem but can probab yI

icccmp 'sned by tnermodynamic considerations as ODDOSed to hydrocynamiic

W
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RADIATION DOSES FROM FLYING
THROUGH NUCLEAR DEBRIS CLOUDS

INTRODUCTION

Estimates of radiation doses to aircrews flying through nuclear debris
clouds are of critical interest to USAF mission planners. The probability

of such an event occurring is high following a nuclear attack. Since real data

are lacking, prediction must depend upon mathematical modeling of the cloud

environment and flythrough.

Taboada'et al. (1) recently developed a computer model which predicts doses

from flythroughs. The model, which will be called CASSIE in this report, is

based upon the dust environment model CASSANDRA (2), which in turn uses the

benchmark DELFIC (3) code as the basis of its cloud rise and fallout dvnamics.

The CASSIE model is user friendly; it supplies default values and descriptions

of parameters when requested and has all the input flexibiltes of the ...

and ASSANDRA codes.

-e The CASSIE model uses the CASSANDRA code to calculate the dust density at
v,_'rous points along the trajectory of an aircraft flying through a nuclear

debris cloud. A gamma-radiation dose rate is calculated from the dust densities

. and integrated over time to obtain the total radiation dose that an aircrew
would experience.

The total radiation dose is assumed to originate from 2 sources: (1) the

-" immersion radiation dose, which is a result of the aircraft being immersed in a
radioactive cloud, and (2) the onboard radiation dose, which results from radla-

* tion exposure of the aircrews to dust particles trapped inside the aircraft %

. cabin and filtering system. The immersion rate exists only while the aircraft
Ls inside the radioactive debris cloud, whereas the onboard radiation is a con-

tinuing hazard.

The purpose of this report is to use the CASSIE model to calculate the

radiation doses to aircrewmembers for various conditions of flythrough. Due to

the long program running time, the model would have little use in an operational

setting. The intent of this report is to supply results of the model in a form

* which will allow planners to estimate in advance realistic and worst case doses

for flythrough scenarios.

FLYTHROUGH MODEL I

S• CASSIE provides for changing flight and aircraft parameters easily. A

"-nario is needed which will allow an analysis of radiation dose dependence on

of flythrough, time of flight, and detonation yield. For the purposes of

-eport, the following flight scenario was used.

i-'craft flies from a point 40 km (24 mi) from ground zero on one side
-;n to 40 km on the opposite side, passing directly over ground -

" l, ration is 500 s, which corresponds to a velocity of 1.,

2 " 3 maintained throughout the flight and the aircraft passes

82-10
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";i r grounI zero at seconds after detonation. This pain is expressed
f'- , '- m, , h, t- 50) - (40 km, 0, H, t+250).

n ne aircraft parameters are chosen to resemble those of a KC-135 aircraft.

emod approximates the cabin as a cylinder, chosen to be 32.05 m (107 ft) in

length and 2.74 m (9 ft) in radius. The filtration system is arbitrarily chosen
to allow 50 of the dust particles taken onboard to enter the cabin, with the
remainder staving on the filter. Once aboard, the dust particles do not exit.

.he distance from the crewmembers to the filter 's arbitrarily chosen to be 250

cm (100 in.). The air-mass flow into the aircraft is 67.5 kg/mmn (150 lb/min).

The dose received by .aircrewmembers will be dependent on the choice of these
parameters, which are discussed in Appendix A. If cloud penetration is unavoid-
able, Figure 3 shows that it is most advantageous to fly through as high in the

cloud as possible. This will allow the aircraft to be exposed to the lowest
possible dose within the cloud. A flythrough beneath the cloud may result in a-
lower dose, but there is the danger of the aircraft encountering large parti-

C es.

* CLOUD DIMENSIONS

n"Te size cf the nuclear debris cloud depends on a number of factors. The

parameters used in trne analysis include:

( ) A surface burst, with 50% of the available energy expended in fission.

(2) Ground zero at 670 m (2211 ft) above mean sea level.

(3) No wind.

(4) Soil type is siliceous.

The debris cloud is modeled throughout its creation, expansion, and cool-
ing. At some point the model considers the turbulence, upward rise, and expan-

sion to be negligible and stabilizes the cloud dimensions at current values.
-hese calculations are reported in Table 1 and the cloud dimensions are shown

. in Figures 1 and 2. Stabilization is relative; in actuality, the cloud will

* continue to grow slowly as a result of buoyancy, turbulence, and winJ patterns.

TABLE 1. CLOTD DIMENSION DATA AT STABILIZATION

Yield (MT) Stab. Cloud Cloud Cloud

Time(s) Base(m) Top Radius

0.003 312 3700 5200 iMOO

0.01 423 5300 7400 1800

0,03 661 6700 10500 2900
0.1 611 8400 12400 5400

0.3 720 9500 14900 8500
1. 783 11300 18000 13800
3. 785 13500 22000 20300

'0. 787 17700 29000 31000
30. 852 21000 37200 52U00
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These c:alulato,.s are based on the DELFIC and CASSANDRA portions of' tne
model. The cloud top and bottom heights agree well with values reported t:
Glasstone and Dolan (4). Cloud radii appear to be larger by as much as a factor
of 1 4 than those reported. ?art of the disagreement may be explained by the
ambiguous nature of the cloud dimensions. Part may be explained by the fact
that DELFIC was intended as a ground fallout code, and ground fallout is rela-
tlvely insensitive to cloud radius or base height choices (7). This is a draw-
back since flythrough dose is approximately inversely proportional to cloud
radius in this model.

DUST CLOUD CHARACTERISTICS

In the model, the mass of soil entrained by the burst is dependent on the
height of burst above ground, type of soil, and explosive yield. A log-normal
distribution of particle sizes is assumed, and the dust is partitioned into 10C
si.e classes. At initial time the soil burden is distributed uniformly tnrzugn-
out 'the cloud. As the cloud grows with time, the soil debris will be lofted

-. with the cloud at a rate dependent on particle size. The ganma-radiator rate
0 • at each point in the cloud is proportional to the dust mass concentrtlon at

that point. The latter assumotion is considered in detail in Apoendix

Cne way of looking at the vertical distribution of dust is to concuct fly-
tnroughs at various heights. Figure 3 shows the dependence of total dose accu-
mulated during the flythrougn scenario as height is varied for 3 different
times. For T-500 s the flythrough starts 250 s and ends 750 s after burst. The
aircraft passes through the entire cloud (radius - 13.8 km (5-! mi., before
stabilization is reached at 783 s (Table 1). The dose is nearly constant for
flythroughs passing through the cloud. As the aircraft flies at heights lower
tnan the cloud base, the dose received is relatively much lower; only lar e
particles have fallen out to those levels. At later times, tne dus, act" vltv
nas decayed as well as fallen. The dose received during flights below tne cloud

- base is relatively more substantial.

The flythrough at the cloud base receives the largest dose. 7n tne follow-

ing analyses, this will be considered as the worst case scenario.

DOSE AT THE END OF FLYTHROUGH

The dose from a flythrought is strongly dependent on the time of flyt hrougn
and the yield of the detonation. Figure 4 shows the dose accumulated by the end

,-. r of the flythrough at the cloud base vs. yield at 1000 s. Althoug the data on
0, Ons graph (Fig. 4) do not all lie on a straight line, the data with yiels

greater than 0.1 MT strongly suggest a power relationship.

Figure 5 shows the dependence of dose at the end of flythrough on time of
- flythrough. The time plotted is the time after detonation that the aircraft

.passes over ground zero. Regression lines to these data are also shown. The

8.%1
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Figure 5. Dose vs. time A'or a 10 1MT yield.
Flythrough (-40km, 0, H, -2O t tO'c,0, H, t-250)

regression f It to the f lythrough at an altitude of 2 km ( 1.2 mi) does not in-
clude the data for the four earliest times. The flythrough at 19-km (11.6 mi
altitude represents a flight through the base of the cloud while the fl ';':hrcuzn
at. 28-ki (17.1 mi) altitude is close to the top of the cloud. Th e power depend-
ence of dose on time is greater than the t 1 ,2 (Way-Wigner (5)) dependence buist
into the model., This is a result of the dust "falling out" to lower levels.

•%"

Figures 6 and 7 show the dependence of dose on time for flythrougns near
*the cloud top and bottom, respectively. These graphs show that thie exponen~t n

thie t±me dependence is nearly independent of yield. A mult~ple regression on
data for times between .5 h and 3 days, for yields above .1 MT, and for fly-
throughs near the cloud base produces the approximate relationship

Dose - 2.34 W* -1.53 (1)

where 14 is in me~aons and t is in hours. This time dependence compares favor--
ably with the t' dependency obser-ved in actual flythroughs (6).

POST FLYTHROUGH DOSE

The radiation from onboard sources is insignificant (3% of immersion dose)
while the aircraft Is immersed in the cloud. Hoer, inetencad ut

82-15
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p i re arred witn the aircraft, the rad-3t-r from this s0',re an'
*e-o2e 3gn:f:3nt fr extended missions. The gamma-radiaI.ion ra:e Iecays as:

R(t) - R1 t- .2 (2)

where R(t) is the radiation dose rate in rads/hour at time t hours after detona-
tion and RI is the dose rate constant, equal to the dose rate at one hour after
detonation (5). The evaluation of Ris based on the actual values of the total
onboard dose rates at the corresponding cloud exit times of the aircraft. The
calculated dose rate constants for trajectories near the cloud base and near the
cloud top are given in Figures 8 and 9. A multiple regression fit to the data
shows that the dose rate constant can be approximated by

Ri  - 1.44 W-55  t -.33 (3)

where W Is yield (megatons) and t is time (hours) after detonation that the
plane reaches ground zero. SI

The total onboard radiation dose can be obtained by integrating equation
)2, over the total time of the mission:

D(t) - L RI t-1. 2  dt - 5R I  (ta -0.2 _ t -0.2()

a

where D(t) is the dose in rads for the mission at time t hours after detona-
tion and ta is the time after detonation that the aircraft exits the debris
cloud.

A
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Figure 9. Rate constant vs. time near cloud base.
Flythrough (-40 km, Hb, t-250)-(40 km, 0, Hb, t+250).

CONCLUSIONS

The problem of radiation exposure to aircrews during or immediately after a
- nuclear attack is critical for USAF mission planners. The best way to reduce

radiation exposure is for the aircraft to avcid the nuclear debris clouds. How-
ever, the size of the cloud or the number of clouds may preclude this option.

The CASSIE model will calculate the radiation doses to aircrews flying
through the debris clouds from a few seconds after detonatioi to time of cloud
disbursement. However, the residual nuclear radiation will not be the major

* •concern for early times. The initial radiation, thermal effects, and the prob-
.' lems of flying through clouds of large debris particle sizes will be the major

considerations. Thus, the results of this report should not be considered as
feasible for flythrough times before cloud stabilization.

Radiation doses of aircrews flying through the nuclear debris clouds under
various conditions have been calculated by the use of the CASSIE model for an
aircraft moving with a constant speed of about 311 knots. The radiation dose
for an aircraft moving at a different speed will change in an essentially in-
verse relationship with the speed of the aircraft. If an aircraft penetrates
the cloud at a slower speed, the aircraft will be exposed to the radiation for a

I AJ longer time and thus, the dose will increase. The adjusted dose, D,, is calcu-
lated by the equation:

D - (311/v) D (5)

82-17
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4nre -e z3-3 - I speed of r e ar.f r- rn2 ? -ntheo i r,_n'-2 e:
,lose that the a.rcraf- would have nac i: .. traveled at a 3seed :f 7'
The error introduced by this approximation 1 less than 6. for a range 2 f 3ppe!s
of 200 to 700 knots at a flythrougn time of I h. For later t-mes cr for see!s
closer to 311 knots, this approximation is even better.

To illustrate the application of the results of this study. consider the
following problem. An estimate of the radiation dose is desired for an aircraft
flying through the middle of a debris cloud at the clou4 base from a 0.5-MT
surface burst with a flythrough speed of 250 knots at a time of 2000 s after
detonation enroute to a target that requires 12 h for mission completion. The
steps for thiA calculation are as follows:

(1) For the moment, consider the aircraft as having a speed of 311
knots. Calculace the radiation dose while Lmmersed in the debris cloud from
equation (1):

D - (2.3u) (.5) 0.8 (2000/3600)-1.53 (5)

- 4.1 rads

* :2) Fnd t-e on~oard radiation dose raze constant from equation (3):

., R - (, (.5) "  (2000/600) - 0  (7)

R 1.2 rads/hour

(3) Find the onboard dose for a 12-h mission from ecuation (4):
D(12) - (5) (1.2) C(2000/3600) - 2  

- (12) - - 2 ]  (8

- 3.1 rads

At this point multiply by the aircraft correction factor if known- see Aooendix
A.

(4) CalcuLate the total dose that the aL-crew would experience by adding
A the results of steps (1) and (3):

Total dose - 7.2 rads

(5) Adjust the dose to account for the speed of the aircraft by using
equation (5):

D - (311/250)(7.2) - 9.0 rads

Thus, the predicted gamma-radiation dose to the aircrew is 9.0 rads for the
mission. For 50 runs in the range .1 MT<W<10 MT and 30 min<T< 1 day, the stan-
dard deviation of these predictions from the CASSIE predictions is 16%. Two
runs deviated more than 30% from the CASSIE results.
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:ft-ne alrcr3ft flies through more than one cloud, the radiation dose of
- each cloud must be calculated separately. The total dose is the sum of all the

individual doses.
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APPENDIX A

CORRECTION FOR AIRCRAFT PARAMETERS

To obtain the dose prediction outlined in the conclusions, the follo'wsng
3ircraft parameters were arbitrarily chosen:aicrf cosn

CL(cabin length) - 3205 cm (1300 in.)
CR(cabin radius) - 274 cm (110 in.)
DF(distance of crewmember to filter) - 250 cm (100 in.)
FR(air-flow rate into cabin) - 67.5 kg (150 lb)/min
PF(fraction of dust not trapped by filter) - .5

Given actual measurements of these 5 parameters, a correction factor for a
.... cular type 3f aircraft may be calculated and the carryalong dcse mctif 'ed

4 . Calculate the correction factor for cabin dimensions, CD,:

* - 70T-60r *'-CG( CR 2 CL) CRA-N(CL/2CR) - 2CL'LOG(CL)/(C'CR2 -

". 2. Calculate the correction factor for crew distance from the filter, C:

*C - 62500/D 2

3. Calculate the correction factor for air flow into the cabin, CFR:

-FI FR/150

Calculate the correction factors for the fraction of dust allowed to pass

int the cabin through the filter, C.., and

?F1 2PF

5. Calculate the combined correction factor, C:

1' C - 0.3"CPF 1 CDM CFR * O.7 CPF 2 CFR CF

The carryalong dose (result of step 3 in the conclusions) is multiplied by
",4 tis combined correction factor to obtain the correcteJ carryalong dose. The
-" correction factor is based on: (a) analytical considerations discussed by

Taboada et al. (1), and (b) the empirical observation that, given the arbitrary
parameters originally chosen, the CASSIE model calculates that 30.% of the I
carryalong dose is due to dust trapped in the cabin while 70.% is due to dust
trapped in the filter. The correction factor thus contributes no deviation of
hand calculated results Irom CASSIE results. - ,
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EVALUATION OF MCDEL ASSUMPTIONS

In the CASSIE model, the dose rate for a flythrougn is calculatec d by ice
following steps.

(1) Divide the flight path into a sequence of target points (xl, Y1  , t,
(x 2 , Y2' z2, t2) .... (xnt Yno zn' tn), each 4 km apart.

(2) Calculate the dust concentration at each target point for each of !00 dust

sizes using the CASSANDRA code.

(3) Calculate the dose rate at each target point assuming:

(a) The rate contributed by a volume of space is proportional to the mass
"Of dus COntained therein.

* (b) When the dose rate is calculated at a particular target point, the
Jist concentration is uniform and equal to the concentration at t he target

(C) The cloud is considered to be infinite in extent for the purpose of
integrating the dose rate for a target point.

(4) Approximate the dose Integration over the flight path by assuming:

(a) Constant velocity

(b) The dose rate varies linearly between target points.

Eacn of these operations contributes some error. An analysis of the extent

r . .sc- cf t hem follows.

Frequency of Target Points

Ava!rety 3f fLght paths were evaluated by taking points much closer

tgetne tan 4 km (2.4 mi). The differences between these doses and the

original dose were less than 5%. Thus, it was concluded that the 4 km (2.4 mi)

inter.al for target points was a good compromise between accuracy and computer

Lime.

Integration to get Gamma Rate

TaDoada et al. (1) calculated the immersion dose rate D at a point r 9
3nd tinme (t) by the following integral:

100

Di,- 2K, K K(j) p(r, tJ e4 (K r- r, K ' B-
i 'jxl a4= Ir - , 1 K '
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where r, 1s the i th target point location, p(r) is tne just enstv at -

tion r, K. - 6.767 x 10- 3  meters is the atmcs pheri. absoct: :;r_ -
MeV gamma photon, and j is the dust size category. Th., fn-'egra' is ta er

over the volume of the cloud. If a coordinate transformation ;s mace 'c 2
the origin at the target point and spherical coordinates are used, this
equation becomes

D (ri,j) - Constant fff p(s,j) exp (-K- s) sin8 dedods
4 T

:1 the assumptions in steps 3(b) and 3(c) are made, then p(s) - p(ri). Then,

:)s is constant for purposes of evaluating the integral. Also, the olcud s

3:-eiCailv symmetric and infinite in size. Thus, the Integral becomes

*.,. D"r j ) - Constant p(r,,j) I exp (-K3  3) ds
0

D(ri,j) - Constant p(ri ,j)/K 3

a Two objections may occur at this point. First, the dust density does not
continue indefinitely. This is not a serious problem because only 1 of the

' dose "ate calculated by this approximation is due to any activity beyond a 680

m (2244 ft) sphere about rI. That is,

j80
I exp(-K 3 s)ds - .99 f exp(-K 3 s)ds (3-6)

A second objection is that p(r) is not constant enough even within a 680 m
.22u" rt) sphere to make a good approximation. To estimate the error incur-ed
from the constant density approximation, an alternative integration scheme was

* :- frmedi using the following symmetry argument. Cons er the target point 'x

Y' z ti) Poll the dust concentrations at 7 points: (xi, Y., zi' t)7 , (x i

200m, y I zI, t I (x 1 , yI ± 200m, z1 , t i ) and (xi, y , z 1  2 2Om, ti Assume
tne dust concentration is uniform within a 100 m (327 ft) sphere around the
target point. This region would encompass one-half the dose rate in the previ-

ous scheme. Divide the remaining space into 6 "congruent" (infinite) regions,
each with axis of symmetry about the line through (x1 , Y z ) and the respec-
.tve polling point. This can be pictured by imagining the 8 points of 1 cube,

.- ,y I ± dz I ± d), on a hollow cantaloupe and slicing between them. f
., course, this cantaloupe is infinite in radius. The intent of this division is

to justify a weighting of' the polled points. The dose rate due to one of the
outside regions is one-twelfth of the rate calculated over all space if the dust

e: concentration were uniformly equal to that. of the polled point. In like manner,

. the interior sphere receives a one-half weighting.

82-22
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" I -. ng po lx , Y y z + 200, ,,, .... . , -"

I' js i f'q f ghnt path 200 m (660 ft) above the original. ..e dose
!'.ri D t :rem t Ue upper outside region can be evaluated by running the original q.

.rcgram and taking one-twelfth of the resulting dose. The same is true of (X;
S202, :, ti) arnd (xI, YI, zI - 200, ti). The other 2 outside integraclcn

regions (Xi _ 200, y,, z1 , t i) form flight paths along the original path but
shifted in time by 200 m ?660 ft)/velocity, which is a negligible amount. it is
assumed that the starting and ending points are outside the cloud.

U.

Thus, the dose from this integration scheme is a linear function of 5 runs
,f the original program:

New dose estimate

- (1/2 + 1/12 + 1/12) Dose [(x1 , Y1, zj, ti) - (Xn p Yn' Zn, tn)]

(1112) Dose [(xi, Y1  200, zl, t1) (Xn + n 200, Zn, tn)]

*" °2) Dose ZxI, Y. - 200, z1 , t,) * "xn, Yn 200, Zn, !xY

( 2) Dose x '1 , Y1, zt + 200, t1 ) * (xn, Yn' zn 200, tn,,

.1/12) Dose x! Y1 , Z1 - 200, ti) +(Xn, Yn' Zn -200, tn.

7ne doses predicted by CASSIE along the (xj, y1 ± 200, zl, tI ) -
(Xn, Yn ± 200, Zn, tn ) flight paths do not differ from the prediction along the
original path. As can be seen from Figure 3, doses along the (x,, y,,zl ± 200, ..
tl)-(xn Yn, Zn ± 200, tn) paths may differ by 25% from the prediction along the
original path but both will not differ in the same direction from the original.
The choice of one flight path, to differ by 25% while the other agrees with the
original is a worst case and results in 25/12 or about 2% error. We take this
as evilence that the original integration scheme is sufficiently accurate.

Caicuiatlon of Dust Densities
-'-.

Results of CASSANDRA agree well with dust concentrations measured in,
4 Dial Pack tests using conventional explosives. There are no measuremen -:,
:6.: airborne dust from detonations in the megaton range with wiich to mpar3 -

model's results. The cloud size discrepancy In the megaton range has aL-e:;
been noted. The lack of experimental data and other models for compa-ison .> ..
the sources and amounts of error difficult to assess.

Atmospheric Conditions

The atmospheric winds are assumed to be zero, 1f 'rz..
-cted hiorizontally, the cloud will be translated as a ic "

- uniform and distorted if a wind shear exisl.s A wind sh-- 1'
of the flight path will cause little difference in dc'.'
wind shear will produce a lower dose.

The effects of precipitation and ir, '. .
thunderstorm are not considered. Pre i:

4' fCall out earlier and tnjs, reduf -es .

4'
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Flight Through Cloud Center

The trajectories of the aircraft are assumed to pass over ground zero. If
the aircraft passes a distance from ground zero, the radiation dose will be
reduced by virtue of the aircraft spending less time inside the cloud and going
through a lower dust concentration.

1

0

0.1
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Abstract

A procedure for five second calculation of gamma doses incurred by

aircrew members flying through nuclear debris clouds is presented. The

procedure is based on sensitivity studies of a recent flythrouah model

which has run times of up to fifteen minutes. Accuracy is acceptable using

only a small subset of the original input variables for worst-case

estimations.

N-I.
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Introduction

Estimates of radiation doses to aircrews flying through nuclear

debris clouds are of critical interest to USAF mission planners. The

probability of such an event occurring is high following a nuclear

attack. Since real data are lacking, prediction must depend uoon

mathematical modeling of the cloud environment and flythrough.

Taboada et al [1985] developed a computer model which predicts

doses from flythroughs. The model is based upon the dust environment

model CASSANDRA [Showers and Crisco, 1978] which in turn uses the

benchmark DELFIC [Norment, 1977] code as the basis of its cloud rise

and fallout dynamics. Taboada's model uses the CASSANDRA code to

calculate the dust density at various points along the trajectory of

an aircraft flying through a nuclear debris cloud. A gainria-radiation

dose rate is calculated from the dust densities and integrated over

time to obtain the total radiation dose that an aircre.J wouId

experience.

The total radiation dose is assumed to originate from two

sources: (1) the immersion radiation dose, which is a result of the

aircraft being immersed in a radioactive cloud, and (2) the onboard

radiation dose, which results from radiation exposure of the aircrews

to dust particles trapped inside the aircraft cabin and filtering

system. The immersion rate exists only while the aircraft is inside

the radioactive debris cloud, whereas the onboard radiation is a

continuing hazard.

Due to the long program runninq time, Taboada's model has lttle

use in an operational setting. This report presents a method r,'

obtaining worst-case radiation doses quickly, allowinq planner- to

create complex scenarios with relative ease.

82-28
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Flythrough Model

Taboada's model provides for changing flight and aircraft

parameters easily. A scenario is needed which will allow an analysis

of radiation dose dependence on height of flythrough, time of flight,

and detonation yield. For the purposes of this report, the following

flight scenario was used.

An aircraft flies from a point 40 km (24 mi) from ground zero on

one side of a detonation to 40 km on the opposite side, passing

directly over ground zero. The flight duration is 500 seconds, which

corresponds to a velocity of 311 knots. A height H is maintained

throughout the flight and the aircraft passes over ground zero at t

• ' seconds after detonation. This path is expressed in the form (-40 km,

0, H, t-250) - (40 km, 0, H, t+250).

The aircraft parameters are chosen to resemble those of a KC-135

aircraft. The model approximates the cabin as a cylinder, chosen to

be 32.05 m (107 ft) in length and 2.74 m (9 ft) in radius. The

filtration system is arbitrarily chosen to allow 50% of the dust

particles taken onboard to enter the cabin, with the remainder staying

on the filter. Once aboard, the dust particles do not exit. The

distance from the crewmembers to the filter is arbitrarily chosen to

be 250 cm out (100 in.). The air-mass flow into the aircraft is 67.5

kg/min (150 lb/min).
Cloud Dimensions

0 The size of the nuclear debris cloud depends on a numrner of

factors. The parameters used in the analysis include:

(1) A surface burst, with 50% of the available eneray expended

in fission.
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(2) Ground zero at 670 m (2211 ft) above mean sea level.

(3) No wind.

(4) Soil type is siliceous.

The debris cloud is modeled throughout its creation, expansion,

and cooling. At some point the model considers the turbulence, upward

rise, and expansion to be negligible and stabilizes the cloud

dimensions at current values. These calculations are reported in

Table 1. Stabilization is relative; in actuality, the cloud will

continue to grow slowly as a result of buoyancy, turbulence, and wind

patterns.

TABLE 1. Cloud Dimension Data at Stabilization

Yield (MT) Stab. Cloud Cloud Cloud
Time(s) Base(m) Top(m) Radius(m:

0.003 312 3,700 5,200 1,100

0.010 423 5,300 7,400 1,800

0.030 661 6,700 10,500 2,900

0.100 611 8,400 12,400 5,400

0.300 720 9,500 14,900 8,500

1.000 783 11,300 18,000 13,300

3.000 785 13,500 22,000 20,300

10.000 787 17,700 29,000 31,000

30.000 852 21,000 37,200 52,400

These calculations are based on the DELFIC and CASSANDRA portiors

of the model. The cloud top and bottom heiqhts agree well with value

reported by Glasstone and Dolan [1977]. Cloud radii appear to ie
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larger by as much as a factor of 1.4 than those reported. Part of the

disagreement may be explained by the ambiguous nature of the cloud

dimensions. Part may be explained by the fact that DELFIC was

intended as a ground fallout code, and ground fallout is relatively

insensitive to cloud radius or base height choices [Norment, 1977].

Since the flythrough dose is approximately inversely proportional to

cloud radius in this model, the inaccuracy in cloud size will cause

the calculated dose to be underestimated.

Dust Cloud Characteristics

In the model, the mass of soil entrained by the burst is

dependent on the height of burst above ground, type of soil, and

explosive yield. A log-normal distribution of particle sizes is

assumed, and the dust is partitioned into 100 size classes. At

initial time the soil burden is distributed uniformly throughout the

cloud. As the cloud grows with time, the soil debris will be lofted

with the cloud at a rate dependent on particle size. The

gamma-radiation rate at each point in the cloud is proportior, l t,. the

dust mass concentration at that point.

One way of looking at the vertical distribution of dust is to

conduct flythroughs at various heights. Figure I shows the dependence

of total dose accumulated during the flythrough scenario as height is

carried for 3 different times. For T=1,000 seconds the flythrough

starts 750 seconds and ends 1,250 seconds after burst. The dose is

nearly constant with respect to horizontal distances for flythrouqhs

passing within 8 km of the center. As the aircraft flies at heights

lower than the cloud base, the dose received is relatively much lower;

only large particles have fallen out to those levels. At later times,
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the dust activity has decayed as well as fallen. Thus the dose

received during flights below the cloud base at these later times is

relatively more substantial.

The flythrough at the cloud base receives the largest dose. In

the following analyses, this will be considered as the worst case

scenario.

Dose at the End of Flythrough

The dose from a flythrough is strongly dependent on the time of

flythrough and the yield of the detonation. Figure 2 shows the dose

accumulated by the end of the flythrough at the cloud base versus

yield at 2000 seconds. Although the data on this graph do not all lie

on a straight line, the data with yields greater than 0.1 MT strongly

suggest a power relationship.

Figure 3 shows the dependence of dose at the end of flythrough on

time of flythrough. The time plotted is the time after detonation

that the aircraft passes over ground zero. Regression lines to these

data are also shown. The regression fit to the flythrough at an

altitude of 2 km (1.2 mi) does not include the data for the four

earliest times. The flythrough at 19 km (11.6 mi) altitude represents

a flight through the base of the cloud while the flythrough at 28-km

(17.1 mi) altitude is close to the top of the cloud. The power

dependence of dose on time is greater than the t 1 2 dependence built

into the model [Way and Wigner, 1948]. This is a result of the dust

"falling out" to lower levels.

Figure 4 shows the dependence of dose on time for flythroughs

near the cloud base. This graph shows that the exponent in the time

dependence is nearly independent of yield. A multiple regression on
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data for times between .5 h and 3 days, for yields above .1 MT, and

for flythroughs near the cloud base produces the approximate

relationship

Dose = 2.34 t -1.53)

where W is in megatons and t is in hours. This time dependence

compares favorably with the t- 1.6 dependency observed in actual

flythroughs [Banks, 1958].

Post Flythrough Dose

The radiation from onboard sources is insignificant (3% of

immersion dose) while the aircraft is immersed in the cloud. However,

since the onboard dust particles are carried with the aircraft, the

radiation from this source can become significant for extended

missions. The gamma-radiation rate decays as:

R(t) = R1 t
-1.2  (2)

where R(t) is the radiation dose rate in rads/hour at time t hours

after detonation and is the dose rate constant, equal to the dose

6 rate at one hour after detonation [Way and Wigner, 1948]. The

evdluation of RI is based on the actual values of the total onboard

dose rates at the corresponding cloud exit times of the aircraft. The

calculated dose rate constants for trajectories near the cloud bas'

are given in Figure 5. A multiple regression fit to the data shows

that the dose rate constant can be approximated by
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R 1.44 W"55 t -. 33 (3)

where W is yield (megatons) and t is time (hours) after detonation

that the plane reaches ground zero.

The total onboard radiation dose can be obtained by integrating

equation (2) over the total time of the mission:

D(t)St R t 1.2 dt = -0.2 t-0.2
t 1 tR 1 (ta

where D(t) is the dose in rads for the mission at time t hours after

* detonation and t is the time after detonation that the aircraft exits

the debris cloud.

Conclusions

The problem of radiation exposure to aircrews during or

immediately after a nuclear attack is critical for USAF mission

planners. The best way to reduce radiation exposure is fcr the

aircraft to avoid the nuclear debris clouds. However, the size of the

cloud or the number of clouds may preclude this option.

The model will calculate the radiation doses to aircrews flying

through the debris clouds from a few seconds after detonation to time

of cloud disbursement. However, the residual nuclear radiation will

not be the major concern for early times. The initial radiation,

thermal effects, and the problems of flying through clouds of large

debris particle sizes will be the major considerations. Thus, th

results of this report should not be considered as feasible for

flythrough times before cloud stabilization.
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Approximate radiation doses of aircrews flying through the

nuclear debris clouds under various conditions can be calculated

rapidly with a small calculator using equations (1) and (4) for an

aircraft moving with a constant speed of about 311 knots. The

radiation dose for an aircraft moving at a different speed will change

in an essentially inverse relationship with the speed of the aircraft.

If an aircraft penetrates the cloud at a slower speed, the aircraft

will be exposed to the radiation for a longer time and thus, the dose

will increase. The adjusted dose, D1, is calculated by the equation:

D1  = (3
1 1/v) D (5)

where v is the actual speed of the aircraft in knots and D is the

predicted dose that the aircraft would have had it traveled at a speed

of 311 knots. The error introduced by this approximation is less than

6% for a range of speeds of 200 to 700 knots at a flythrough time of I

h. For later times or for speeds close to 311 knots, this

approximation is even better.

An illustration of the application of these results and an

evaluation of many of the assumptions made is contained in Vanden

Bosch and Woodrum [1986].

If the aircraft flies through more than one cloud, the radiation

dose of each cloud must be calculated separately. The total dose is

* the sum of the individual doses.
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Figure i. Dose vs height for a 1 MT yield.

Flythrough (-40 kmn, 0, H, T -250) - (40 kmn, 0, H, T + 250)

Figure 2. 'Dose vs yield.

Flythrough (-40 kmn, 0, H, 1750) - (40 kmn, 0, H, 2250).

Figure 3. Dose vs time for a 10 MT yield.

Flythrough (-40 kmn, 0, H, T - 250) - (40 kin, 0, H, T + 250).

Figure 4. Dose vs time near cloud base.

Flythrough (-40 kin, 0, Hb, T - 250) - (40 kin, 0, Hb, T + 250).

Figure 5. Rate constant vs time near cloud base.

Flythrough (-40 kin, 0, Hb, T - 250) -(40 kr2, 0, Hb T + 250).
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